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REMOTE TROPOSPHERIC RACIIC COMMUMICATION.

I. A. Gusyatinskiy, A. S. Nemircvskiy, A. V. Sokolov, V. N. *Troitsky.

Page 2.

In the bock are prwseated questions of the transmission

multichannel and televisicn sigrals on radic relay lines, which usq

an effect of the remote tropospheric propagation of VHF.

Are

xiled the mechanisms cf remote troposrheric prcpagation of VHF,

special feature/peculiarity of the passage of radiosignals through

the troposphere and the different methods of the diverse

reception/procedure. Analyzed fzequency and phase characteristics of

the circuit of propagaticn in the troposphere and are derived

formulas for calculating the thermal and transient intarferences with

multichannel telephony at the outjut of cne secticn of troposFheric

line. To remaining chapters they are dedicated antenna feeder.

K| I_ _ _ _ _ _ -_ _... ... I_ __.. . . . .....
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The book is of large interest for the engineers of radic

communications.

Illustrations 144.

Tables 3.

Eibliographies 100.

Page 3.

Preface.

Develcpment of contemporary technolcgy led to the need for the

rapid and exact soluticn of the prcblems of ccntrcl and cocrdinaticn

taking into account the events, cccuring at large distances from thg

control centers. In this case sharply increased the role of

communication not only in rne diagram of "man-man", but also for thi.

data transmission in the system, which connects between themselves

two electronic computers. Tne character cf the transmitted

information in this case cauzes spEcial requirements for the circuit:

first, an increase in the trasmission ability of communicatirg

systems, and, in the seccnd place, an increase in the rpquirements

for reliability and gualirty ct trarsmission.
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One of possible technical Equipment, which satisfy the stated

requirements under conditions of the sparsely populated and almost

inaccessible areas of terrestial globe, is ccmunication equipment

with the aid of the lines ot reaote trcpcspheric propagation of ultra

short waves (DTR).

The wide development of the network of the tropospheric lines of

communications (to January 19o5 in entire world were counted more

than 70 thousand km of lines BTi) confirrs their expediently uses,

especially in those areas where are hindered/hampered (or they are

impossible) constructicn and operation of usual radio relay lines.

The proposed to the reader bock is dedicated to the study of the

problem of the transmissicn of brcadband multichannel signals along

the radio relay lines, which use an effect cf the remote trcpcspheric

propagation VHF.

It rests in the larger part cn the original works, carried out

by collective writers in the Feriod 1959-1967.

The book assumes kncwiedge hy the readsrs cf the fundamental

policies of radio engineering VGZ [315.3 - Institute of Higher
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Education]; it is intended to engineers and tc scrint::.ic -dczer ,

whc work in the area of exiloraticn, planning and '-or-tic: ct

tropospheric communicating iysteUs and can te ise *tcc.

students of senior ccursEs at VUZ.

Sections of a bcck are writter; Ehapter , '. ,

6.1, 6.2, 7.1 and 7.3 - cy A. S. hemirovsxiy. ChaFter I •

Troitsky. Chapter 3, §§ 4.3, 4.4 - by I. A. Gusyatinsxiv.

(with exception §§ 5.3-5.5 and 5.11) - by A. . Sckclcv. - -.

- by T. G. Tarakanova, t§ 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 - B. E. Nadenenkc, .

by Yu. N. nargolin, § 6.5 - H. Ya. Ryskin, § 7.2 - ty 1. L. Fiperncv.

The authors are sinceraly grateful to the reviewer of the bock

V. V. Markov, who gave the numnber of valuatle councils, taken irtc

consideration by the authors during final preparaticn of the

manuscript for the publicaticn.

Responses and observations about the bock should he guided ifntc

the publishing house X6 (1cscow-Center, Chistcprudnyy avenue,

2). .vy,7.
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Page 4.

Chapter 1.

FEATURES OF THE HEMOTE IRCECSEBEBIC PROPAGAIICN OF ULT3A SHOFT WAVES.

§ 1.1. On the nature of tha phenomenon of the remcte trcposph :ic

propagation of ultra shcrt waves.

Heterogeneities of the fcwer layers of the atzcsphere.

The effect of the atmosphere cn the prcpagation cf ultra short

waves is connected in essence with the fact ttat the dielectric

permeability of air e is not a constant value and depends or

temperature, pressure and, air tuaidity

(z -- 1) 0a -  .55 D _ 48:Oe (I )

where T - temperature cf air in OX;

P - pressure in t.e millibars;

e - vapor pressure in thle illibars.
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It is well known that the temperature, pressure and air humidity

change in the space and in tie time; therefcre the same changes

according to (1.1) undergoes value z. fhree-dimensicnal/space changes

have both regular and irregular character. Regular changes z with

the altitude cause, as is kncwn, the pheromencn cf the refraction cf

radio waves. Us subsequently in essence they will interest irregular,

random heterogeneities - which cause reflecticn and scattering cf

ultrashort radio waves. These heterogeneities e which have differ=:nt

dimensions and forms, ccntinuouily are mcdified in the time, they

disappear and appear again_ they move with the flcw cf air masses,

creating the complicated picture cf randcm fluctuaticns z in

atircsphere.

Random fluctuations it is possible tc divide into twc

fundamental forms; 1) laminar heterogeneities even 2) the

heterogeneities, connected with vortex, turbulent air moticn.

The laminar hetercgeneities of the atmcsphere are encountered

they are very frequentl) and causea by the mcst diverse reascns.

First of all, such hetercgeneities include the layers with small or

even negative gradients c the temperature (i.e. the layers where T

increases with the altitude).

Such layers, which are statla formation, they usually call
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inversions.

Page 5.

Inversions block vertical air mcticn and therefcre are trapping

layers, which are accospenied by differert divergences in changr th, :

air humidity and wind velocity. An abrupt change of tne absolute

humidity in inversion layer is caused by the fact that the irversic.

delays the admission of water vapcrs intc the cverlying layers where

the air proves to be drier. As can be seen frcm (1.1), the

temperature rise and the drop in toe humidity with altitude in

inversion layer create extremely favorable ccrditiors for forming

irregularities of dielectric permeability.

,ost essential for us are the inversions cf free atmosphere,

i.e., inversion, enccunter at the altitudescf mcre than 500 ir. They

include so-called subsidence tesperature inversion which frequently

are formed in the anticyclonic conditions wher the upper air layers

are omitted down due tc the spreading of lcwer layers and in this

adiabatically are heated. Suca inversions have large extent in the

horizontal plane and ccnsideranle intensity. tyramic inversicns are

developed in the layers %ith high wind velocities. The rapidly movin]

flcw draw-in air of the layers uith the lower speed of the wird. In

this case on th, upper tcund of layer high velccities are created the
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descending motions and temperature is raised, and on lower bcuna zy

it is reduced.

Inversions appear also due to different transparency of air in

the different layers due to the presence in the atmcspheri of water

vapors, clouds and dust. Layers with the increased content of the

droplets of water, water vapors and dust can te warmed thoroughly ty

solar radiation considerably sore strong than surrounding air. The

passage of fronts also sometimes causes the appearance of inversicn

due to the stratification of the warm air ahcve the cold.

One of the important reasons tor the appearance cf

heterogeneities F of laminar character is the presence of the

cloudiness; on the boundary of clcud occurs a rather sharp drcF in

the absolute humidity c± air and a noticeable change in the

temperature, which leads to ahrupt change e in the air.

The heterogeneities cf laminaE character appear also as a result

of the horizontal movement of air masses which were heated

differently above the different parts of the Earth's surface, as a

result of the convecticn cf war& air, due tc the internal gravity

waves and many other reascns.

Heterogeneities z cf iaminar character have thickness from the
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tenths of meter to several hundred meters. Increment c in such

layers oscillates from 1C- 6 to (5-10)*10 -s . The extent of laminar

heterogeneities in the hcrizcntal ilane is changed also over wide

limits: from tens of meters to tens of kilometers.

The heterogeneities of the second form arp caused by turtulent

air motion as a result cf the inequality of the earth's surface,

nonuniformity of its heating and other reascns.

Page 6.

The eddy, which was beinc formed in one regicn of the atmosphere, is

moved into other regions, assuming to kncwn degree the temperature

and the humidity of initial region. Therefore this vcrtex forms tho

local heterogeneity, which has cn the average spherical form.

According to the general theory of turbulence, developed by A. LN.

Kolmogorov and A. M. Otukhcv, the turbulent icticn begins frcm the

formation of large-size vortices (approximately of the same order

as the size of entire flow as a whole). These vortices during their

motion gradually are diminished, being ccnverted into the vortices cf

smaller dimensions. In this case the intensity of turbulent motion

falls, since with the decrease cf size of vortex increases the rcle

of viscosity. Energy of the smallest vortices is converted into ths

heat. This leads to the fact that in the atmcsphere constantly and
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simultaneously there are vortices cf different sizes. Therefor . it is

possible to speak about the continuous sFectrum of heterogeneities

caused by turbulent acticn. In this case, the less the dimensicr

of heterogeneity, the sialler will be the in it increment z. which is

noted by the known law ci two thirds, according to which
!2 (1.2

where and - value at pcints 1 and 2, - a distance

between these two points, and B - constant. Here line above the

bracketed expression indicates average value. Value <_j. which

characterizes random heterogeneities ' is called of structural

function. For the varied conditions the constant B takes different

values.

Thus, in the atmosihere sisultaneously there are hetercgeneities

of different nature and various forms which continuously mcve and

change. The quantitative descripticn cf these hetercgeneities

presents considerable difficulties. Usually they assume

where - average value . and A, - random variable, which chang.s

in the time and in the sFace. In this case it is assumed that

function ' is statistically stationary, although the latter

positicn, apparently, is not entirely correct. for the statistical

description of fluctuaticns they use either structural function or

three-dimensional/space correlaticn function,
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,; ' :& :,:.(1.3)

where L - distance betueen Ecints I and 2. In general p(d) de~ends

not only on distance 1, but alsc on directicn of the vector 1,
carried out from point I into pcint 2.

Page 7.

Between structural function (1.1) and correlaticn function (1.3)

there is the single tord
,oY = -'"

Eoth the structural function f &) and correlaticn function p cL1 can

te determined experimentally with the aid cf the measurement cf

fluctuation F in the atmosphere. 1he experinental data about

heterogeneities r of the atmosEhere thus far are very limited and

incomplete, first of all, due tc the insufficiency cf the space of

such measurements and, Lurthermcre, due to the insufficient

instrument accuracy with aid of which are measured these

heterogeneities. In mcre detail with the exFerivental data atcut

fluctuations f, in the atmosphere it is Fossikle to be introduced in

work [1. 1 1. Experiments show that the intensity of fluctuaticns e.

value A!2. slowly decreases with the altitude approximately according

to the same law, as value ej bhich, speaking in general terms,

exponentially falls with the altitude. At the altitudes from I tc 3
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km the standard deviation of value AF comprises (1-3)910 - 6 with the

interval of averaging cn the Order of 1 km.

Reflecticn and scattering of ultra short waves by atmospheric

irregularities.

Then tropospheric Ercpagaticn is caused by the re-emissicn

4'iscattering or reflecticn) of ultra short waves by heterogeneities

which were discussed above. Let us pause in greater detail at the

mature of this phenomencn.

As is known, ultra snort waves, in particular centimeter and

decimeter ranges, possess the ccuparatively weak ability to go around

obstructions due to the phenomenon of diffraction. Therefore for the

transmitting station the earth's surface creates the rather sharp

boundary between that illumitated and that shaded by regions. The

same boundary is formed also from the side flatten stations (Fig.

1. 1). lhe reception of waves proves to be possible only from certain

space, horizontal abcve intersecticn cf tangerts to the earth's

surface, carried out thrcugh thE ccrrespcndinc points. If in this

space prove to be hetercgeneities z. then such hetercgeneities will

cause reflection and scattering cf the incidert on them wave. The

part of the scattered cr reflected energy can achieve receiving

point. Because at large distances (it is more than 100-150 ka)
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diffraction field on VHf proves to be negligibly small, the field,

re-emitted with heterogeneities a. will be furdamental, althcugh its

valus also small.

For determining the field, re-emitted with hetercgeneities, they

use the usually follcwing method.

Page 8.

In view of the fact that < : and E<<E0 , where E - strength of the

re-emitted field, and E. - strength of the field of the incident

wave, in the equations c¢ Maxwell leave cnly the members where -F and

E enter to the first degree (Eorn approximaticn). As a result for the

re-emitted field is cbtained the fcllcwing ex[ressicn:

(1.4)

a

where: - wave ntater,

E- strength of the field ot the incident wave,

r2 - a distance frcm the current point tc the Fcint of

reception,

a - the space in which are located the heterogeneities.
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After averaging on the space and passing to the attenuation

factor . is not difficult tc cbtain

, - , :r.r. ',.

Here - distance frcm the transmitter to the current cint, :

- distance from the current Foint to the point cf reception. Under

the integral sign will cost already known fret the preceding secticn

correlation function -
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Fig. 1.1. Space of re-emissicn.

Page 9.

Equality (1.5) can te recorded otherwise

here X \& r- the distance between corresponding pcints,

and F -reflection coeffici~ent frce the cnly beterogeneity, which has

the form, depicted as ccrialati.cn functien

ap x!,-Pcrl -r. -r. -,,
F P P . - - I

4.z r~r2

Thus, expressions 41.5) and (1.6) make simple sense. The first

integration indicates the daterzination, of reflecticn ccefficient

from one certain averaced betercgeneity whose form is determined by

the form of the functico of correlation, and the second integration
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indicates the additicn cf iields from all heterogeneities, iccated in

space a'.

Let us now examine tne behavior of reflection coefficient or,

are more accurate, the ccetticlent cf re-emissicn based on the

example of the correlation functicn of the form

P = .A-2 exp F. -- (- x')' - - - -- z- .,'-

where x, y, z - rectangular coordinates, and - the so-called

scales of heterogeneities ia the acrizontal and vertical planes. If

S>!, heterogeneity has the pancaxe form, elcngated in the

horizontal plane. The ccsuraticn cf integral (1.7) with the steepest

descent method for p fcm 11.8) leads to the fcllcwing result:

F = exp -1-Z (cos 1j - COS

+ (sin sin -,) (i9'

For simplicity it was here assumed that the center of

heterogeneity was located in the vertical plare, passing through the

corresponding points. Value E is determined ty the expressicr:

B = ,- -1S

L12 2 12 D'12D

P1, - this the angle between the directicn in the transmitter and the

horizontal plane, '4- - aa dngle between the direction in the

receiving point and the same jlane (Fig. 1.2);
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2 .1 2 I

12 D' D

D - size cf the first Fresnel zone in the plane,

perpendicular to dirpcticn cf prcpagation.

Page 10.

From (1.9) it follcws that the maximum value F will have in thq

direction of incident wave I=-P2- This maximum ccrresponds to

re-emission forward. Besides it, is a maximum near the direction of

the mirror reflection wbea 'P,=P2 This maximum is feasitle, if .

and D< it corresponds to The mirror reflected wave. The diagram cf

the re-emission of energy by irregularity in the vertical plane

proves to be by such as it is depicted in Fig. 1.3.
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Fig. 1.2. fig. 1.3.

Fig. 1.2. To computation of field level, re-elitted with

heterogeneities of tiofcsphere.

Fig. 1.3. Radiation pattern of te-emission of energy ty

heterogeneity.

Key: (1). Forward scattering. (i). Encident wave. (3). Wave_

reflected.

Page 11.

With the decrease of si2s of heterogeneities of less than the

Frgsnel3 zone the maxim a n the irror irecticr disapears and w

Ke:() owr cteiny .. .Icdnw. (3) i avJ
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come to the case of the usual scattering

• , -1 1xexp- 'c 1 (cos 1 - zos ,)- -
4 i0 4 L 1

12(sinp 1  sin ).,j 0

In the case of reacts tropcspheric Fropagaticn in view cf the

geometry of route IN difters little from 1'. in the essential part of

space a'; therefore

F .L. l exp z' y-.)

where '=WI=2.

This is - known expressicn for relative value cf the scattered

energy in the case of the corzelation functicr cf fcrm (1.8). Ancther

extreme case - reflection tics the layer - we will obtain frcm (1.C),

assuming %-co;

_3 exp - ct , sin2 .12)
L I ""2 eq sin ,

This expression, naturally, coincides with the known exressiJcn

for the reflecticn ccefficient fzcg the layer whose form is

determined by Gaussian function Az=At0 exp i -,' ottained by cther

methods. From equalities (1. 11) and (1.12) it is evident that the

cases of scattering and reflection differ radically from each other

in form of dependence ct F cn the tavelengtb, dimensicns of

heterogeneities and ancle Y- With quasi-mirrcr reflection (1. 12) the

dependence on angle -y is sharper and trc tie wavelength weaker than
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during pure scattering (1.11).

By analogous methcd it is Fossible to find value of F fcr cth.r

forms of the function c± correlaticn. Just as fcr the case of

Gaussian correlation function (1.8), the fcrm of dependence Cf F cr

the wavelength of angle ; will be changed with a change in the

character of re-emissicn (4uasi-sirror reflection or scattering). The

real heterogeneities of the atmcsEbere have very complicated

structure. In the atmosibere there is constantly a whole spectrum cf

both laminar heterogeneities and heterogeneities of isotropic

structure; therefore the ccuputaticn of attenuation factor in the

case of remote tropospheric Frofagation proves to be sufficiertly

complex problem. It is further coilicated by the fact , that we,

until now, do not have available statistically reliable data about

heterogeneities e of the atmoshere. However, general laws it is nct

difficult to explain frcs equalities (1.5), (1.6) and (1.11), (1.12).

Based on the example tc the correlation functicn of form (1.8) we

note that the re-emitted field possesses large directivity.

Page 12.

Eoth possible maximum cf re-emission (straight line and mirrcr) ar "

sufficiently acute, since value *&- in (1. IC) is great in view cf the

fact that the dimensiors ct teterc~eneities are considerably greatEr
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wavelength.

Therefore space a', wnica we will call the tropospheric space cf

re-emission, sharply will be restricted cn the altitude, since the

heterogeneities, located highly, will not participate in the

formation of the field in the place of recepticn in view of the sharP

drop P with increase and : Then it is pcssible tc speak also

about the heterogeneities ot the atmosphere, iccated beside the

route. The radiation pattern ci re-emission ir the hcrizontal plane

is also narrow; therefcre the siace of re-emission will be limited,

also, in the horizontal plane. Let us note that in the case ct the

scattering when :,<<D, the directed properties of re-emissions less

and the dimensions of the re-emitting space scre in ccmpariscn with

the case cf quasi-mirrcr reflectic.

Thus, during the remote trcpospheric rc~agaticn in the process

of the re-emission of energy participates linited region of sFace -

tropospheric space of re-emission a'. Specifically, by thi- space

actually is conlucted integraticn in (1.6). The angular dimensicns ci

this volume are determined ty tke iroperties cf hetercgeneities,

i.e., by their dimensicns, wavelength and by angle or, which is

the same, by distance. In tne case when are apFlied the pencil-hear

antennas, the space cf re-emissicn can be determined by the antenna

radiation pattern, if the angle or antenna directivity becomes .sss
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than angular dimensions trofospheric volume cf re-emission a'.

1.2. Dependence of the average signal level cn the distance.

The dependence cf the average value of attenuaticn factcr Lroc

the distance is connected, in the first place, with the decendence Cf

the coefficient of re-euissicn E cn angle y. The value cf ancle '-

in the space of re-emission is determined by the gecmetry cf rcut0.

Roughly it is possible tc consider that angle ';- is equal tc the

half geocentric angle 0 (Fig. 1.4). With an ircrease in the distance,

i.e., with an increase 0, increases if', and consequently, acccrding to

(1.11) and (1.12) or analogous Equalities for other forms cf the

function of correlation falls value F. If the dimensicns cf

heterogeneities are small '<D), then occurs usual scattering and

dependence of V on anglE ,P is nct as acute as with >>D, when is

observed quasi-mirrcr wave reflection frcm the heterogeneities.

Therefore in the first case dependence of V cr the distance Froves tc

be weak in comparison with large-size case cf heterogeneities. Creat

effect on dependence of ' cn the alstance exerts change with the

distance of the dimensicns cf the space cf re-emissicn. In fact, with

increase t0 and, therefore, : and according to (1.9) or similar

equalities for other fcros cf the functicn of correlation the

directivity of the characteristic cf re-euissicn increases and

therefore decrease the angular dimensions of the space of re-emissicr.
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a'.

Page 13.

Consequently, with the conidirectional antennas the angular

dimensions of the space cf re-enission fall. Cn the other hand, with

an increase in the distance with ccnstant quantity cf the angular

dimension of space a' its yecaetric space increases propcrticrally

d. Therefore in depending cn the characteristics of heterogeneities

and line of wave the value cf the space cf re-emissicn will Either

increase or fall from the distance. With the Fencil-team antennas

when space is determined by the intersection cf the antenna radiation

patterns, the dimensicrs of the s.ace of re-emission, obviously,

increase with the distarce pzopcztionA.lly d3 .

Another factor, which affects the course cf the average value of

signal level with the distarce, is change with the distance cf

altitude of space of re-euissior. It is cbvicts that with an increase

in the listance the altitude c the space of re-emission above the

earth's surface increases. Since the average intensity cf

heterogeneities - falls trcz the altitude t, this phenomencn causes

an increase in the rate cf the drcf in signal with the distance.

FOCTNOTE 1T The intensity of hetercgeneities AT falls from the
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altitude in viaw of the fact tnat falls absolute value and,

furthermore, due to the distance from earths surface, which Flays

large role in the formaticn of teterogeneities. ENDFCCTNOTE.

With an increase in altitude, daarently, is changed not only value

-A2, but also dimensicr.s ct heterogeneities and their fcrm, %hich

also superimposes its iz ressicn cn dependence cf V on the distance.

Thus, the dependerce of attenuation factcr V on distance is

caused by a sufficiently iarce guartity cf different factors.
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Fig. 1.4. connection of angle ', with the qeccentric angle.

Page 14.

The quantitative account of these all factcrs represents significant

difficulty, in particular, if ore considers that the informaticn

about the structure cf the betercgeneities cf the atmosphere are

still very limited. Under these ccrditiors are cf special interest

the experimental data atcut the averagp signal levels at different

distances. However, the use these data fcr determining the dependence

of V on the distance meets with the known difficulties at which we

will pause below.

The fact is that the attenuation factor in the case of remcte

tropospheric propagaticn Frcves tc be such ssall that even at the
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considerable power of transmitter for the reliable reception at large

distances is necessary the use cf the pencil-team antennas; hcwever,

in this case the space cf re-amission will depend on dir,ctivity ct

both antennas, therefore, and attenuation factcr V will also depend

on antenna directivity. ExperimEntal data abcut the average values of

factor of weakening at different distances in the majcrity of the

cases are acquired precisely for the pencil-team antennas, mcrecver

in different experiments were applied different antennas. Therefcrq

in order in some way tc crder the data about the average signal

levels in the case of rercte trcpospheric prcpagaticn, it is

necessary to eliminate the effect cf antenna directivity. For this

has the sense to construct the dependence of attenuation factor on

the distance for the ounidaizectional antennas, first after ccrvertiny

experimental the data atcut the average signal levels fcr the

omnidirectional antennas. The effect of antenna directivity in this

case is considered separately.

Dependence cf V or the antenna directivity is ccnventionally

designated as losses of antenna gain. On this phenomenon the speeci.

will gc in the followirg Faragrapbs; therefcre here we will te

restricted only to ccnfiimaticn, that this translaticn to prcduce is

possible. Furthermore, icr tte characteristic cf signal usually

utilize not average value and not Ems value the V, but median value

cf attenuation factor Eut, as it will te further shcwn, this
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value is inconvenient fcr the calculations, it does not reflect the

energy characteristic cf signal and strongly it depends on the deFth

of fadings. Therefore as tr, e characteristic cf signal level we will

apply value or 5, Consequently, is necessary the

translation of experimental data trom value V,,, to value

It is known that the attenuation factcr ccntinuously is chinyEd

in the time, in this case are ctserved bcth the raDid fluctuations

with the period less thaE 5 min and slow fluctuations with the pericd

it is more than 5 min (in detail dtout fluctuations V it will he

described into § 1.4). Fcr determining the rgs value cf attenuation

factor they enter as fcllows. first is determined the rms vilue V in

every 5 min. Then findlrg tas statistical distribution of 'hE fioe

minute rms val,jes of the V aurizr the large F ricd cbservazicns. 7rkm

the same distribution they find Thus, V'e= - this median valie

cf five minute :ms values.

PFge 15.

qunning in forward, let us say that the statistical distributicn cf

the five minute rms values V is sucordinated to lcqarithmic normal

law with the standard deviation a. In this case is easy to oLtain th-

connection between 0 and Vie. Let us reccrd V a and V., in

the 4ecibels:
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KS ae = 0lgV".
.p. Ks= (6,6)

In the case of logarithmic normal law tbe average from Ig V

coincides with the median value V, since logarithmic normal law -

this normal law for ig cf the V, while in the case normal law averago

and median values coincide; thexetcre

e,. (6) 2 gV 1

Probability density V in the case of lcgarithmic normal law

W 1V ) will be

(v 6 ) - V ea 36))2

I ' (d6)
W(V36) - ___6e

Here V and a are ex1retised ia the decitels. We find the rms

value of attenuation factor, usins the usual methc:

I v '
. -C6 '

X" e
4 ',34  

0 -
= 23a6) dV,) -- A

Expressing V- in the dEcitels, we cbtair

.2V':P Ksfd6 = "'(0) -1 V C_ iMVcp xa(ae6 - , e& (d6)

or

VV. K (66) = V.z= +Oi 5o~dd). t .13)

For obtaining depencence V-2 cn the distance were used the

experimental data (1.1-1.10), oktained by winter in essence cr ths
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land routes under conditicns cf the mcderate and sutarctic climates.

In the winter months are cbserved the lowest values of the average

signal leve-ls; therefcre precisely these data ahout the average

levels after unfavorable ericd are of greatest interest during the

design of the troposphezic lines ct communicaticns.
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Page 16.

Fig. 1.5a gives the dependence of rcot-mean-square values of

attenuation factor ca the distance for the cifnidirecticral

antennas, obtained in essence troa work [1.2] for three lengths of

waves, while in Fig. 1.5b - fcr the directicral antennas with the

angle of directivity cf 1 0*

FOCTNOTE *. At the angle of directivity in the future we will

understand the width cf the main lcbe of radiaticn cf antenna cn the

points of the half pcwei. ZSCICCINCTE.

Fig. 1.5a and b gives dependence ret cn the true distance

tetween points d, but fzcm so-called equivalent distance :, tinder :,

here is understood the distance between the pcints cf contact cf the

tangency of the rays of the Earth's surface (see Fig. 1.a).

Equivalent distance is determined after the ccnstructicn of

profile, i.e. the secticn of route in the vertical plane. In this

case the ccnstrnction cf profile is conducted taking into acccunt the
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refraction, i.e. it is assumed that equivalent radius of the earth

ac is equal to approximately 85CO km. The intrcducticn of the concept

of equivalent listance *axes it Fossible sirply tc consider the

altitude effect cf the settinj ui of antennas. with an increase in

altitude of antennas decreases angle -; and, therefcre, rises signal

level. The curves of Fig. 1.5t, generally speaking, do not ccincids

with the analogous curves of works [1.1; 1.2]. ibis is explained, in

the first place, by the fact that fig. 1.5a ard t gives the rus

values V, but not median as in [1. 1; 1.2] and, in the second place,

fact that the account cl losses, asplificaticn (1.1; 1.2] was

conducted inaccurately. 7he dependence Fig. 1.5b was constructed cn

the base of more precise data atcut the losses cf amplification,

checked experimentally. Translation of the median levels, obtained by

other authors [1.3-1.1CI, was also done acccrding tc the specified

data about the losses cf antenna gain. As can te seen from Fig. 1.5,

attenuation factor falls from the aistance expcnentially or, if

is expressed in the decibels, then it is possible tc speak atcut

lineiar drop . e with the distarce. Linear attenuation depends cn

wavelength, increasing with the shcrtening cf wave. At the frequency

cf approximately 1000 Fhz linear weakenirg is 0.075 dE/km.

Figure 1.5a shows that if we consider cCIrectiCns for the losses

cf amplification, then experimental data for the worst season have

comparatively small spread, in sjite of difference in the
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geographical position cf the investigated rcutes. Thus, the curves

Fig. 1.5a and b possess sutficiently good statistical authenticity.

For the summer, mcst Lavcrable time, the dependence on +hE

distance somewhat is changed. Average value in this ca.e

sufficiently strongly increases in coapariscr with %inter period,

moreover this increase is the greater, the less the distance:

therefore linear weakenirg in summer increases.

Fig. 1.6 gives for the ccmparison of dependence V on thq

distance for the winter anu sumner periods, cttained at the frequency

cf approximately 1000 ?Hz under ccnditicrs cf the middle stric of the

European territory of tne USSS and those ccrverted for the antennas

with the angle of directivity of 10.
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It should be noted that the scatter of the experimental data anout

the average levels fcr the summer months prcves tc te ccnside:ably

more than for winter period. ThE average levels in summer

sufficiently strongly deFenu on climatic and cecgraFhical ccnditions.

1.3. Dependence of the average signal level on the wavelength.

Experimental investiyaticns showed [1.1; 1.2' that the

dependence of signal level cn tte frequency carries random charactsr.

At different moments cf time tue relation of signal level on

different waves proves tc De diftezent. The radiaticn of the relaticn

of the average values ct signal level at different frequencies shcwed

[1.1] that on the routes 100-200 tm this relaticn was proportional

42, With an increase in the distance the slope/transconductance cf

this dependence incrpasfe already at the distances cf 3O0-4CC km

...-.. ) The frequency dependence of the averace signal levels anJ its

dependence on the distarce it is easy tc see in Fig. I.5a and b.
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Fig. 1.6. Dependence of the ris value cf attenuation factor fo

the distance for the suamezr and winter seascns cf year. (4ave 30 cm,

omnidirectional antennas).

Key: (1). Summer. (2). hinter.

Page 19.

S1.4. Signal fading.

In the case of reicte trcfcspheric [rc~agation signal level is

subjected to continucus vibraticns,. Simultanecusly are cbserved the

rapid fluctuations of level with the frequency, which reaches ten and

even hundreds of the hertz, and the slower changes in the level whcse
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greatest period is measured ty mcnths.

During the remote tropospaeric propagaticn it is accepted to

divide fadings into three fcrms: 1) rapid fadings whose duration is

less than 5 min, 2) slc. faaings, which are changes in the five

minute average values ct signal during the pericd nct more than 1-3

months and finally 3) seasonal tehavior cf the level of the signal,

which is a change in thi average ucnthly (cr median in the month)

values of signal level. Certainly, the bcundaries between these forms

cf fadings to a Qctermined degree are conditicnal. ocwever, this

division has the specific sutstantiation, since these forms cl-

fadings are caused by differeat physical causes. Now let us pause in

greater detail at each of these iorms of fadings.

Rapid fadings. Under these fadings we understand changes in the

instantaneous values of lavel during the pericd of 5 min. Fig. 1.7a

and b shows the example to the reccrding of the instantaneous values

of level it drove off co the route 303 km or the wave 30 cm. In thpse

figures the angle a indicates the width cf the radiation pattern of

the antennas (a, - tranzmittiog antenna, a? - receiving)used. Such

fadings are caused by the interference of wany waves, re-emitted with

individual heterogeneities. Since the hetercgenEities continucusly

move in the space of re-emissacn, then tke Fhase of each of the

incident waves changes sufficiently rapidly ir the time. Phase
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differences of waves, re-emitted with hetercgeneities, rapidly and

chaotically fluctuate. All this leads to the raFid interference

signal fading. During the period 5 min hetercgeneities themselves 3o

not manage substantially to change; therefore fading characteristi-s

are almost wholly connected with the interferEnce of waves, caused tv

the motion of heterogeneitles.

It is known [for 1.13 that during the addition cf many waves

with different amplitude and the random phase, evenly distritutel in

the range from 0 to 2w, is cbtained the wave whcse amplitude is the

random variable, which oeys the law Rayleigh distribution. Therefcre

logical to expect that iapia signal fading also must obey the law ct

rayleigh, since, apparently, te ccnditicn cf many of the incident

waves and randomnesses cf a change of the phase difference in this

case must be fulfilled. According to the Rayleigh law the prctability
E

density W(q) of value q=-. where E - an instantaneous value of

signal amplitude, - the rms value of azplitude, it is determinEd

by the following equality:

W (q) q e
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Fig. 1.7. Example to siauicaneois recording of signal from receiving

antennas of a,=20 0 and a,=1 0 : a) transmittirg artenna of i_==C 0 . b)

transmitting antenna of a,=10.

Key: (1). s.

Page 22.

£

Probability that relaticn q. will te less than value q, it is

determined by the integral function of probatility C(q):

Plotted function C(q,) is given in Fig. 1.8.

The experiments, which wGre being carried cut on the routes of

different extent, cn difterent haves [1 1; 1.2 ], shcwed that cn the

average the law of Rayleigh for tae rapid fadings is fulfilled. Fi3.

1.9 for an example gives tue experimental ictegral curve for the

rapid fadings, obtained cit the icute with a length cf 303 km at the

frequency cf approximatel lO0CO MHz. Curve is averaged for 130 five

minute performances. Ccuaariscn with Wayleigh's curve, given in the.

same figure, he indicates good ccincidence of both dependences.
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It should be noted that a good coincidence with the Rayleigh law

is obtained with the averaging tcr a large rusber of Ferfcrmances,

since separate distributions for the five minute- pertcrzance can

sotetimes differ frci, the bayleigh law.
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Fig. 1. S. fig. 1.9.

Fig. 1.8. DA2th of rapid fadings (Eayleigh law).

Key: (1). The percentage of time during which -,t .;6 is more than the

deposited along the axis cf czanazes value.

Fig. 1.9. Comparison of experimental dependence cf depth of rapid

fadings and Rayleigh lab.

Key: (1). Rayleigh law. (2). exicEriment. (3). Percentage of time

during which it is mcre tnam deposited along the axis cf ordinates

V(IU
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This is connected, perhaps, with the fact that sometimes fivs minute

interval it is insufficiently icr the manifestation cf statistical

law. This position can te, icr example, then %hen the pericd of rapid

fadings proves to be ccaFarable with the duraticn of the interval of

reccrding.

Now let us examine how is determined duraticn cr quasi Feriod of

rapid fadings. For simplicity let Ls examine twc heterogeneities, one

cf which is located in tie middle cf the space of re-emission, and

the second in the extreme lateral angle cf this space (Fig. 1.10).

Let the linear dimensic ci the siace of re-esission be equal to L,

then the distance between two these heterogeneities will be L/2. A

phase difference betweer the waves, scattered by these

hetercgeneities, 60 it is easy to determine frcm the gecmetric

relationships: L,
Aq - .t.i-

2d

If the second hetercgeneity mcves relative tc the first

heterogeneity with a velocity of of v along directicn L, thsn

Now from (1.16) let us determine the tire, for which a Fbase

MO
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difference will change to value iv. This will be nothing else but the

quasi period of fadings v:
=- .. 17

OL

Thus, the quasi period of tadings is prcportional to wavelength,

it is inversely propcrticnal to the relative rate of hetercgpneities

and to the size of the space Cr re-emissicn. experimental data

confirm this dependence. Actually/Leally, the period cf rapid fadings

is approximately propcrticaal tc wavelength and it is inversely

proportional to the spact of re-euissicn. The first fact is

widely-kncwn as far as icsitica is corcerned seccnd, then ;+

-±-i notbe worthwhile tc stop in more detail, since usually it is

forgotten.
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A

Fig. 1.10. Path difference of rays, re-emitted with two different

irregularities.

Fage 24.

The effect of the dimensicns of the space of re-emission on the

period of rapid fadings can te seen with the simultaneous recepticn

of signal on two antenras with the different directivity. Such

experiments were done cr the route with a lenctb of 303 km cr the

wave of approximately 3C cm. In tnis case at the transittinc eni was

applied the weakly directed antenna with the amplification 22 d2, and

at receiving end the recczding ct signal was ccnducted from twc

antennas one of which had amjlification 45 dE, and the seccnd of 22

dB. In this case average sizes ct the space cf re-emission during the

use of the percil-beam antenna were apprcximately three times less

than for the weakly directed antenna. The simultanecus recording of

signal showed that if cn the weakly directed antenna the quasi pericd

was 1.5 s, then in the case when ca the cne hand there was the

pencil-beam antenna, quasi period increased tc 4.8 s. When on th-.
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same route were applied cn both points the pencil-beam antennas,

quasi period increased to 5.8 s. An increase in the quasi period

occurred approximately as much cnce, in as decreased the linear

dimension of the space cf re-emission, which corresponds to equality

(1.17) 1 (see Fig. 1.7a and b).

FOOTNOTE 1. This phenomencn was observed also in experiments [1.31,

[1.15]. ENDFOOTIOTE.

Experiments show that wita an increase in the distance the quasi

period of fadings slcwly decreases. With an ircrease in the distance,

on one hand, increases d in 41.17), on the other hand, increases L.

One should, however, consider that if we examine rate of change of a

phase difference of heterogeneities, spread in the vertical plane,

then we will obtain for the quasi period apprcximately the same

expression as (1.17), only quasi period will te, furthermore, it is

inversely proportional tc geocentric angle 0. By an increase in the

geocentric angle is explained decrease r with the distance.

Slow signal fading. As has already been spcken, under the slow

fadings usually is understood the change in the time cf the five

minute average values ct signal level. The effect of interference

fadings on changes in the five minute average values virtually is

absent, since the maximus period of interference fadings is Keasur~i
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by seconds or by tens ct seconds. herefcre slcw fadings have other

entirely nature 2.

POCTNOTE 2. Sometimes tie period cf averaging is selected somewhat

groater (tc I hour) , which, as it zeems to us, is inexpedient, since

ctherwise it would be necessary to additionally investigate? the

statistical characteristics of signal in the limits cf each hcur. ~ths

distributions of the irztantanecuz values of level per hour ic not

already frequently obey the law of Rayleigh, since fcr this large

interval strongly are ctenged betercgeneities themselves and,

therefore, are changed the aiplitudes of the interfering waves.

ENDFO0TNOTIE.

As already mentioned above, during the Feriod of time 5 m~in cf

the heterogeneities, arranged in the space ci re-emission, they do

not manage strongly to change; therefore the amplitudes of b.e

interfering waves also caaage iittle.

Page 25.

Under such conditions the average value cf the square of wave

amplitude e2=E2 during the Fericd 5 muin %ill he equal to the sum off

the squares of the amplitud~es ol interfering waves Z2:

;2fl l.S
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where E,, - amplitude the m-ta ccuponents. Charges in values , whic

we call slow fadings, are caused, as is evidert from (1.18), by

change in the time of the amplituoes of interfering waves E.,.

Amplitude change with tte m ketexc9eneity cf wave E,, reflected is

connected with a change in the dimensions, fczm dnd increment AE in

this heterogeneity. Let us intrcduce new randc¢ variable 6:

where - an average value ct E2 during the large pericd of

cbservaticns. Relative value ct level changes will be

After taking the logarithm this equality, we will obtain

Expanding in the ezxcnential series/row, we will have

since

where
,,, E2 E2S

that series in right side (1.20) is the sum cf many random variables

Values 5., are not depended frcm each other, since are changes in

the wave amplitudes, reflected by the individual heterogeneities,

isolated from each other. Acccrding to the limit theorem of Lyapunov
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the sum of independent randcm quantities has normal distribution

under the condition for existence cf mathematical expectation and

dispersion of each of the terms.

Page 26.

This condition in our case is ctserved; therefcre random variablq

must be subordinated to normal law, ard to lccarithaic

normal law. Thus, slcw tadings must be subordinated to logarithmic

normal law. The dispersicn cf these fadirgs

S \ ;:AI '

as can be seen from (1.1), it in determined ty a number of

components m and by a lau cf amplitude distribution of each cf the

components.

Experiments show that slow fadings are actually subordinated tc

logarithmic normal law. Fig. 1. 11 tcr an examile gives the integral

distributions of the five minute average values of attenuaticn factor

V fcr the routes in extent 303, 44t and 630 ku (1.2] cn the wave cf

approximately 30 cm, ottained ir winter and Eurmer time during the

large period of cbservaticn. On the axis of the abscissas Fig. 1.11

is used the scale, which corresionds to rormal law, and along the

axis of ordinates value V is de csited ir the decibels; therefore

logarithmic normal law with the selected scales will be representel
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in Fig. 1.11 straight ircined line. It is easy to see from the

figure that for all distances tke integral curves are subordinated to

the approximately logarititmic ncrmal law whcse dispersicn is changed

with the distance. Diver'gsuces ircg the logarithmic ncrmal law are

cbserved only in summer fao the hiyh levels cf the signal when in -_he

small percentage of tise integral curve differs from lcgarithmic

normal law toward an ircrease it the prcability cf high levels.
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Fig. 1.11. Distribution cf the five-minute mean values of attenuaticn

factor on different routes into the differert seasons of ye ar cn wdave

of 30 cm for the antennae wita the angle of directivity of 10.

Fey: (1). Winter. (2). 5ummer. 13). Percentage cf time durinc which

is more than deposited aicnq tie axis cf cidinates value.

Page 27.

Thus, for the characteristic cf slow fadings it is pcssitle tc

use only value -standerd deviatico or. It is usually accepted to
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express value a in the decibels. Value a it is easy to determine frcm

the experimental integral aistribution curves cf the levels (see Fig.

1.11) , after taking a difference in values V fcr 50o/o and for

84c/o of time:

i d) 00t ) 5j'. V J6) . ).

FOCTNOTE '. This eguality directly follows frcm the expressicn fcr

the normal law of randcm number distributicn in the integral fozm.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

If value a depended cnly cn distance, then fcr the practical

targets would be on the tdsis cf experimental data tc sufficiently

construct the dependence a cn the aistance as this dcne in wcrks

[1.1, 1.21 and use it in dli of the case for determining the depth cf

slow fadings. However, experiments show that a tc a consideratle

degree depends also cn artenna directivity. 1herefore during the use

cf experimental data atcut tte depth of slow fadings it is necessary

to consider the directivity ci the antennas used.

Let us examine in mcre detail a questicn atout the effect of

antenna directivity on the depth cf slow fadirgs. With an increase in

the antenna directivity is decreased the space cf re-emission. 'ith

the pencil-beam antennas the ancular dimensicns cf the space cf

re-emission are wholly determined ty the angles of antenna

directivity.
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As we already spoke, a in the case of slcu fadings deperds cn a

number of reemitters, i.e. on Macn number (1.;1). But a number of

heterogeneities, which participate in the re-emissicn of energy, i.e.

mach number, depends or tae value cf the space cf re-emissicr, and

also, therefore, on antenna pattern. Thus, a alsc must depend on

antenna directivity.

Let us mentally break the space of re-emissicn a into n cf equal

parts .z. each of which hat dimensions considerably mcre than the

dimensions of individual heterceneities. Let us change now the order

of the addition of the uaves, arriving from the space of re-emission,

why the result of additicn, o± course, will nct change. We will

initially summarize the waves, which arrive from space , then let as

accumulate n of the sigrals, waich correspond tc each of spaces i,, As

a result of the additicn cf the waves, arrivirg from space z-, and

averaqing in the five ainatte interval, we will cbtain signal ".. whose

random changes are subcrdinated tc logarithmic normal law. Let the

standard deviation in this case be -,. The sigral, arriving frcm

entire space of re-emissicon , alsc is subcrdinated, as we already

explained, to logarithmic normal law. This signal can be found, by

adding n of random variatles :

=N
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As is known, during tae addition of randcm variables

mathematical expectaticn or average value cf sum is egual to tha sum

cf the average values cr terms. lben relates alsc tc the disFersicrs.

The dispersion of sum is equal to the sum of the dispersicns cf the

terms. _

We assume that all n comFonent have the identical average

values and identical dispersions in view of the equality spaces a-.

After using these relaticnships, it is pcssible tc find standard

deviation a for value In :

i e - -I (1.22)

where - standard devaaticn tcr :nt., Expressing a, as usual, in

decibels we will obtain the equality

2(-.23)

when -:75 1, as can be seen from (1.23), expanding exFcnentia!

and logarithmic functicts in series and leaving the first term of

expansion, we will obtain

(7-. - c (1.24)

This is equality ccrrectly approximately as long as value K -

dB. Thus, the disFfrsicn of sicw fadings are smaller, the

greater the space of re-emission (number n). Ihe sharFer/mcre acut-
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the antenna radiation pattern, the less the space of re-emissicn and

the greater a, i.e. is acre the depth of slcw fadincs. This Fcsiticn

was checked experimentally cn tbe route with a length of 303 km at

the frequency of apprcximately 1GC MHz. At the transmitting end was

applied the weakly directed antenna with the amplification 22 dB, and

reception was conducted ftca twc artennas one cf which had

amplification 45 dB and width ot radiaticn pattern cf approximately

10 (according to the halt fcwer), and the seccnd was that weakly

directed with the amplification into 22 dB and width of diagram of

200. The prolonged simultanecus recording of signal level frca these

antennas showed that the depta of slow fadings cn the weaxly directed

antenna was considerably less than with the recepticn/procedure frcm

the pencil-beam antenna. Fig. 1.12 gives the integral distribution

curves of the value cf attenuation factor for the highly directional

and weakly directed receivirg actennas. As we already spoke, the

value of the space of re-emlssicn in this case was changed upon

transfer from one antenna to anctber approximately fcur times (n=4).

Page 29.

It is not difficult to see from Fi . 1.12 that in the case of the

directional antenna ol= dB, and in the case cf the cmnidirectional

antenna #2=5 JB. Thus, the relaticuship between a, and a2

corresponded approximately to equality (1.23). This equality gives
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for ai=8 dB and n=4 the value of of=4.7 dE 1.

FOCTNOTE 1*. In the wcrk cf Crawford [1.31 are also given the

experimental data about the effect of antenna directivity cn the

depth of slow fadings ukicn coincide approximately with data given

above. ENDFOCTNOTE.

In summary, knowing, in how often decrease the space of

re-emission upon transfer frc the less directicnal antenna toward

the antenna that of more directed can be defined along (1.23) and

(1.24), as will increase standard deviation a. 1herefore, it is

possible tc lead the experimental data about the dispersion cf slcw

fadings to the case of the cmnidirectional antennas. Fig. 1. 13 gives

the dependence of standard deviation a from the distance for the case

when on both ccrrespcndirg pcnts are used thcse weakly directed

antennas with the angle ct directivity are mcre than 20. This

dependence is constructed according to the experimental data cf works

(1.1; 1.2], corrected taking into account applied in these

experiments antennas. In order to obtain data for other antennas, it

is necessary to use equality 41.i3) or (1.24).

In this case standard deviation for the directional antennas

will be j,, ani as ao is understcca the value cf standard deviation

for the omnidirectional antennas.
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leteriining j, frca (1.23) and (1.24), we cttain

75 !
4~~0 (d6)

2

Fig. 1.12. Comaparison cf the deFth of sicw fadings in the case ('f

reception to that directed (G=45 db, curve 1) and not directed of

antenna (G=22 dB, curve 2). iavEc X=30 ca. Trarsmitting antenra witha

the awplification 22 dE. Rcute - 33 km.

Key: (1) . dB. (2) . Percratage ot time during bhich V are mcre than

deposited along the axis cf crdinates value.
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In this case value n in that case will be the ratio of the size

of the space of re-emissicn with cunidirecticral antennas r to the

space of re-emission with directional antennas aa.
n - - (1.25)

a&

When on both corresponding pcints are applied identical

antennas, which almost almays occurs, as it will be shown intc § 5,

relation n can be determined, if are known the angles of antenna

directivity in horizontal and vertical planes ,-and , and the

angular dimensions of the space of re-emissicn in hcrizontal and

vertical planes 8-,, and e,. In the case of use on both points cf the

identical antennas

S i :- ,- -(1.26)

If are applied different artennas, then

-- , - .. 7.26a)

Here: ., - the angle of directivity in the vertical plane cf cne

antenna, o - the same, but for another antenna, ,. . - the stallest

angle of directivity in the horizontal plane cf two angles (in the

case of use on the route of different antennas).
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23 -j.

Fi. 1.13. Experimental dependence of the standard deviation aof

slcw fadings for the artennas, bith a=10, and fcr osnidirecticnal

antennas 00>20).

Key: (1) dB. (2) . Antennas. (3) . Weakly directed antennas, (0)20.
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According to experiments w,~~while (See J 1.5). Dependence

so on the distance for the weakly directed antennas when cz,3 and

caro>2, obtainied experiueataJlly, is given to Pic. 1.13 together in by

dependence of a for pencil-team antennas 111)raa~~. Let us ncte

that these dependences are ccnstructed, generally speaking, according

to the experimental data, ottained in essence on the baves 3C-40O CM.

However, judging by the series ct cther experimental works

[1.3-1.10], this dependecce, apiarently, is justified over a uide

range of frequencies.
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Ontil now, the discussicn dealt with one fundamental reason fcr

slow fadings, connected bith the change in the time of the fcrm of

intensity and dimensions of heterogeneities in the space cf

re-emission. There are ctber reascrs for slc changes in the level,

for example, change in tbe time of refracticn, thanks to which must

change angle Va (see Fig. 1.4), which, in turn, leads to a ctange in

the signal level. A charce of the refraction in the layer of the

atmosphere thickness tkan 1-2 ks is small, yes even the dependence of

signal level on the refracticn comparatively weak; therefore it is

difficult to expect the essential tiuctuaticns of signal level which

are small in comparison with the fundamental form of fadings.

Experimental data confirm this position. The fact is that the

refractive index, which characterizes the degree cf wave refracticr,

has distinct daily variaticn with the maximum intc the evening and

night hours. At the same time experiments £1.1; 1.23 do not detect

any essential daily variaticn of signal level during the remcte

tropospheric propagaticn. Furthacncre, if, refraction fadings playel

the significant role, then it wculd not be observed this strong

effect of antenna directivity on the depth cf fadings, since with the

refraction fadings their deith dces nct depend cn antenna

directivity.
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Another reason for slow fadiags are slcw changes in the time cf

the characteristics cf betetcgeneities simultanecusly in entire space

cf the re-emissions which can occur due to a change in the weather

conditions. Such synchronous changes really are cbserved, for

example, with the passage or the fronts cf barm cr cold air, causing

noticeable decrease cr raising signal level. These fluctuaticns of

level superimpose the specific impression tc the general statistics

of slow ladings. Especially large role such fadings play in the

favorable months of the year when the average signal level is high.

Under the unfavorable ccnditions when the average signal levels are

low, effect of this type of fadirgs becoses saall. As confirmation

this serves the fact of the shazp effect of antenna directivity on

the depth of slow fadings in particular In the unfavcratle period cf

year. Since greatest irterest fcr us are of the data about the

fadings precisely in this seascr, then fadings of the type examined

can be disregarded.
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In conclusion let us pxesent the integral distribution curves cf

slow fadings for different values o,61 which can prcve useful for the

stability analyses of the wcrx cf tropospheric lines. On curves cf

Fig. 1.14 these distributicns are constructed fcr values 1.

where - rms value cf attenuation factor. We resemble the crder
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of the determination of the depth cf slow fadings.

FOOTOTE 1. The depth of fadings is determined with respect tc rms

value .,.. therefore the median values V in Fig. 1. 14 dc not coincide

with zero. ENDFOOTNOIE.

Cn curve Fig. 1. 13 is determined value @e for the omnidirecticnal

antennas, then accordirg tc formula (1.26) is determined value n,

also, according to formulas [1.23a) or (1.24a) is determined value

J for the directional artennas. Finally, on curves of Fig. 1.14 is

determined the depth of fadings fcr the specific percentage cf time.

Seasonal behavior ci signal level. The average monthly value cf

the strength of field sufficiently considerakly depends on the seascn

of year. The lowest signal levels are observed by winter and most

high in summer. on Fig. 1.15 for ar example is given seasonal

behavior of attenuaticn tactcr fcr the ultrashort waves on the route

with the length of 270 km [1.1; 1.2], which passes above Caspian Sea.

A maximum change in the average monthly values from the winter tc

summer composes at the distances cf 200-300 km of approximately 12-15

dB. the spread of seascnal changes decreases with an increase in the

distance and at a distarce ci bCG-700 km becces different

approximately 7-8 dB. Tkis it is icssible tc see at least frcm Fig.

1.11, where are given the irtegral distributicns V fcr different

distances to summer and bhnter periods.
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'*1r 2.": - -

Fig. 1.14~. Logarithmic ocraal distzibuticn V/V2 with different ones

.Key: (I.Percentage cf time durir~g which is rcre than

deposited along the axis ct crdinates value.
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Seasonal changes in the signal level are concected with seascnal

changes in the structure of the heterogeneities of the atacsFters. Ir
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summer the intensity of heterogeneities, i.e., value ..- ', noticeably

increases due tc an increase in the temperature gradients and mainly

due to an increase of tke rcle ct air husidity in the fcrmaticn cf

heterogeneities .

§ 1.5. Losses of antenna gain.

In the first and second paragraphs cf this chapter has already

been discussed the fact that the average value cf attenuatic, factcr

,,, depends on the ditersicas c the space cf re-emission a', which

is evident at least froa equality (1.6). The greater the dimersicn cf

the space of re-emissicr, tae greater the hetercgeneities, which

participate with the re-emissioc ci energy, the greater the value of

attenuation factor
cp. " a

But in the case of the pencil-beam antennas the value cf the

space of re-emission is determined by antenna directivity, sc that

with an increase in the directivity, i.e., with the decrease cf the

angle of directivity cf antennas a, the space cf re-emission a'

decreases. Thus, from an increase in the antenna directivity

attenuation factcr falls.
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IU- -- , - -..... ... . ... .r . .

Fig. 1.15. Seasonal behavior V fcr sea rcute with a length of 270 km.

In the curves are noted the percentages cf tite, during which v6

exceeded the level, notea it the curve. Curved 50-percent corresponds

to median level.

Key: (1) dB. (2) year. (3). Jan. (4) . Fet. (5). March. (6). Ar. (7)

May. (8) . June. (9). July. (10) . Aug. (11) Sept. (12) . OCT. (13)

Nov. (14) . ?<e .
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Consequently, with an increase cf the antenna gain the power cf the

signal in the place cf recepticm will not increase Frcpcrticral tc an

increase in the antenna cain. An increase in the signal will laq
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behind an increase in the antenna yain. This phencoencn accepted to

call the losses of the aaplificaticn cf antenras. Although this name

and does not reflect the essence of phencmencn itself, we it apply in

view of the taking root traditicn. In fact, nc losses of antenna gain

there exists actually, tut there is only a dependence of attenuaticn

factor on the directivit) of antennas (drop ir V2 with an increase in

the directivity).

The losses of amplification 6,, according tc determinaticn are

equal to:
':.c _-9" , 1.27.

where Vo - an attenuaticn factcr fcr the omnidirectional antennas,

and - attenuation factor for the directicnal antennas. As has

already been spoken, j =:,; and - where c - constant, a:- the

effective space of re-euissicn in the case cf the omnidirecticnal

antennas and - the effective space of re-emission for the

directional antennas: therefore

The geometric dimersicns of tropospheric space - can be

determined from the exerimental data abcut the angular

characteristics of the tzopcspheric field (see § 16). The comparison

cf the average signal levels, taken from the spaced on the angle

antennas during the large period of observaticns, makes it pcssible

to obtain the dependence ct the level of sigral V cn azimuthal angle

. .. ... ... . .. ... ... ... ... ..... . .r z
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: and on the angle of elevation 0,. Such de~endences were cttained

for the series of the rcutes (see § 1.6). Dependences V 3, and V 9,

can be approximated with the aid cf the following functions:

- . . (1.29)

V t :)) -= e °

When - --- ,, and - -=- ,=- 'Ihus, -,- and -

effective width and altitude ot space, determined on the decay power

of signal two times. The results ct experiments, given in § 1.6, and

also experiments in the easuresent of the fluctuations of angles of

arrival (see, for examfle [1.1; 1.13; 1.17, 1.1E]) give values

L and -' i
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In the case of applying the pencil-team antennas the angular

dimensions of the space cf re-emission -; will he determined ty the

antenna radiation patterrs. It is possible tc approximate these

diagrams with the aid ct the furctions:

e- *so ,) = e

This approximation usually will agree we]l with real directional

characteristic of antennas. here a2o and c - angles of antenra

directivity in the vertical and acrizontal planes.
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In the case of the directicnal antenna the dependence cf signal

level on angles ua and a, will te aetermined, cn cne hand, by angular

characteristics (1.29), connectad with the prcperties of the

heterogeneities of the txopcs~here, and, on the cther hand, ty the

angular characteristics cf antennas (1.3C). Cependences V(ar) and

V(a.) will be equal tc tcduct- (1.i9) to (1.3C) . 'Thus,

-lASL \o/(" 2 ([- ° s t.

V ( ') ) \

V (r) =e B" 2' r."

These dependences can te rewritten as follows:

V(-r) - e ( 
"

V (2d) e

where

and

+ e

are effective angular width and height of space re-emissions in the

case of the directional antennas. bow let us switch over tc the

determination of the lcsses of amplificaticns 5,. which according tc

(1.28) are equal to the ratio of antenna voluge aa to tropospheric

space aT.

Page 36.
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For the case of identical antennas on both fcints frcm the gecmetric

relationships it is not oitticult to obtain:

and

where cl and cz - constants. laking into accccnt that the fact that

the angular dependences V(a) an4 i(-o are defined by the functions cf

one form (1.28) and (1.31), and also in view of the fact that

distance from both ccrzes~onding icints to the center of the space of

re-emission -r approxivateily thE same, as tc the center of space

we will obtain cl=c z .

In that case, substituting the value -. and - in (1.28), we

will have

Substituting the value and into thb latter equality, we

will obtain

When ,>> r'o, and :,,>> 9 the losses of asplificaticn are atsent.

when , -... and <. w , hen Ic-ss -s are creat,

1. 33)

I II •.. . . . .. ... . .. . .. . . v , )
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Expressing in (1.32) in the decibels, we will cbtain

With the pencil-beam antennas

If on the transmitting and receiving pcints are applied

different antennas with the angles of directivity -, and

then formula (1.34) will take the fcrm

1" !- " - ' -

or for the pencil-beam artennas
0. jJ -'0 411,37)

If one antenna not directed, ther
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Transition from one directional antenna toward two directional

antennas gives the additicn in the losses cf amplification cnly tc

value A1

Therefore it cannot be considered that the lcsses cf

amplification in the case ct aFplying twc directional antennas are

equal to the sum of the losses ci amplification fcr each of the

antennas. In reality the losses ot the aeplification cf one artenna
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differ only a little (to value 4) from the Icsses of the

amplification of systew of two antennas.

Furthermore, in the measurement of the losses of antenna gain,

which is usually conducted ty the ccmpariscn cf tuo signals, accepted

from highly directional and weakly directed artennas. one should

consider the directivitl of the transmitting antenna which, as a

rule, is not done.

The relationship tetween the losses of the amplificaticn of ore

antenna and the losses ct the aillificaticn ¢f twc antennas %as

checked experimentally cn the route 303 km at frequencies of 800-1000

MHz. Experiments showed that the equality given atove for a is

justified experimentally. On the route 303 ka cf the loss of the

amplification of the directional receivirg arterna with 2r,=a,,= ° and

the omnidirectional transmzitting antenna were 4 dE, and the losses cf

the amplification of the system of two such artennas - 6 dB. laking

into account that (30 =l,7
° (see data § 1.6), formula (1.38) give A=2.3

dB, which corresponds tc experiment. Fror this conclusion follows

practical the conclusioc that cr the tropospheric lines of

communications to disadvantageously apply different antennas cn the

receiving and transmittezs, since the losses of amplification in

essence will be determined ty the most directed antenna.
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As showed the experimats (see § 1.6), 6,0=..7 and Using

formulas (1.34), (1.25) (1.36) and substitutirg in them these values

,3,. and e,., it is easy tc calculate the losses cf auplificaticn fcr

any antennas. For exampli, for the systew of identical symmetrical

antennas w= =a ye calculated according tc fcrmula (1.34) the

dependence of the losses of amplitication 5W first cn a, and then,

since a is determined tke antenra gain, ccnstzucted the dependence cf

losses amplifications 5yc(,,, cn the value of tte antenna gain (curve 1

on Fig. 1.16). The same figure gives the experimental dependence

(curve 2), obtained in wcrk [1. 14]. Furthervcre, are given the

experimental points, obtained or the route 3C_1 km with the artennas

which have =uo=I= and L.70. As can be seen frcm Fig. 1.16,

experimental data confiza obtained in this secticn dependence cf the

losses of amplification ca their directivity. In the confirmation cf

this dependence it is pcssible, fuzthermcre, to refer even tc the

series of experiments. As an example let us give the results cf the

experiences of Crawfcrd bhich were conducted cn the route 272 km at

the frequency of 411C IHz [1.3]. In these experiments on one cf the

ends of the route was aFpliad the antenna by directivity cf 1.80 ard

at other end - antenna with the angle of directivity of 2.20 and

0.330.

Page 38.
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According to the observations of Crawford the expansion of radiaticn

pattern was apprcximatel 10, i.e., the angular dimensicns of the

space of re-emission comrised 'B=er=13  Acccrding tc (1.36) the

losses of amplification had tc te E dB. Cn tbe measurements ct

Crawford the losses cf azplificaticn prcved tc he equal to

approximately 5.7 dB. As the ccrtizmaticn of the derived

relationships can serve also experiments which were ccnducted on the

route 303 km at the frequency of approxiiately ICO0 MHz in the

central band of the FurcEean territcry of the unicn where were

applied antennas with tte angle cf directivitj of 10 in both planes

and antennas weakly directed with the angle cf directivity of 200.

Ihen from both sides were ailied the omnldirectional antennas, the

space of re-emission was determined by pillar by the properties of

the hetercgeneities of the atmosphere. Its angular dimensions

according to the measurements, which were being carried out on this

route, comprise apprcximately (=.° , ,=Il. Ufcn transfer tc the

directional antennas the space decreased alsc according to (1.34) the

losses of amplification must be 6=9.4 dB. Experimental measurements

cf the losses of the armlification of distance 6=8 dE. The save

result gives the compariscn of calculaticn with the results ct

experiment on the route 300 km at the frequeccy cf 2120 MH2 c_ that

carrying out in Japan (1.16>

As can be seen from equalities (1.3)-11.36), the losses of
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amplification depend on1lj cr the relative angular dimensicns cf the

space of re-emission. it the ancular dimensicts cf the space cf

re-emission in the case cf cuida.rectiona1 antennas 39,. c,)~ dc nct

depend on distance, then the losses of amplification must not change

with the distance.
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25 ., 5 50 3

fig 1.16. Dependence of the losses of the auplificaticn of the system

of antennas on the ap]ificaticr ci each arterna.

Key: (1). Losses of the amplification of twc antennas, da. (2).

Amplification of each artenna, dB.
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Angular dimensions .O, -9,). judging according to the experimental data

about the angles of arrival and other characteristics of the signal

(see § 1.6), either they dc nct defend on distance cr fall frct the

distance, what they indicate, fcr example, experiments [1.8].

Approximately it is pcssible tc ccunt value 6 cf that not depending

cn the distance. Furthetmore, as show experilents and as is evident
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from expressions (1.34)-(1.36), the losses cf amplificaticn dc nct

depend on wavelength. As can he seen from (1.34), (1.36), on the

losses of amplificaticn great effect exerts artenna directivity in

the vertical plane; therefore from the peint cf view cf the decrease

of the losses of antenna 9aLn tc acre favoratly have the smaller

angle of directivity ir tke borizcntal plane and larger in the

vertical plane.

Now let us pause at the question, tc which usually is nct turned

the attention, althougk it bas the vital ilrcztance during the

determination of the lcsses cf amplification. Discussion deals the

fact that, strictly, to understand under this term. Above we defined

it as the relaticn of tie ris values cf atterraticn factor fcr the

directional and omnidirecticcal antennas. But frequently under the

term of the loss of amplificat.cn is understccd a difference in the

median values of the attenuation factor, expressed in the decibels,

Y' 201g VO,- 20 gV,, (1.39)

where v, - an attenuaticn factor tcr the omnidirectional antenna, ',

- attenuation factcr fcr the directional antenna.

In the majority of tae crks, dedicated tc the determination of

the losses of antenna gain, under this term (fcr examrle, [1.14;

1.15)) is understood value A,,6, Eut this value cannot characterize

energy loss. The energ7 lcsses cf random variable V can be
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characterized only by a change in the rms value of this value.

-leanwhile values A(( ard &yc(ac cn the whcle differ radically from

each other:

It is not difficult tc show aralcgously how was cbtained

expression (1.13), that in the case of the lccarithmic normal law:
201g V, = O gV-O, 115, (1.4!)

201gV,= O1g 1,-0, 115a, (1.42)

where so and Ga - the standard deviations of slow fadings for the

cmnidirectional and directional antennas respectively, expressed in

the decibels. Substitutiny the value 20 'gV0 and 20 lgV, frcm (1. 41) ,

(1.142) in (1.39) , we c ttain
A(j,6) = "I '0,115 a2 _C2

YQ(6 1 ( ) a(I) (1.43)

Thus, value Add) is connected not only with the value cf the real

losses of amplification , nut also with a change in the depth cf

fadings upon transfer from the canidirectional antenna toward that

directed.

Page 40.

As it was shown earlier, this change is sufficiently considerable.

Therefore value ' prcves to be considerahly acre than the true

losses of amplificatior. In suntary value -I , is not the value of the

true losses of antenna gain and is inconveniert fcr the practical

calculations, since it dejends cn the depth cf slow fadings.

L. _ _ __ __
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Thus, the account ct the icsses of amplificaticn can be

conducted only accordinS tc fcraulas (1.34), (1.35) cr (1.36). Due to

the phencenon of the Icsses of antenna gain rzs value , fcr the

directional antennas prcves to ke less than fcr the cmnidirecticnal

antennas. Let us note that dependence :. . cn the distance (Fig.

1.5a, 1.5b) is constructed accozding to the experimental data which

were obtained with the antennas of different directivity.

?xperimental values z easured bith tte directional antennas for

obtaining the dependence Fig. 1.5a, were reccunted by us to the case

cf the omnidirectional artennas with the aid cf the procedure given

above. For obtaining tte dependence 1.5b these data were reccunted to

the case of antennas with the angle of directivity of 10. It should

be noted that as a result of this translaticn, which considers

directivities of antenras, scatter of the ezxerizental values of

attenuaticn factor it decreased. In many experiments regarding the

losses of antenna gain was not considered the directivity of the

transmitting antenna. In view of these deficiencies such data about

the losses of amplificaticn proved to be in iany respects

contradictory and inexplicable. The account cf the effect of the

directivity of the trarstitting antenna made it pcssible to cttain

the reliable experimental data akout the losses cf artenna gain.
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§ 1.6. Determination of the angular dimensicns cf the tropospheric

space of re-emissicn and optimum fcrm of the antenna radiaticn

patterns.

The losses of antenna gain, and alsc the depth of slow fadings

they will be lower, greater the greater the part of the tropcspheric

space of re-emission - is utilized for the re-emissicn, i.e., the

nearer the form of antenna space -, to the trcpospheric space cf

re-emission : From an energy pcint of view tc ucre favcrabll utilize

antennas of the large aamlificaticc when z, -,T In this case we must

be subdued with the fact that will be observed a phencmencn ct the

losses of amplificatior, and alsc an increase in the depth of slow

fadings. However, that ard another it is possible tc reduce tc a

minimum with the aid of the rational selecticr cf the antenna

radiation pattern.

As we already spoke [this is evident frc the formula (1.33) 1,

the greatest losses cf aztenna cain cause the ccntracticn of

radiation pattern in the vertical ilane, since , -P,. in hcrizcntal

plane '.... Therefcre tc mcre favcxably apply the ar.tennas cf

different directivity in different planes.

Eage 41l.
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It is most profitable an angle ct directivity in the vertical plane

to have to the equal angular dimensions cf the tropcspheric space of

re-emission. Then the lcsses oi asilificaticn and increase a due tc

the decrease of space in the vertical plane almcst will not te. Fcr

obtaining the necessary amplification it is pcssible to increase

antenna directivity in the hczizontal plane. In that case of antenna

they will have directivity in the horizontal rlane more than in the

vertical. Such asymmetric antennas will have considerably smaller

losses of amplificatior, and value a for the slcw fadings will be

substantially less. All this is directly evident frcm equalities

(1.23), (1.24) , (1.26) , (1.38).

Thus, for the correct design cf antennas are necessary the data

about the angular dimersicns cf the tropcspheric space of

re-emission. For obtaining such data on routes in extent 270, 303 and

630 km were made special measurements. On one of the points was

applied weakly directed antenna ,=c >_0 , while cn cther roint -

pencil-beam antenna co=, o= 0  (ca routes 270 and 303 km) and

',=arno (on the route 630 ki). The pencil-beam antennas rotated

within limits of 30 on the vertical line and by 20 cn the horizontal .

Measurements consisted in the ccntinuous reccrding cf signal level

during 3 min on each flied antenra position. The distance between the

fixed levels was 0.40. First was removed radiaticn pattern on the

vertical line, and ther ca the hcrizontal. The value cf signal level
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was averaged in every -1 min. Fig. 1.17 gives the diagrams in the

vertical plane for three routes (1 - route 630 km, 4j270 kM, {-p03

km), obtained as a result or averaging in a large quantity of

performances of the measuresents (several hurdre ), which were being

carried out into different seascns of year.
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On the route 270 km the measurements were ccncucted only in spring

and in summer. From fig. 1.17 it is evident that the angular

dimension of tropospheric space ccaposes aprrcximately 1.70 for all

routes. The angular dinersicn of tropospheric space in the hcr-izcntal

plane on the same measuxeients bas abcut 10. )imersicn we define, as

it is accepted, on deca) in the pcber of sigral two times. The

vertical diuensicn of the tropospheric space cf re-eufissicn is
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greater horizontal, which indicates the large rcle cf laminar

heterogeneities in the fcrmatict cl tropcspheric field. Hence follcws

supplementary reason it favcr of the contraction of the width of the

antenna radiation patterns in the horizontal Elane. 1he width of the

antenna radiation pattern in the vertical plate, is mcst favcrable

from an energy pcint cf v ie, it must be order cf 1.5-2o. It is

necessary to have in mind, cf ccurse, that with the wide antenna

radiation patterns can arise the distcrticns cf broadband signal due

to the arrival of waves uith the large time lag. Therefore during the

transmission of broad hand is necessary the srecial checking cf

possible distcrticns.

§ 1.7. Dependence of signal level cn area relief and height cf

antennas.

During the remote tto~ospheric propagaticn area relief affects

In the ssall sections, adjacent to transvittlrg and receivinc ends cf

the route. The presence cf the screening obstructions before the

antennas causes the decrease cf signal level the greater, the

greater the angle of clcsing 9, which is the angle tetween the lire,

drawn from the center cf anterna tc the apex cf obstruction, and the

horizontal plane (Fig. 1.18). 7be dependence cf attenuation factor on

the angle of obscuraticn is explained by a change in angle - with a

change in the angle cf cLscuraticn. With an ircrease 6 increases
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and since the scatterinc or vaVE reflection t~y atmospheric

heterogeneiti.es possesses the directed properties, then from increase

1y attenuation factor falls.
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Fig. 1.18. Taking intc ccnsideration of the effect cf area relief.

Page 43.

The experimental study cf the effect of the shielding obstructions

was conducted on routes bith an extent 3C3 and 448 km [1.21, and alsc

in the series of other rcutes [1.1] in extent 105 and 152 km.

Experiments showed that the atteruaticn factcr is changed inversely

proportional to the square of angle ?p. Or Fig. 1.19 is given the

experimental dependence cf attenuation factcr cn angle ,p, ctained cn

the route 450 km on the tave cf aproximately 30 cm. Designating

through b the ratio cf the rus value cf attentaticn factor with
= B0,

*t--82=O %oVp. with a2O in accordance with the experimental data

JL .m
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it is possible to record: aO

Ma , (1.44
cp. xa vL

where Po - slip angle fc¢ 15=12=0, ip - slip angle fcr 3, and 0 ,, nct

equal to zero. From the Secuetric relaticnshirs Isee Fig. 1. 18) we

will obtain:

(1.45)

-- (q 'z + ,, (1.46)2

where - - geocentric angle, a, - equivalent radius of the Earth.a,
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8. 1 ._L
JB 49 2 2/ 22 23 44 2.5 2J .47 48

Fig. 1.19. Dependence ct weakening on the angle of slip - ,for the

route 448 kmn, X=30 cm.

K~ey: (1) . Experiment. ji) dB. (3). Calculaticr according to formula.

(4) deg.

Page 44.

Substituting these values ot angles in (1.144), we will have

b 1.7

or

401g7 -101cp~

As can be seen from (1.47), the dependence of weakening t on the

angle of obscuraticn sufficiently beak. In this case, the greater the

distance, the less the ueaxeninS, introduced ty the shielding
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cbstructions.

§ 1.8. Statistical characteristics of signals with the space,

frequency and angular diverse recefticns.

General information.

On the tropospheric lires cf communicaticns for dealing with the

rapid signal fading is used extensively the space diversity when the

reception of signal is realized frcm several antennas, displaced

relative to each other in the space, and alsc frequency diversity

when signal simultaneously is transmitted and is accepted at two

different frequencies.

Is less is propagated the zuthod of the diverse recepticr over

the angle, used only ir the case ct using the artennas with the very

large directivity. All these methods of the diverse recepticr make it

possible to considerably increase the stability cf communication or

the tropospheric lines; therefore it is cf irterest tc come tc light

the fundamental laws, characteristic for the sicnals with the

diversities of differert fori.

Correlation of signals with the space diverse recepticn.
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If the reception of signals is conducted frcm two identical

antennas, spread in the space, then in general rapid fadings cccur cr

the different antennas ncnsiuultaneously. On the tropospheric lines

cf communications is applied the separation cf antennas in the

direction, perpendicular to ioute cn the horizontal. The diversity cf

antennas along the rcute is ineffective, since fcr achievement of the

necessary results is necissary the very large separation of antennas,

considerably larger than uith the transverse diversity. Therefore

further the question will deal cnly with trarsverse horizontal

separation.

Page 45.

The fluctuations of the instantaneous values of signal amplitude

cn different antennas rzcve to ke to the certain degree unccrrelated.

As usual, degrees of the correlation of signals can be determined

with the aid of the coefficient of correlaticn a:

R = A. L"' ..% L.', ( .-49,.

, -1
where &U, - a change of the signal amplitude in the time relative tc

average value in the first antenna, AU2 - the same change of the

signal amplitude in the seccnd antenna; iU2 - the mean square of the

fluctuations of signal level.

Antennas are assumed tc Le identical ones; therefore EU2 it is
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equal for both antennas. It proves to be that with an increase in the

distance between the antennas I tte coefficiert cf ccrrelaticn R

falls. Dependence of R cr the distance is called space correlation

function R(t). The nature of this phenomenon can be explained based

on this example. Let us exazine twc hetezcgeneities z in the space

cf re-emission. Let Cne cf them be located in the center of space a

(Fig. 1.20) at point C1 , and the second - at a distance cf L/2 frca

the first heterogeneity at Ecint C2 (L - a transverse dimensicn cf

space a). At point A is located the transmitting antenna, while at

points B, and B2 - receiving antenras. If the wave amplitudes,

reflected by heterogeneities C, and C2 , are approximately identical,

then with the small icements C, relative tc C2 in the place ef

reception will be observed deep fadings due tc the interference of

two waves reflected whcse phase is changed it the time. A phase

difference of two waves reflected in the first antenna will be

,%(Pl (2 1/ ,- L,- - ) -,"- .,O-- -- Q50)
4 ' 4 ""2d "

Plase difference in the seccud antenna
( L -, - - z ( tL -

-4 21

As can be seen fron (1.50), (1.51), a phase difference of the

waves reflected is different fcr antennas El and B2 , and, the greater

I, the greater this difference.
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, -2

Fig. 1.20. Geometry cf the diverse in the space reception.
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Thus, the maximums and the minimums of signals will nct coincide in

these antennas. If A*, it will tiufer frc Z02 tc value v, then upcn

the appearance of an interference saximui in antenna E in antenna 92

there will be the minimsu ct signal, i.e., ttE coefficient cf

correlation of signals it a, ant 82 will be ecual tc zero. This will

Iegin when (L

2

or, taking into account that 0)>1, we will cttain

'2- U- = - (i. 52)
27.

whence we find value which ccxresponds tc the correlaticn

coefficient, equal tc C:

;" L i i53)

Thus, from an increase in L the degree cf the correlaticn of

signals falls. When i=,, the correlaticn ccefficient is aFprcximately

equal to zero. A radius ci the ccrrela icn cf signals on two
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antennas, obviously, will Le ErcEoxtional tc value , nder a radius

of correlation is understood the distance at which the

correlation function falls into e cf times. Certainly, actually the

space of re-emissicn contains many re-emitting hetercgeneities;

therefore interference fadings are caused by the arrival of zany

waves into the place of receptict; however, the essence of phenomenon

is not changed in com~ariscn with the case examined. Approximately it

is possible to ccnsider that

2. - (1.54)

where 0 - angular dimensicn of the space cf re-emission in the

horizontal plane.

As can be seen frc (1.54), a radius of correlation is

proportional to wavelength and it as inversely Frcpcrticnal to the

angular dimensions of the space of re-emissico. Since the angular

dimensions of the space of re-emission according to § 1.5, ard alsc

to the measurements cf angles of arrival [1.1] either dc not depend

on distance or they fall fxom the distance, then :_ apparently, must

cr not depend on distance or increase with the distance. In the case

cf the directional antennas a radius of correlaticn must increase

inversely proportional tc the angle of antenra directivity ir the

horizontal plane.

The experimental data about the dependence cf a radius cf
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correlation on the distance have tke large scatter of values L1.I,

since in different experiments were -pplied different antennas.

Furthermore, prcncunced climatic and geographical differences,

and also differences in the time cf observaticn. According tc

experimental data value , aFFarently, dces nct depend cn

wavelength and varies fcz dLfferent experiments approximately from 10

to 70.

Page 47.

Therefore for guarartreing the statistical independence cf

signals the diversity cf antennas in the direction, perFendicular tc

route 1, must be selected not less (50-lC0) X. Experimental space

correlation function has a form, a close one to the exponential

function:

Fig. 1.21 gives as an example the experizental space correlation

functicn, obtained on the rcute in extent in 3C km cn the wave 30 cr

(1.2]. In this experiment were arlied identical antennas, in which

Correlation of signals with tte caversity ir the frequency. Frequency

characteristics of signal.
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During the remote tropospheric propagaticn into the place of

reception come many waves with the randouly ckanging in the time

phases. This leads tc the fact that the amplitude-frequency

rhAractr 4.stic of sianal cLanyes in the time randomly and it can be

determined only statistically. Ecr the quantitative estimate cf

random changes in the asilitude-frequency ctaracteristic they use the

coefficient of correlaticn
R(AJ) u~1u2.__ .

where, as before &U=U- i , 4U 2=U2-T2, U, - signal level at frequency

f, U2 - signal level at frequency t 2 =ft+Af.

R

0,5I -'-I

0 30 so 8 ' 22

Fig. 1.21. space correlatica function, ottained experimentally cD thg

route 300 km on the wave 30 c.
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Depe:.dence R(af) is nothing else but the frequency correlation

function of signal. The nature cf the variatility of frequency

characteristics it is easy to understand with the example of twc

heterogeneities which we give iE tne preceding section. In fact,

according to (1.43) a ptase difference of two signals, accepted at

cne point from two hetemcgeneities, located in the center and on the

periphery of the space ct Le-emissacn, at frequency f, will te

and at frequency f 2 -

-\ ;: -:: . .57'

where c - the speed cf light.

A phase difference is different at the different frequencies;

therefore the maximums and the inimums cf signal amplitude at tha

different frequencies dc act coincide. With an increase 6f the

correlation of signals decreases. hith A#1 -6 2 =W, if cn frequency f,

is observed the maximum cf signal, then at frequency f2 there will be
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the minimum. This will te according to (1.56), (1.57) when

This value can serve as the measure fcr the correlation cf

signals at the different frequencies and is prcpcrticnal tc a ralius

cf frequency correlaticr dfa:

51.39)

In actuality picture will be, of course, mcre ccmplicated, since

in reality a quantity cf heteroSeneities is great, yes even are

spread they they can be cot canl cn the horizcntal, but also cn the

vertical line. With the vertical separation

so that dependence Afo cc the distance differs scmewhat frcm the

first case. However, general labs are visible sufficiently well frcn

this simple example. A radius of frequency ccrrelaticn is invirs-ly

proportional to the square cf tte linear diensicn cf the space of

re-emission and does nct depend an wavelength. Therefore with an

increase in the antenna directivitj a radius cf frequency ccrreliticn

must sufficiently sharfly rise. Beiendence tfo cn the distance is

sufficiently complicated, since in (1.59) and (1.60) bcth the

numerator and the denominator they change with change d. Since

dependence of L on d is unclear, then is not defined dependerce Af.
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cn the distance.

Page 49.

As we already spcke, many experiments indicate that the angular

dimensions of the space cf re-esission dc nct depend on distance. In

that case a radius of frequency ccrrelation will be inversely

proportional to distance.

Now let us pause at the experimental data about the frequency

correlation of signals. Acccraitg tc these data [ 1. 11 a radius of

frequency correlation with the weakly directed antennas comprises at

the distances of 200-4CC km of appzoximately C.E-1 FHz. With the

antennas with the angle cf direczivity of 10 at the same distances it

is equal to 1.5-2 MHz. At large distances there are cnly single

measurements, which give the drop bf0 with distance [ 1.1]. Judging

according to the experimental data, d radius cf frequency

correlation, apparently, does nct depend on wavelength. Utilizing

experimental data about tne value cf a radius of correlaticn at the

distances of approximately -00 in, it is possible tc ccnstruct

dependence Af o on the distacce, taking irto acccunt that Af o it is

inversely proportional tc distance. Fig. 1.22 gives similar

dependence for differert angles of antenna directivity (for the case

of identical antennas uo=- ru).Wat6r cf frequency ccrrelaticn functicn
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it is possible to judge tased on the exarple tc the functicn,

cbtained on the route 3G3 ka at the frequency cf approximately 10CC

MHz. This function is reiresented in Fig. 1.23. The form of

correlaticn function is Close tc the Gaussian

R (Af)e(.1
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Z 4x-  5 :C9 .. ..

Fig. 1.22. Dependence ct a radius cf frequency co,'relaticn Aa for

the system of identical antenras cu the geographic distance d. Angle

- the width of the artenna raciation pattern.

1(ey: (1) . MHz.
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Frequently in practice are applied ancther characteristic of the

variability of the frecuency characteristics cf signal, so-callei

nonuniformity in band E. This value is the ratio of the highest value

of signal amplitude to the 1cwest in the band Af. In the case of the

tropospheric propagaticr B it is random variable. Fig. 1.24 gives the

integral distributions cf value , for the different values 64,
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received on the route with a length of 303 kr at the frequency cf

approximately 1000 IHz.

Correlation of signals with the diversity cn the angle.

'Aith the pencil-team antennas sometimes is applied the diverse

in space reception, which is realized not witt the aid cf the

diversity in the space Ct antenras themselves, but with the aid of

the direction of each ct tLP anteDras into the different regicns of

the space of re-emissicn. Ihis diversity in practice is realized in

cne antenna with parabclic reflector and several irradiators. Each

irradiator gives its radiation pattern, shifted in the space relative

to the radiation patterns of adjacent irradiators.
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. j.2. Fig .

Fig. 1.23. Frequency ccrrelaticr function, :ztained experimertally cn

the route 303 km, X=30 cfi.

Key: (1). MHz.

Fig. 1.24. Nonuniformit) ci frequency characteristic fcr rcute *=2"lC

km and X=30 cm.

Key: (1). MHz. (2). Percentage ct time when ncnunifcrmity is more

than value, indicated cc axis c crdinates.

Page 51.
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In the essence, angular separation in the nature of the phanciencn in

no way differs from usual 6jatial Eeparaticn. The shift of the

radiation patterns, formed iy adjacent irradiatcrs, leads to the fact

that tha "centsrs of gravity" of the spaces cf re-emissicn fcr each

cf the irradiators will be shifted relative tc each cther. This will

lead to the fact that tte difte-ence cf the Fhases cf components,

entering the received signal, will be differect ani, therefore, thE

corralation of signals cr different irradiatcrs will he disrupted.

In this case, the greater the argular se~araticr, the less the

coefficient of correlaticn cf signals. In [1.181 for the very

pencil-beam antennas there was cbtained fcllcaing expression fcr the

coefficient of angular correlation:

R (AP) = exp

where d8 - an angle of the separation between the diagrams of antenna

directLivity, uso - angle cf antenna directivity in the vertical

plane. Thus, a radius cf angular correlation t~o according tc (1.5)

will be:

When the dimensions of tae space of re-emission are determined

not only by antennas, tut alsc ty the prcperties of heterogeneities,

a radius of correlation 6 will depend cn the dimensions of the

space of re-emission. -(he experimental data about the correlation

with the angular diversity are Siven in [1. 11. Let us ncte that the
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angular separation is effactive only when divergence from the main

direction does not cause the noticeable weakering of signal. With the

angular separaticn tc value A cn the vertical line fcr second

channel will be observed attenuaticn of signal. As in the presence of

the shielding cbstructicn, this weakeninc is ccnnected with an

increase in angle t i-ee fig. 1.19). in this case, naturally, the

weakening is expressed t) the same formula, as in the case of the

shielding cbstruction

N + A) ".64)

Thus, diversity on the angle is effective with $>>AO, i.e.,

either at large distances or with the very Fercil-beam antennas.

Until now, the discussica dealt with the correlaticn of the

instantaneous values of signal with the angular separation, i.e.,

about the correlation cf rapid zadings. Eut with the considerable

diversity on the angle when each irradiator cuts out in space its

isolated space of re-emission, will be destrcyed not cnly the

correlation of the irstantaneoui values cf signals (rapid fading),

but also the correlaticn ct tive minute mean values (slow fading). In

the examination of slow iadings we already said that the signals,

which attached frcm difterent isolated parts cf the space cf

re-emission, can be corsidered independent variables cn the slcw

fadings.
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Specifically, under this assumption the law of the distributicn

of slow fadings takes tie logarithaic form ard cnly under this

assumption is observed that dependence of the depth of fadings frcm

the antenna directivity which is justified experimentally. As a

result of applying the diverse in angle recepticn, the dispersion of

slow fadings decreases according tc (1.23) or (1.24). Value n in this

case will be equal to a number cf isolated spaces of the re-emissions

which are formed with the angular diversity. ingular diversity can te

realized not only at receiving end, but alsc %ith the aid of the

transmitting antenna with many irradiators. Ir this ccmmunicating

system the losses of arplification decrease ard become equal to the

losses of antenna gain, which corresponds the space, equal to the sum

of all spaces of re-emission, tiat are fcrmed ir the angular

diversity. The losses cf amplification decrease in n of times in

comparison with the single recepticn, of course, when in all cases

the space of re-emission is wholly determined by antennas.

On the route with a length of 303 km at the frequency cf 1000

MHz were conducted the investigations of the effectiveness of

diversity on the angle tcr dealirg with the slcw fadings. In the
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experiments were utili2ed two receiving antennas, which had the angle

cf directivity of 0.70. Ihese artennas were shifted on the vertical

line relative to each cther cn C.70 so that the radiation patterns of

these antennas intersected at the level cf half pcwer. FErcx cth

receiving antennas was ccnductea sisultanecculy th-. prolonged

recording of signal (apfrcxlaately one mcnth). The statistical

analysis of recording shcwed that the correlaticon ccefficient for t e

five minute mean values ci signal cn one and ty another antennas

comprised within entire paricd cf cbservaticns C.4-0.5. Thus, slow

signal fading with the diversity to the angle, equal tc the width cf

radiation pattern, are virtually nct correlated. Consequently,

conclusions about the effectiveess of angular diversity in the fight

with the slow fadings and the losses of amplification are -ustified

experimentally.

§1.9. Dependence of signal leval on the form cf polarization.

Experimental works [1.1; 1.2] showed that the mean signal level

virtually does not depend cn the tcrm of polarization. furthermore,

the special investigations, which %ere beinq carried cut at the

frequency of approximately 1000 aHz at the distances 303 and 448 km,

showed that rapid fadings with reception are sisultaneously cn the

horizontal and vertical polarizaticns alsost comFletely correlated

(transmission was condtcted during polarizaticon of 1450). The same
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conclusion follows from the thecretical study of this protlem. The

measurements of the depcarizaticn of signal cn the route 303 km

showed that the signal frcm the antenna, polarizaticn which kas

perpendicular to the pclarizaticn of the trarsmittin, antr-rna, cn

18-25 dB is lower than from the normal artenna.

Page 53.

The value of depolarization continuously is changed in the time. The

median value of polarizatiGnal weakening within the prolonged Fericd

of the measurements for the anteirnas by directivity cf 10 was 20 dB.

Depolarization depended on the directivity tcth transmitting and

receiving of antennas. Eclarizational weakenirg incrEased witt an

increase in their directivity.

§1. 10. Dependence of tte average signal level on the climatic

conditions.

The mean signal liel, as already menticned, sufficiently

strcngly depends on the seascn c year. It is lcgical that tle same

reasons cause the deperdence of mean level cr the climatic

-onditions. The the clizate warm and the more humid, the greater

signal level during the remote tropospheric Frcpagaticn, since with

an increase in the teml zature and humidity ircreases the intensity
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cf the heterogeneities cf tte dieiectric permittivity of air, ..e.,

value \c In many experiments [1.1] it was ncted, that the daily

mean value of signal level was correlated witt the value of the

dielectric permeability ci air cr the earth's surface, which is

explained by the overall dependence bcth of value ie, at the height

of the space of re-emissicn and value -' on the earth's surface frcm

temperature and air humidity. This dependence is developed only with

the very large periods cf averaging, compared with the season of

year, and is in many respects the reflection cf that fact that both

value 3F
2-, and V have explicit seascnal behavicr. Bcth values have a

maximum in the summer crtbs anod the minimum in winter period. On the

base of correlation of values V and frequently are conducted the

predictions of the mean signal levels fcr different geographical

areas. Accordingly [1. 1: thE coefticient of ccnfcrmity I between

value Lp.. 6io and value V'= V s-11) 106 changes frcm the distance

according to the law, represented in Pig. 1.2!.

100 ' 3 70 -d ,

O0 O JuO J4 Jog C ,

Fig. 1.25. Depenience ct the coefficient of ccnfcrmity M on the

distance.
K. dB/N-th.
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Fig. 1.26. Chart of valuE .Vo=0/7,-)010 cn earth's surface fcr wcrst

£fonth in year (when No is ainimal).

Key: (1) .Latitude in the degrees. (2) . Longitude in degrees.

Page 55.
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The coefficient of confcrmity M is the value cf the change of the

strength of field in the decibels, which arrives on iN - a unit

change in the refractive index cf air where N - a refractive index cf

air on the earth's surface. Thus, if are kncwr the mean signal levels

for one geographical area , then it is pcssible tc find the same

levels for other areas, if is krcwn difference N2-NI, where h, - a

surface value of refractive index in the first area, and N. - surface

value of refractive index in the area where it is necessary tc

determine the mean level of the signal

V . MD. (db = VCP. , (,6 - A (N2 - . 1 ). 1 .65.

Values N for different geograihical arEas can te determined on

the charts which are given in the documents cf KKR [ International

Radio Consultative Committee] [1.19]. Fig. 1.;6 gives such charts cf

the average monthly value N, in that month when this value is

minimum. The coefficiert or ccnfcraity ir (1.65) is determined on the

graph in Fig. 1.25.

In conclusion let us note that used this method should he with

large care. The fact is that tor many geographical areas it is nct

justified. In particular, under ccrditicrs cf hot climate it Froves

to be unsuitable. Then it is Fossitle to speak about winter Feriod

for many geographical areas. In winter the ccrrelaticn between 7o an.

signal level proves to ke very weak, and forecasting levels acco-ding

to this method can give considerable errors. As it was already notz 1,
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for the worst months of year, what are winter mcnths, signal levels,

obtained in different gecgrafhlcal areas with the mcderate and

subarctic climate, proved tc be sufficiently close in the value with

equidistances and the bavelengtks (see Fig. 1.5). Therefore tcr the_

worst month of year' it is tettEr tc use directly values V rcn

cf the curves of Fig. 1.!a and t.

FOCTNOTE 1*. According tc the norms of MKKR the stability analysis cf

the work of tropospheric line is ccnducted fcr the ccnditions of the

worst month. ENDFOOTNOIE.
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Page 57.

Chapter 2.

Diverse reception on the lines Cf remote trcpcspheric propagation cf

VHF (ETR).

§2. 1. Introduction.

In Chapter 1 it is shcwn that the signal in the place cf

reception with DTR is sukjected tO the rapid and slow fadings, which

are determining multiplicative interference'.

FOCTNOTE 1*. ultiplicative interference is here assumed to be that

operating immediately cc antire spectrum of ccmmunication. Tbe

fluctuations of cne spectral component of signal relative to cthers

are considered insignificant. E&EFCCTNOTE.

The fundamental methcd cf fight with the rapid fadings, caused by the

multiple-pronged structure cf the signal in the place of recepticn,

is the diverse recepticon. The principle cf the diverse recepticn lis

in the fact that the si xal at the output of receiver is formed by

the combination of several input signals, which carry one and the
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same information, but differently affected ty multiplicative

interference. This ccmtiEd outjut signal will be considerably less

affected by multiplicative interference. The informational evaluatic

carried out in [2.11, shows that tne capacity cf multibeam channel is

less than the carrying capacity 0t single-ray channel (at the

identical mean power); hcwever, with the diverse reception with an

increase in the multiplicity of diversity the capacity cf

multiple-pronged channel ajircacbes the capacity cf single-ray

channel £2.21. This confirms the pcssibility cf the in practice

complete elimination of rapid multiplicative interference by the use

of the diverse recepticn.

Page 58.

§2.2. Statistical characteristics cf the signal in the place cf

reception.

Let the transmitter emit the sinusoidal unmodulated oscillaticn

with the frequency wo

U. = U" cos o t. (2.i

then the signal in the place cf recepticn as a result of

multiple-pronged propagaticn is equal to

V,', L'. , (s [, S , . (2.2)

L L
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iere - amplitude ct the i-th component of signal, t- thp time

lag of this component, n - total number cf betercgeneities, which

diffuse signal in the directicn of reception.

Index i=O relates tc aullituae and time lag of regular

component, determined ty the presence of diffraction field. Ictal

signal can be recorded in the tcrm

Tv cos (w , (2.3)

where the amplitude

, .\-_ Y2  (2.4)

and the phase

art (2.5)

are determined through the pzojections of cczpcnents on the

crthogonal axes.

x " ".COS 'i

:, (2.6)

since scattering capacity (intensity) ard pcsition of the

diffusers, located in the sface cf scatterinc, is changed randcmly,

amplitude '= and phase 8 c tae signal accepted are random

functions which are slcwly changed in the time. Slowness means that

rate of change U and *y is considerably lcwer than rate of chanqe

the slowest element cf ccmucicaticn, i.e., that for the time,

necessary for transmissicn cf the lonoest elefent of the
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communication (or for several pericds of the quite lcw-frequency

component of the spectrum of coamunicaticn) cf change - and -'P are

negligible. According tc the central limit thecrem cf Lyapuncv the

distribution of the suB cf randca ccmponentE cf the projecticns of

amplitudes (i=l, 2, 3, ..., n) in tormula (2.E) with sufficiertly

large n will strive hcw ccnveniently closelj tc the ncrmal lab of

probability distributicn.

Page 59.

In this case, since phase v evenly distributed in the limits 0-2m,

i.e.,

> " " -- ) " 2 " L ) (2 .7 )
0 3He i-oro HrTepsaa.

Key: (1). with. (2). out of this interval.

then signal amplitude bill have the generalized Rayleigh

distributicni

ZU = () e 1, (2.8

In formula (2.8)

2.'

[a(Z) =2. 1t' p d 2.9y

- the modified Bessel functicn, io2 is propcrticnal to the pcwer of
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random (number of that scatterea) signal, U0 2 is propcrtional to the

power of regular (diffracticr) the components cf signal.

FOCTNOTE 1. Fluctuations in the signal, which are sutordinated to

cther laws of distrituticn, here aze not examined, since, as a rule,

on the lines of DTR is ccrrect the Rayleigh distribution. However,

fundamental conclusicns ace valid alsc fcr them. Should be notel the

very ordered theory cf ra~id fading with an i-distrituticn ty

Nakagami, presented in £2.3]. EhLECOTNOTE.

In the absence of regular comuonents UO=C law (2.8) is ccnverted

intc the usual Rayleigh law

In this case integral distribution, i.e., probability that the

amplitude of received sigcnal lies telow certain threshold level U.,P,

is equal

UJnop .-,

7 (0 <4 U oo} 4 S ( ~ : :V (U ,22. 'd20

Subsequently by us will te necessary the parameters of randcm

variable, adhering tc the Rayleign law cf the distribution:

-cpeAHee 3lhaqeHufe ~=a

- ZHcepc45H D{ . 2. 12)

i -.,e; ,a-a) L'.e /1-n .a
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Key: (1). mean value. (2). dispersion. (3). median.

FOOTNOTE 2. The median ct the law cf distributicn is the value cf

signal, exceeded during 50o/o of time of observation. It they use

especially frequently, since it easily is fcurd from experiment.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

Page 59.

Taking into account median value L,. distribution (2.11) we can

write in the form

-- !

\23)

In the process of expezimertal investigaticns the distrituticn

cf probability of signal amplia=de is determired on the samples of

the recording of signal, analogous those given in Fig. 1.7a and b.

The results of treating such racordings usually are represented in

the form of histograms iFig. Z.1) and integral curves, represented in

Fig. 1.8.

During the remote tro~osiheric propagaticn the VHF distarce

between the adjacent stations usually exceeds 150-2C0 km and the law

cf the probability distribution of rapid fadings is very closE tc the

Rayleigh. With the decr ase ct distance in the received signal
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appears diffraction ccaicnent and distrituticr m-ust be approximated

by law (2.8). The duraticn cf realization (recording, signal), which

should be processed for cctaining the law of distribution, must he

4-=L-7 min, sincs duriny piccessing of the reccrding cf the si-nal

cf larger duration will begin tc be manifested the slew fluctuaticns

of the median of signal, determined by damping change in the section

cf the propagaticn (see §1.4).
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25.

Fig. 2 .. _________fsinl hstgrm, eeie

experimentally.

Key: ( 1) . Number of readings on the time axis . (2) . Signal a iplituie

at input of receiver, j.V.

Page 61.

With the decrease of the time of otservation can remain undetected

the laws governing rapid fiuctuaticns of the aalitude cf received

signalet l

FOOTNOTE 1. This will cccur ecause in the interval f smaller 1nith
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will not be satisfied the conditicl of the ergcdicity of the randcm

process, which describes signal at the inpFut cf receiver.

SN EFOOT NO TE.

The methods of obtaining several skears cf the fluctuating radio

signals, i.e., the methcas of diversity, are examined in §1.7.

Let us recall that on the lines of flTH is fcund a use, in the

first place, the spatially distributed recepticr with which in the

place of reception of thE bignal (hith the NY-fcld reception) , ar-i

accepted upon N of the artennas, spread usually perpendicular to thc-

route; in the se ccnd place, the fitequency-dispersed recepticr, in

which is utilized one antenna and N of receivers and finally thirdly,

diversity cn the angle cf arrival cf the beam, %ith which is used cne

antenna the radiation Fattete cf waich is done by iultilobed, and N

cf receivers. 'The effectiveness of the diverse reception

significantly affects the dependezrce cf mfultiplicative interferences

in the diverse channels. The effectiveness cf the diverse reception

is greater, the less are dependent these interferences. It shciild te

noted that if for the first tbo aethods cf thre diversity cf signals

cbtaining the independent fluctuations of the envelopes of HE signal

is relatively simple, then for the third methcd - angular diversity-

it is considerably mcre complicated. The fact is that with an

increase in the? angle ct diversity begins tc fall the power of the
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arriving signal (see Chapter 1). This means that during the design cf

systems with the angular diversity is necessary a reasonable

compromise between a drcp in iower of signals with an increase in the

angle of diversity and an increase in the ccrrelaticn of signals witn

the decrease of this angle (see [2.41). As the 2easure cf the

dependence of the Rayleigh fluctuations cf the envelcping twc diverss

signals can serve the ccefzicient cf correlaticn2.

FOOTNOTE z, For non-Rayleigb distribution of fluctuations the

correlation coefficient is not the adequate measure of their

dependence. ENDFCCTNCTE.

Let the transmitter emit sinusoidal oscillaticn (2. 1). Ihen with the

diverse doubled recepticr in the place of recepticn are two signals:

V, = + p, Cos(Co 2.
V, = Up2 Cos( ± t + - .).

The two-dimensicnal protability density cf the envelopes

U2 --

;<U, t. U. 4 - ,Pv'( -,, lip - o LU( r? --- -j D;,.'

where value r2 is almost accuzatell equal tc the correlaticn

coefficient between envelcFes RcL,. u, [see fcriula 13.19) 1:

R*U7I Urnn -2_____£' :pk U p ' ,.2 ,,2

Ipl r,;)2

I- the modified Eessel function.
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Page 62.

In works [2.5) and 12.b] it is shown that the Bayleigh

fluctuations can be corsidered independent variable, if

..? L < ! 'e = 037. Is ttE distance jin the space, in the frequency cr

on the angle of arrival cf ray), tc which it is necessary to spread

signals for obtaining Rup, u = in/e=O.37, is called a radius cr an

interval of correlatior. mcrecverz, from these works it follows that

the drop in the gain frcs the use cf the diverse reception does not

exceed 1.5 dB, if the ccetficient ¢f correlaticn cf envelopes is

equal to R " tP =0.6. Itis zears that ir the calculaticns of the

systems of the diverse Leceiticr it is possible tc approximately

consider fluctuations as those not correlated, if R u .<.0.6. further

increase in the correlaticn coefficient leads tc the sharp drop in

the gain and in the liit with H=1 the gain disappears (for the

automatic selection). iith the N-fcld diverse reception the

correlation is usually investigated in pairs, since the ccnstructicn

and investigation of the N-dimensional distribution function are

combined with the great difficulties.

§2.3. Methods of the ccabination of the diverse signals.
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After one of the methcds presented above of diversity is

obtained N of the spears of radio signal, affected ty the independent

multiplicative interferecces, by pLimary task becomes the economical

utilization of these sicnals, i.e., the use cf such combination

during which the losses ci the tracsmitted infcrmaticn will te

minimum.

In the communicating systems found use the methcds of the linear

combination of the diverse signals. During the use is calm methods

the signal at the output of the device cf N-fcld addition S= (t) it

is determined by the equality

V

S. () = aS . (2.17)

where : - sum of useful signal in the k-th branch of diversity and

additive noise, which cierates at the input of tie receiver cf the

same branch:

For the case of the sanuscidal unmodulated signal in the

transmission value V, .: is aetermined by formula 12.3). Natural is

assumption about the fact that the median values of signals in the

tranches of diversity are egual tc each cther. Are also identical

noisiness all N cf receivers.

Page 63.
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Value ' is the "weighing" coefficient which in general can

depend on the value cf signal or ncise ir the k-th cr any other

branch of diversityi.

FOOTNOTE t. In radar directicn finding found use the methods cf the

nonlinear combination cf the diverse signals jfcr example, signal at

the output it was equal to the product of signals in the tranches cf

diversity) . ENDFCCTNCTE.

The methods of linear ccabication can he divided into the

methods of switching ard the methcds of addition. During the

switching at each given uoment cnly one cf ccefficients -, is

different frcm zero. In this case is possible, in the first place,

the servo diversity when the signals in the place of reception test

consecutively, until is lccated the signal, which exceeds the

assigned threshold. This signal is supplied tc the cutput of system

until its level falls telcw threshold. As sccr as this will occur,

the system of the next diversity again will tegin tc search for the

signal whose level is ligher than the threshcld value, etc. In the

second place, is possible the s1stem of cptiuum automatic selection,

in which all N of signals are investigated simultanecusly and it is

selected for the connecticn to the output that frcm them whose level
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is maximum. The statistical characteristics of the automatic

selection of peak signal are tetter than with the servo diversity.

Subsequently will be examined the automatic selection of peak signal.

The use of methods cf addition provides for the simultaneous use

cf several spears of signals, cttained in the tranches of diversity.

In this case all coefficients 2K cf foraula (2. 17) are different

from zero. The greatest interest represent twc methods additicns. In

the first all copies of signal received add up to the identical

weight independent of their value. In this case a,. This

method is named linear addition. It will be stcwn belcw that it is

most promising on the lines of L15.

With the second method of addition the weighting factors are

automatically regulated in such a way that at the output of add

system would be provided the maximum value cf signal-to-noisE ratic.

This method subsequently is named optimum addition. Find a use also

the mixed methods. In cre cf them [2.7) the signals, accepted by two

diverse receivers, add uj linearly until their relaticn exceeds

V-2-=041. When the ratic ct signals in the tranches of diversity

falls below 0.41, weaker signal is disconnected also to the output cf

add system begins to erter cne, mcre strong signal, system from the

mode of linear addition passes into the wode of automatic selection.

Ibis method in its characteristics is most clCse to the optiTuT
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addition (for more detail see 2.4).

The combination of signals by the diverse reception can te

conducted either to the detector (in the linear part of receiver), cr

after detector.

Page 64.

In depending on this sharply they differ both methods and used for

the combination equipmert. iita the combinaticn to the detector is

correct the assumption atout the ccmplete independence of the

components of noise "t) and signal With the ccxtinaticr after

the detector this assufiticn is ccrect, if the process of

depcdulaticn is linear as, icr example, with AM. For FM this it is

approximately correct cnly with the work of higher than its

threshold. In the systEms frc EM, which fcurd great use on the radio

relay lines of tropospteric scattering, signal level at the cutput of

the demodulator (with the worK it is higher than the threshold)

virtually does not deperd cn the jcwer of sigril at the input of

receiver. A change in tke jcwer ct signal at the input leads only to

inversely scaling in the power cf noises at the output cf the FM

discriminator. During tke lineaz additicr tc the detector one shculd

consider that the phases or the signals, which attached on different

branches of dispersicn and - in formula (2.14) ], are ir general

kL I.2 ..
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different. Therefore fcr obtaining the maximum gain from the addition

signals must he before the additicn phased. Ecr this are applied ths

special devices of the zell-ali~Saent of the Fhase (for details see

ehapter 5). during the addition cf post detecticn signals after the

coherence of the added uF signals is obtained automatically. For

changing over type systems the ilace of ccubiraticn role does not

play. One should only have in mind that during the switching before

the detector the automatic selecticn must be realized on the maximum

signal level, and when selecting after detectcr (FM) on the minimum

cf noises.

§2.4. Statistics of signals with the diverse reception.

The use of the diverse reception improves the characteristics of

communicating system. kis imprcveaent usually is qvaluated cne cf

the following criteria:

1) by an increase in the ratio of the Fcwer of signal tc the

power of noise at the output cf the device cf the addition of the

diverse signals in ccmpariscn with this relation in the branches of

the diversity;

2) by the decrease cf tte relative duration of the breaks of

commnication, caused tj the ladings;
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3) by an increase in the authenticity cf the transmissicn of

binary informaticn.

The first critericn dutermines an imprcvement in the mcst

important parameter cf ccasuricatirg system at the transmissicn of

analog signals - noise in toe chancel. In the subsequent calculaticns

precisely this critericn is used as the tasis of the compariscn cf

different methods of coztinatacr. The second critericn determines the

reliability of communicaticn - percentage of time, during which the

signal will be above the assigned threshcld level. Fcr the cc:Fariscn

of systems on this criteiacr it suffices tc kfl% the laws cf the

distribution of probabilities with the ccmbination cf the diverse

signals. Finally, the third criterion is very iqFcrtant durirg the

transmission of the diEcrete intcriation (in itcre detail about this

see in Chapter 6).

Page 65.

Let by the multiple-prcnged tropospheric channel be transmitted

by the FM signal

whers ip(t) represents the mcdulating signal. Then in the k-th tranch
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of the diverse reception signal will be

S.(t) = U.p,,(t)cos t - eC(O) -L, t' 2. 9)

also, with the N-fold linear combination.

N

. = "a S,,= "\' a1L':.p t)cosf o~ -t -&

.~ ~ a . -t" (J). ;).V

k 1 2.0)

The first term in 42.19) and 12.20) determines useful signal,

and by the second - additive interference befcre and after tle device

of addition. In accordance with the critericr of an improveiert in

the quality of communication accepted it is frrther necessary to make

a ccmparison of the ratic of the averaged power cf signal to the

averaged power of noise in the tranches cf the diversity

((2,21)

and this ratio at the cutput ct the device ct addition

r = (t) =

Before passing to the calculation, let us ncte that the reacticn

rate, connected with MF gcdulated cscillaticr, at least, by an order

higher than speed of the prccesses, connected with the fluctuaticns

of signal, caused by multi-ream character. Actually, the highest

frequency cf fading does not exceed 5-10 Hz, whereas durinq the

transmission of telephcny lowest modulating frequency F,, =2CC Hz,
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but during the transmissicn of television F, =50 iz. Therefcre

during the investigaticn ct fluctuations it is expedient tc average

the processes being investigated, morecver the interval of averaging

T., to select so that the envelcEe of fading £'. (e) within time T,

would remain constant anc at tae same time the duraticn of tle

longest element cf ccmiuKicatic was much les T,. Fcr DTR value

-=0[ 0.3 S.
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Root-mean-square (fcr t~ie T.., the value cf signal amplituds in

the k branch of diversity will te equally

7, 2co):wo - , (2.23)

since for time T., U,._

The rms value of ncise in the same trancE

-- K-2(td . (2.24)

will be constant, since it dejends only cn the quality of receiver.

The3n formula (2.21) can te recorded in the form

U10

Thus, the fluctuaticns of value ",,,:) are determined by ranlom

.hanges of the signal amflitude in transittirg. Again it is nct

superfluous to recall ttat during the study ct the diverse recepticn
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the probability distriluticn c eugelopes and rasnectively

: are investigated i[ the tize intervals

For the convenience it is expedient tc introduce the normalized

ratio of the power of Eignal tc the power cf the roise

r_;; -16)
:22

Here - ratio cf the root-mean-square dexiation of signal at

the input cf receiver tc the rms value cf ncise.

Since value has the Rayleigh law cf probability

distribution, for integzal distributicn %ill be exponential:

110 'u 7)-e

From formula (2.27) it is possible to easily find the

probability of the breaks of conmunicaticn, i.e., the probability cf

the drop in the signal is lower than threshcld level -",,

Page 67.

For this in formula (2.27) (and also in the subsequent formulas with

Y) it is necessary value Y, tc replace by L 2  202. As an exaipleilOp 
•*La s a x f~e

probability that the vcltage ot signal in the k channel there will ti

below threshold, will te determined by the expressicn
U2

0n°_._ _ L'p U-ap4
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Let us switch over to the determination cf the ris values of the

signal amplitude and ncse at the cutput of add system (in irterva'

T ). For the signal

c(t)os : + ) E63t j
N

= " a.U.1 p. t)' .-, 2L/; t)"

{cos [w r) - .(t) e4, (t)] cos [ % - p:) -(3, ' -

- a &'1 u (t) " aU , it) o2.29)
"1 2

since value a, U,;p and e they are permanent in the interval of

averaging T,,.

For the noise

2 4V N

a = . a, a

since the noises in the trancbes of diversity are nct depended, i.e.,

t o IP

Key: (1). with.

Substituting (2.29) and (2.30) into fcriula (2.22), we cttain

r. (t) Cos -ej (t2

- ,V K

2 ,2 '7

k~~~' 72-, ,,"
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From formula (2.32) it is evident that the signal-to-noise ratic

depends substantially ca tae value of a phase difference

.,(.)-E). Gain during tbe use Cf the diverse reception is raximum,

when this difference is equal tc zero.

Page 68.

Therefore with the ccmtination is compulsory the phasing of signals.

For this, as has already been sicken abcve, during the additicn to

the detector is utilized the self-alignment cf the phase of the i-th

signal under the phase cf the j-tb or vice versa. In this case

: -8)- i)j- and

C C -. '=( f. a

k- 3)

Let us note that according to this formula it is pcssible tc

estimate m.aximum possiLle value ' Utili2ing

Euniakowski-Schwarz's inequality, it is easy tc show that

- t '4 (2.34)_ -: _ )

I

tI
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Equal sign correspcnds tc a maximally pcssitle gain from the

diversity. Signal-to-ncise ratic at the cutput of the device of

addition in this case is equal tc the sum of signal-tc-noise ratios

in all branches of diversity. Sc as for the separate tranch of

diversity, it is here Expedient tc introduce the normalized ratio of

the power cf signal to the power of the noise
r. ,t'

, .- .3-5)

Here - since previously it was ncrmalized relatively ,2 ' ° ,

assumed that the rms values ot signal and ncise in all branches of

the diversity cf identical ,.2 7 -,.

FOOTNOTE 1. This is not always correct. For example, with angular

diverse reception :t=:,- ., it is necessary tc use the calculaticn

method, presented in (2.4] for the automatic selection. ENDFCCTNOTE.

Let us pass to the examinaticn of the laws of distributicn with

different methods of ccairnaticr.

Automatic selecticn. Luring the automatic selecticn coefficients

are determined by the expressicn

, , _- •- , i2.36)

i

.I. . . . . ..... .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. ...... .. ... . . ... . . .. . . . ._
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Key: (1). for.

where h - number of channel with the maximum signal-tc-ncise ratic.

The integral distribution of the normalized retic of the power of

signal to the power cf r¢ise %iJl ce equal [2.61

.. . e (2.37)

Page 69.

The means of distributicn (2.37) is easily explained. Actually,

since with the diverse recepticn with the autcmatic selectic to the

output is connected aluays tie charnel with the maximum value of Y,

then in all remaining ckanneI4 Yx<Y, and protability that in

channels Yi Y, it is equal tc

W' (0. < Y. <y} I P (o < "Y} ( i - "'i.

Probability density

Mean value Yz can te accepted as the measure of gain from the

use of the diverse receFtion Q. Computations cive

• am V

Qa., = j g: ," y.:) dy_ = V 1,c. (23g

From the latter fcriula it is evident that thi gain from the use

cf the diverse recepticr rapidly falls from increase cf N. The
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addition of the K channel increases Qa,, by value 1/k. with large ones

Optimum aldition. Atkove [see zormula (2.34) ] it was shcwn that a

maximally possible air ccLresjc¢ds tc the eqcality

Brennan [2.8] demcnstrated that in this case the form of

weighting factors will te determiaed by the equality
unp ,t 2.401a, (t) = -. -t)2 0

i.e., during the optimum auditicn amplificaticn in the k chanrel must

automatically he regulated sc ag at any mcment cf time to be

Froportional the k ccmrcnent 0 signal ard inversely prcporticnal tc

the rms value of noise in the k channel. Integral distribution :

with the f-fcld recepticn with the optimum additicn will take the

form (see, for example [-.8 ])

WVo{O0. <Y, = - ' Y - Y . 24I

Gain from the use ci the citiaum additicr

Q. = ' 2.42)

increases linearly with a nuatet ct branches cf diversity.

Page 70.
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Linear addition. In this case all weighting factors are equal tc

each other:

a, =a2= . . . a =a. (2.43)

Virtually this means that the transfer functions of all diverse

receivers must be identicai and, therefore, tle circuit of all A91. 4s

in parallel. It is possible to place everything '=. The law cf

probability distribution during the linear additicn for N>2

analytical expression dces not have. The fact is that fcr the

determination of the distributicn of the suz, which stands in

numerator (2. 33), necessary tc find the Erctakility density cf the

sum of Rayleigh random variables, for which tc take the integral of

the form

N

q ( = z u d.udu .. .du,,.

(2.44)

in which the integratica is ccnducted frcm the H-dimensional space,

limited by coordinate planes and hyperplane

N

'V2.45

and then to find the integral law cf sum.
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I 1j

Fig. 2.2. integral distributicn Y for differert methcds of addition

with N=2, N=4J, N=8. 1 - citiuum addition, 2 - linear additict, 3-

automatic selection.

Key: (1). Y, dB, relative tc median with the single recepticr. (2).

c/o time, during which is exc~eded value, indicated cn ordinate.

Page 71.

Tha results of numerica~l integration fcr N=4 and 8 are

represented in Fig. 2.2 (curves 2). Along the abscissa of this figure
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are plotted the values, calculated by formula ,C7 -I'" _Y!. c

the ordinate - the ncrialized ratio of the pcer of signal tc the

rower of noise, expressed in tae decibels relative to median value

YM with the single reception. Gain from the use of linear additicn

can be calculated according tc fcraula [2.8]:

Q , I (' -- 1). (.G
4

Fig. 2.2 gives the curved integral cnes cf the laws of

distribution for all three methcds of combinaticn in guesticr with

the doubled, quadrupled and octufle reception, calculated according

to formulas (2.37), (2.41) and fs.44). Values C for all three methods

cf combination into the functions cf a number of diverse receivers,

calculated according tc fcraulas (2.39) , (2.42) and (2.46), are

represented in Fig. 2.3. These curves characterize an equivalent

increase in the median Ecwer of signal upcn transfer from the single

reception to that dispersicr, ica the figure ore can see that with

increase of N the difference in the gain between the linear and

optimum additions does nct exceed 1 dE, at the same time gair durinc

the automatic selectior increases considerakly slcwer. Given in Fig.

2.2 and 2.3 curves characterize the double action of the diverse

reception. On one hand, tne diverse recepticn increases

signal-to-noise ratio at the cutput, i.e., it makes it possible at

the assigned quality of channels to decrease the energy parameters of

system (power of transuitter, dimensions of antennas) or in the same

energy parameters to ixjrcve tn quality of clannels.
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t23 4 5 t; 73 S

Pig. 2.3. Dependence of the coefficient cf im~rcvement G on the order

cf diversity.

Key: (1). dB. (2). Optimum addition. (3). Linear addition. (4).

Automatic selection.
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On the other hand, the diverse reception sharply decreases t e range

of the rapid fluctuaticas (see lig. 2.2), i.e., it decreases the

percentage of time, during which the signal falls below the threshcld

of system and, therefore, raises tte reliability cf the transuissicr

cf information. One shcuJa ncte alsc that the diverse recepticn

simultaneously provides an increase in the equipment reliability as a
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result of the redundancy.

§2.5. Selection of the itncds cf the combinaticn of the liverse

signals on the lines D15.

On multichannel radio relay lines, which use an effect ct rercte

tropospheric propagaticn, almcst always is aplied frequency

Rodulation. The conducted into t2.4 statistical analysis of the

systems of the diverse receptior makes it possible tc make a

comparison of the methcds of cusbiEaticn for the line of DTR with the

work of higher than the threshold cf FM.

The power of noises at the output of the FM discriminatcr in

general is determined t) tcllowirg formula [2.91:

P.0 =bx PC au Lie--- x- L2 ' P M t2.47)= _ -e )ax-,

where L, and Lz - the ccetficients, which depend on the number of

channel, the passbands cf receiver and deviaticn of frequency. With

the work it is higher than threshold / L - 0 In this case

- -o and formula (2.4 7) asses in the known relaticnshiF

p = PC & • (2.48)

-In which P: jcC/flt and in depending on a change in the signal at

the input is changed tte jcwer ct ncises at tte cutFut of the FM
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discriminator (ChD). Value ' one shculd tc replace by r(t)
,-, n se

also, taking intc accourt forzulas (2.25), (2.26) and (2.35) tor tha

k branch of diversity record

.2
P L ,U , I p , -K = I' k2 .49 )

and for the total signal

p"C -~ " 2.50)
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Here P --B=IX - and Zust as it is earlier, is assumed

and E,= = KnCwing distributicns yi.(z)

and Y,-,") easy to find the distritution of rcwer cf noises at the

cutput of ChD. In the integral laws of distritution, found in §2.4.

one should simply Y replace ty ViP=sw.

The ccmparison cf the metacds of corbinaticn is most siIFle tc

prcduce for the doubled rece~ticr, i.e., with 4=-2, since in this case

are obtained the relatively simple ezFressicrs fcr the distribution

functions. The obtained cutput can be used alsc fcr W-fcld rfceFticn,

if we break it into N/2 the dcutled recepticns, and then to each pair

of twin circuits to use tae same reasonirgs, etc.
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During the automatic selecticu of the strongest of two signals

the integral distributicr oz power of noise ir the channel will be

determined by the expressicn, wiich directly fcllcws from formula

(2.37) taking into acccunt (2.5C):

W2 , to =< P. 1- \ i)

The place, in which is realized the ccmination cf signals, is

unimportant; however, tc in detectcr - in the circuit 1JCh - a

combination must be corcucted or sagnals Uu;K (Fig. 2.4a), and after

detector - on noises Pmawx1  (fig. 2.4b). fcr isolation cf Pa,<

in the branches of receiver with the diversity must te special

monitoring noise channels. Hence toe differerce in the block diagrams

during the automatic selecticn befcre and after FM detector. The

control system on the signal, ottained from tte device cf coimariscr,

disconnects the signal, bbich has smaller asplitude (cr larger noise

level). Matching device is necessary for maintaining the constancy cf

level at the output of receiver.

During the optimum addition the integral distribution cf power

cf noise will be determiced by the exrressicn [see formula (2.141)

0 '< P. .. , = -= - I- e e - -- (2.52)

System block diagram with the optimum addition is given in fig.

2.5. The control systems regulate amplificaticn in the hranches of
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diversity inversely prcpcrtcicnai to the rms value of noisa in

accordance with formula (4.40).

.cr linear addition the siSnificant role with FM tegins tocl~ay

the place of additior.
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I / I ?

TT

Y-4

Fig. 2.4. Block diagras ct automatic selecticn: a) on signal to FM

detector; b) on noisEs after F detector.

Key: (1). linear part. (2). and. (3). Cortrcl device. (4). Ccmpariscn

device. (5). Matching dEvice. (f). F1 dizcriminatcr. (7). Ncise

filter. (8). Detector cf ncises. (S). Device cf ccnFazison.
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Fig. 2.5. Block diagram cf optiaum addition.

Key: (1). Linear part. (Z). EM discriminator. (3). Control device.

(4). Noise filter. (5). Ampliiier cf noises. (6). Matching device.

Page 75.

During the addition to FM detector in the high cr intermediate

frequency (Fig. 2.6a) the zealizaticn of gair frcm the diverse

reception makes it necessary to prcduce the autcmatic tuning of the

phases of the added up signals, since the phases cf signals .ill

differ from each other [see fcraula (2. 14)]. For the determiration cf

the distribution of power of noises in the channel it is necessary tc

take the integral of fcza (d.44) with N=2, and then tc switch over

frc cne vcltage distrituticn tc the next y, and 9
48X,* Fcund thuE

distribution takes the tcrm

W-
- 3 ~~-~---- ~2. 3)
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where ( (Z) dz - prcbatility integral. A linear additicn

can be carried out, alsc, after FM detector (fig. 2.6t). In this case

integral noise distributicn at the output will be determined by the

convolution integral cf se distributicns in the branches cf

diversity and take fcra [. 10)

ju.accAe AeT. It0< LOl BWCIZ < Ia -

jon uz

x K(- . (2.54)

where K,(z) - the modified functicn of Hankel.
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Di.uringok igffc the lna additic:a to the detectorth idntyo

amplification the tractcr [in accordance with the fcrmula (2.143)]1 is

reached by the device ct the coascr for two receivers syst.sm cf

automatic gain control IARU) . Ic this case the factcrs of

amplification of both tranches cf the diverse receiver will te equal

and determined in esserce by the strcngest cf tuo signals. The

realization of gain trcm the diversity required the specidi system ct

the self-alignment of phase (AP), which consists of the phase

discriminator and the ccntiCl system, which affects phase of cne cf
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the heterodynes. Since the ideal phasing of signals, naturally, is

inaccessible, it is cf interest to determine the drcp in the gain

from the diverse receptica as a result of ar inaccuracy in the

phasing of the diverse signals. The correspcnding curve is

represented in Fig. 2 7. During the addition after detector the

coherence of signals arc tre lizearity of additicr is obtained

automatically; therefore tne blccx diagram Fig. 2.6t is simpler. The

integral distributions cf power of noise on the output of the FM

detector (with the work it is higher than the threshold) for the

doubled reception and all methods cf the ccobinations, constructed

according to formulas (1.51)-(i.54), are given in Fig. 2.8 tcgether

with the distribution with the single recepticr. Frcs Fig. 2.8

Evidently:

- linear addition atter FM detector gives considerably sraller

gain in ccmparison with the additicn to the detector. This is

understandable frcm the physical consideraticns, since after the FM

discriminators the sigrals in Dranches of diversity will be

identical, and noises - ceterminea by that signal whcse level will he

less to Fr detector. If we consider threshold properties cf EM, then

the value of gain will teccae still less:

- of three remaining distributions cuite wcrse in automatic

selection. loreover with an increase in the multiplicity cf the
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divecse reception N a difterence in the autcoatic selection from add

systems rises (see Fig. 2.3);

- linear additicn tc the detector insignificantly differs in the

distribution from the ctimum addition. It is necessary to keep in

mind that during the additicn tc the detectcr, is improved the

signal-to-noise ratio tc the passage of mixture noise through the F1

detector in which with the drop in the signal in lower than tte

threshold occur the irTeversible detericratict in the output

signal-to-noise ratio.

With the doubled reception is very graphic the method of the

geometric interpretation cf ctained results [2. 11].
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.2 2J <J : ,

Fig. 2.7. Decrease of tue coefficient of iuprcvement due to an

inaccuracy in the system APE.

Key: (1). dB. (2). Lcsses cf gain relative tc Fhased signal. (3)

Angle between vectcrs cf aaaed uj signals.
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Let us examine the three-dimensional picture (Fig. 2.9a), in

which along two axes are plotted the ratios cf actual stress cf

signal to the rms value ct noise in the first and second tranches of

the diversity:

u t= ao t

hut along the third axis - the s ail relation at the cutput of the
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system of combination -

Let us examine autcmatic selection. Let in first channel h.=O

(since be equal to zerc signal v,). Then the line, which

characterizes dependence x- lat tae output) cn ; (at the input cf

the system of the diverse recepticr) will be straight line in plane

X;o " of that lying at angle of 450 to axes IC'F). Value xz will

not be changed upon the appeararce of a signal in the first branch of

diversity _x>(o) until x, becomes more than x2. since autcmatic

selection system will wczk sc tnat to the output nevertheless will be

connected second channel. Ibis means that all pcints, which

characterize automatic selection, uill lie in the plane,

perpendicular to plane x/.2. . cf passing thicugh O'F, i.e., in

plane FO'H. In exactly the same manner, if signal in second channel

Xl</;.* then characteristic will Fass in Flane X: 0 '/. Thus, the

locus of the characteristics ot te system cf autcmatic selection

lies in two planes, perfenoicular to coordinate planes XZ0Xo; and

X: 01 X1 and which pass at angles cf 450 to the axes.
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7 A

50 0X20 10 5 2 1 'S

-Wayeue, yraiaJwoe '.a

Fig. 2.8. Integral distributions of power of noise in telephcre

channel with the doubled xeceit.icL N=2.

K~ey: (1) . optimum (ccatilned) addition. (2) . Linear addition tC 40D.

(3) . Linear addition after 4fl. ('4) . single reception. (5) . Ncise

level (8 dB, relative tc power cf noise with median signal cn cne

receiver) . (6) . o/c tiirE, durinc waich is exceeded value, indicate1

cn ordinate.

Fage 78.
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During the linear addition, if in first channel . then

characteristic also will gc in ilane ').. Hcwever, since luring

the linear addition

., 0 --- - - - "

the slope of characteristic will be determined by factor - showing
1 2

presence at the input ct tae system of the addition cf receiver ncise

whose signal is equal tc zerc (line C'B). The same will be, if

* ='=. but only in plane ,o'. (line C'G). If both signals are

not equal to zero, then locus, which characterize the system of

linear addition, will lie in tue plane, passing thrcugh O'B ard 0'G.

Finally, for the cptimum addition the lccus cf system will be

the part of the surface ct ccne, which is lccated in I quadrant

(FLEO'). This is explained by the fact that at the output will be

determined by the relaticnsbiF:

2 56)

directly fcllowing from J2.40).

The obtained gecmetric representaticn jakes it pcssible tc

compare the methcds cf ccmbinaticn with any means of the probability

distribution of signals. The twc-dimensicnal differential prcbability

distribution of signals in the chosen cocrdinates will he the surface

abcve plane x 0 '". (Fie. 2.0.a).
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XN V2X

Fig. 2.9. Geometric interpretation of differert types of additicn

(a), range of integraticn tb-diuersicnal pictatility density (b).

Page 79.

The space, included betueal tnte part of the surface and its

orthogonal projection cc plane X!0'X.' is equal to the probability

of simultaneous impingesent UptiV2 and U~IV21' into the rang-a

of values, plotted alcnS the cocidanate axes. Thlis means that the

range of integration of tuo-dimensional distritution will takce the

form Fig. 2.9b, which there is a section of Fig. i.9a by plane,

perpendicular to X.TI2e curve atc characteri2es autcmatic selecticn,

dfqe - linear and ahc - cptimum cf addition. If is assigned certain

value of the ratio of the vcltaie cf signal tc the rus value cf lc2isp
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at the output of the system o addition X,., cr cf the curves of Fig.

2.9b it is possible tc determine, tor what pairs Xk and X is

reached 1. at the different nethcds Cf comtiration. Value Xn is

plctted along the axis 41. It is evident that during the optimum

addition for obtaining X, cn the output add systems are required

smaller value X. and X-, than %ith other methcds. Evident also that

in the relation of signal amplitudes in the branches of diversity,

which lie from V'.- to yT-1 , the system cf linear addition has

characteristics best, tkan in autczatic selecticn, and vice versa,

out of this interval the autcmatic selection is better than the

linear addition. If now during the study of the surface of

two-dimensional probatility density it seems that space, which is

located within the sectcr, limited by the places, perpendicular to

Fig. 2.9b and passing through OV and O, it is more than outside it,

then system with the linear additicn will givc the best results, than

autcmatic selection. This is cczrect, for example, fcr the Rayleigh

law. Otherwise the autcmatic selection is better.

The made constructicn maxes it possible tc synthesize the system

whose characteristics are very c cse to the ctaracteristics Cf

optimum addition. Let us examine curve afqc, which is determining the

combination, in which in the relaticn of signal amplitudes frcm 0.414

to 2.42(2-1 to occurs the additicn cf the signals,

cbtained from both brarches of diversity, and with drcp in cre of the

L- I i iI
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signals of lower than C.414 occurs the cutoff cf weak signal. Since

the results of integrating the two-dimensional prcbatility density

for afgc and for ahc will be clcse friend and to friend, both systems

will virtually coincide in tkeir ctaracteristics. However, the

technical embcdiment of the procsed system, which can be called

combined, is consideratll simpler than the creation cf system with

the optimum addition. 7ke blcck diagram cf the construction cf the

combined system of pcst-detector addition is analogous Fig. 2.4b.

However, the device cf ccmpariscn in this case is not must simFle tc

compare two signals, but to determine their relation and to

disconnect the weakest signal, culy if its level will be 2.5 times

less than another signal. The ccained additicn tc the detectcr is

technically more complicdtea than after detectcr, and at the same

time it has no advantages.

Page 80.

Comparing the systems of ccabination, cne cannot fail to

consider also that during the autcmatic selecticn at the mcments cf

switching signal from cne trancb tc another, is unavoidable the onset

cf the transient processes whcse value can be inadmissibly great. In

the system of the combined addition this transient prccess is

considerably less, since tte discccnected sigral is 2.5 times less

than remaining.
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Thus, best methcds ci ccmnination on the lines BTR they are, in

the first place, linear additicr tc FM detectcr and, in the second

place, the combined additicn after FM detectcr. Both these cf methcd

are very used extensively cn the lines of tlF.

Let us compare these metacds tetween thesselves. In tavcr of the

combined addition after FS detectcz speak the fcllowing advantaqes.

1. With work in field cf very weak signals, with linear addition

and large difference signal level cutput power of ncises will be

determined by noises of tcth raceivers, whereas with combination - ty

noises only of one.

2. Use of linear additica in FM detector with diversity in

frequency requires sufficiertly ccplicated device cf automatic

frequency control and pbases cZ aaaed up signals. However, as it will

be shown below (see Chaiter 5), ttere are satisfactory soluticns of

this technical problem. 1be combined additicr after FM detector is

technically more simlj.

In favor of linear additico to F M detector operate the fcllowiig

factors.
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1. In work [212] it is shohn that during linear additior cccurs

considerable expansicn ot effective band width cf circuit cf

propagation.

This can be explaired ty the fact that during the additicn cf

two or several signals, wnich passed the fcur-pcles with the ranicm,

but independent frequenc) characteristics, the spectrum of tctal

signal it will prowe tc he that less distcrted (by multiplicative

interference) how the spectrum Of each of the added up signals, while

this means that the total signal seemingly passes fcur-pole with

random, but more uniform response. Consequently, during the linear

addition it is possiblE tc pass through the line of DTR wider

frequency spectrum or tc obtain the smaller distcrticns of the

spectrum. This means that during tne transmissicn multichannel

telephone signals durirg the lireat additior the value cf transient

interferences will be Eutstantially less.

2. During transmission at IV signals linear addition causes

considerably less than distcrticns and disrupticns cf

synchronization, than ccouined.

3. Operating misaliSnment cf circuits cf additicn, unavcidable
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in process of operation, it will cause during that ccmbined, additicr

of inadmissibly large cscillaticn cf signal level in circuit

(oscillation of overall line attenuation in channels), whereas during

linear addition this will cause only certain detericration in

signal-to-noise ratic s a result cf inccmwlete realization cf gain

frcm diverse recepticn.

Page 81.

Generally, as show experimental investigaticns, the system cf linear

addition to FM detector is ccnsidezably less susceptible to any kind

to operating changes in the circuits of the branches of diversity.

The effect of operating sisalignment on the effectiveness cf the

diverse reception is characterized by the curie cf Fig. 2. 10. Along

the abscissa Fic. 2. 10 is Elctted the relaticn

II

in the branches of diversity. A change in relation x'i'X<' can

occur both as a result cf changing the aiplification in the circuits

of diversity and as a result at changing noisiness cf the diverse

receivers.
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X2 Aed

Fig. 2.10. Effect of operating misalignment cn the effectiveness of

the diverse reception.

Key: (1). Crop in the ettectiveress of diversity (dE).
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Chapter 3.

FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SECTION OF RABICWAVE PROPAGATICN IN

A TROPOSPHERE.

§ 3.1. Introduction.

On the tropospheric radio communication links the signal at

input of receiver is tle sum cf a large Eumbet cf ccponents,

re-emitted with the individual heterogeneities cf the dielectric

permeability of air. These ccmpcnents are prcagated in the

troposphere on different Fatbs and, therefore, they have different

time lag. If k-th compcrent signal has time lag ,. then at the

frequency of transmitter. equal to w, the phase of this ccmpcnent is

equal to w.-q . where P - time cf reflecticr coefficient frcm a

k-th of heterogeneity. Signal at the input cf receiver is equal to

the vector sum of the seFarate delaying cou cnents, which is

illustrated by vector diagram Fig. 3. la. With a change in the

frequency cf transmitter on Aw the phase of k-tb coeFcnents will
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become equal to ,-Aw-t.,. i.e. with a change in the frequercy cf

transmitter change tte itases of all ccmfcnerts cf signal '.

FOCTNOTE 1. With a chan@ in the frequency cf transmitter, generally

speaking, change alsc the aIzlitudes of separate compcnents, since

the coefficient of reflecticn of radio waves frcu the hetercgeneities

of the troposphere depends cm tte freguency (see Chapter 1). However,

with the small relative charge the frequencies cf the transmitter

(order lo/o) of the am~litude of the components cf signal virtually

do not change. ENDPOCT1CIE.
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Fig. 3.1. Change in amplitude and phase cf total signal at the input

of the receiver of trupcspberic line with a change in the frequency

cf transmitter.
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Respectively will change amFlitude and phase cf total signal at the_

input of receiver as this shctn in Fig. 3.1tb. ThuE, as a result of

the multifle-pronged radiowave ircfagaticn in the trc~osphere signal

at the input of receiver has different asplitude and phase at the

different frequencies; tirtkeracre, a change ir the phase is in

general disproportionate to a change in the frequency. Consequently,

the section cf radiowave propagation in the tre~cspbere, can te

considered as certain linear fccr-pcle with t) rcnuniform the

an~litude-frequency and ncnlinear phase-fre.quency by characteristics.

Intensity and location cf hetercgeneities in the troposphere
~continulously change durirg randcIly; res~ectiiely they change
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amplitude and time lag ct the separate ccmpcnents of rultiple-prcnged

signal. Therefore the fcrm of the amplitude-frequency and

phase-frequency characteristics of the secticn cf trcpospheric line

also continuously and randomly they change. In cther words, these

characteristics are the zaadca functicns cf frequency.

Curing the transuissicn aicng the tropcspheric lines of the

modulated signals the ncrunifcrait) of the atplitude-frequency and

the nonlinearity phase respcnse cause siqnal distcrticns. With

multichannel telephony afpeax transient noises in the channels, with

the television is lost the clearness and it appears "plastic" on the

image, during the transmissicn cf digital infcrmaticn are distcrted

"telegraph"M impulses arc is tcst aithenticity. Since the fcrs of the

frequency characteristics of secticn continucusly changes, then value

and character of these distcrticns also changf randcmly. In the

incorrectly designed trcpcsiteric ccmaunicatirg system signal

distortions due to the aulti-team character cf Frcpagation can be

considerable. Therefore tne analysis of the amplitude-frequency and

phase-frequency characteristics of the secticn cf trcpospheric line

has great practical value.

Since the frequency characteristics of the section of

trcpospheric line are the randos functicns cf frequency, then their

analysis should be carried cut the mathematical methods of the thecry
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of random functions. TiE theory of random functions is most

completely developed in connecticon with ty the random functicns cf

time - to random processes. In particular, ir radio engineering are

sufficiently well studied the randcm prccesses, which are the

fluctuation noises of radio engineering equipsent [3.1-3.31. The

static characteristics cf multiple-pronged sicnal at the output of

the section of tropospheric line have much ir ccmmon with statistical

characteristics fluctuation noise. For this reason in the numerous

works, dedicated to the analysis cf the frequency characteristics of

the section of tropospheric line, are used extensively the

relationships of the tteczy cf tluctuaticn rcises 1.

FOOCNOTE 1. These relaticnshifs are applied alsc during the study of

the characteristics of cther multiple-prcnged channels - with

radiocommunicaticns %ith the use ct ionospheric scattering of

ultrashort waves and during the use of the xccn as the passive

communications relay. EICFCC2NO2.
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However, one should haie torn that the analogy between the

fluctuation noise and the signal with the mu]tirle-Frcnged structure

exists only in a sense and the arbitrary transfer of the positions cf

the theory of noises tc the multiple-pronged signals can lead to
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errors. Therefore in the beginning of this chapter briefly remind the

reader of some relaticship-s cf the theory of fluctuation noises and

further let us show how tnese relationships they can be used for the

analysis of the frequency characteristics of multiple-pronged

channel.

3.2. Generalization ct scue relationships of the theory cf

fluctuaticn noises for the signals with the multijle-pronged

st ruct ure.

Fluctuation noises. Fluctuation noise is stationary normal

random process. If is specific k-tt realizaticn of this process ,

(i.e. noise at the output of specific radio engineering equipment)

and the values of this realization are known in entire time interval

from --- to- -then car be fcund the composite spectrum of this

realization ., moreover a .: 8nd S.Q) are ccnnected with the pair

of Fourier transforms, i.e.,

", tn = . ...- e ',, . 1t. (3.1)
2.rX

'he composite spectrum fcr ancther specific realization of noise

will take already ancther form. The spectral composition of

fluctuation noise as a whole tor all possible realizations is

determined by energy srectrum Gj&). Energy spectrum is obtained as a
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result of averaging on all Ecssible realizaticns 2 Cf the square

modulus cf the composite spectrum of these realizaticns, i.e..

Q) = S (,)i (3.2)

FOCTNOTE 2. In the literature tte energy spectrum is introduced

usually as the result cf averaging on the tize cf the square modulus

of the current spectrum cf cue Lealizaticn. WE used here averaging cn

many realizations, which for the stationary process gives the same

result. In this case tc more easily estatlish analogy with the

multiple-pronged signals; hcwever, are here assumed to be kncwn ones

all values of noise in the time interval frcm -- to +-; this

assumption is, naturally, the mathematical ficticn. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Energy spectrum gives cly the averaged Fictere cf the energy

distribution of noise according tc the freqtercies cf elementary

harmonic components and it dces nct consider phase displacements cf

these components.

Page 85.

During calculations it is convenient to use the standardized energy

spectrum which is determined frca the fcrmula
G(Q)

g (Q -G 0)

The static dependence tetween the values cf fluctuation noise at
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the moments of time t and t*v is characterized by correlatior

function by time. Frequertly is utilized the normalized corre]aticn

function, which is callec also the corre]aticr ccefficient. The

correlaticn coefficient ty time is determined frcm the formula

u (t) U (I -T)
R (T) = - 13 4)

According to the theorem of A. Ya. Rhircin the correlation

functicn cf the time anc the energ) spectrum cf fluctuaticn rcise are

connected with the pair cl fcurier's transfcrss. The respectively

normalized correlation functicn and the standardized energy spectrum

are ccnnected with relaticnshi s [33]:

I R(r)cosQ dr

S(R) = (3 5)d

0

R )= r (3.6i
, q (Q)d Q

In radio engineering freguently is necessary tc deal ccncerning

the fluctuation noise, which Fassed through band-pass filter %ith the

central frequency wo and the Fassband, much less than central

frequency. In this case fluctuaticr noise it is convenient to present

as the quasi-harmonic cscillatic¢ bhich takes the form

u(t) - U (t) cos [(, ,Q ). (3.7)

where U(t) - random amplitude 2, and 0(t0- randcm phase of this
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fluctuaticn.

FCOTHOTE 1. In the literature U(t) they frequently call also

"envelope" of fluctuaticn noise C3.1-3.3]. E rFCCINCIE.

Central frequency it is expedient to select fcr the equal abscissa cf

the "center of gravity" cf energy spectrum cf ncise as the plane

figure, i.e., wo it is determined from the fcrvula:

3 gt(3 8)
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To the representaticn of fluctuaticn ncJse in the form (3.7)

corresponds its vectcr image, shcwn in Fig. -. 2. With this image the

instantaneous value cf ncise u(t) is equal tc the prcjection cf

vector with an amplitude of U(t) ard phase I(PM cn the axis, thich

rotates with the circular velocity wo. From Fig. 3.2 it directly

fcllows that
L kt) = p'- ) - M U) (3.9)

Q (it) (3.!0)

where P(t) and Q(t) - rzcjections cf vector tc the moticnless

coordinate axes.
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Processes P(t) and Cit) have the ncrmal lab cf probability

distribution and the sat* energy sfectrus, as the instantanecus value

cf noise u(t), only the canter of this spectrum is transferred frcm

the frequency wo tc the zerc frequency. ?rc the thecry of

fluctuation noises it is also kncwn that the ccrrelaticn coefficients

in time of processes Pit) and (t), equal tc each other, are

connected with the starcardized energy sEectrim, diErlaced ter the

zero frequency, relaticntsbip (3.1; 3.3]:

S7) g(Q) c) Q dQ

4i e,"- e .(3.11)

The coefficient of cross ccrrelation fcr prccesses of P(t) and

Q(t) is determined by the relaticnship

Q)sin rda

RP~ o ) - (3.12)
Sg (Qn) -'o

from which evident that at the coinciding moments of time P(t) and

Q(t) between themselves they are nct correlated, i.e.,

RQ o0O) = 0. (3.13)

With the symmetrical relative to cer.tral frequency energy

spectrum (i.e. with the symmetrical relative tc zerc frequency

displaced spectrum) frcm (3.11) and (3.12) it fcllcws that

(34

R.Q .T) J.3,

-~~n a ,III I II i I l l . _ .... .. . ... ,.. .
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-4-Iliii32 Vco iaec luctuation noise as quasi-harmonic

cscillation.

Pae87.

With the static properties cf Exccesses E( t) and Q(t) indicated the

amplitude of the quasi-herucuic cscillation Dlt), ccnnected aith Fit)

and Q(t) with relationship 13.9), -is distrituted according tc the law

of IAayleigh. The den-city of distritution of pictabilities fcr the

Fayleigh law takes tte icxs [3.2; 3.31:

W(U) L3.6'
and the integral law cf jrotabiiity distribution - the form

F(u <Ue 0327Y

where 202=DZ - the mear square ct amplitude.

Ts frequently exaui~ed alsc the ccmhined passage through the

filter of fluctuation rcise and regular sine wave with an amrlitude
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of UO . In this case the amplitude cf total signal is distributed
according to the generalized Rayleigh law, the density of

distributicn cf probabilities fcr i takes the form

UU 0

where IG - a Bessel function of imaginary argument. The integral

generalized Rayleigh law cannot be expressed in the analytical fcrm

and it is usually assigned graphically. turing Payleigh distzituticn

for the amplitude its ccrrelaticn coefficiert is determined frcm

formula [3.1]

RU (T) = 0921 PA (T) 0. 0,576 p,', 4

or according to the apfzcximaticn formula

Ru  (-r) - ,p' (T), (3-201

where
p= (T)= ,R.2(T) +.R (T ). 3 )

With the combined passage through th. filter cf fluctuation rcise and

regular sine wave the ccrrelaticn coefficiert fcr the tctal amplitude

is determined from verl ccaplicateu formula [2.2; 3.3j. The

approximate simple expression fcr this case cttained in [3.41 takes

the form RU ( 1) 2e-s
£u (T) [p, ) , 3.22)

where S1=-L- - ratio cf the power of signal to the average power cf

noise. The phase of quasi-baracnic oscillaticr (3.7) is distributed

evenly in the limits frcm 0 to 2:, i.e., has Ercability density

(,P) -- 0 " 0 . 2.1. (3. 23.
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The approximate sim~le exzession fcr the coefficient cf

correlation of phase ottained in [3.4] takes the form

4/3 . (3. 24)

Page 88. 1? Quasi-harmcnic oscillation (3.7) can be examined just

as cscillation with the randcmly instantanecuz frequency w t;.(t),

moreover frequency wo it is convenient tc select for the equal

abscissa of the "center cf gravity" of energy spectrum, determined

according to formula (3.E). me deviation of the instantanecus

frequency from w" the equally dErived phase with respect to the time,

i.e., z :
3, (t) _ 3.25)(V)

moreover phase ,: is ccnnected bith P(t) and Cit) with fcrtrula

(3.10). During the symmetrical energy spectrum and the normal

distribution of processes of P(t) and Q(t) the frcbability density

for the deviations of the instantaneous frequency takes the fcrm

[3.2; 3.3]

Aw"-t (3.26)

and the integral law cf Frotability distribution for the atsclute

value 1AW(:

Awl< A ) (3.27)
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Here Awl - average value for the absolute (on the sign)

frequency deviaticn, i.e.,

= (: .(3.-S)

Value Awl is equal to the "radius of irertia" cf energy noise

spectrum as the plane figure and is determined trcm the fcraula

(3.29)

where Q=.-uo: wo - central frequency, determined acccrding tc formula

(3.8). the average significance of a deviaticn cf frequency frc o

is equal to zero; the mean square cf these divergences is calculated

be it cannot, since the correspcnding integral diverges.

multiple-pronged signals. Let us now move cn tc tne exawinaticn

of signals with the multiple-Frcnted structure. Signal with the

multiple-pronged structzre is called signal at the cutput of the

communication channel with te tultiple-Frcnged (sultipath)

propagation of electromagnetic energy during the supplying tc the

input of the channel of sinuscidal oscillatic with the frequency wo;

it is assumed that this channel is linear fcur-pole has the random

:arisetqrs. The dependence of amplitRdes and phases of separate

, 01*. f .,ItiFle-Ercnqgd sigral on their time lag is

, * ,- -'I / c) the ccoicsite pulse reaction cf channel
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S(r), i.e., by response to the cutfut of multiple-pronged channel,

during the supplying tc its input cf "radio pulse" with the frequency

wo and the amplitude, whch is changed acccrdirg tc the law cf

6-function *.

FOCTNOTE 1. In the litexature pulse reacticr (cr pulse transfer

function) usually is callea the response to the cutput of four-pole

during the supplying tc its input of the impulse cf direct current

[3.5]; response to the impulse bith the higb-frequency filling (radio

pulse) in the literature occasionally referred tc as pulse reacticn

on the envelope [3.6].
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Actually for the multi~le-prcnged channel this response consists cf

the series/row of the delayed pulses which have amplitude and phase

of filling corespond tc amplitudes and tc phases cf the separate

components of output multiile-ixonged signal. For the estimate of

distortions in the communication channel it is pcssible tc utilize

the composite transfer luncticn cf channel thich characterizes a

change in amplitude and phase of output signal with a change in the

frequency of input sigral. Ccmpsite transfer functicn can te

recorde, in the Exponertial icra

-(0) =;K (Q)i '3 30
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cr in the algebraic form

moreover

?!- -1 IZ .~(Q) k3 32

are t Q, I ' -(3 33)

moreover iK(I - auplitude-t equency, ard "m -

phase-frequency cf the characteristic of the channel; P(Q) and Q(Q) -

with respect real and imaginazy part of the transfer functior. Fcr

the the specific k-th realizaticn of the randcm parameters of

multiple-pronged channel its composite transfer functicn and

composite pulse reacticn are connected with the pair ct Fourier

transforms [3.51:

AC (PT,

Lot us recall that in this examination 7) - response tc the

effect of radio pulse %ith the traquencv 6,. 'Vt-rccre in (3.32) 0 is

detuning relative to frequency , i.e ,

Let us determine rcw, what -L logy cccurs tetween the

fluctuaticn noise and the multille-pronged signal. Fcr the specific

realization of fluctuaticn noise the dependence of amplitudes and

phases of elementary haracnic ccupcnents cn the frequency is
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determined by the compcsite spectrum S(Q); fcr the specific

realization of multiple-pronged channel the dependence of amplitudcs

and phases of the separate ccmpcnents of signal at the cutput of

their time lag is determined ty the compcsite pulse reaction S(r).

The specific realization of fluctuation noise and its ccmposite

spectrum are connected with the pair of Fourier transforms (3.1). For

the specific realizaticn cf multiple-pronged channel compcsite

transfer function and composite pulse reacticn are connected with the

pair of Fourier transfcrms (3.34). Consecuently, for the transfer

function of multiple-prcnged channel pulse reaction Flays the same

role, as the spectrum fcr the fluctuation ncise. However, in the

examination of one reali2aticn still there is rc complete analogy

between the spectrum of tluctuaticn noise and the pulse reaction of

oultiple-pronged channel. Actually the "spectrut" I cf composite

transfer function is ottained from it with the aid cf the direct

Fourier transform, while the pulse reaction S|r) is cbtained from

K(Q) with the aid of irverse transformaticn cf Fourier.

FOOTNOTE I. Here and thrcuyhout word the spectrum is placed into the

quotation marks, since discussicn deals with the spectrum for

functioning the frequency, but cot the functicn of time, as this

usually has the place in radio Ergneerirg.

Page 90.
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Thus, the composite "spectra" of functions FL) and S(r) are

characterized by sign wito the imaginary part, i.e., have identical

moduli, but different fhases. The analogy indicated will be, however,

complete, if we examine not cne realization, hut fluctuation noise

and multiple-pronged channel as a khole. The spectral structure cf

fluctuation noise as a whole tor all possible realizaticns is

characterized by energy spectrum Gig); fcr the characteristic of

multiple-pronged channel as a whcle it is pcssible tc introduce the

energy pulse reaction bhich is cktained as a result cn all pcssible

realizations of the square mcau]us cf pulse reaction, i.e.,

G (-) = iS krTA . (3.35)

During calculations it is convenient tc use the standardized

energy pulse reaction wkich is determined trca the fcrmula

(3.36)C' ( I- 0)"

A similar to energy spectrum energy pulse reaction characterizes

only the averaged energy distritution accordirg to the delayirg

components and does nct ¢cnsidet the phase shifts betueen them.

Above it was shown thdt for cne realizaticn the "spectrum' cf

transfer function to tte pulse xeaction cf aultiple-Fronged channel

they coincide in the mcdulus. It is obvicus, the same modulus have
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the "spectral' P(Q) and Q(9), i.e., the real ard imaginary parts of

the transfer function. therefore according tc 13.2) the energy pulse

reaction of multiple-pronged channel with the random parameters is

the "energy spectrum" fc real and imaginary parts and transfer

function *

FOOTNOTE * For the cosicsite function it is Ecssible tc speak only

about the energy spectrum of real and imaginary Farts, since for the

complex quantity concept "energ" is deprived cf sense. ENDFCCTNCTE.

Cf this consists the aralcqy tetween the fluctuation noise and the

multiple-pronged signal, frcm which follcws this rule:

during the analysis of the transfer functicn of multiple-pronged

channel with the random Farameters it is possible tc use the

relationships of the thecry of tluctuaticn rcises, after replacing in

these with relaticnshifs time by the frecuency and the energy noise

spectrum G(Q) for the enhryy pulse reaction cf the sultiple-prcnged

channel G(,).

The rule indicated bill be used for determining the static

properties of the transfer function of multiple-pronged channel and,

in particular, section of radiobave propagaticn in the troposphere.

First of all, let us detirmine the static dependence between the
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values of the real part ct the transfer functicn of multiple-Fronged

channel at frequencies u and 4€L. Jhis statistical dependence is

described by the correlaticn coeffacient in the frequency, which is

determined by the relaticashiF

(3.37)

For the energy pulse reacticn it is expedient tc intrcduce the

concept of the "central" time lag, equal to the abscissa of its

center of gravity as the plane figure. Analcgcus with the central

frequency of spectrum 13.8) this central time lag can be determined

according to the formula:

(3.38)
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Then, by analogy with (3.11) the correlaticn coefficients in the

frequency for the real and imaginary parts cf the transfer function

P(Q) and Q(Q) they are ccnnected with the energy pulse reaction whose

center is displaced to the zero time lag, -y the relaticnshiF/ratio

g (-r) cos 2r d ,

Rp (=) - R'i i ) emid a3m)
.Ig (TO) d r,

where rI=T-To; r o it is determined according to formula (3.38). The
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coefficient of cross ccrzelaticn for random functions P(Q) and Q(G)

by analoqy with (3.12) is determined by the relationship

RpQ (0) M grd 1  (3.40)
(t) d o r,

from which it follows that

RPQ (0) = 0. (3.4:)

i.e. values P(Q) and QiQ) are act correlated at the ccincidirg

frequencies. If energy pulse reaction is symmetrical relative to its

central time lag, deterained according tc formula (3.38), then frcm

(3.39) and (3.40) it fcllcws that

]g(VOCO aoT d T,

0RPC(o =R.(9) = a3 42)

I' RpQ(9) = , t3.43)

i.e. values of the real and imaginary parts cf the transfer functicn

they are not correlated ior any trequencies. The prcjecticns of the

amplitude cf total signal on the ccordinate aies, ccnsidered as the

functicns of frequency, depict, ctviously, the real and imaginary

parts of the transfer furctacn ct multiple-Etcnged channel (cn the

specific scale). From Fig. 1 it follows that

X 11 (3.44)

Q(U) sin (UT .
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Let us assume nov that the signal at the output of

multiple-pronged channel is created by a large quantity of uniform

reemitters, morecver signal amplitudes, reflected frcm these

reemitters, are statistically nct depended, and the phases of signals

evenly distributed in the limits from 0 to 2m.

Eage 92.

Under the assumptions cf value F12) and C(Q) indicated are the sums

cf a large quantity cf independent and equally distributed ccmponents

with amplitudes of U. ard time lags r.. Ccnsequertly, according to

central limit theorem tbe probatility theory (tc IyaFunov theorem)

values P(Q) and C(Q) are distrituted acccrdirc tc the ncrmal law

(3.2; 3.3]. Since the phases cf components T are distributed evenly

from zero to 2r, then all ccmaposed and, consecuently, alsc values

P(9) and Q(Q) have zero average value. Furthermore, as it was shown

abcve, P(Q) and C(Q) between themselves were nct correlated. From the

thecry of fluctuation ncises it is known [fcr 3.2; 3.33, that with

the statistical properties of values F(0) and C(Q) indicated the

values of amplitude -frequency characteristic of multiple-prcrqed

channel, connected with E(i) and C(0) with relaticnship (3.32), are

distributed according tc the lau cl iayleigb, i.e., have density

Frcbabilities (3.16) ard integral law of prctatility distributicn

(3.17). The values of the phase-frequency characteristic, ccrnected
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with P(Q) and Q(Q) with relationship (3.33), are distributed evenly

frcm 0 to 2w, i.e., the) have a Ercbakility density (3.23).

curing the Rayleigh distributicn fcr the values of the

amplitude-frequency characteristic the ccrrelaticn coefficient

between these values at frequencies w and w+G it is aralogcus (with

3.19), (3.20) and (3.21) it can be determined according to the

formula R t =0921 2 (0) O.0 576p (0) - (3.45)

cr according to the aprrcximaticn formula
,9,.:< J) p ),(3.46)

where
p

2  2)=.PR2 ) -, (t). (3.47)

Besides the random comfonents, at the cutput of multiple-Frcnged

channel can be present also regular component with the permanent time

lag and with a permanert amplitcde of U0 . Ir Farticular, this

situation can occur during the rEacte trcpospteric Frcpagaticn of

VHF, when at the input cf receiver is regular ccoponent, caused ly

refraction or reflection frol irveisicn layer. This case is analogous

to the combined passage thrcugh the filter of fluctuation noise and

regular sine wave. Therefore when, at the output, the

multiple-pronged channel of regular ccm;cnent is present, the

amlitude of total signal is distributed according tc the gereralized

Rayleigh law, i.e., has Erotability density I2. 1E) ; the integral 131
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of probability distribution is assigned graphically [3.2, 3. 3.

The correlation ccefficient in the frequency for the values of

the amplitude-frequency characteristic ir the presence Cf recular

component analogous (with 3.i;) can be calculated according tc the

approximation formula

-) P (Q) (3.48)

where p(Q) is determined by relaticnship (3.47) ; S2 - relaticn cf the

power of regular component and mean total power of the scattered

components.

The correlation ccefficient between the phases of signal at

frequencies w and w+9 cat be calculated acccrdirg tc formula (3.24),

where p(Q) is determined by relaticnship (3.47).

For the evaluatior cf signal distcrticrs in the multiple-pronged

communication channels important value has the derivative of the

phase-frequency characteri-stic cf this channel, which is usually

called "group time lag" A.

FCCTNOTE 1. Sometimes also is utilized term "the grcup propagaticn

time. ENDFOOTNOTE.

In the theory of fluctuation noises tc group time lag corres~cnds,
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cbviously, instantaneous freguency, as the derivative of the phase cf

noise on the time. Fcr the evaluation of diEtcrticns and

multiple-pronged channel importantly not value itself r-,. and

divergence 7,' from the central tine lag which are called the

fluctuations of the grcuF time cl Frcpagaticr ,..

Page 93.

If central time lag is defaned as the abscissa cf the center cf

gravity of an energy-pulse reacticn according tc formula (3.38), then

in the presence of the symmetrical pulse reacticn prctatility density

for the fluctuaticns cf group time lag by analcgy with (3.26) takes

the form I I
W 3.49)-AT.. 3- -

S 2

The integral law ct Fpotability distrituticn fcr ty

analogy with (3.27) takes the fcrs

F (IAT-pf < ATrp)_ _ _.3.5)

1/' - Arrp/

Here Ar, - mean value for the absolute (cn the sign) value cf

fluctuations, i.e.,

By analogy with (3. 9) A-Y equal to the "radius cf inertia" cf
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energy pulse reaction as the plane figure it can be calculated

according to the formula

_3 52-)

where r 1 =v-ro; r o it is determined according tc formula (3.38).

Mean value of the fluctuaticns of the grcup prcpagaticn tixe is

equal to zero. The mean square ct these fluctuations is calculated be

it cannot, since corresicnding integral diverges.

Concluding the examination of the analcgy tetween the

fluctuation noises and tie multijle-Fronced signals let us tcuch cne

additional question. All relaticnships fcr tie transfer functicns cf

multiple-pronged channel, gaven in this secticn, are correct cnly

during the normal prcbatility distxibuticn tcr the real and imaqinary

Farts cf the transfer furcticn 1(u) and (()

Normal distributic for E(L) and Q(G) in this examinaticn was

obtained from formulas (3.44). it follows, hcbever, it remembers that

exFressions (3.44) for E(9) and ([)correspcrd to the sc-called

"incoherent" scattering cf radio waves on the discrete reemitters.

But, as shown in Chapter 1, incoherent scattering is only the

simplified model of the remcte trciospheric Frcpagaticn of VqF. In
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actuality the mechanism cf this frcpagation is Icre ccmplicated and

in general at the output cf the secticn cf Fxcpagaticn is not a

discrete, but continuum ci signals, hcw converiently which differ

little in the time lag. laeretore in general expressions (3.44) for

P(Q) and Q(Q) must te rrcorded in the fcrm cf integral sums,

elementary terms in these sums can be dependent and distributed not

identical. Thus, Lyapuncv thecrea here is nct applied, and tlerefcre

there are no foundaticrs fcr ass irting that P(Q) and Q(Q) will be

compulsorily distributed acccrding tc the ncrzal law. However, with

satisfacticn of the specified ccnditions the sum cf a large rumber cf

terms is distributed rocrally [3.2; 3.3] and kith dependent and

different of distributed terms. However, to establish that during the

tropospheric propagaticn ol VhF these corditicrs are satisfied, very

complex. For this it is necessary tc know the statistical Frcperties

of the separate comocnents cf multiple-prcnged signal, meanwhile the

study of the signals, re-emitted with elementary cnes they are

distributed normally.

Page 94.

Nevertheless, for determining signal distcrtions on the

tropospheric lines of ccumunicaticns nevertheless it is pcssitl. tc

use the relationships civen in this section. Ihe fact is t ..

Rayleigh distribution fcr the signal amplitudE at * -"
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section of tropospheric Fropagatica experinertally is ccnfirmed for

the majority of the used in practice routes, is experimentally

confirmed also that the jhase of signal is distributed evenly in the

limits from 0 to 2w. out Rayleigh distrituticn for the signal

amplitude and uniform fcr the phase can cccur only during the ncrmal

distribution for P(Q) ando QQ). Iut this, in turn, it means that fcr

the transfer function cf multiple-Fronged trccsFheric channel will

be valid the given atcve xelaricnships. let us recall that these

relationships are obtained under the sost gereral assumptions about

the pulse reaction of channel, thich for all cr some realizations can

be continuous function r. Let us ncte also that on ccmparatively

short and marine routes for tne signal amplitude experimentally is

confirmed the generali2ed Rayleigh law.

3.3. Frequency and phase resEcnses cf the section cf tropospheric

line.

In this section will be examined the statistical properties cf

the amplitude-frequency and phase-frequercy characteristics of the

section cf tropospheric line. The analysis cf the statistical

properties of these characteristics will be carried out for the

tropospheric lines, interded for multichanne] telephcy and

television. As has already heen indicated, cn such lines the length

of section does not exceed 450-3C0 ki, and the width of radation
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pattern of antenna comprises act acre than 1-15o.

Energy pulse reacticn cf the section of line. In § 3.2 it was

shcwn that the statistical iroperties of the f-equency and phase

responses of the secticn ct traoospheric line can be determined, if

is known the energy pulse reaction of this section. 1hus, it is first

cf all necessary to find expression for the erergy pulse reaction c1

the secticn of line, i.e., tte dependence of the mean power of the

components of multiple-ironged signal on their time lag. Total

multiple-pronged signal at the cutput of the secticn cf line is

created as a result of the re-emission of electromagnetic energy by a

large quantity of hetercgeneities of the trcpcsphere. In this case

the signals with the idertical time lag are re-emitted by a bhole

series of the heterogeneities, located on the surface whose all

points have the identical sum ct distances cf the transmittirg and

receiving antennas. For determining the shape of surface of "equal

time lag" let us examine Fig. 3.3a and b. Fig. 3.3a shows the secticn

of the section of trcpcslbtric line by the plane, passing thrcuqh the

center of the earth and the line, uhich connects the points cf

reception and transmission ( "section alcng the route"). The points,

which have identical total distance of the transmitting and receiving

antennas, in this plane are located on the ellipses with the foci in

points of reception and transmi-sicn; several such ellipses are shcwn

in Fig. 3.3a.
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Fig. 3.3b shows sectior Ferpendicular to route. In this plane the

points with the identical tctai distance cf the transmitting and

receiving antennas lie cn the circumferences whcse centqrs are

located on the middle cf the cut between the fcints cf transaission

and reception (pcint 0 in Fig. 3.3a and h). Several such

circumferences are shown in Fig. 3.3b. Ttus, "surfaces with the equal

time lag" are ellipscids cf rctaticn wit: the axis, passing through

the points of reception and transmission. and with the foci at these

points.

Further during the determination of the Fulse reaction it is

necessary to keep in mi£d that the signal at the reception is created

cnly by those heterogeneities wkich they lie within the limits of the

"space of the scatterirS", formed by the intersecticn of the

radiation patterns of the transmitting and receiving antennas. The

section of the space of scattering by secticn plane alcng the rcute

has a form of quadrangle and is shcwn in Fig. 3.3a by twin circuits.

Usually on the trcpcspbheric center lines of the antenna

radiation patterns they are raised relative tc hcrizcntal lire to the

EM M L
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small angle of order of 1-20. Therefore, as can he seen frcm Fig.

3.3a, section plane of the perpendicular to rcute cuts the ccne Cf

the antenna radiation rattern at argle relative tc axis, close one tc

900. Consequently, the secticn cf the space cf scattering by this

plane virtually has a fcrm of circle with the center at the Ecint cf

intersection of the axes of radiation patterns (strictly speaking,

this section it has a fcxm of ellipse with the ratio of axes, by

clcse one to the unit). Ibis circumference is shcwn in Fig. 3.3t by

twin circuits. During the detersiEaticn cf energy pulse reaction us

interest only those secticns of the planes with the equal time lag

which lie within the space of scattering. Fig. 3.3a and t the

sections of these secticrs shcws tj thic lires.

L
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Fig. 3.3. Surfaces witt equal sigral lag: a) section alcng the route,

b) section is perpendiculdr tc tcute.
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During the determinaticn of energy pulse reaction it is

necessary to know the mean power of signals with the data by time

lag. The power of signals at the rcepticn deerds cn that, in what

part of the space of scattering is located the re-emitting

heterogeneity. The hetercgeneities, located ir the area cf the

intersection of the axfs ci the radiaticr patterns cf the

transzitting and receiving antennas, create tE. signals cf larger

intensity than the hetercgeneities, located cn the periphery of the

space of scattering. This is detersined by the directivity of the

transmitting and receiving artennas. Furthertcre, tle

hetercgen.ities, lccate in the lcuer part cf the space of

scattering, better re-esit energy than hetercgeneity in the upper

part of the space. This they expect energy, than heterogeneit7 in the

upper part of the space. This is eiplained, sairly. by an increase in

the angle of "scatterinc" with the height. Ihe angle cf "scattering"

increases also, if heteicganeities are lccat, "tc thle rIght ard tc

the left" cf the directicn cl main antenna radiaticr. Thus, the

energy pulse reacticn cf the secticn cf trcfcspleric line is
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determined by the gecmetxy cf surfaces with the equal time lag, by

the geometry of the space of scattering, by the antenna radiation

pattern and by a change in tke angle cf the "dissipaticn" of

electrcmagnetic energy. In general the ccmputaticn of energy pulse

r.action is fairly ccmClicated Erotlem. For this it is necessary tc

conduct integraticn for the surface of ecual time lag in the limits

cf the space of scatterirg takiry into account the directivity of

antennas and change in the scattering angle. Hcwever, for the real

tropospheric lines, inteuded for multichannel teleahcne and

television, this Froblex it is icssible rutstantially tc siuflify, cn

the basis of the fcllcwig cc¢sideraticrs:

1. On the real trcpcspheric lines the altitude cf the siace cf

scattering by the Eartl cczcses several kilcveters, and the distance

between the pcints of receEticn and transmission - several hundred

kilometers. Thirefore in the ellipses with the equal time lag,

depictel in Fig. 3.3a wir r axis such less then the distance tetween

the foci '.

PCOTiOTE 1. Figure 3.3a foz the clarity is made withcut the

cbservance of scale. E D1CO1NCLE.

In ether words, these ellipses are strongly elccgated along the

route, and therefcre tkeir cuts in the limits cf thf space ct
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scattering can be replaced with the cuts of straight lines. Ca the

tasis of the geometric ratics ot Fig. 3. 3b, it is pcssitle tc shcw

also that at the lengtt cf section 250-3C0 kv and directivity of

antennas of 1-1.50 circular arcs with the equal time lag, which are

located within the limits cf the siace of scattering, have certral

angli en the crder of 3C-400. Ccasiquently, bitbcut the large errcr

these arcs also can te replaced with the line segments. Thus, for the

real tropcspheric lines cf the *surface cf equal tire lag" ir the

limits of the space cf scatterirg it is cssi k e tc replace tith

parallel planes. Respectively time lag fcr each such plane is

dtirmined by its altitude above the grcund.

Page 97.

2. With pencil-tea. antennas scatterinc angle cf electrctagnetic

energy within limits cf space cf scattering changes Insignificantly.

Therefore, as shcwr in 3.41, the mean pcwet cf the delaying

components of signal at the Eoint cf recepticr is determined in

essence by the antenna radiatict pattern, but rct by a change in the

scattering angle.

3. Area of sactions of surfaces with 9qual time lag, situated

within space of scattering, deperds cn tteit altitude. As car he seen

from Fig. 3.3a and t, this area is maximum fct the center of the
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space of scattering and decrEases zor its upper and lower parts. Uith

respect to different one* there bill te a cuartity cf

heterogeneities, which farticipate in thf creaticn of component with

the specific time lac. Strictly speaking. this cre must take into

account during the compLtaticn cr the pulse reaction of the section

cf propagation. Hcwe'ver during the use cf tte percil-team antennas

by this fact also it is possitle tc disregard.

Tihs, from entire aforesaid it follcws that with the

sufficiqntly pencil-teat antennas the time ]ac cf the coupcnerts of

signal at the recepticr dejends, in essence crly frcm the altitude cf

the hetqrcgeneities atCvE the grcurd and the wean power o"" these

coaponents virtually is determined only ty the antenna radiation

pattern. During the use ci this siaplified mcdcl cf multiple-Ercrged

Frcpagation tha ccmputatioa of the energy pulse reaction of the

section cf propagaticn substantially is facilitated. Let us ncte,

however, that the given above ccnsideraticns carry purely qualitative

character. Therefore it is necessary to explain, what fust te

directivity of antennas and lenSth cf secticn, sc that during the use

of the simplified model error during the computation of pulse

reacticn would nct exceed the sFecific value. Tc this questicr we

still will return after bill te cttained expression fcr the

ccefficiont cf freq'rinc) ccrrelaticn. And let us thus far calculate

energy pulse rpacticr tcr the simplified mcdel cf multiple-pronged
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propaqation, assuming tkat tke conditions fcr using this model are

satisfild.

Let us examinse Fig. 3.4, in which are shcwn the paths cf

propagaticn for twe ccv cnents: cne ccmrcner.t is re-emitted by the

heterogeneity, located at the lower point of the space cf scatterinc

C1, time lag for this ccx~crent te will ccnzider zerc; the seccnd

component is re-emitted ty the betercgeneitl, iccated on altitude h

above point Ot (pcint C).
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Fig. 3.4. To the computation cf the energy reacticn of secticr linin.
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For the clarity Fig. 3.4 it is ccn-tructsd withcut the cbservance cf

the scale; in actuality angle 1, i.e., tte arcle ketween the lcwer

tangential OB (or AC1 ) antenna radiation pattern and by line AB

comprises not mcre thar 1-20. Tberefore fcr determining the

diffgrence in the paths cf tke compcnents indicated it is possible tc

drop perpendicular frct Ecint G, tc line CP ard tc ccnsider that this

difference in the paths is aFprcxiuately equal tc

A S .= 2CD Y= 2," i'ny y. (3.53)

Frcm the geomatr.c ratics cf FiS. 3.4 it is evident that
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wherq d - length cf the secticn cf the trorcs~heric line; . -

equival4nt radius of the Earth. Frcm (3.53) ard (3.54) it fCllCws

that tha relative time laS ftx the ccmporet cf sijnal, re-emitted

with heterogeneity at altitude k, is determined ky the ratio

where c - velocity of rrcpagaticn cf electrcagnetic energy. As has

already been spokfn, the sea, jcwer of the delaying ccmponents is

determined in essence ty the tctal radiaticr fatterr cf the

transmitting and receivirg antennas, which car te apFrcximated by

Gaussian curve I and reccrded ir the fcrw

-i e 3,56)

where 8 - angle betweer the axis of artgena ard the directicr in the

heterogeneity, located cn altitude h (see Fig. 3.4) a o - width cf

the antinna radiation Fattazn cn the angle cf half Fcwer.

FOCTICTE 1*. Th_ correctness cf this apprcximaticn is ccnfirmed by the

experimental measuremqrts of the diagram of the artenras cf the

trccospheric lines (see t3.4). ENDkOCTNOIE.
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Permanent factor in the index cf axponential curve is selected so, in

crder to hith B=aa/2 g4 )=1/4 (due to twc avrtinnas) . we will ccnsiler

that t hi positive angles g are calculated "urward" from the center cf

ths vlim,* of sc-attsrirg 0. Ther from the gecietric ratios in Fi'q.

1. 3 we havp

2 (3.57)

Let us introduce also the relative time lac, which corresponds

to the co'nter of th-9 space cf scattering, which it acccrdance with

(3.%)(3.58)

Further let us detEraine trc. (3.55) 3nd (3.58) h and ho and let

us substitute them ir (35) dfter whic! let us substitut;? (3.57) inl

(3.56)
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As a result we will cttain final formula fcr the energy pulse

rpacticn of the section ct txcpcspheric line in the fcrz:

2J

Kqy: (1). with.

L I
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where A.t - parameter, which has the dizensicrality cf angular

frequency and determined by the ratio

, 2, .:-0,7 5 -ca,
d2% (3.60)

The energy pulse reacticn cf the sacticn cf trcFcspheric line is

shcwn in Fig. 3.5 on relative scale AQ:; its maxirtm it ccrresFcnds

to time lag re, i.e., tc time lag icr the center cf the space of

scattering. Let us recall that the energy pulse reaction takes this

form, only if the axes cf antenras are raised tc the angle me,/2

relatively tangential tc the grcund at pcints cf reception and

transmission. On the real tropospheric linis for obtaining the

maximum power of signal at the receptior the antennas orient

apprcximately thus.

Coefficient of frequency ccrrelation. Ncv, after using ratios

J3.2 it is possible tc citaiz ic¢mula fcr coiluting the correlaticn

coefficient between the values cf the aarlitude-fr-guency

characteristic. For this at first should be detervired the "central

time lag" of enqrgy pulse reacticn according tc fcrnula (3.3E).

However, before it is necessary to make cne cksErvation: functicn

g(,), determined by Gaussian curve (3.59), raridly decreases in the

region of negative time lags. Therefore withcut the essential errcr

it is possible to consider that in the regicr cf negative time lags

the energy puls- rqacticn is not equal tc zerc, but it is determined

by Gatissian curve (3.9S) (Qctted line in Fig. 3.5).
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Fig. 3.5. The energy pulse reacticn of the secticn cf radiowave

propagaticn in the trccpFhexe (axes cf antErra are directed at angle

a0 /2 tc the hcrizcn.
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Then the central time lag ot pulse reaction, defined accordirg tc

formula (3.37) as the atscissa ct its "center cf gravity", is equal,

cbviously. r.. Ccnsecuently, tor the energy [Ulse reaction whcse

centqr is displacqd to the zero time lag, instead of (3.59) we have

where r,=)-ro. This displaced julse reacticn is ccnstructed dot-dash

line in Fig. 3.5. Since the energy pulse rqacticn can be considered

symmetrical relative tc its center, then fcr determining the

coefficients of correlaticn and cross ccrrelaticn of the real and

imaginary parts of the tiansler turction shculd be used relationships
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(3.42) and (3.43). Substitutiny (3.61) in (3.42) and after prcducing

the comoutation cf irtecial [3.71. we will cttain the following

exprission for the ccrtelaticn ccefficiert hetweer the values of the

real (or imaginary) cf tke jarts ci the trarsfer function on

frequencies w and w*G

=e ~ (3.62)

where
S V 2 Q (3.63)

According tc (3.1) tae coefficient of the cross ccrrelaticn

between the values of the real and imagirar' arts of the trarsfer

functicn is equal to zeZc bith any frequency seFaraticn; i.e.

'R' Q .) = O. (3.64)

Further, after using forula 13.46), it is pcssitle to determine

the ccrrelaticn coefficiEcn fcr the values cf the mcdulus cf trarsfer

function, i.p., values ct fleqUE C characteristic. After

substitutinq (3.E2) and (3.64) in (3.47) and the result of this

substitution in 13.46), after switching over frc. tke angular

frequencies to freqijencies in tte ertz, we uil] cbtain the following

expressicn fcr the ccrrelaticn ccefficiert tetween the values of

frequency characteristic at frequincies f ard f+*:

/ P .,3

. = e "3.65)

moreover 3ccording tc 13.60) and (-.63)
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Sca" (3.66)2.' -1,0 ais -is 30

Value Afo is usually calle a "band cr a radius of correlation".

From (3.65) it is evident that Ifo there is t ie tand cn edges cf

which the values cf frequency ch.aracteristic have a correlaticn

coefficient, equal tc 1/e.
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If at the output of the secticn of tropospheric line, besides the

random components, is tresent regular ccopcnert, then the correlaticn

coefficient between the ialues cf the a3Flitude-frequency

characteristic can be cttained acccrding tc fcruula (3.48) taking

into account (3.47), (3.62) ard (3.64). Let ts recall that eipressicn

(3.65) is obtained for tie simplified model cf tropcspheric

propagation, moreover this model is valid at the pencil-team antennas

and tco griat a length cf secticn*.

FOCT1OT! '. Analogous *:Fressic: is obtained In 43.8) scewhat by

cther l,3ans. ENDFOOT30IE.

The computation of the ccefticient of frequency correlation taking

into acf-ount all factors, which are determinirg the Fulse reacticr cf
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section (geometry of the space cf scatterinc, change in the

scattering angle, etc.) is carriea out C.3.9'. Cttained in (3.91 the

fairly complicated expression ccrxectly alsc fcr the weakly directed

antennas. With aol. O and d<-GO ka deperdence R?,(F), cttained in

[3.91, very closely ccircides with (3.65). Itis defines the

boundaries of the applicatility of *he simplified mcdel of

tropospheric propagation, i.e., it is pcssihle tc ccnsider that all

relationships of this section ate valid, if the width of the antenna

radiation pattern does nct exceed 1.50, and tte length of the secticn

of tropospheric line comprises nct more than 300 km. On the real

tropospheric lines, intended for the trarsmissicn multichannel

telephony and the teleiisicns, these conditicrs usually are

fulfilled. Calculaticns acccrdirg to forvula 13.65) ccincide well

with the results of experimental measurements in the sections of

different length (3. 101.

Frequency characteristic of the secticr cf line. The correlaticn

coefficient between the %alues cf the frequency characteristic cf

section gives the evaluaticc ct the band of thc signal which can be

transmitted along the trcpospberic line withcct the essential

distortions. If into lisits the bards of the Eignal cf the value of

frequency characteristic have a ccrrelaticn ccefficient, close one to

the unit, distortions till te siail. However, this evaluaticr is

tentative, purely qualitative, sirce the ccrelation coefficient
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gives cnly the averaged ;ictcre cf distorticns and it does net make

it possible to judge pcssible sbcxt-term distcrticns of frequency

characteristic. Meanwhile such shoit-tern distcrticns can be

considerable, qven if ir the apparitcrs cf the frequency band in

questicn is large correlaticn ot values cf frequency characteristic.

Cistorticns cf the frecuincy characteristic cf the section of

trcpospheric line considerably cre complete it is pcssible tc

estimate with the aid ci the relaticn of signal amplitudes on the

edges of the assigned band. Tbis estimate is used extensively in

radio engineering; however, it is necessary tc keep in mind that ir

cur case the form of the frequency characteristic of the section of

tropospheric line continuously charges ir the time randcmly.

Consequently, it is necessary tc find the law cf prcbability

distribution for the rflaticn cf signal amplitudes cn the edces cf

the assigned band.

As has already been indicated into t3.2, signal amplitude at any

frequency was distritutec according to the ]aw ct rayleigh. i.e., has

probability density (3.1f).

Fage 102.

Furthermcre, it is known that with the assigr.d frequency se araticn

the ccrrelaticn coefficient between the sigral amtlitudes can he
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calculated according tc fcrmula (3.65). 1hus, it is necessary to find

the law ct orobahility distxibuticn for telaticn twc sublimity with

thq Raylaigh distribution; tbe ccrrelaticn ccefficient between these

values is known and, therefore, known their thc-dimensicnal law cf

distributicn [3.2, 3.31. Ihe metbcds of thp crctatility theory make

it nossible tc find the law of distribution fcr the quotient, if is

, ncwn the two-dimensicral lam o± the distribrticn of dividend and

divider. With the aid cf these setbcds in [!.El is found the

probability density fcr zelaticrsbip cf the values cf the frequency

characteristic of the secticn cf line on the edges .f band Af. This

Frobability iensity takes the fcrm

W (k) (3.67)
Wik)=i-R- (F-( _a ,

where k - a relation of the valtEs of frequency characteristic cr the

edges of band Af; R (F)- correlation coefficient between these

values, deteriined acccrding to formula 13.6!). From (3.67) can be

cbtained the integral lab cf prcbakility distributicn for the

relation k indicated wlicb is determined by the expression

(3.68)

Integral law (3.6E) determines probability that relation k dcps

not eXcied val,1o K. Howe er, frequency ctaracteristic has identical
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nonuniformity, if the ailitude ratio on the edges cf band is equal

to K or 1/k. Probability that the trequercy ctaracteristic has

relationship of amplittles cn the Edges cf tard pain K cr not less

than I/k is equal to tle asscciaticn cf the rrchabilities of these

incompatible events. Ccrsequently, accordinc tc t~e thecrem cf

addition r3.1-3. 3] this irctatilit) is ecual tc

V < Wk K- (3.69)

For the integral ]au ct pxcbakility distrihuticn (3.68) it is

possible tc show that

J," .< ' V k. > •3 0

Consequently, takirg intc acccunt 13.66--.10) the integral law

cf rrobability iistr~huticn fcr the ncnurifcruity of the frequency

characteristic secticn cf ticicaiberic line takes the form

W' k < , > ) _, (3.71)

Pago 103.

The curves of the integral law cf probability distribution fcr the

nonuniformity of frequency characteristics are shown by sclid lines

in Fiq. 3.6. These curves are ccustructed acccrding to formula (2.71)

for ilfferpnt values R..(F).

Mot ......
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In a number of cases ir tne section cf tropospheric line at the

point of reception besides the randcm scattered ccmpcnents, is

present also regular ccalcnent cz signal. In these cases for

determining the distcrticns ci the frequency characteristic cf

section it is necessarj to find the law ct trctability distritut!cn

for the relation of twc values, distributed accCding to the

genpralizei Rayleigh law (3.1E). This prctlei is solved in [3.111,

where is fcuind integral law ci Erotability distrituticn for the

nonuniformity of frequercy characteristic ir the presence of regular

component. Expressicn fcr this law takes the fairly complicated form

and here is nct given 1*.

FOOTNOTE t. This expressicn, besides [3.11], is given also in (3.101.

El rFOOT407E.

Considerably more simpll is obtained approxitaticn in the presence cf

the regular comDcnent %hcse rcwer rot less than 1.5-2 times exceeds

thp power of the scattered ccmicnents. This case is cf greatest

interest fcr the Fractict, since ccly essential regular compcnent

noticeably improves the ccnunifcrmity of the frequenc7 characteristic

of the section of line. In the iresence cf considerable regular

component for the integral law ct the nonunifcrmity cf frequency

characteristic in the hard at in [.-. 12) Is cttaited the apprcximaticn

W (k < K, k>1 ~ I~s ~ 2
-'K (3.72)

K R - I 2R, F) R -
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Fig.3.6 Intgra la Cf c~ailit ditriutic f3 t1

Fig: 3.). Intobalitaw ta ;cteaility ditrto cn f thedscfad

will be more thar thv value, irdicated cr the abscissa. (2). Ratio of

aaiitudes K on edges ct band, dB.

Fage 10'4.

Rere S2 - ratio of the Fcwer cf regular ccmronpnt to the mean
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total power of the scatterea compcnents: (D(z) - protability integral.

Exprsssion (3.72) is ccrrect with S2<1. - 2 , : "IF) <19.

On the troposrheric lines cf communicaticns frecuently is

utilized the divers, recepticn duzing the addition cf signals in the

circuit of intermadiate Izeguency tc the detectcr. In this system cf

the diverse reception is ccuducted the autcmatic tuning of th.e phases

of the stcred signals, as a resxit of signal aaFlitude they are

summarized arithmetically. TlerEcrxe the amplitude cf total signal iS

the sum of the Ravleiqg aistribted values, i.e., has a law of

probability distribution (2.44). Sespectivqly fcr the evaluaticn cf

the nonuniformity cf frEquercy teriiral characteristic *:f this system

cf the diverse recepticr it is recessary tc find law cf probability

distributicn for the qrctient tbo values, distributed acccrdirg tc

the law [2.4]. This is made in [3.121, there is found the law of

probability diskriburicn for tae ncnuniftrmity Cf frequency

characteristic durina tke diverse Kece ticn ard the additicn cf

signals in the circuit ct interzediate frequercy. This law takes the

form'

--_ _ _" _ _ (3.73)~~~! K- -2R, F, - !

whe:z N - a multiplicity or the reception; (D!z) - Frcbability

intagral.
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FOOTNOTE 1. Expressicn 13.13) aEprcximately describes the law cf

probability distribiticr fcr ncrunitcrmities cf frequency

characteristic, morecvcz its accuracy incriases with increase of N.

With 3=4 the arrrzr is insigniticant. FREFCCIVCTE.

In Fig. 3.6 dotted line shcbed the curvcs cf the law cf

probability distributicr tcr r.ctunifcrmities cf frequency

characteristic with quadzujled reception (N=4). These curves are

constructed accorling tc fcrmula 1-1.73) for different values *,t. In

Fig. 3.i it is evilent ttat in the systea cf the diverse reception

during the additicn ct sijnais tc the dtectct cccurs the

consilerable decrease cf tha ncn.nliformity ct the frequency

characteristic of the secticn cf line. Respectively in this system

decrease distcrticns of the sigals., trarsmitted by the line;

however, in regard tc this it is necessary tc make cne ctservaticn:

expression (3.73) is CCiKeCt lmht the chasira cf sigrals cccurs at

all frequencies in the limits cf band Af. Virtually this not thus:

the signals, transmitted by the line, can have sufficiently wide

spectrum, meanwhile te icasing cccurs crly at crc frequency2.

FOOTIOTE 2. With ChM, which usually is utilized cn the tropcspheric

lines, this freqency cczreslcn s tc the ccrstant ccponent cf the
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moduliting signal (see Ckapter ). rN CCTCIE.

At other frequencies the spectral components cf the stored sicnals

have different and randci has as, and therefcre system of additicn

does not give here the cain, which ccrrespocds tc formula (3.73).

However, virtually this inccmIlete phasing witHn the limits cf band

does not strongly impair total frequency characteristic.

Page 105.

The fact is that on the txcpcspteric lines tc avoid strong

distortions for the trarsmazzicr cz signals is utili2ed the hand of

the strongly correlated values ct irequency claracteristic. In this

case the correlation bftbeen the phases cf the spectral components cf

signal is also great r2. ; 3.-]. Tterefcre it is possible to consider

that in the limits of hand is a coaplete Phasing of the stored

signals. hus, expressicr 1-.3) and graphs of ?ig. 3.6 it is

Fossible to use, if the correlaticr ccefficiert tetwcen the

amplitudes on the edges Cf bard 4f is virtually nct less thar C.9.

The exporimental reasurements cf the frecuency ctaracteristic cf

the section of troposer¢c ]line repeatedly %ere made on many routes;

the results of these neasuresents are giv~n in Chapter I and in

t3.10, 3.13]. Since the form cf frEquency c aracteristic ccntinucus.ly
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changes in the tiie, then these measurements cannct be conducted with

a slow changa in the frequency cf transaittet (" cn the pcints").

Therpfcre cn the tropospheric lines for weasuring the frequency

characteristic of the sEcticn or radicwave rrcpagaticn is utilized a

rapil cha-e in the frequency ct tiansmittar Jr the saw-tcct law

("sweeping"). For this tc tae znput of the frequency shift key of

transmitter is suppl!ee the saw-tccth voltage with the frequency cf

50-100 Iz. on rpceivinc dead endir the vcltace from the output cf

amplitude detector is suEplied to the vertical plates of the

cscillograph: sweeo cf cscillc9rapn is slnchrcnized by signal from

the cutout of the FM discriminatcr. Thm cuasi period cf the

fluctuations of signal amplitude comprises fractions cf a second, and

the oeriod of a saw-tcctk change in the freatency cf transmitter -

the hundredth fracticns cf a second. Therefcre during the period cf

"sweeping" parameters cf multiple-ironged charnel in the trocsphere

virtually do not manaqg to chance and on the cscillcscope face are

obtained the images cf the "instantaneous" frequercy characteristics

cf the section of line Ilig. 3.1)1.

FCCTNOTE 1. These phctcgzaFhs ate undertaker frcu (3.131, where are

given rqsults of the measuresents cf the frequency characteristic cf

the secticn of troposptEric line with a length cf 300 km with the

width of the antenna rediaticn Fatt~rn of 10. ENEFOCTNOTE.
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Fiq. 3.7. Saaples of t * frequercy characteristics cf the section of

line with tho dcubld (a) and singie (b, c) rEcepticns: d=30C ka,

Fey: (1)}. MHz.

Fage 106.

Characteristic cf SrcuF tize lag. Ir §.2.2 it was shown that with

the known correlaticr ccefiiciert for the real and imaginary Farts cf

the transfer functicn car be deteruined the fundamental statistical

properties of the phase-tfrequency characteristic cf the secticn of

line. This can be made ty analoay bith t1e Ftase cf fluctuaticn ncise

[3.1-3.31. However, fcr calculatirg the distcrticns cn the

tropospheric lines it Is important to kncw nct the phase-frecuency

characteristic of secticn, tut its derivative, i.e., the

characteristic cf grcup time lag, since signal distcrticns are

determined by the nonuritcrmity o this characteristic. Cn the

trcposohqric lines thp ncnunifcruity of the ctaracteristic ct grcup
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time lag continuously cbanges in the time and it is imFortant to know

the law cf probability distrituticn for its fluctuaticn. As it was

shown into 53.2, the irtegral law cf frctability distribution for

divergence r - from thE central time lag takes fcrm (3.50). Ihis law

is ccmpletely determined, it is kncwn its rarameter AT,, ccmputed

frcm formula J3.92). After substituting in (3.52) expressicn (3.61)

for th Penergy pulse reacticn, dis~laced tc the zerc time lac, we

will obtain

(3.74)

After calculating irtegrals ir (3.7q) [3.7! taking into acccurt

(1.63), we have

Ar - ,(3.75)
AQ 2ixA,'

where Afo - the band of corzelatic, determined acccrdinq tc formula

(3.r-6) . .fter sutstituting 13.be) in (3.75), we will cbtain

At1  i) I5 --- (3.76)

Let us recall tlat value Ar, is an averacq value cf absclute (en

the sign) diverqence t, frcm tbe central time lag To. Nnowirc this

value, it is possible acccrdiny tc fcrlu]a (3.9C) tc determine the

integral law cf rrobability dastricuticn fcr thc values of the
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charactiristic cf grcup time laS. Curve this law for relative values

is shown in Fig. 3.E. Direct icasuremert :- i.e. derived phase

response, is connected with t e great difficulties. Therefore in

practice they use the usually fcilcwing mehcd: is supplied tc the

inout of thq measured circuit tie nigh-frequercy signal.

frequency-iodulated cr it the aaFlitude ty sirv vcltage with the

frequency 1. At th cutput of circuit this signal is detected, and is

measure] the phase of sirzuscidal cutput Ectertial of detector.

Page 107.

It is known that if within the limits of the spectrum of modulated

signal TrP practically it dces xct change, t en tie phase of

sionsoilal output potential of detector is ap rcximately equal to

(p Qrp. (3.77)

Consequently, after measuring this phase, It is possible at the

kown frequency 0 to detezaire TM t.

FOCTNOTE 1. This methcd the measurements cf greup time lag i. the

literature frequently call Nycuistls method. In Ehapter 4 it is

shown, under what conditicns aFircximate equality (3.77) is fulfilled

cn the tropospheric lires for the trequorcy acdulaticn by the simple

tone. WN!FOOTIOTE.
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The described mettcd is utilized in the special instruments IVZ,

intended for characteristic measurement cf the grcup tige la cf the

circuit of radio relay line. Blccx diagram fcr these measurements is

shcwn in Fig. ?.9. The transmitting part of tie instrument 117

rsalizes freu(incy mcdulaticn ot transmitter ky sine wave with the

relatively small frequercy 4cr thE crder cf ICO kH7) and by small

deviation (also order JCC kHz). Puitherscre, is conducted a change in

the carrier frequency ct transmitter in the sav-tccth law with the

frequency cf 50-100 Hz - "sweeping." With this sweeping in accc.dance

with the characteristic ci gicup time lag charges tie phase cf the

modulating output potertials circuit. The measurement of this phase

is realized in the receiving Fart cf the instrument ITZ. For this

signal frcm the cutput cf the FE discriminatcr It is supplied tc twc

inputs of the phase discriminatcr JED), fforecier to cre input it is

direct, and on another - tbrcugt tie quartz filter JKF) with the

passband a total of sevezal hertz. A chargg Jr tke phase of the

modulatinq voltage occurs tith the frequency cf sweeping, i.e., with

the frequency cf 5C-100 H7. Tkeretcre these ctances are nct jassed by

quartz filter and at its output the phase cf signal is retaired

constant. This signal car te used as refererce in the phase

discriminator.
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Fig. 3.3. Itegral lawe cf Frctati1.ity distrituticn fcr the

tluctuaticn of group tint ldc.

Fey: (1). Time.

Pagia 108.

Output potential of the [nase discriminator is p'ropcrticnal to the

changing in the procfss ct sweeping phase of the modulating signal,

i.e., it is proportional tc tte cbaracteristic cf -group time lag.

This voltage is Supplied tc the vertical platvs of cscillcgraph.

Sweep of oscillograph iz syrcircrized by vcltage ty the frequency cf
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90-100 HIz from the outfut ct frequency detectcr. This signal cf

synchronization preliminarily passes thrcugh the low-pass filter

IFt~ch), which dccs nct Fass modulating frequercy cn the order cf ICC

k~z. on the osci-llcsccre face is cttained the iffage cf the

charact'%ristic of the arcup time lag of the measured circuit in the

hand of sweep.
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Fig. 1.1). Block diagras ct instrument fer mcasurming the group time

lag (17Z) .

Key! (1) . TnDUt ChM. (2). aosaitter. F.ceiver. (4). Autput

ChD. (5). kHz. (6). Rece~ticE Fart. (7). tcarsemissicn part. (e). Hz.

(9). Synch.
L . _. . . . . ./) L-

Fig. 3.10. Samples of caracteristics of group ting lag of section c

line (characteristics (2) cttaifid cn cscil cce face with the aid
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cf instrument IV7).

Page 1o.

In the measurc.ments ,ith tte aid of the instrument IVZ cr the

tropospheric lines of ccsauricaticrs on the cscillosccpe face is

cbtained the image of "irstantaneous" characteristics of the group

time lag of the secticr ct line& (Fig. 3.10) 2.

POOTNOT9 1. In this case the instrument IVZ aeasures also

charactqristics r, cf ecuipment circuit. Hcwever, with the correctly

designed equipment the ncnunitormity of characteristic T in the

service band by an order is less than divergerce .a due to the

multiple-pronged radichave prcpagation ir the secticn of line.

ENDFOCTNOTE.

POOTNOT. 2. Photographs are made from the oscillcsccpe face in the

ma-asurements on secticr of tizocspheric line with a length of 300 km

with thq width of the antenna radiation pattern cf 10. ENDPCCIO4TE.

The form of this characteristic ccrtinuously changes in the time

randomly in accordance tith a ctange in the structure cf the

multipla-prongel tropcsEleric cnanrel; te .Feed cf these changes is

from the pcrtions of tle hertz tc several hertz. Characteristic
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measurements of the grcuF prcpagation tim with the aii of ti.e

instrument IVZ repeatedl were aade in the secticn cf the

trcpospheric line; ths results ct these seasurefents coincide well

with th-3oretical relaticusnips [3.10, 3.141.

Measuremont rp with the aid cf the doscrihed instrument IVZ is

in principle possible crly dtring sweeping cf the frequency cf

transmitter. For the mCE( precise measurements of fluctuations -rp at

cne frequency can be usEC -the methcd, presented in (3.15). The

results cf measuremerts Trp, carried out ty the methcd indicated in

the section of tropospheric line, are given ir [3.16]. These results

also coincide well with the ccnclusicn cf thecry.

tn ccnclusion let us note that the Yethcds, used in this secticn

for determining th statistical fzcrerties cf transrissicn function,

befit not cnly Ecr the secticn ct tropospheric line, but alsc

generally for the multille-pzcogad channel with the random parameters

at output of which is fa~lelgh anflitude distributicn of signal

r3.17). Tn particular, t) these methods in [3.1@] are ctained

ralaticnships for the frequency ct the characteristics of the secticn

of the line of icncsphfxic scattering.

§3.4. Synthesis of the acdel cf the secticn cf trcpcspheric line.
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Uitilizing statistical laws fcL the trarsfqr functicn of the

section of the trcpospheric line, given in 43.3, it is possible tc

construct thp snecific mcdel cf radiowave prcpagaticn in this

section. The synthesis cl tnis zcdel recreserts interest, since in a

number of cases it can jrcve to be useful fcz calculating the

distorticns on the troEcspheric line cf ccffsuricaticns. To syrthesi2e

this model is possible, cn tke tasis cf the fcllowing consideraticns:

the signals, transmitted by the trcFospheric line, virtually have a

spectrum with limited tandwidth. Therefcre sicnal distortions due tc

the multiple-prcnged prcFagaticr cf radic waves are determined by the

transmission function ct the secticn cf line in this limited band.

Page 1 10.

In the limited frequency tand indicated the ccemcsite transfer

function of section can be represented FCurier series whose ccmposite

coefficients are determined accczda-g tc forstla [3.5':

" - 3 " "'e "' -, (3.78)

where - transfer furcticn tcr the ccncrete realizaticn cf

multiple-pronged channel at the moment of time t; A - pericd of

rescluticn in terms cf tne frequency axis ard, therefore,

3 79)
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Foqrier series for the ccmpcsite transfer functicn in the

limited band may tc tf reccrded in the fcrm

• .. = , ' ' . 3.SO)

where C,: ; - modulus ard o, - the hasp cf tee k-th compcsite

coefficient. Here we have scmewhat unaccustcmed resclution ir the

Fourier series the functica ct the frequency; in radic engineering

more frequently is encctntered the resolution in the Fourier series

the function of time. lherefcre one should remember that in (3.80) in

comparison with the custcuary reccrding cf Fccrier series the time

and frequency intercbanced the jcsiticn themselves. Let us ncte also

that in radio engineerirg we usually deal ccrcerring the expersicn in

the Fourier series of tk* real turcticn cf tite and then the moduli

of the coefficients cf series icr the positive and negative

frequencies are equal, i.e., 2,,-J In cur case Fourier series is

represented the ccmpcsite turcticn cf frequercy, and therefore the

moduli of the coefficiezts cf series (3.EO) fcr thp positive and

negativg time lags, generally sFeaxing, are nct equal, i.e.,

Cc Utilizing tl-e xrcwn Euler fcrmula tcz ccmpcsite rumters,

from (3.8C) we will cbtain fcr the real and imaginary parts cf the

transfer function in the linite4 frequency tard:
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I (3.81)

Let us compare no% expressions (3.81) with expressions 13. 4 ).

Let us recall that expressicrs 43.44) are reccrded fcr actually and

imaginary of the parts c± the transfer functicn cf multiple-pronged

channel with the time lag cf separate compcnerts cn r.. ty the

amplitudes of these ccrpcnerts (. and by phases t. Consequently,

expressions (3.81) ccrrespcad tc multiple-Erccged radiowave

propagation, moreover setarate components differ frcw each ct!er in

terms of identical tine lag Y3, have asclittdes :, and phases .

Thus, for the limited band of frequencies tQ can be propcsed tte

following equivalent mcdel cf the section ct the tropcspheric line:

in the section of line electrcmagnetic erergy is Frcpagated ir the

form of digital compcnerts, Bcrecver the tire lag of each ccpcnent

differs frcm adjacent b) ideatical value r3; aeplitude and phase cf

signal in the k beam is determined by the k ccmpcsite coefficient

during the expansion ic the Ecuiiex series ir t e band cf the

transfer function cf secticn incicated.

Page 111.

LI
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Let us emphasize that tkese discrete comFonErts are not in ary way

the lelaying signals, IE-emittec %ith real hetetcgereities in the

trcposphere: the sigrals, re-emitted with the hetercgeneities Cf the

trcnosphmri diffcer fron eac, other identical, z ty the arbitrary tine

lag; furthermore, in aererai at the cutput cf the secticn of

trcpospheric line is nct a discrete but ccntiruum cf the teams (see

Chapter 1). However, as far as the model indicated is ccncerred, then

it is cnly the equivalcrt or the secticn cf prcpagaticn, valid for

the limited frequoncy tard. Ctt ct this tand the transfer furcticn cf

equivalent model no lcrcer ccincides with the transfer functicn of

the secticn of tropospteric line.

Fourier series (3.6C) is recorded fcr the actual realization of

the transfer function cf the secticn of lins, taking place at the

moment of time t. H wever, tranzgissicn cf the function of section

continuously changes in the time randcmly. Ccrsequently, randcmly

change there will be awilitudes and phases cf 'he delaying signals Ir

the equivalent mcdel ct tae secticr of line. ruring the use ct this

ocdel in calculations it is ipcrtant tc know, what law cf

probability listributicn will cccur for amplitudes and phases of the

delaying signals. For deterainirg this law let cs rewrite qxpressicn

(3.79) into somiwhat other form, tamely: axpress the transfer
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function throuqh its real and imaginary parts we will use the Euler

formula. As a rc-sult we will ottain

£2

2

- P: (m

2

2i

2

-Q,(Q) sinkr3 Q= Cp-SQ) -+ SP" + C . (3.62)

Efere C,. SP, CQ and Sqk, - coefficients with ccsines and sines

c! -xpansion in the Fourier series of furcticrs P~fl. and Q,.) for the

actual realizaticn of iu]tijle-Ircnged chanrel. In §3.3 it was shcwn

that the random changes in the time of the real and imaginary parts

cf the transfer functic= are sutcrdinated tc the normal law ct

probability distributicr fcr an) frequency G. Ficm the theory of

random functicns [3.19" it is kncwc that dutirc the expansicr in the

Fourier series of normal functicn the coefficients with sines and

cosines of this exparsicr are alsc .crra] valces. Ccnsequently, in

cur case of value CPk, Sp, Cq% and S, the! are distributed ncrmally.

In accordance with (3.El) the mcdulus of the ccefficient of series

(3.80), cbviously, is fcc al tc

t = - sV( ) 2 P( sA + CQ,) 2 . I3)

In 13.2 it was shcwn that cn the ral trc~cspheric lines the
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energy gulse raaction is virtually symmetrical relative to a certain

central time laq. In tt* jrESerCC cf the syifetrical energy pulse

reaction the values cf functicns Pj1) and CIL) are nct depended for

any frequency 0. Furthericre, fLom the theory of randcm functicns it

is known .[3. 19] that during the exparsicr in the Fourier series

of random function the ccatficients with sines and ccsines ct this

expansion tetween themselves are rct ccrrelated. Taking into account

this, we see that the values in the brackets in expression (3.83)

tetween themselves are rct ccrrelated.
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Purthermore, these sums have norsal probahility distributicn as the

sums of normal values. Ccnsecuertly, prctability distribution for

C i obeys the law of rallei9b [Z.2; 3.31. Ike phase cf the

coefficient of the expacsicn cf transfer functicr in the Ecurier

series is determined by thle exs s icn:

Consequently, with those ncrmally distrituted and not ccrrelated

and b- a hse , has uniform prctatility diitrikuticn,

in the limits frcm 0 tc 2%. Again let us recall th.at the prctability

lislribritions indicated, ccccr for the delayirg signals in the

equivalant modol, bit rzct zcr te sigrals, te-enitted with tte real
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heterogeneities cf the ticicspnere; probability distribution for

amplituies and phases ct the real components cf sultiple-prcrced

signal, generally speaking, can te any.

Puring the use cf ar equivalent model In the calculations it is

necessary to know also tke £tz values cf the aiflitudes cf the

delaying signals. Frcm relaticnsbip (3.83) and lack cf correlaticn cf

values c1 CQ0 3, and s5Q it follows that

- - S- 2 -,- S 2

? . ,- P .S, k3.,85)

From the thecry of r3ndca furcticns [3. 1 ' it is known that

during the expansion ir the Fourier series ct rander functict the ris

values of coefficients with Eines and ccines of this series are

equal to the appropriate coefficierts of exparsicn into Fourier's

poison correlation function. Furthermore, as it was shown intc §3.2,

ccrrelaticn function fcr E4Q) ard 0(Q) were ecual tc each ctter.

Consequintly, in acccrdance bith (3.85)

4 (3.86)

where b,, - k coefficient of exEansion ir the Fcurier series

correlaticn functicn fcr the real Eart of the trarsfer functicn. Let

us recall that accordirS to J.3-7) the ccrrelaticn furcticn fcr P(G)

is an even function C, ard tker ecre formulas fcr determination

must be recorded in the fcrm cf cosine-ccnversion. Furthermore, let

us rote that during the use of an equivalent cdel in the
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calculations it is nece sary tc kncw only relative values of the

amplitudes of the dela~irj sijzals. Therefcre during cc~putaticn

it is expedient tc inttcduce stardariizaticn, after accepting b2
0 =1.

Taking into acconnt all this, fcrsi la fcr determining the rms value

of the amplitudes of the delayirg signals ir the equivalent acdel car

te recorded in th.e fcre

A2

__________________(3.S7)

wher m, - correlaticn coetiicient for the real part cf the

transfer function.

Fag. 113.

In 53.3 it is shc~n that at the length cf the section of

trcpospheric line not acre thaa JGC km ard tc tle width of the

diagram cf antennas nct icre tnar 1.50 ccrrelaticn coefficient for

P(G) is letermined by xeFre}sicL ( .62). After substitutinq 12.62) in

(3.87), we will obtain
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e e coskr 3Q
J 

Q

b
2 =

2 I ( 2 \2

e 2 \~.

Integrals in (3.9F) cannct ke calculated ir the eleientary

functions. However, formulas toe determiraticr b' nevertheless can

he obtained, moreover It is tere expedieut tc rxamine two interesting

ones for the cractice ct the case:

1. Tropospheric ccusunicatirg systers usually are designed sc

that wilth of band of the tzarsmitted sicna~s nct acre than tuice

exceeds *he band of ccrielaticn, i.e., .
< E'" in this case quadratic

expocnential curve under the integral sign in rumeratcr and

iencminatcr of Rxnr-ssicr (3.68) can be %itt e bich degree ci

accuracy represertE tlree first members of Maclaurin series. After

this ccmputation of intecrals In (.88) tc [Icduce simply. From

13.88) it dirct ly fcl]cus that

I. 9

For the 1st and 2rd ccmEcnent after the ccmputaticn of integrals

in (3.88) we will obtair:
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2,5(( + 0,
1 -0,04 +0,0016 -

- 0 04 + 0,0016A

Values ~ for the ccmFcneats with the sore y ftine numters when

<2 are negligible.

Fig. 3.11 shows the graph cf the derenderce of the mean squares

of amplitudes the 1st ard 2ird ccspcnent cn relaticnship of bands
AQQ

- From the figure cre can seE tkat when -<2 values b22 are 1cu

in comuarison with b21 . 2heretore for the irvfstigaticn of

distcrtions on such lires it is possible to ezavire the equivalent

model, consisting of all o three "beams": cne with the zero time lag

and the amplitude, equal to 1, ard twc acre with the rms values of

amplituies be t and the tize lag Cn +r3 ard -v3.
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It should tq noted t~at ir sary instances the analysis distcrticr can

be qven more simplified, cn the oasis of the fcllcwing

considprations: as can te seen from Fig. 3.11, even wten - - it

L[
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composes only 15c/o cf b2a. During the intrcduced by us normalization

we issume that the sigral asplitudE with the 2erc time lag is always

equal to the unit; th.e aupiitudes cf remaining teams experience the

random changes, listrituted acccrding to the law cf rayleigh.

lherefcre at the separate mcaents cf time the aml1itudes of teams

with the zero time lag ard with the tive lag cn +-T3 can become

commensurable, which will cause essential sigral distcrticns.

However, the siwultaneccs increase cf the asrlitudes cf beams, which

delay on #T3 and -T3, las very small Frcbability. Therefore for the

analysis of distorticns it is cssible tc use the equivalent model,

which consis's in all ci twc teams: zerc ard delaying either cn +73

cr for -r3 . this representaticr ct the charnel cf trcpospheric

communicaticn it can greatly facilitate analysis, since the

distortions Ch4 of sigrals duzirg the dcutle-team prcpagaticn are

well studied'.

FOCTNOTE 1. The distcrticns ot the sirplq tcre durirg the doutle-beam

Frcpagaticn are examined in [3.LC]; transient noises with

multichannel telephcy - in (3.21]. ENDFCCTNC1.

2. Second case takes Elace when frecuency Land being

investiqatad is much mere than Land of ccrrElaticn, i.e., Ir

this case it is not thE icssible t¢ obtain tbrcugh the elementary

functions even approximations fcr :,. However, formula for the
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comnutation nevertheless can te cbtained with the aid of the special

function whosp values are tabuiat*d. For this shculd be cosinusoidal

functicn in the numeratcz ct relaticnshi (3.8) ex~ressed by the

expcnential functions fzcm the imaginary argument (according to the

Puler formula). Expressicn in the numeratcr can be further reduced tc

special functicn from ccIlex variable, uhich takes the fcr3

z€,(:)e = d : ()=j /x. (3.91)

Here z=pei moreover p- mcdulus and e - argument complex

variabla z. Integral ir the dencainatcr cf exlressicn (3.88) can be

easily x'Fressed by the special function - rchability integral. Then

after simple cen versiors it is icssible to cttain the followirg

formula for dqtermininc the mear square cf sigral asplitudes in the

equivalent model:

-7 ---1 (3.92)
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Fig. 3.11. The mean squares cf signal amp~litudes in the equivalent

model of the secticn ct trojcsFberic line.
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Here u(p,@ -copfficient uitfl the inaginary part of functicn ,, of that

dextermined by relaticnsbip 13.91),

P= 20Ok - ) -0 1 '24!~

fi rKg0 8 A. 3.9 3)

Functicris u().e)) are tabulated for tbe differert values a and *

(3. 22), F (z)-#\ e-"dx - a furction of prchatility integral.
0

Let us notq that fcraula (3.9 ) is valid fer any, including fcr.

lowd vallues Howevpt, 4uncticn Upe is tatulatei cnlv fcr values
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9 not less than 450 and the values p nct acre than 1.5. As it

follows from (3. 93) , this ccrrespcnds -A- -3. therefcre for lcw

values - should be used formulas (3.9C).

From comparison (2.52) and (3.61) it is evident that the 1st

exponential factcr in tcrmula (;.ii) i-s tho value of the energy pulse

reaction of the section ct line, undertaken at Fcint k73 .

Consequently, the mcan squares ct amplitude ct signals in thi

equivalent model can tf cttained as the readirgs of energy pulse

reaction at points kv3, multiplieca by ccrrecticn factor

It is ucssi.le tc easily shcw that with an increase

in the relation of ba- .E -2 this cc:-ecti-cr factor approaches unity

(3.22, 3.23). In thq irterestian us case wher it is Fcssitle

to accept this fictor equal to unit, i.q., tc consider that values

are equal to the rqadings ci erergy ulse reactici. at points k73 ,

i.e.,

gey: (1). with.

This is illustrated by Fig. 3.12, where the readings of the

pulse reaction, determined ty rceaticnshiF (3.61), they are shown for

case - 7. When >4 formula 13.94) gives errcr nct more than
ADO Ao

2-3e/c. From relationshir {3.S) fellows thi intresting erged f
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the experimental measurcient ct the fcrm cf the energy pulse reacticn

cf the section of line. Ecr this it is necessary to measur- the

frequency and phase resEcnses ci section durirg different

realizations of multiple-Frcnged channel. These measurements must te

carried out in the bane bQ, several times cf the exceeiing tand

correlaticn Ago. Then fcr each realizaticn it is necessary tc expand

the composite transfer functicn cf secticn it the interval 6C in the

Fourier series. After determining the moduli cf the coefficierts cf

this series and after ccrductinS averagirg it a large number cf

random realizaticns, we %ill cotain values s. i.e. the readings of

energy pulse roactior at pcints *-kr 3 .

As it was shown irtc 33.3, the frequency characteristic cf the

sqcticn of line can he ciperimental obtained ty the method cf sweep

and the phase response (is more precise, its derivative) - with the

iid of the instrumqnt IV2.
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!hus the described above methcd cf measuring the energy pulse

reaction can he realized in practice. Hotever, dces arise the

question: and it is wortb measuring the enercy pulse reaction cf

section with this sufficiently complex methcd? raking these

measurements, in the principle, can be carried cut and by the simpler
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method with which the transmittEr emits rarrcw Fulses, and with

receivina end are recorded tke Fulses, reflected frcm the ineividual

hetercgeneities cf tie trocsphere.

In regard to this it must te noted that cn the real ones are

trcpospheric lines a simile "pulse" methcd the measurements cannot te

utilizei virtually. The fact is that on the real trcpcspheric lines

the width of the antenra radiation pattern dces not usually Exceed

10, and the length of sectica ccmprises nct tcre than 300 km, the

respectively ralative time lag cf the coupcnerts cf multiple-Fronged

signil Ices not exceed 0.2-0.3 vs. Therefore vith the pulsp sethcd cf

mcasurenent trinsmitter must emni Fulsas on tle crier of 0.1 and even

0.05 ms. Cnly than at receivinE enc it will te Fcssitle tc in

sufficient detail ottain the fcra cf thq pulse reacticn of the

section of line. Eut for observing such pulses it is necessary tc

have a passband cf receiver cr the crder cf IC MHz. In this brcad

band in the existing erergy Faraseters cf trcrcspheric systems the

signal-to-noise ratio will te close to urity; tHs strongly impedEs

reccrding pulse rpacticE at receiving end. Net randomly in the

literature ccmpletely tkere is rc infcrmaticn atcut measurements of

the pulse reacticn of the section ¢f trocspheric line with the

pencil-beas antennas.

Another matter is tte meascresent of erergy pulse reacticn by
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the described above etbcd with the aid cf tte spectral analysis cf

thp composite *ransfer functicn cf secticr. Irue, and in thiE case

for the investigaticc is necessary the broad kard (cn the crder cf 10

MHZ), in which is realized the measuremert cf the frequency ard phase

responses of section. Eciever, sigrals frcm t1e cutouts of thi

amclitule detectcr of receiver and instrnenet IVZ, which are

determining th- form of tnese characteristics, hav a band crly

several hundred hertz. Ihis allcus alsc in a Esall signal-tc-roise

ratio in th: broad band at the input cf receiver to successfully

conduct the measurement c the eneigy pulse reaction cf secticn.

As it was already sbcwc, fcr cbtaining the readings of energy

pulse reaction it is necessary tc expand in Fcurier series the

composite transfer functicn cf secticr. This car be made, for

example, 1raphically, after using the phctcgraphs of frequency

characteristics and characreristics of group ti e lac, pbotccraFhed

from the oscillosccpe face ISEE, fcr example fig. 3.7 and 3.1C).

L ,
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Fig. 3.12. Energy pulse reactics and mearn squares of signal

amplitudes in the qquialent model when
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lowevar, is consid-rably mcre effective to cttain t-hesi? readings

automatically, with the aid ct the special seascring instafllaticn

whose block diagram is sbcwL iL Fig. 3.13. Ihis installation contains

auxiliary generator vita fteguancy fz (or tte crder cf 100 kFz) and

supctrum aiialyz~r. Auxiliary generator is mcdulated in the signal

frequency from thq output c.1 instrume:nt 172 arl in the amplitude -

signals froi th'i ovtpuit cf the aaplitudq aetqctcr of receiver with a

change in the frequercy characteristic by sveer. Signal frcm the

cutout of amplitude detectcr pericdically, with the frequency cf

swepp F, repeats the- fczn ct the frequency characteristic cf the
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section of line. Consecufntly, the amplitude cf auxiliary generator

prcves to be the molulated "fczm" cf the frequsncy characteristic cf

section. Signal from the cutjut cf instrument 1V7 periodically, with

the frequency ct sweep F, rejedts the fcrm cf the characteristic of

the group tim- lag of secticn. Consequently, the frequency cf

auxiliary generatcr Frcves tc ce acdulated characteristic T,, cf

section. As is known, %ith tie txeguency modulaticn the laws of a

change in the phase ant lrequency are connected with the rslaticnstiF

Therefore the phase cf auxiliary gereratcr Frcves to be that

modulated according tc the iaw cf Lategral cf characteristic . But

integral of vm it dEfires, as is kncwn, the single characteristic cf

section. Therefore the phase cf auxiliarl generator periodically,

with the fraquency of sweep f, repeats the fcrm cf the Fhase respcnse

cf section. Thus, in th* oescrikea installaticr is ctained the

signal, amplitude and fhase ci waich periodically repeat the

frequency and phase resicnses of section. This signal, naturally, has

line spectrum with the aectral lires, distart fcr the frequency cf

sweep F. It is easy to understard that this linear spectrum

corresponds to the exparsicn ot the compcsite transfer functicn cf

the section of line in tie Fcuraer series ir the interval cf sweep.

Thus, it suffices to aralyze tb slectrui cf the sicnal cf auxiliary

generator in crder tc determine the discrete readings of the Fulse

reaction of the secticn cf line.
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I: (P) - ac= , ,.d-' '
-7,

Ocuu I -- . . . .-, -..........

fig. 3.13. Blck diagram of installation fcr seasuring the readings

ef energy of the pulsed reacticc of the secticn cf line.

Key: (1) . dutput ChD. J2) . Transmitter. (3) . Mceivqr. (4) . IVZ

(receiving part). (5). It is frequency. characteristic. (6). IVZ

transmitting part). (7). Characteristic. (8). Auxiliary generatcr.

(9). Oscillograph. (10). S~ectrus analyzer.
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in the lescribed installatica tkis is r~alized with the aid cf the

speeial sppcierur analy7er, %hich cnsists ct several quart2 filters:

"central" filtr is tined tc a frequ,?ncy cf auxiliary generatr :

and remaining filters - fcr frequencips :. 1 he cutut signals cf

.. ....)
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all filters are detected and %ith the aid cf the electron ccmmutatcr

autcmatically, alternately are corrected tc the vertical plates of

cscillograph. As a result on the oscillosccpe face is ctainEd the

panorama of the amplitvdes of the delayirg sigrals cf the equivalent

model cf propagation. It is Icyacal that thc- values of these

amplitudes continuously chdce in the tiie as a result of a change in

the structure of multiFle-Ficnged trcpospheric channel'.

FOCTMOT 1*. The given here sethcd cf measurement of pulse reaction

should be carried to the methcds ci frequency radar, just as the

mentioned it is above method or measurement tith the pulse zcdulaticn

of transmitter - tc the iethcds cf pulse radar. 7hi respectively

described here installaticn fcr ueasurinc the pulse rEacticn cf the

section of trcoospheric line is, dctually, multipur~cse twc-Ecsiticr

frequency radar.

To utilize for measuring the Fulse reaction of the secticn of

line cther known methcds c! frecueccy radar are canrct, since all

known frequency radars are single-fositicn, i.e., wcrk only during

the location of transmitter and receiver in cre pcint (for exa~le,

see [3.241). ENDECCTNCIE.

With thq ail of the descrited installaticn were carried out the

measurements cf the pulse reaction of the secticr of trcpospheric
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line with a length of 2CC ka with the antennas with the width cf the

radiation pattern of le. Sweej bas realized ir the hand Af=8 MHz,

which five times 4xceeds tne tand cf correlaticn. Fig. 3. 14a and t

shcws signal amplitudis in the equivalent model, phctcgraphed from

the oscillcsccne face at differect scments ef time. With the selected

band of sweep Af=8 HR2 these signals are Iccated on the time lag on
:J. / "-

3=1/Af=O.125 us. In the upper rigbt-hand ccirer cf Fig. -3_4a is

shown the signal of auxiliary gEneratcr, modvlated the amplitude of

the corresponding fregrency charactqristic cf the secticn; ir the

upper right-hand corner cf fig. 3. 74b - the ccrrespcnding

characteristic of qrcuf time lag. cttained at the cutput of

instrument IVZ.

According to a 2arge number cf photcgrart it was established

that the probability distzituticn icr the sigral amplitudes in the

equivalent model obeys the law ci rayleigh, this confirms the

conclusicns of theory, given atcve. Were iusc calculated the rms

values of amplitudes, i.E., the readings cf the energy Fulse reacticn

of the secticn of line. these readings are shcwr In Fig. 3.15.

According to the discrete readircs is ccrsttccted energy pulse

reacticn cf secticon cf lilna, shcwn in Fig. 2.15 by solid line. Fcr

the comparison of theory and expsriment, in the same figure dctted

line showed the theoretical cure cf energy Fi2se reaction,

ccnstricted in acccrdarce %ith tcrila (2.E).
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Pig. 3.14. Signal amplitudes in the equivalert model, obtained by the

method of Fia. 3.13; A? the sigral of auxiliaxy generatcr (a) and

characteristic Th' M ]
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As it was shown intc §3-.3, the eneray pulse reaction of the

secticn cf trcpospherlc line %ith the percil-Ifam artEnnas is

completely determined ly the total radiation pattern cf receiving and

transmittinq antennas in the vertical plane; this radiation pattern

is approximated by quadratic exicnential curve (3.5E). For the

confirmaticn of this pcEiticD in kg. 3. 15 dash line showed tte

experimental total arterra radiaticn pattern. This diagram is

obtained as a result of Beasurements wit tt* aid of the receiver,

established on the hpliccpter. Fcr convenierce in the comparison cf

radiation pattern is ereziy ct juJsed r tcticrs along the horizontal
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axis, besides time lag r, are plctted alsc the angles 9, calculated

in the vertical plane relative tc tha axis cf the antennas; the

connection bptween 7 ard 0 is determined ty relaticns (3.55), (3.97)

and (3.58). A gncod ccircidence ct all three curves in Fig. 3.15 shows

the correctness of thq Fiemises, made in this cbaptEr durinc the

analysis cf thi fr ?quercy and taie characteristics cf the section of

trc~osrheric line.

a =300,. /

0.4 ~

-K'' -0. -. 2 - . 2 20 0 '; ,

Fig. 3. 15. Experimental energy fulse reacticr cf the secticn cf line

and antenna radiatior lattern.

KPy: (1). Pulse reacticn theory. (2). Diag. arta. of exp. (3). Pulse

reactionary qxp. (4). s.
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Chapter 4.

POWER OF NOISES IN TELFEONE CHINNEL AT 1HE CUTPUT CF ONE SECTION CF

LIN? DTB.

4. 1. Introduction.

Ons cf fundamqntal qualitative indices cf any ccmmunicaticn is

signal-to-noise ratic at the cutput of channel. Ncise sources in the

channels of communication of radic relay line can be divided into two

fundamental forms: the first includes the inherent noise, determined

ty the thermal agitaticre of input circuits of receiver (noises of

the independent origin); the sacond noise source are the transient

interferences, which aFpear during the transaissicn multicharrel

telephony (noises of tE dependent crigir).

With the frequency modulation, which found widest use on the

radio rilay lines, including cn tte lines DIP, the rcwer of cwn
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thermal ncisps in the channel wita the wcrk cf higher than the

threshold is inversely FroFcrticnal to the pcuer of signal at the

input of receiver. In this case, since the sicnal at the input of

receiver has rapid and slow fluctuaticns, the power of inherent noise

in the channel is also subjected tc fluctuaticns.

The reason for transient interferences with ChM is the

inadequacy of the circuit of line. In the lines LTR, tesides the

sources of the transiert interfererces, characteristic to the usual

radio relay lines (fcr greater detail, see chafter 6) there is also a

specific source - multi-team character of the signal in the place cf

receDtion.

In this chaoter will be examined the methcds of calculaticn cf

thermal noises and trarsient interferences, caused by the multi-team

character of signal, and is also found the ctimum value of the

deviation of frequency, which ccrrespcnds tc the *irimum of their

sum. Hqrq (54.3) will te examined cne additicral means of

distortions, characteristic to channel DIR: the linear distortions,

which are dqtermining the iluctLations of overall line attenuaticn in

the channel and changes ct tie [hase of the fundamental harmcnic.

Page 122.
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§4.2. Thermal noises at the cutjut of the secticn of line DTP.

The psophometric power of thermal noises in i telephone channel

of radio relay line witt ChS is determined h the fcllowing fcraula

(at pcint with the level oi csetul signal Pm Np):

P, I' F I i e-' . wem, (4.1)

Key: (I). j.

where n - a coefficient cf receiver noise:

kT - product of Bcltzmann's ccnstant (k=1.38*10 3) to the

absolute temperature;

NFw- width of hanc of telepbcne channe]:

c- psophometric coefticiert;

-ower of signal at tbe input cf the receiver;

F- the medium frequency ct the i charnel in the group

Epectrum;

At,- effpctive deviaticr ct frequency tc one channel.
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Formula (4 .1) is valid cnly vith the sicnals, which exceed

threshold values Ch11).

FOCTNOT 1*. If signal falls telcw the threshold cf improvement Ch ,

then ncises in the channel shar~ly grow. The ti~e, during which

occurs this drop in the signal, determines the reliability of the

work of line. ENCFOOTNCI.

P >Pcn~p = i3±i0) Pa(~,4.2)

where Po- the inherert ncise oi receiver. In this case the power

cf noisis at thi output c; the Em oiscriminatcr of receiver has the

triangular spectrum. T1i.z mcans that upper telephone channel is

located in the worst ccditicns. Fcr the equalizaticn of the noise

characteristics of charnels are applied the special fcur-pcles: the

pre-distorting filter in the transmission increases the deviation cf

frequency in the upper channeis due to the decrease cf the deviaticr

of the frequency cf lcwer channels and the restcring filter, leveling

level of useful signal at the rece[tion. The characteristic of the

pre-disterting filtnr accordinq to thp recommEndaticns cf MKK. [

- International Ra-io Ccnsultative Committe.q is apprcximated by

curve 32( ), in which F.- upper cut-off

frequency cf the group s~actrum. Ecr the upper, the worse, clannel

the coefficient cf predistcrticrs is equal tc

32 F.) = b. = 2,5. (4.3)

LI i
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The rower of signal at the iniut of receiver is determined by

the oarameters of aquipment and ry total atteruation tetween the

output of transmitter acd input ct the rEceivEr:

= --G (4.4)
.

vherc P,,- power of the transmitter;

G:-- total ampliticaticn cf the transmitting and receiving

antonnas taking into acccunt the lcsses cf antenna gain with DTH.

For thi Dair of antennas with the factcrs cf amplification r

and G, the losses of axplificdticn . are determined on the curve

Fig. 1.16 (in the times). Then

O _. = ___, .(4.5)

Page 123.

Total attenuation A, witn DTE is determined by fading A,

signal in the feeder lines, which connect trarsmittqr and :eceiver

with the antennas, fref-space attenuatior

Ac" rip = ( , ,.;

L ;L
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where d - a distance between the tzansmitting and receiving antennas,

X - wavelength, and finally by attenuaticon factcr .{o,., by that

considering weakeninq signal during the remcte trcpcspheric

provagaticn relative tc tae field cf free sFace and fluctuaticn of

this weakening in the tile. .a- randcm furcticn cf time. It is

determined, in the first place, by average anrual value Acr, in the

seccnd place, spasonal cianges ... and, thirdly, random rapid 4

and slow A- fluctuaticts:

AO" = 4 A t 3A4s. (4.7)

Since the line cf ccmunizaticns must operate satisfactcrily in

the worse (from the pcint cf view of radiowave prcpagation)

conditions, value 4ce should be to take by the equal to attenuaticn

in the worse winter mcrth ard entire calculaticn made for the product

A,..= A, 4.S)

where A - a rms value cf signal in the wcrse according to prcpagation

conditions mcnth. After sunstitutisg into fcrmula (4.1) value Pc,,

frcm formula (14.4) taking into account (4.5)-(j.8), we will have fcr

the ,ipper worse channel at the Ecint of z.rc relative level ,=

In the qualitative examinaticn of tele bcne channel vital

importance has th- average-minute power cf ncisEs in the channel: and
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MKKTT r MKKIT - Int-rraticnal Telegraph and TeleFhcne Consultative

Committeep and AKKR in their recommendations Isea Chapter 6)

normalize precise:ly it. Iaezefore in forTrule 14.9) it is necessary tc

pass from instantanecus pcwer ct acise ir the channel to the

avqraqe-minut- cns. Fer this value PT must be averaged frcm the

rapid fadings, i.R., tc find A)

FOCTNOTE 1*. It should be noted that with the averaging cn the rapid

fadings is obtainsd not the avsrage-minute value, but average in 3-5

min. This time is ietermined the need for the develcpment of the

statistics of signal during the rapid flucttaticns. Averaging in I

min would accurately give fcr cre ccmplete I"Fayleigh") perfcrmance

3-5 different average-vinute values. ENDECCNCTE.

Frcm formula (4.4) taking intc acccunt (4.7) it is evident that ,1

is inversely proprticral tc the pcwer of sigral at thp input cf

receiver Pcax.

Paae 124.

Knowing the distributicr of pcwez cf signal with the rapid fadings,

presents nc difficulties to find 4 fror the fcrmila:

1 P
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where p. Drobability density cf the power cf signal with the

singls or diverse rqceFticn.

Thus, for the optimam additic with the r-fcld reception intc

formula (4.10) it is necessary to substitute distribution (2.41)

taking into account (2.26) and (2.-5). As a result cf computing the

integral we will obtain value T.- in the function of a number of

diverse receivers N in the ±crm 1)

IPK = £V > t,(4.11)
2 (.V -- )

where value cf signal amplitude (see formula 2.23).

FOCTNOTE 1. With single Eecepticn 4, there dces not exist, since

integral (4.10) diverges. ElDECCINCTE.

formula (4.11) aakes it possible tc determine the ccefficient cf

improvement, obtained from the use of the diverse reception with

optimum addition y,: r the fcra:

(4.12)
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Coefficient y~.determines the ratic of the median value of the

aypraga-minutq pcwer of noise withi the diverse reception to the power

cf noise, which corresrcnds to the rms value cf signal with the

single reception. For cther uethcds of thq ccibination of the diverse

signals the cotuoutation cf integral (4.1C) presents considerable

difficult'ies. For the linear addition, which is cf greatest interest,

was carried out numerical integration. TPhe values of the coefficients

of iprovement are given in Tan~le 4~.1.
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table 4. 1.

flp,iem 2

czcmlw 7)cb&2 ( ;y eThe~e~i w 4)
• i 0,:7

kay: (1). Addition. (2). aeceptica. (3). doutled. (4). quadrupled.

(5) . Optimum. (6) . Linear.
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As a result of the slow fluctuations of signal the

average-minute value of thermal ncises at the output of cne secticn

of tropospheric line P, changes according tc a ncrmal-logarithmic

law together with 4w. Ccatficiant when 4.,, ir formula (4.9)

determinps the rms value cf sigral (cn the slcw fadings) T. 7aking

into account (4.6) and (M.1 ) value PT for the upper channel at

zero-level point can be determined according tc the fcraula:

- 4x)2 " i K!c d I4, y.v-

Yc /

For standard telerhcne charnel (0.3-3.4 kHz) with uniform noise

distribution (K,,=0, 7 5 )

0._= O, 45 1
-

_ _.. _' .4. ,4. 13a.

Ur~~npI '- I" H 7 '1 I -- -i -II Ii - -I -111,.1
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The average-minute value cf ncise changes arcund its median

value according to the rcrmal-lcgarithmic law whose distributicn is

reprserited in ?ig. 4. 1.

4.3. Transient noises, caused ty sultiple-frcnged radicwave

prcpagation.

As it was shown ir chapter 3, multirle-prcnged radiowave

propagation in the secticn cf ticpcsvher1c lire causes the

nonunifority of the atrlitude-frequency characteristic and

charactiristic of the arcup profagation time. It is known that with

the frequency modulaticn, which as a rule, it is utilized on the

trcpospheric lines, the rcnuniformity of these characteristics leads

to the 'listortions of acdulating signal [4. I. In particular, with

multichannel telephony in this case appear transient noises ir

telephone channels.
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(2)

407 05 Q20.51 Z 510 XVJ 30 0 6
A~po ' 3 Mj.e~j XP -MA.O-
>CO4e ~iic 'C 'V'.kM (~j

?ij. 4.1. Law of the distrituticn cf tho average-minute value of

roiSe .

Key: (1). Rms valug cf noise in dv relative tc the median cf cne

receiver. (2) . in upper tele~tcre channel. (3). Time, during which is

exceeded value, iniicated cu ordinate.
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For the section ct troposphieric lini the fcrm of the

amplituip-trequency characteristic and characteristic of the group

propagaticn tima contirucuvl.y changes in ths time randomly.

Resnectively chanqqs tke crcsstalk volume in telephcne channels.
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lherefore during the design cf tropospheric lines it is important tc

know the. law cf probability distrituticn fcr the power of transient

noises. It is necessary to also nave a formula for calculating the

average-minute nower of transient noises, since in the norms cf MKKR

for the tropospheric lines is irdicated Frociselv the average-minute

powpr of noise is.1i. rthermore, it is impcrtant tc estimate the

decrease of transient rcises during the use of the diverse recepticr.

Formulas for the calculaticn of vower cf the transient ncises,

caused by the multi-teau character of radicbave propagation, will be

obtained in this section, they are valid for the existing in practice

trcpospheric multichanrel systems. In such systems the length of

saction, the width of the artenra radiaticn pattern, and alsc the

deviation of frequency depend c a number of telephone channels,

moreover with an increase in the number cf channels usually the

foreshortened length cf secticn and decreases t e width of the

antenna radiation cattern (i.e. increases their amplification). This

is explained by the fact that with an increase in the number cf

channels increases the Fasstard cf receiver, ard therefore fcr

guaranteeing the threshold ChM recessary the ligher signal level at

the input of receiver. Cm the other hand, with an increase in the

number of channels for guaranteeing the necessary relation of

signal/thermal noisq usually is necessarl tc increase the effective

deviation, which ccrresicnds to the measuring level of one telephone

L
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channel (leviaticn "tc the channel"). The afcresaid is illustrated by

Tables 4.2, where are civen the values cf the parameters, typical for

multichannel tropospheric systems.

Powr cf transient interierences. With the frequency modulaticn

multichannel communication ult) the signel at the output of

transmitter takes the tczm

,: = ccs [c0 -- A ,,1s (!)], (4.14)

wheri

s(t) = (It)d:, (4.15)

moreover

- 11 (4.16)

with the probability, the cIcse cne tc the urit; A m,- maximum

deviation cf the frequency; UG - siqnal amplitude.
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'Table 4.2.

UI h p.Ha :a:'paM4 b 2 teIsaw.; ci axa..q4C.O <11a.Oa .= L a cn i WC'E .g unpaizeNm ccTH aT '47 j

O3 200

Kqy: (1). Humter of channels. (). Length of Section, km. (3). Width

cf antenna radiation pattern deg. (4). DeviatIcn "tc channel" of IHz.
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As a result of the xultiple-pronge4d prcpagation ef radio waves

in the section cf trcpcsfheric line the slgral cn the input cf

receiver consists of a large quartity of delayirg components. We will

thus far consider that at the in.ut cf receiEr there are by n of

liscrete comoonpnts, the c-th ccujcnent havirc amrlitude U',, delay

-, and ohas. gP,.

As has already been indicated in chapter 3, in actuality

sultiple-pronged signal at the inFut cf receiver has more complicated

structure and is the ir general ccctinuum of the coupcnents, how

conveniently which differ little in the time lag. Hcwever, assumpticn

about the discreto set cf the delayinq ccmucnents makes analysis mcre
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damcnstrative.

Under the made assumpticn atout the discrete structure cf

multiple-pronged signal charnel 4.1i) at the input cf receiver takes

the form

u'= U. cos [w, (t -r,) + AU., s (t - ) - gPj. (4.17)

After simple trigcacaetric ccaversicns the signal at the input

cf receiver can be presented in the form cf tbe quasi-harmcnic

cscillaticn

u,,, = U (t) cos f t +- . s (t) e E (t) 4- ,4.3)

wherg U(t) - the amplitute cf tnis oscillatict, and O(t)-- its phase,

moreover

U(t) = V2 (t) (4. 20)

x (t)

where

X t) = U , Cos N'r. + ,.-I ,-% ,. Is (t) -s (t - ) (4.21)

(t = " sin { , + [.,,,s(t) - s (t - T) 1 + Pj. (4.22)

From expression (4.18) it is evident that as a result of the

rultiplq-pronged radiciave propagation tte sicnal at the input cf

receiver acquires "parasitic" asplitude modulaticn. This amplitude

modulation must t substantially suppressed by limiter, otherwise it
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will cause the consideratle czosstalk volume in telephcne channels

(4.1]. Furthermore, frca (4. 18) and (4. 1E) it fcllows that the

instantaneous frequency at the input of receiver as the derivative cf

its phase is determined ky the exrzessicr
de

*(t = o +A , (t),--- .(4.23)

Page 128.

Consequently, sigral at the output cf the FM discriminatcr of

receiver takes the fcrm I)

(t) = I ('(4.24)

FOOTNOTE 1. During this recording it is assumed that the Frcduct of

the transmission factors cf the frequency shift key and the FM

discriminator to equal 1, i.e., during the urdistcrted transaissicr

the signal at the output of detectcr is qaual tc signal at the input

cf modulatcr [ 4.2]. VirECCINCTE.

In the latter expressicn first term is tte undistorted

communication and the seccnd - distcrticr Ficdrct which taking into

account (4.20) is equal to

.1 X \ Lt) Y' i - V' (t Y ,:SJ:) - -r) (4.25)
w ,i. -
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Here and throughout prime cesignatqs the cperaticn cf

differentiation.

Further analysis will be carried out taking into account the

indicated in Table 4.2 lizitaticns which occur fcr the existing

multichannel tropospheric systems. In chapter 3 was obtained

expression (3.61) for the energy pulse reacticn of the secticn of

trcpospheric line. From this eziression taking into account (3.60)

and with ae= 8500 km (average ccrditiors cf refracticn) is easy tc

find that for the paraveters cf a 60-channel system g( ,,)=0. 1, if

ri=0.2 ps, and for the parameters cf a 120-channel system g( r,)=0.1,

if 7,=0.05 ps. This means that the appearance cf components with

delay relative to the center of pulse reacticr is respectively more

than 0.2 ps and 0.05 ps have small probatility. Consequently, it is

possible to consider t~at in exFre;5sicns (4.21) and (4.22):
('2

T, -- <0,2 .uiCceK -pH V 60 .4.26)

S-s 0,05 .,tce..x ri i . '" 120

Key: (1). with.

Further from (4.15) it follcws that

sh -s(t - ) = ";(r)dt. (4.27)

K

During the use of standard equipment for multiplexing the upper

cut-off frequency -ulticbannel ccsounicaticn %ith 60 channels is
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equal to 252 kHz and witk 120 cnacrels - 552 kHz. Ccnsequently, the

period of upper cut-off fraquency is approximately 4 ps and 2 ps.

Ta * into account (4. z) this means that in exFressicns (4.27) the

period of the mnst rapid cnanges in intecrard u it) is much acre than

the interval of i-t-cratici t

Page 129.

Therefore in the intermal of integratior functicn ult) can be

considered in effact permanent and, therefore, instead cf (4.27) it

is ossible to record the dpproxiiate equality

s,:)- - .4.28)

Let us further ncte tnat with 60 teleptcrp charnels the

effective Jevia-icn cf multichatrel commcnicaticn exceeds deviaticn

f- the channpl 2 times, and with 120 charnels - 2.3 times (4.1].

rhereforp accorling to data from table 4.2 fcr the existing

tropospheric systems t e effective deviaticr cf multichannel

ccumuni ation composes bIrh 6C channels 20C khz and with 120 channels

- 460 kHz. It is alsc kncwn that the maximum deviation multichannel

communication wfm with Frobability 95o/o nct rore than 1.5 times

exceeds its effective deviatin (4.21. Ccnseccently,

.,,, < 300 .P V*= 60

A. , -,690 K.,: npi .V = 1201 (4.f9)

e y: (1) . wi h .
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with the probability, tbe clcse cne to the unit.

It is c asy to show that during limitaticrs (4.16), (4.26) and

(4.21) occur the apurcximate equalities:

sin [Aw ,, :: (.r) :z_ .: , : ,4.Z 0)

cos J. .: () r)J k !4.31)

(error dces not exceed 10/0). Takinq intc acccunt (4.28), (4.30) and

(4.31), ,xpressions (4.11) and 4. *2) can te approximately presented

in the form:

X(t) = V~o~~, L%') CO (WL,) ST,

t4.32)

Y (t) .' sin ,uT, - ,) - o r) N ' U cos u t) - -

(4.33

Let us examine nov first terms in ez.r E-icns (4.32) and (4.33).

From the ccmparison vith exiressiccs (3.44) is o.vilent that these

terms are real and imaginary Farts of the transfer function cf the

section cf tropospheric line, i.e., PQ) and Q($)-Bvident alsc that

the sums of second terms of exFxessions 14.32) and (4.33) are the

result of differentiaticn ptj and Q(0.2 with respect to the

frequency: lot us Iesi~nate these sums t~rcugh P'Q2) and Q'%121 Let us

recall further that the real and isaginixy farts cf t~e transfer

function of thq saction cf tro~csph-ric line are the prcjecticn cf
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the amplitude of total signal, at the pcint cf recection with the

vector image cf the sigral Jsee Chapter 3). Fage 13C.

Consequently, P-Q) and Q(.Q) can te zecorded in the fcrm

P (Q) = V, os (4
Q k) = V, sin ( (3

where Va - amplitude cf total signal at the pcint cf recepticn and

its phase. By analcgy andQ'-Q) it is pcssihle tc ccrsider

the orojections of certain ,'modified" signal, and, as can be seen

from (4.32) and (4.33), the ccmEcnents of this signal have aaflitud-

Kr , time laq and phase , Kespectively can he recorded

P .2 = V. sin O

, (4.35)"(Q )-. V! Cos ,0

where V, - amplitude of tne mcdified sigral, and <- its ptase.

Taking into account (4.34) and (4.35) expressicn (4.32) and 14.33) it

is possible to rewrite jr the fcrm:

. s , .- " ) in 0,, k4.36)

Y V, ",sIn 00 - , '. cis 0 :. (4.37)

Let us letermine first the power of transient interferences for

the "frozen troposphere", i.e., in the ccnstart parameters of

multiple-pronged channel. Therefcre we will ttus far ccnsider values

, and I ,, as constants, then in (4.3E) and (4.37) on time depends

only u(t). Taking into acccurt this, let us differentiate (4.36) and

(4.37) on the time and bE will use reliticnsi (4 .25). As a rsult

.......
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after simple conversicns we will obtain for the product of the

distortions

u'IVVI Cos (438
V, . I tp - ,

Let us further exFand tie right side of eiressicn (4.3E) in

series acccrding to dectEes of u(t), moreover we will be restricted

to terms of expansion rct higher than the seccnd decree. As a result

after obvious ccnvqrsicts we will cbtain

, j

, w Ao2 cosO( - 2cos 22 k (t)]', (4.39)

wheri

(prime lesignatos the Erccass of differentiaticn). The first remter

of expression (4.39) contains tie derivative of the modulatirg

function u(t) . Since spectrum u'(t) does nct ccrtain new spectral

components in ccmpariscn with u(t), then the first term determines

the so-called "cobhzrent" Frcduct cf distcrticrs. This term dces nct

bring about transient interferences , but gives cnly change in the

level cf useful communicaticn ir channels [4.11. The second term

determines distortion Fieducts, incoherert with u(t), and therefors

characterizes the level cf transient interferences.

Page 131.
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The third term also in essence ccntains noncclerent products;

however, it it has alsc coherent with u(t) Fart. Thus, transient

noises are dptermined t) the second and third memters of expressicn

(4. 39).

For convenience in further ccuputations it is expedient to

introluce stailardized values, after designating

:,02 (4.40)
V2

0

V2

u2=A(4. .I1

where V2 and T2 mean squares of values VO and V1, and vo and , -

the standardized values cf these values: it is cbvicus that

2 =1. Let us ncte now that according tc (4.34) and (4.35)

f= P (.) - Q,-) = 2o (4.42)

where aY and 2 the sean squares of the Frcjecticns of the

amplitude of basis and mcdified signals. As stcwn in chapter 3 energy

pulse reaction of the secticn of troposplheric line plays for random

functions p (2) and QrQ) the same rcle, as energy spectrum for the

random process. it is kncwn that the mean square cf process is equal
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u7 3

to integral of the enerc sFectrum all over frequency region.

Consequently, by analogy between the fluctuaticn noise and the sigral

with the mul4iple-prcnqEd structure value : is equal to integral of

the energy pulse reacticn all cver region of time lags. For the

existing in practice trcrosTheric systems energy Fulse reacticn is

even function r. Ther fcre j2 is determined ty th- relaticnship

a = 2 g(TI) dr. (4.43>
0

Values p,() and Q,(.) are derivatives cf P(Q) and Q Q) in the

frequency. It is knoun that the energy spectrum of derived prccess

can be obtained from the s~ectzum cf fundamental Frccess by

multiplication on %2. iberetore by analcqy tetween the fluctuation

noise and thp signal with the multi le-Frcngqe structure "energy

spectrum" for P'(&2) and Q',Q) can he obtained frcm the energy pulse

reaction i( rj) by multiplacaticn cn T

Consequently, value r2 is determined by the relaticnship

"0

= 2 j 2g(T)dr. (4.44)

Paqe 132.

,ow accorling to 14.42), (4.4j) and (4.44) it is possible to

raccrd the following equality:
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- vt.4
5 )

Aftor comparing t h right sidEs of exFressicns (3.52) and

(4.45), we will cttain

S= Aty (4.46)

Let us recall that A- the sean value cf the absclute

divergence of group time lag irc mean value --- is calculated frcm

formula (3.76). Express in 14.39) values V. ard V through t~eir

standardized values. Fuitheracrxe, let us ccrsider (4.46) and will

drop in (4.39) the first term, which is deteraininq the coherent

Frcduct of distortions. let us designate alsc:

2. "- (4.4)

c, (I -cos 201 A r, p. (4.48'
3

As a rasult we will cbtain Exfressicn fcr the incoherent

products of the distcrticns

Let ns not- new tIat in work [4.41 during the ccmnutaticn of the
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power of transient noises is cbtained the exrression, which has the

same fcrm, as expressicr (4. 49) 1).

FCCTNOTE 1. The presentaticn ct work r4.4] car he fcund also in

r4. 11. ENDPOOTNOTE.

True, this expression in wcrk [4.4] is ottained fcr the product of

the distortions, which appear in the apparatus circuit with the

constant parameters, and therefcre coefficierts %2 and . are here

constant values. In cut case multifle-prcnged trcpospheric channel

has the variable parameters, and therefore ccefficients ; rd (P3

randomly change in the time. Hcuever, these ctanges cccur much slower

than change in the signal multicharnel ccmunication. Therefore it is

possible to consider these cce±ficients as ccrstants and, after usirg

the relaticnships cf wcrk [4.4], tc determine the pcwer cf transient

noises at the output of telephcre channel.

Page 133.

Obtained thus power will depend on the slowly changing parameter

which ditprmines the lau cf xotahility distribution for the

crosstalk vclume.

Lqt us note alsc that for the real tropospheric lines, taking
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into account (4.48), ard also the statistical Frcperties of random

variabls vo, v, and A it is Ecssible tc stcw that during the high

percentage of time the pcwer cf transient ncises is determined in

essence by the first mincter of expressior (4.4 9 ) . Therefore let us

leave in expression (4.QS) cnly first t!rm and will make the same

ccnvorsicns, as in wcr [4.4]. as a result takirg intc acccurt (3.76)

wv will cbtain final fcrula fcx the power cf transient noises at the

output of telephone channel at Ecirt with the zerc relative level.

PW= I(() c .a ,42 m , (4.50)

Key: (1). MW.

where AF,- band of telephcne channel; F,- the medium frequency cf

the i channel. -ac- the psophcmetric ccefficient; AF=Fz-F1 - width

cf the spectrum multicbannel communicaticn: P, F2 - respectively

lower and upper cut-cff frequencies multichacrel communicaticn AI-
S= F i-F,

deviation "to the channel'; - dmensicnless coordinate cf

the medium frequency cf the channel; Y2(9 )- furcticn, which

calculates the distributicn of transient ncises on the basis -I the

spectrum multichannel cchuunicatict (in Fig. 4.2, undertaken from

[4.41, is shown the graEt ct this tuncticn); pc difference in the

nepers between the average level N of talept.cne channels and the

ueasuirinq level cf ore tele bcne ckannel; with .V<240"p,, it is

determined frcs formula (4.1):

pc,=( I + 4!gv), a6. (4.51)
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In axprsssion (4.!C) P2 it is the randcm variatle, deterained by

relaticnship (4.47). Prcbability distributicn fcr value Pz depicts cn

the relativq scale distributicn for the power cf transient

interferences. Value P2, in turn, depends cr randcm variables vo, v t

and The statistical prcperties of these values to us are known.
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Fig. 4. 2. Distribution c~t power cf transient ncises in the group

spectrum (in the relative units).

Pago, 134~.

As has already been indicated in chaptsr 1 and 3, the amlitude

cf the total signal vo i~s distrituted acccrdirq tc the law of

raylqigh, and its phase Oo was distributed evenly in the lisits

from 0 to 2w. Drojecticns ot tne anclitude cf modified signalP')

ind Q (p en lrvtvso h nornal distribution of values

P(Qj and QM. are also distritutsd ncrua]]y (4.3]. Consequently,

the amplitude of the mcdi±.ied signal vt is distributed according tc

the law cf rayleigh, and its Fhase is distrituted evenly in the

limilts frey 0 to 2?r. Ptither, since P' ar d Q) is-
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statistically not 4e1pended frcm P(Pli and YW (4.3], then values

vo and v, are not deperded, and a difference in their phases ' is

distributed evenly frcm C tc ir. The methcds cf the probability

theory iake it pcssible to find the law cf frctatility distrituticn

for the function from several randcm variables, if are known the

static properties cf these values [4.2], (4.3'. With these methods in

[4.5] is found the intecral law cf distributicr fcr value Pz, which

takes the form:
4P., 4 ' -4P -'-- 2 P

4. l'I-4P2-+1-2P. '9
; ' (P1 <P2) P,

___ ' V't .1(4P-.I (.52)

2P.,_1 2

The curve of the integral law of prcbatility listributicn for

value az is shown in Fic. 4.3.

Let us examine now EXessicn (4.50), which is determining the

power of transient ncises in teleFhcne channel. Frox this expression

taking into account (4.47) it is evident that the pcwer cf transient

noises grows with decrease cf vc, i.e., with the decrease of signal

at the input of receiver. This is - important fact, since from the

signal at the input cf receiver dejend thernal rcises in telephcne

channel (see §4. 1). Corsequently, the increase of thermal ncises with

the rapid signal fading is ccnnected with the increase of transient

noises. This connecticn however, is not single-valued, tut has
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statistical (correlative) character, since crcsstalc vclue depends

irct o~nly on va but alsc cn randcm vari.atles 91 and
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Fig. .3. Integral law c¢ prcbakility distrituticn for the transient

noises, caused by multi~le-Fzcnced radicuave Frcpagaticn: I - single

recaption 2 - th- loubled reception.

Key: (1). The time during which j2 is Icnger than che value,

indicated on axis ef ordinates.

Page 135.

Further from expression (4.50) it is evident that the power cf the

transient noisps, caused by the sulti-beam character of propagation,

is proportional to the width of the antenna radiaticn pattern to the

fourth legree and to tle lergth cf the secticn cf line to the eighth

degree. Thus, the rower cf transient noises starply grows with an

increase in the length cf sectica and expansicn cf the antenna
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radiation pattern. Furtteracre, f~cin (4.50) evident also that the

power of transient ncises depends substartially cn the value of an

equivalent radius of Eartn 3; i.e. from the ccnditicns of

refraction. Physically this is explained ty tte fact that with

deterioration in the rsfracticn grcws the scatterinc angle atd,

thqrefore, increases tte relative time lag cf the ccmponents,

re-emitted with the hetercgereities of tte trcpcsphere. The

conditions of r'afracticn slcwly change in the time. Ccnsequently,

crosstalk volume, bfsics tke rapid fluctuaticrs, caused by a change

in the multiple-prcnqed structure cf signal, has also relatively slow

changes. It is importart to note that the level cf tberzal noises

also has the slow chances, cctncted witIt the slcw signal fading at

the input of the recei~er (see Chajter 1). Pctecver, slow change-s in

the thermal and transient noises have statistical ccnnecticn and tHis

must be had in mind during the design of the trcpcsfheric lires of

communications.

Gain with the diverse reception. On the tropospheric lines for

dealing with the rapid signal fading is utilize the diverse

reception morceover in practice fcr auararteeirq thq necessary for

stability cf communicaticn usually is utilized the quadrupled

reception. For adding fccr signals accepted ir esserce are utilized

two systems of the additicn:
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1) the addition cf signais in pairs in t~e circuit of

intermeliate frequency tc the detectors, aft.r uhich the signals from

the output of two dekectcrs store in the circuit of the low

frequency:

2) the addition cf all fcur signals in tle circuit of

intermediate frequency tc tne detector.

In both systems during the addition of signals in the circuit cf

intermediate frequency with the aid cf tle special devices is

Frcvided the coincidence ct frxequercy and phase cf the stored

signals.

Let us examini first hcw inficencps th7 power cf transiert

noises the diverse rece[ticu durirc the use by the 1st of the systems

indicated. During the additicn cf two sicrals in the circuit cf

intermediate frequency value vo in expressicn (4.47) is an

arithmetical sum of twc values, distributed acccrding to the law of

rayleigh, the law cf Frctability distributicn fcr this sum is

determined by expressicr (2.44). Let us note that the additic. "in

the phase" is realized c-ly fcr the fundamertal signals, but not for

thcse mcifipd. As has already teen ind.catee, the rcdified signals

are statistically not ejended tice the tas-es, and therefore they are

added voctcriall".
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Meanwhile it is known tnat vectcr sum of twc values, distributed

accordinq to the law of rayleigh, is also distributed according to

the law of rayleiah [I4.2, [4.3] and, therpfcre, in expressicr (4.47)

value v, has Rayleigh Frctability distrituticr. The phases of the

total vector vo, and alEc the total vectcr v, in add in question

system, as before, are 6istrituted evenll frct C tc 2w. Consecuently,

in expression (4.47) a difference in these pheses 0 is alsc

distritifted evenly frcff C to is.

Taking into account the statistical prcrerties of valies vo , v,

and 15 indicated in [4. ] is tcund the intecral law cf the

protability distribu+Acr cf value j_ durinq t~h dcut!ed recepticn aril

the addition of signals to tke detector. 7his law *akes tho term:

i4~ P2-i

where R - function P., I Frsscz n.

Thq curve of tho inte,:ia. .a Oali'e I is
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constructed in Fig. 4.3 next to the curve fcr the single reception.

From Fig. 4.3 it is evident that the use of the dcubled reception

during the addition of signals tc the detectcr significantly

decreases the power cf transient ncises. This is understandatle,

since in this system cf additicr cccurs an izircvement in the

uniformity of the amplitude-frequency characteristic and

characteristic of the gicup time cf propagaticn cf the secticn of the

line (see Chapter 3). Euring the additicr cf tuc signals in the

circuit of intermediate frequency to the detectcr at the output of

detectcr are summarized tnerual and transient ncises. Then are

summarized low-frequency signalz frcm the cutluts cf twc detectors,

moreover in the system in questicn is realized the linear addition

(see Chapter 2). However, with sufficient for the practice accuracy

it is Dossible to considEr that here is ccndrcted the autcatic

selection of that of tfe lcu-trequency signals, for which the power

cf noises is minimum.

Thus it is first necessary to find the irtegral law of

probability distribution for the sum of therwal and transient noises

cn the output of detectcr. Prtber it is possible tc calculate

probability that the total ncise at cutput cf both detectors does nct

exceed the specific value. This Frcbability gives the integral law of

distribution for the sum of nciies in the low-frequency circuit,

i.e., for tho system cf tne quadrupled recepticn as a whole. Since
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the total noises at the cutput cf detectors are not depended and

detectors are identical, then according to prcduct rule [4.2], [4.3]

this integral law is dpterz ied by the relaticnship

iV < a.~ ) = I '(lq~ > N'ea

- I - W' (no.. > NC.0). (4.54)

Page 137.

Main difficulty with the scluticn of this prcblem consists of

the determination of the law cf prcbability distribution for the sur

cf thermal and transient noises isith dctitled recepticn i.e., in the

determination of functicr W(nej>.Ve.). The fact is that, as it was

already shown, fluctuaticns of the level of thermal and transient

noises at the output et ietectcr aie statistically dependent, which

consideratly ccmplicates the deterzinaticn cf the law of distribution

for their sum. Revqrtheless, by the methcds cf the Frcbability thecry

this problem can he solved; kcwever, mathematical calculaticrs are

very complicated. Theritcre these calculaticr - here are not given,

but is given only final result, i.e., the law cf prctatility

dis+ributicn for the sus cf ncises durinc the Quadrupled recerticr

and the addition Cf sicnals in the circuit cf low frequency. This law

is obtained by the methcd of numerical intecraticn In electrcric

computer and it is analytically expressed he it cannot. Grachically

this law of distributicr is depicted as the curve, shoun in Fia. 4.
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svertical axis is Mere iced tatO w here

ower of transiert Interteces, de~icned acccrdinq tc

(4.90) With P 2-1. The cur in Fig. 4.4 ccrres~onds tc
the avqragq Fcber cf tbs~qrmaj and transient noises: as it

3hown into §4i.4, this equity ccrrsscnds tc the cptimuz

I Cf frequ, ncy in whichi thtiverage tctal pce cf transient

lal noises minimum. Hcwevez~calculaticfls show that in other

lof the average Fower cf t~cmal and transient noises the

(the intf cral law cf jrct,ilitj distrituticfl for theil: sum

Cttle frcm the curve in F.a. 1414

ng a curvq Of the law cf istrituticr for the sum cf ncises

atput of detectcr, after u.,ing r~laticnship J4.~54), it is nct

dtc find curvce for the total ocwqr cf rcise during the

ain the circuit cf lcw freguencv. i*e., with that quadrupled

r. This curve is alsc sbcvr in Fig. 4.4.~ Frcm the ccolFarison

Cin this figuye it is evident that the qtadrurled recerticr

s~lly decreases the cvexshccts cf ncises in ccmFarison with
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1iq. 4.4. Ints~iral law cf prctability distrituticn for the sun of the

thermal and transient rcises: I - the doubled recepticn; 2 - the

quadrupled reception.

Key: (1) the time luring which is higher than thA value,

cn tne axis z'ordinr-aies.
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Here F(z,8,7,z) - the designation of the hypergecmetric function

whose values are tabulated.

Average-minuta power of transient ncises. Formula (4.50)

determinqs the power of transient noises, measured during the shcrt

period of time (of seccre), until the multiple-rrcnged structure of

signal can be considpred ccnstant. Meanvhile in the reccmmendations

cf PKKR for the trcpcsfkeric lies is ncmali2ed the average-minute

power of ncises (4.11 . It is cbvicus, fcr ccmzuting the

average-minute pcwer it is necessary to find the rms value Of value

P2 in accordance with its law of distributicn. Certain difficulty

here lies in the fact tkat the tkecretically zcct-mean-square value

cf value p? does not exist. This is obtained tecause the thecretical

laws of probability ditzinuticr tcr F2, deterrined by expressions

(4.52), (4.53) and (4.!5), assume possible the hcv conveniently large

"overshoots" of transient noises. It is in actuality certainly, such

"overshoots" on the real lines dc rct cCcur. Therefore during the

computation of the ros value cf F2 upper integration limit should be

restricted. Is expediert tc accept tnis limit equal tc

15. This value p2 correspcnds cr the real tzcpcspheric lines to the

overshoots of transient roises tc 106 pW. As it is
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Let us examine no% add system, in which is realized the additicn

cf all four signals befcre tie detector (lineer addition, see chapter

2). In this system of ecditicn value vo in eilressicn (4.47) is

cbtained as a result cf the additicn cf four values, distributed

according to the law of rayleigh. Eowever, the law cf prcbabilty

distribution for the sum cf fcux such values tc cbtain complicatedly.

Therefore to it is mcre ccnvenient consider ttat value vo is

distributed according to the law for the sc-called cptimum addition

(see Chapter 2). This lat is very close to tte law for the linear

addition. As far as valuE is ccrcerned va, entering expressicn

(4.47), then, as has already been indicated, the modified signals

store without the tunirg of the phase; tteretcre v, is as tefcre

distributed according to the law of rayleigb. The phases of tctal

fundamental and total cf that mcditied of signals and, consecuently,

also their difference 0 are as tefcre distrihuted evenly in the

limits from 0 to 2.. Taking intc account the statistical properties

of values v0 , v, and (P indicated by the methods of the protability

thecry (4.31 can be found the density of distrikuticn of

probabilities for value F2 during the additlicr cf four sigrals to the

detector. This density ct distritution takes the form

4A qT a) 0 08F 3: 5,5; 1 P2, ., (
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establishad/installed experimentally, the overshccts, which exceed

this value, do not occur.

Page 139.

7hus, according to the rule of the deteruinaticn cf average value

(4.21, (4.3] the rms value cf value Pz can te determined by the

method of computing the integral

p~= ~(P.) dpa, (4.56)

where W(p2 ) - the density of distribution cf prcbability for F2 with

the single and diverse recepticrs determined ty expressions (4.52),

(4.53) and (4.55). Ara3)tically integral in (4.56) is calculated very

complicatedly, and therefcre moze simply tc rescrt to the nuserical

integration. Graphic calculaticr ci integral In (4.56), carried cut

in accordance with the curves in Fig. 4..-, and also expressicn

(4.59), gives followinc values p:

p= 1,3, (4.57)

with the single recepticr

0. 8, (4.58)

during the doubled recefticn and the additicr cf signals tc the

detector

p2 , 17. (4.Z9)
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In the. system of the quadruiled receptict during the addition cf

the pair of signals to tke detector, and then by the additior of

signals from the nutput cf two detectors to determire the

average-minute power cf transiert interfererces is impossible. As has

already been indicated, in this system is conducted the automatic

selection on the sum of tiansient and thermal ncises, and therefore

here has sense he speaks cly acut the total average-minute pcwer.

Furthermore, this total everage-minute pcwer will depend on the

relationship between the thermal and transient rises. There is

greatest interest for tie practice in case, w.en with the single

receotion the average-Einute power of thermal and transient rcises

are equal. This correspcnds to the minimum tctal power of the noises

(see §4.4).

Calculated average value in accordance with curved 2 in Fig. 4.4

it shows that in this case in tke system cf tle quadrupled reception

in auestion the total aveLage-minute power of thermal and transient

noises 3 times (to 5 dt) is less tuan total average-minute pcwer with

the single recepticn.

In conclusion let us note that the calculated here average pcwer

Cf transient noises, stzictly speakina, is rct average-minute. The
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fact is that the speed cf signal fading and, ccnsequently, also the

frequency of the "overshcots" of transient ncises on the real lines

comprises the portions Cf hertz. Tterefcre during the minute usually

are observed a total ci several ccrsiderable cvershocts of transient

noises, which i3 clearly insufficient for detertining the average

value for the minute. Ikerefore it is necessary to keec in mind that

the calculated here values cf average power are average for a few

minutes.

Page 140.

Transient noises due tc the parasitic arllitude modulaticn. Frcm

expressions (4.15) , (4.1E), (4. 19) , (4.21) and (4.22) it is Evident

that as a result of the sultiile-pronged radicwave propagation the

signal amplitudp at the pcint of recepticn is mcdulated multicharnel

communication u(t). It is krcwn that if this Farasitic AL completely

is not eliminated in tte limiter, then it causes transient noises in

telephone channils [4. 1]. ie will not be it here gives the derivaticn

of formula for cciputirg the Ecter of transient noises due tc

parasitic AP, but let us give only the methcd of obtaining this

formula.

For cbtaining this formula one should substitute (4.36) and

(4.37) in (4.19). Further eGpressicn for the signal amplitude it is
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possible to lead to the form, the analogcus empressicn from [4.6] I),

where are examined trarsiant interferences due tc parasitic AM,

appearinq in the circuit equifuErt.

FCC NOTT 1. The cresentaticn of this work is given also in [4.11.

ENEFOCTNOE.

Then, after making the same conversions, that alsc in [4.61, is easy

to obtain final formula ±cr the calculaticn cf Fouer of transient

noises lue to parasitic AM. Ibis fcrmula fcr the point with the zero

relative level of useftl signal takss the fcrn

S ,4P )
P.. 10, 5--  -  . r4 i 2-A, /,)rn, (4.60)

Key: (1). @.

here < - coefficient, which considers su~pression AM by limiter,

Pi - random variable, egual tc

=4.61)

ramaininq designations in 14.60) the same as in (4.50). Parameter p,

depending on random variables v. v, and ' determines the

fluctuaticns of crosstalk volume. aking into account statistical

properties irdi+atqd atcve of values vo, v, ard 0P it is rcssible

to find the laws of .rclability distributicn fcr value p, with the

• 01
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single and diverse receitions. Ibese laws are cttained intc §4.3; Let

us here point out only that in the receivers cf tropospheric lines is

required the very strcng sufiressicn by Tarasitic Am in the limiter

for guaranteeing a small crcsstalk volume. Calculaticns according to

formula (4.60) and -xperimental measurements shcw that with the

coefficient of supcrssicn Am ir the limite , 0.003-O.CO4

power of transient noises due to parasitic )m ccmposes with the

diverse reception only several ten piccwatts.

Gain from the intrcducticn cf predistortions. Cn the radio relay

lines with ChM with multichannel telephcry usually are utili2ed the

predistortions of the qrcup s actzum, with %hich increases the

deviation in "upppr" tEIeEhcne charnels and it decreases in the

"lower ones" [4. 11. The intrcducticn nf predistcrticns changes the

level not only of therial ones, Lut also transient ncises. Ttis

question is examined ir (4.71, %here is deterzined the corresponding

gain from the introducticn cf predistortions. As it was shcwr above,

on the real tropcspheric lines trarsient rcises due tc the multi-team

character cf rrcagaticn are detersinod in ess.nce ty thp 1st member

cf expression (4.49), i.e., by the prcduct cf the distcrtions of the

2nd order.

Page 141.
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In [4.71 it is shown that the piedistcrticns, introduced in

accordance with the? curve of MFS [4.11], lecrease t.e pcwer cf the

transient noises of thc- 2nd cxdeL (on the 2nd harmonic) to 5 db, cr 3

times. Conseque ntly, ard fcr the transient rcises due to the

i ulti-bqam character cf rcpagaticn in u tper telehcne channel we

have a gain from the irtroducticn cf predistcrtlcns.

b = 5 &6 (3 :a3a). (4.2)

Key: (1). time.

Exoerimental measurements. Ine experimertal measurements cf the

power of transient ncis.s repeatedly were ccrductel cn the rcutes cf

different extent and witL different antenna directivity. The results

of these measurements, given in [4.5] and r4.E", coincide well with

the calculaticns acccrdirg t¢ tke crpulas cf this section'.

FOOTNOTE 1. Exception are the routes above sea where the presence c

the strong reaular ccmrcrent cf sicnal zignificantly decreases the

crcsstalk volume. ENDFCINCIE.

In Fig. 4.5, undertaker from (4.5], is shown the s.mple of the

recording cf crcsstalk icluse cr reccrdet tape. Ihis recordirq is

made in thp section cf txc~cipheric line with a length of 30C km with

tha singlz and doubled receptions (during t e additicn cf sigrals tc

the detector). Crosstaix vclume was recorded at the cutput of
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telephone channel with the trequency that "presenting" to 275 kHz.

Ihe effective deviatior ci frequency, which ccrrespcnds to measurirg

level of cne telephore ctanrel, %as 100 k~z; the width cf the antenna

radiation pattern of -10. Frc2 Fig. 4.5 it is evident that the

crosstalk volume ccntirucusly is changed duE tc a c¢arqe of the

multiple-pronaed struc+i;xe cf signal and at tle separate mcmsnts of

time they takp rlace the shazF "cvershoots" cf this level; the

doubled reception substantially decreases a quantity and a value cf

such overshoots.

I

4
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500

Fig. 4.5. Sample of the recordirg cf the fluctuations of crosstalk

volumeg on recorder tare.

sage 142.

The sim'ultaneous reccrdiry of signal level ccreucted at the input cf

recpiver showed that a Ekazp increase in the crcsstalk volume is

connected, although it is amkiq~uu, wit!, d-eep signal fading.

4.4. Fluctuations of cverall line attenuaticr and phase of signal in

'-el'pnhcni channel.

In 5I4.2 it was shcwn ttnat 1st term cf exlrqssicn (4.39)
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determines the coherent Eroduct cf distorticrs which has the same

spectral components, as useful ccmaunicaticn. Ccherent prciuct is

summarized with the usefrl ccuaunication gecmetrically (it is vector)

and are produced change in level and phase cf signal at the cutput cf

telephone channel. It is kncwr that slqnal leiel at the output of

telephone channel is determined ty sc-called "cierall line

attenuation" in channel [4.1]. Inus, the appearance cf a ccherent

Frcduct, caused by the iulti-beas character cf prcpagation, is

equivalent to the fluctuaticns cf overall line attenuation ir the

channel, which produce ctarce ir the vclcme ir subscriber, ard also

they can lead to self-excitatict ir the charnel. Therefore these

fluctuaticns must not exceed the specific value t.

FOOTNOTE 1. Norms to changes in cverall line attenuation cn the lines

"direct visibility are given into 4.1. Frr the trcpcspheric lines cf

such ncrms thus far there does nt exist. E EHCNOTE.

Changes in the phase cf signal during t e trarstissicn cf voice

communications d not have a value. Hcwever, these changes can lower

the stability of cCmBunicatlcn during the seccndary multiplexing cf

telephone signal channel ct telegraph or binary infcriaticn (see

Chapter 7). In acccrdarce with (4.39) the ccherent prcduct of the

,istortions, caused ty t~e multi-ocam character cf propagation, is

equal to

,, t) .-:-' cos S, U',:. (4.63)
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For determining the iluctuaticns of overall line attenuation ard

phase of useful signal let us assume that tc the input cf telephone

channel is 4ivn the sizple tone. Let after the transfer intc the

spectrum of grolp frequencies this modulating signal have frequency

The amplitude if the mcdulati~q sigral, as irtc §4.3, let us

take as equal to I. 7hen the modulating signal takes the fort

u (t) = sin -Q t. (4,64)

Differentiating (4.64) ca t and after sukstituting result in

14.63), we will cbtain fcr the cchirent prcdcct

T~:) O.2Cos 0CCS~ (4.65)

Page 14 3.

Let us explain the now physical sense cf value os P For this

express the dsrivative cf tne phase resocnse cf section, i.e., group

time lag, through the real and inaginary parts cf the transfer

function (see Chapter 3). In accordance with (3.33) we have

d {Q) P S (Q)-- 2 ()Q ') 4

After substituting (4.34) and (4.35) in (4.66), after simple

conversions taking intc acccut (4.40), 14.41) and (4.42) we will
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cbtain

V,
AT1. -COS )' (4.67

From comparison (4.65) and (4.67) it is evident that the

coherent product cf distcrticns is deterxined ty exrressicn

r, (0) = Q. A Cos Q t. 4.68)

The fundamental harucn-ic of signal at the output of the FM

discriminator is compcsed ci the urdistorted ccmmunication u(t) and

coherent product e,(t). Ccrsequently, the fundazental harsonic of

signal is determined bj the e z ession

u (t) = sin Q t !- Q A rp cos Q t. k4,69)

Expression (4.6?) is easy tc reduc- tc thi fcrm

u, (t) =U sin (Q.t 0 ,4

U'.1 -, Q Av % 14.71)

Q A v. (4.721

Group time laq changes randcmly as a rssuit of a change in the

ou]tipl3-pronged structcre cf tbe signal (see Ck.apter 3).

B-espgctively randomly change amilitudF U, and phase P, for tte

fundamental harmonic of signal at the output cf the FM discriminator.

The frequency of these fluctuations has the same order, as tte

frequency cf rapid signal tadinc.

From the examinatict cf exjzessicns (14.1C), (4.71) and (4.72) it
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is Fossible to draw twc impcrtant conclusicns:

1) with any changes AT,, cccurs only a increase in the arFlitude

of the fundamental haricric, i.e., the decrease of cverall line

attenuation;

2) the fluctuaticr cf tle phase of sigral car be ccnsidered as

its delay to piriod rp- fuztheracri, fros (4.12) it follows that,

measuring the phase cf signal at the output cf the FM discriminatcr,

it is possible with thg kncwn Q tc obtair value Arr; this vethcd of

ueasuresents is used e~tensivel) cn the trcFcspteric lines (see

Chapter 3).

Page 1I4.

Thus, amplitude and paase cz the modulatIng signal at the output

of the P4 discriminator are cca letely determined by value [%crds not

found in document' wo Z.

FCOTNOTE 1. This is ccrrect fcr any four-pcle, if in the limits of

the spectrum of thi rodulated signal the value practically is not

changed; hence occurs tterm "grcup time laq", i.e., the delay time of

the modulating signal. EDECCINCIE.
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It is necpssary, however, to keep in mind that relaticnship

(.39)and, consequently, also relaticnships (4.71) and (4.72) are

approximate and give sufficient accuracy only with the fulfillment of

limitations (4.26) and (4.29). As it was shcwr into §4.2, cn the

trcpospheric 1lnes, interded for multichannel telephony, these

limitations in the higI jercentage of tine are fulfilled. But at the

separate, rare moments of time the lisitaticrs indicated can and not

cccur. Therefor- with snail proatility are revertheless pcssible the

cases whan signal amplitcde does rct increase, but it decreases, and

the phase of signal nc Icnger is determined by value ATX.P at the

frequency wo.

Th- integral law cf prcbabilitv distributicn fcr -XrP is cbtained

in chapter 3 and takes fcram (3.5). This law determines prcbatility

distribution fcr the fluctuaticnE cf amolitude and phase cf tseful

signal with the single recepticr if -T-p %ith ircbability V dces not

exceoe A7-,. then with ttE same prckability W signal atplitude does nct

exceed 1. §-,w.,- and the phase cf signal dces nct exceed A 2T.

curing the doubled recetict and the additicr ct signals to the

detpctcr we dc nct thus tar have a law cf prcatility distributicn

for \ . This law can be determined, on the basis of relaticnship

(4.67). As it was shcwr. into §4.2, in this system of the diverse

reception valuR Vo has deasity cf distrituticr (2.44), value V, is

distribatid according tc the lat of )ayleigh, and value ¢ is
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distribulted evenly in tie limits fcom 0 to 2w. Taking into iccount

the statistical properties cf values V., V, ard ' indicated in

accordance with exFressicn (4.67) in [4.91 is found the integral law

cf probability listributica for value >= during the doubled

r-c~ption and the additicr cf signals tc the detectcr. This law takes

the fcrm

_. (4.73)

where Ar t it is calculated txcu fctmula 3.16).

turing the quadrupled receFticn and the addition of signals to

the letector values Vt ard 0 as tefcrp have Fayleigh and uniform

Frobability distributicns, and value VO has a law of distribution for

the sum cf four values, distributed acccrdirg tc the law Cf rayleigh.

However, analysis consideratly is simplified, if we ccnsidpr that the

amplitude Cf the input signal V0 has probability distribution the

same as in the system cf the automatic selecticn of the best cf the

signals. As shown in cta~ter 2, Ercbability distribution during the

quadrupled recepticn arc tie autoaatic selection is close to the

distribution luring the additicr of signals tc the detector.

Page 145.

Taking into account the statistical propfrties cf values 70, V, and
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4> indicated in [4.91 is obtained the irtegral law cf protatility

distribution for -Ar.p 'lzing .uadru~led recerticn and additior of

signals to the detectcr. Ibis law takes the fcrm

W, I~' l>S - 4s _s_ 4s _S

S2 P 1 -- 2 y 37_ s3 I s"

Let us note that with ))1 cccuz the asymptctic formulas:

A,,,- I s - L k4.73a)

The curves of the laws of rctability distrituticn fcr value

Az, with the donbled ard quadrupled receFticns are ccnstructed tc

Fig. 4.6. Is here for tke ccuFariscn ccnstructed the correspcrding

curve for the single receitice undertaker frca Fig. 3.d. Comparing

(4.61) and (4.67), we see that these curves ccrraespcnd also tc

probatility distributicr fcz value pt.

As it follows frcm (4.72), measurement cf the Fhase of the

fundamental harmonic of signal tc the output cf the FM discrivinatcr

gives value A\rp. Experimertal measurements Azr were ccnducted In the

secticn of trcpospheric line with a lenqth cf 3CC km with the

antennas with the widt cf the radiation pattern cf 10. The results

of thqss measurements Icth witn dcublqd and with thc single

recctions ccincide well with tke thecretical laws cf distritution

L.
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for . Measurements were ccnducted with the aid of the instrument

IVZ and it is in detail described intc 53.3. Cn th- rcute indicated

were conducted also the measureients cf the fluctuaticns of the

amplitude cf thp fundamertal harzonic of signal at t.e cut~ut cf the

FM eiscriminator.
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Fig. 4.6. The integral law ct prctability distribution for

fluctuations :,, with the single and diverse recepticns; 1 - single,

- doubled, 3 qnadrrfled receitions.

Key: (1). Time during %hich P, is higher than the value, indicated on

the axis cf ordinates.

Page 1I6.

In these measureqmnts tc the in~ut cf the frecuency shift key cf

transmitter was supplipd sanrscidal signals ,Ith the froquency of 215

kHz and the leval, which ccrresionds to deviation 14C kHz. with

receiving deal ondinq the level of the fundamental harmcnic cf the
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detectel signal was reccxded witb recorder tare (Fig. 4.7). In this

figure it is avident that tcr tte fundamental 1arrcric a

characteristically sharl increase in the level at the separate

moments of time ("ovrstccts"). Evident alsc that the voltage of the

fundamental harmonic dces nct tll below the specific level. Was

carried out the recordirg cf tae fluctuations cf the fundamental

harmonic at different mcdulatinc tequencies frcz 14 to 275 kfz. This

recording showed that the fluctuations of the fundamental harmonic

increase with an increase in acdulating frequercies. All this is in

complete agreement with ccnclusicns of theory. According to the data

Cf tape recording cf chart-recording instrucert were ccnstructed the

experimental curves cf Eroailiaty distributicn for the fluctuaticns

of the fundamental harwcric witt tke sirnle ard doubled receptions.

These curves coincide tell with tbecretical, designed according to

formulas (.71), (4.76) and (4.73).

g4.5. Determination cf the otimum deviation cf frequency on the

lines DT,.

In §2 and 3 this chapter tere determined the thermal and

transient noises of multiple-prcnSed origin at the output cf cne

section cf lin DT (spe for ulas 14. 13) (4.!C) 7.

The total oowvr of ucises at the oututit cf Cne section

P,= P- P, (4.75)
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will deppnd substantially an deviation of frequency, since frcm an

increase in the deviaticr the value of therual noises falls:

-= (4.76)

but thp 'alue of transiert nOises increases

S= 6 A,2. (4.77)

FOOTNOTE 1. Without taking into account the ncises cf the qquipment

_-igin (for details see chapter 6). ENDFCCTIC7E.

. ... ' - -1 i I

V ' '

c- -i.31

• - ........... ~~~~ 2 7 C 3-n "?si i tna.c

Paqe 147.

Values a and 8 determine from formulas 14.13) and (4.50). for

the upar, the wcrse, channel they are equal to:

2 -_________________ -______

PnIA G P G"4 ;L ;p(. -

F-- b Y24 V 4.79)

After substituting (L.16) and (4.77) in (4.75), it is pcssitlr1

to detprmine thi opit~mu deviatic cf frequercy tc channel -;7

,:r'rr.sponding to tha ?iriauz ct the total ocwer cf ncises at the

cJtofit of section'.
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?OCTIOTE 1. The account cf the trarsient noises Cf the apparatus

origin whose value usually Is s~tstantially less +h3 P sciewhat

decrease the obtained Icber value cf the optimum dviation of

frequency. ENDPOCTNOIE.

The minimum of functicr P, ,/N) ccrrespcnds

In this case p,=p,=/-p After substituti!g in (4.80) the values

a and 8, we will cttair the optimuz deviaticr cf frequency ir

depending on the parameters of equipment and line DTP

10 ,"O n T.F.4 A, , y . .¢ c : -

Formula 4.81 can te ccnverted taking irtc accourt the following:

amplification factors flatten ard transmitting cf antennas is usually

equal to G_=G, and connected with thp width cf radiation pattern

according to half pcwet vith relaticnshiT (fcr the parabclic

antennas)

Y"V

relation - -- epenls or a nuster cf diverse receivers and fcr the

doubled and quadrupled recaiticis is close to value cf 1.19

Y ' I=1,2 ;

tor the upper 7hannql ya (o)=0.47: tho niuserical values kr=4@ 0-21;
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c=3*105 km/s; q,=3.5*lCJ ka.

Page 1148.

Then

For example, for a 60- cbanne1 lire in the secticc with a length of

d=300 km in t-hq parameters of the equipment: A=C.3S m r~a=3 kW, n2

A=2 48 and to loss cf the as~liticaticni cf the pair of antennas

'c= 10 dB optimum deviation ::I-=65 kHz.

FFPFNC !s
q 734CK; E. B P u --K a. A. C. 1Hex ip o a: c -ai. Ra -

i I 33-!OHI C.I1V IJX 1',u:o3d ea 2p.H~4eHei4He B Pazio0-

c 1.T o '-ie z'xie ;: : 7d-,A7;ILt e--X3A pa:; GTe.XHXX; VCJ-

4 3. 5 0. . ? ac'er Iuvwo3 a Ra-a p;3e~e1o

450. if T-. 1f 3 it Pca:ope-aic'xo A 3 .,p~e

.. 3 3 oi ,3. il. A i a A.B Co0 X .'T S. eeiia

-, I~ ~' )C3~e KB 2)Ape2.5 A. Baeae-

* * a q ~ .~< - a Teoo r-vecK~e at;C13ZuA
i - co ' '' -P3b N.ioZ* ':s ;~ M ;v.i;pyiL~e.-0 ra 3

~... ., 3 0~ 5), ~ ~ 2.
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Chapter 5.

EQUIPMEIT POR TRCPOSPHEEIC RADIC BELAY LINES.

5. 1. Characteristic features aEd ccntent of the equipment of

stations tropospheric radio relay lines JIRL).

Staticns of trcposiberic radic relay lines - ccmplex of the mcst

diverse equipment and irstallaticns. Stations cf TB!, as a rule, are

located far from the pciulated areas and, ccrsecuently, also far from

the centralized electric Fcwer scurces; therefore they have their

self-ccntained power supplies. At present all staticns cf TRL are

serviced and greatly frecuently are combined with the staticns of

radio rqlay lines of sickt cr by the pcirts cf cable main lines for

the association of these all meacs into the ccmmcn communicating

system.

In the tropospheric radio relay lines it is possible tc isolate

three tylpes of staticns.
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The terminal staticn, located in the bEcinning cr at the end cf

the entire line, exists independently or is a transitional lirk frcf

the radio rely line cf sight cr cable main lire to the trcpcspheric

line. Terminal staticnE can be utilized %ith the complete assembly cf

equipment in the beginnirg of ccomunicaticn retwork cr In the reduced

soace, for example, cnly fcr the recepticn cf televisicr prcgram at

the ends ef the tranchincs.

Transit exchange, ir conTrast to the transit exchange RPL of

direct visibility, alwa)A pzovides the demcdulaticn cf the

high-frequency signal accpted tc the grcuF CE video-spectrum. Transit

exchanges it is possible tc divide into twc categories: staticns with

isclation and intrcductJct cf telefhcne chacrel and televisicn

Frogram and station withcut the isclatior of tflephcne channels and

introduction of televisicn Ezcgram.

Stations with the kranchinS Frcvide tee-cuf cf high-frequency

shafts - tql phone or telavision. Stations cf complete branching,

actually, consist of tuc staticas - terminal Icth intermediate and

during the organizatior cf ccmmunication branching Is ccnsidered as

indepenlent line.
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Equipment TRL has such in coumon with equirsent RRL of direct

visibility [5.1-5.t], tut at toe same time iedividual equipmert

strongly differs !rom analogous equipment. In the transmitters are

applied special powerful cutput amilifiers tfc cttaining en the

output of large high-frequency jcwer. This draws the appearance of

special water-air cooling systems cf the outlut urits cf trarsmitter.

In the receivers axe aF lied the hiehly sensitive lcw-ncise

amplifiers - parametric cr cn the tunnel dicdes and special equipmert

fcz a decrease in thq threshcld level Cf received signal. Appear need

the protection of this equipment trci the different interferences

and, on the contrary, the need fnr the orotecticn cf cther systems

from the interferences trcm the side cf staticns of TRL. Arise the

questions of the protecticn cf the service jerscnnel frcm the harmful

tiological radiation effect cf transmitters.

Into the content the equipment of staticts of TPL is included

the followinq equipment and the equipment: the transceiver equipment

with the systems of repeated raception, monltcring and measuring,

antonna-waveguide, heatirg, ventilaticn, ir'Et-ccmmutational

equipment, the equiprqrt cf illumination and diesel-generatcr

installations.
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Depending on the furjose cf station intc it can enter televisicr

equipment and apparatus for multiplexing or isclaticn of telephcne

channels.

The electronic equipment of stations is 2ccated in the technical

tuilding, constructed ketween tte antenna systems. At the stations

with tha antenna systeffs in the form of Faratclic rectangular mirrcrs

with the horn fqed, referred frcm the mirrcrs tc the large distance,

the equipment is ccnnected with the irradiatcrs by the waveguides

with a length of 50-70 z. DuranS tke use of Faratclic antennas with

the resmitters eguipmert it is exFedient to install in the

three-storied buildings, which substantially decreases the length of

waveguides and it makes it possible to place equipment in three

independent instrument zcoms: receiving instrument rocm - third

landing, by the transmitting instrument roca - the second landing and

ty low-frequency instrument room - the first landing.

§5.2. 3lock diagrams of the statiLcas of tropospheric radio relay

lines.

Let us examine the 1cck diagrams of the staticns of

tropospheric radio rela2y lines with a differe.nt numter of
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high-frequency shafts and with the different rethcds cf the diversity

of rec-ived signals. Since in the majority cf the cases terminal

station composes the halt irtermediate, ther let us examine the block

diagram of transit exchange cf IRL with the system cf quadrupled

reception (Fig. 5.1) and by tne diversity cf received signals in the

space and in the frequercy, interded fcr the transmission of the

siqnrIls multichannel telejhcny. At this staticn fcr the work In each

direction are utilized two transmitters and cr fcur receivers.

Page 151.

The ,lse of twc transvitters, tarcugh which is transmitted one and the

same communication, and tour recsivers nct crly raises the quality of

transmission in accordance with an increase in the sultiplicity cf

reception, but it also irczeases eguipmert reliability of staticn.

The adopted on twc antennas the sigrals cf the precedinc staticn

enter four receivers - Erg, Piz, Prt ' and Pr2' through separation

filters RFP and RF2. Since each antenna picks uF signal from two

transmitters, which work at the different frequencies, then in order

to direct the signals ct these frequencies tcard the apprcpriate

receivers they are applied separaticn filters indicated. Cn this

tlcck diagram arg also depicted the antennas, which consist cf

carabolic reflictor Z ard hcrn eritter RC, which ensures emission and
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recpption cf the elqctrczagnetic vibraticns cf different

polarization. Signals fic. tte tcrr feed tc separaticn filters fall

cn the waveguides V. Itc receivers, connected to different artennas,

are inclined fcr one frequency, ard two cf ctlers - tc ancthor. The

addition of signals is Lealized in pairs. First store/add up the

signals of the receivers, irclired for cne frequency. Additicon is

realized in the intermediate frequency before the demodulaticn in the

equipment of addition Sl,, and then the addition of signals fic. twc

pairs of receivers tuned to the different frequencies; this additicon

is realized after demodulaticn in the grcup frequency in other

equipment of addition S. 2 -
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Fig. 5. 1. Block diagram cf the trarsit, excharce cf the tropcsFheric

radio ralay line with the systes of the quadrtpled reception.

Page 152.

The added-up and modulated signal cf group frequency enters the stand

cf low frequqncy MCh, ard then multichannel equipment for

multipl1?xing or isolaticc cf chalonelS AU] and the equipment of service

communication SS.

an the side of trareamission the signals frcu the equipment for

multiplexing and eguipinert cf official ccniuunication through the

stani NCh are supplied tc the ccumcn for twe transmitters modulatcr

M. in which is realizee frequency modulation. Further transfcrmation
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of the frequency-modulated signals into the sigrals of higher

frequency and bringing pcwer up to the necessary value in several

kilowatts occurs in two separate transmitters Fer, and Per 2 , %hich

work at the different frequencies. High-frequency energy from these

transmitters on the waveguides is supplied resrsctively to the

irraiatcrs of two arterras. At this staticr fcr the %ork in each

direction are utilized two transmitters. Each transmitter works on

its antenna, and each antenna is utilized fcr the reception ard for

the transmission.

At the station is Ercvided the monitorirc and measuring

equipment for checking qualitative indices cf receivers !"Y)

equipment for checking the Farameters of trarsmitters <VO%,:. special

monitors for the measuresents and the group circuit KU. The electric

power supply of entire staticn is realized frcw two priaary sources

cf electric power suppl) EIE-I, PIE-2. In tkis case all the equipmert

cf station is distributed so that the half the receiving equipment,

which works at one frequency, ard the half the transmitting

equioment, which correspcnds tc these rec-ivers, are supplied from

one of the sources of Frimary electric pcwer supply, and other half -

from other. During the salfuncticn of one of the sources the

efficiency of station is retained.

Fig. 5.2 give the tlcck diagram of the tiarsit exchange cf the
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tropospheric radio relay system, designed for twc high-frequency

shafts, each of which car be used toth fcr thf transuissicn cf

telephone signals and tcr the transmissicn cf televisicn program,

moreover sonic tracking is traussitted in the same shaft, as picture

signals. Station is ccnstructed so that are rcvlded for the

possibility of the simultanecus use of tuc shafts fcr the

transmission of the signals muLtichannel telephcny, the posslility

of isolation and intrcducticn cf telephone channels and television

prcqram at each station. For this introducticr and isolation cf

channels as, however, ard in the precedirg tlcck diagram, at each

station are realized deacdulaticn and repeated modulation of siqnals.

For an improvement in the quality and reliatilit7 of communicaticr is

utilized the quadrupled Eeceptict %ith the arcular and frequency

diversity of signals. Cn the transit qxchange are installed two

transceiver paratolic antennas bith re-evitters and two horn emitters

for the angular diversity of siGnals.

Page 153.

One ant.nna, which ccnsists cf the large mirrcr EZ, the re-erittirc

tirror ?Z and Iwo horn exitters kCI, R02 , is utilized for

communication with the ErecedinS station, and cther - for the work

with the subsequent staticn.

L ' "......A -. .... .... - ...
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On the block diagras all elements of the first shaft have

numeral 1, all elements cf tkae seccnd shaft rtmeral 2. All elements

which work in the directicn cf the precedinc station, they are ncted

by prime, the elements wtich bcrk in the direc+icn cf the preceding

staticn, prime they dc rct have.

On the block diagram are depicted tbe ir principle important

assemblies of high-frecuency circuit, circuit cf additicn, video- and

group circuits, and also the most important elements of commutaticn

and checking. The first shaft wcrks in the vcde cf television, ty the

second - in the mode multichannEl telephcny.

Signals from the preceding station, accepted by antenna and two

horn feed, through separatica filters BFt ard FE2 reach the irputs ct

four receivers of the first shaft ER1 -1, PR2-1, P93-1 and PR4-1, and

then to the equipment 5l-1. The tclded signals are deacdulated in the

demodulatcr D-1 and after distributor RU-I enter the equipment of the

separation of picture signals and sonic tracking P1, into ttE

equipment of the correcticn and ct regeneraticr U9R, and ther through

input-commutation equipuent VKO they are supplied tc the telecast

station cr the repeater.
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Fig. 5.2. Block i3igrav ct traasit exchange cf TSL tc two shafts fcr

the transmission of th . signals of telephony and televisicn.

Kay: (1). Television shaft. (2). Telephonip shaft.
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If at this staticn is realized cni) the trancting of televisicn

Froqram, then picture siSnals aid scund after distributcr are

suppliel throuqh tha matching devic SU-1 tc the modulator M-1 of

transmitter. on the trarsit exchanges are installed fcur dcutled

transmitters. Each of Ha dcutled transmitters has cne coamon

3odulator. Hiqh-frequerc) cscillaticns frcm the transmitters Per 1 -1,
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Perz-1, and Pert-2, Pera- , through the uniting filters OF, and OF2

are supplied tc th hcn feed. he connecticr cf transmitters and

receivers to the coimcn horn is realized thrcugh the pclarizaticnal

selector P.

If at this transit exchange ¢ccurs the irtrcducticn cf

television program, then picture signals and scund frcm telecast

station come input-ccmnutaticn equlpment VKC, and then the equipment

for the ccinci]ence cf signals cf image and scund SI2, the ccmbined

signals are sunnlied tc the mcdulators 1-I and P'-1 the ccrrespcnding

loublqd transmitters, %hicn wcrk at two different frequencies.

For checking of the transmitting circuit at the cutput cf each

dcutled transmitter are ccntrcl i-f unit-e BK, which ccnvert cutput

high-frequency signal intc tke sigral of intermediate frequency for

its supply to the contrcl demodulator 9D. After ccntrcl demcdulatcr

picture signals are su jlied tc the equi[mert cf measurement and

checking VKI, where is Ercvided televisicn mcnitoring system,

cqcillograph with the attacament for the isclaticn Cf the

expqrimental row, whict sakes it icssible tc frcduce the ccntinucus

checkinq cf tho characteristics cf televisicr channel withcut the

break of communicaticn.

For the tuning wcris ard tte preventive oeasurements cn the

L i
..........
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Fcints are installed t~e ,cncscCpe 1, the sersor cf test signals DIS

and the stand cf axperiiEntal rot IS. Signals frcm this equipment can

be supplied into different pcints cf the circuit cf image [5.5.

On the sii, of recerticn the videosional car be mcnitcred with

the aid of the televisicr mcnitcrirq system ard the cscillcgraph with

the attachment for the isclaticn of the sigrals ct experimental rcw.

These measurements can te ccnducted at lifferent points of circuit.

For tuning cf receivers and ccnducting cf preventive

measuresents are provided ccntrcl acdulatcrs A and mcnitor units of

high fre quency KB, which ensure the supply cf hiqh-frequency ;ilct

signals tc the inputs ct receivers.

In the telephone shaft the signals from the multiplexing

equipment come to the ir ut-cczautaticn stand VKS, and then the

latching device SU, %hici matches the levels cf sigrals and

resistances of eguipmer.t for multiFlexinc, cffic-al cbannels, levels

cf pilct frequencies. Ictal sigral enters the mcdulatcr M cf the

doubled transmitter.

Pago 155.

On the side of recepticn after addition end eeicdulaticn the signals
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enter the separating equipment, where they are branched in accordance

with their purpose and enter thzough input-ccrmutaticn stand the

equipment of the isolatica of channels or terminal multichannel

equipment, and alsc the equiamect cf lint betteen operators SS and

monitoring channels KK.

Since transit exchange ccntains a large quantity of the mcst

liverse equipment, distact frcm each cther up tc the ccnsiderable

distance, the general ccrtrcl of ertire staticn is realized from main

panel GP. The equipment installed cn it makes it possible to produce

the inclusion and different ccmmutation in the hiah-frequency

equipment for any shaft AVCh, ard also different feasurements,

checking and commutaticn in the circuits cf television KTL and

telephcny KTF.

The block diagrams cf tte ccrresponding tersinal stations

include the half high-frequency equipment ard all elements cf ccntrcl

and accessory equipment.

The first of the given block diagrams wcr acceptance for the

work in the ranqe 500-10C0 MHz, where is mct effective the use cf

spatial separation of sicnals, aed the tiird - at the acre high

freqaencips whirq it is scre expedient tc ccmkire frequency

separation with the arcular diversity cf received signals.
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It should be noted that the transmissicn of televisicn jrcgram

is possible along the lirs., equipped by the stations, ccnstructed

accoriinq to the first tlcck diagram, of cccrfe. with the aFfropriate

supplement with their necessary televisicn equipment.

15.3. Antennas of tropospheric radto relay lines.

On the tropospheric radio relay lines are ccmmcnly used the

cptical-typq antennas with the reflector in tte form cf the part cf

the surface of parabolcid ci revcluticn. As the irradiator cf

parabolic surface car te utilized the weakly directed hcrn antenna or

mirror system from the hcrn antenna and the supplementary mirror Fig.

5.3 and 5.4. Single-reflector artennas with the hcrn feed arE created

with the usa of a symetrical reflector (Fig. 5.3a), possitly alsc

the creation cf single-reflectcr artenna with the asymmetric relative

to focal line reflector (Fig. 5.3b).

The principle of the wcrk cf dish anternas is widely kncwn [5.6'

and consists in the fact that the egissicn Ir the direction of the

focal axis of parabolcic in view cf the gecetric properties cf

parabolic surface prcv.s to ce pbased; therefcre electrcmagnetic

enargy is concentrated rear toe focal axis cf Farabclic surface. Tbe
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degree of concentration cf electrczagnetic erergy, i.e., the width of

the antenna radiation attarn. is determined ty linear superficial

dimensions of the aperture cf aztenna relative tc wavelength.

Page 156.

In the two-mirrcr Farabclic antennas, besides fundamental

parabolic reflector, is installed also supplementary hyperbolic or

elliptical mirror. In tbi case is utiliied the kncmn geometric

property of the hyperbclcid |elli.scid) cf rctaticn. With the

coincidence of one pcirt of the focus of hyFertclcid with the focus

of parabolic reflectcr aid ancttEr focal pcirt with the scurce of

spherical wave - by irradiatcr, cccurs the transfortaticn cf

spherical wave with the center at point C' (Fig. _.4) into the

spherical wavq with the center at Ecint C and this twc-mirror antenna

system, just as single-reflector, provides the ccncentration cf

elpctrcmagnetic energy neat the focal axis ¢f system. Twc-mitrcr

antennas [5.71 have a rumber of advantages before the

sinqle-reflector ones. Calculations show that with identical

sucerficial dimonstons ci aperture the factcr cf amplificaticn of the

two-mirror antenna scmfwbat bipker than single-reflector one.

Furthermore, the directiwity pattern of two-irrcr antenna is

characte rized by the substantially smaller side-lcbe level in the

space after th-. surface ci paratclic reflector, which increases th-

interference shielding Ct aCtenca.
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Fig. 5.3. Trhe single-reflector jarabolic antenira: a) with syssetrical

reflector, b) with the asymmetric reflpctcr: 1 -parabolic retlectcr,

2 horn feed, 3 -fccal axis of antenna.

12 N

Fig. 5.'4. Two-mirror parabolic aetenna: 1 - aratclic reflectcr, 2-

horn feed, 3 - supplementary mirrcr (hypertclcid).
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THe required factcL of am~lification and antenna matching in
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range of the frequencies of the crder 10CO FE7 can he provided with

the use of any of the diegrasa; tlerefcre selection is conducted frco

the considerations of simplicitj of design. Ate mcst suitahle

single-reflector antennas. idezt use received sirgle-reflectcr

antennas with the symmetrical reilectcr, the design cf the reflectirg

mirror of which is characterized t greatest sivrlicity. However,

these antennas accordirS to electzical ard jerformance data are

somewhat inferior to single-reflector antennaS with tte asymaetric

reflector. Thus, in the antennas with the symiptrical reflectcr

certain part of the elvctrcsagnitic enerqy, reflected from the

surface of narabolic reflector, falls tc the surface cf the aperture

of irradiator and in tte form of thp electrciagr.etic wave reflected

is propagated in the feed line cf irradiator. As a result of reacting

the mirror to the irradiatoz deteriorates the agreement, wbich causes

the appearance cf noises. This deficiencl te a ccnsiderable degree

can be compensated by the use at ferrite gates or by the introduction

cf equivalent components of tuning to the feed line cf irradiatcr,

which create an additicral tame reflected, ectal in the amplitude and

cpposite cn the phase tc the wave reflected, caused by the reaction

cf mirror.

Anothar deficiercy in the antenna, which uses a symmetrical

reflector, is ths fact ttat the antenna feeder ard design of the

attachment of irradiatcx is located in the field of the
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electromagnetic wave, reflected frcm the parabclic reflector, and

theriforp certain part cf the jnezgy is scattered during these

desiqns, which leals tc the decrease cf the artenna gain. A

supplementary deficiency in this diagram is tte need for the

installation of irradiatc at the considerable hqiqht atove the

ground, which hawpers cperaticn ard tunirg cf artennas. It is not

difficult to see that tte use cf ar asymmetric part of the parabolic

reflector makes it pcssitle ccnsideratly to decrease and in a number

of cases to completely remcve tke reacticn cf mirrcr. Thus, for

instance, in the antenna, depicted in Fig. . the reflected frc

parabolic reflector electrcuagnetac wave oasses hy irradiator, and

the reaction of mirrcr vmiztually is absert. rcring the use cf this

diagram has the capability tc airange irradiatcr in immediate

proximity on the earth's surface, which facilitates the operation cf

antenna. _esides the ncted atcve special feattres cf antenna with the

asymmetric reflector, esential fcr the Fractice, especially during

the installation of anterna in tha snow and glare ice areas, is the

fact that the asymmetric reflector is installed inclined relative tc

the earth's surface; wtich blccks depcsitior cn the surface of the

reflector of snow and ice-ccvered surface. Cr the schematic cf

single-reflector antnra vith tke symmetrical parahclic reflectcr is

carried cut thz antenna ¢f tzopcEpiaeric radic relay communicating

system "White Alisa", realized in the USA. COerating frequencies cf

this system - order 10CC Mtr. Surface of antenna aperture is a square

m4
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(j1x18 m) with the blurt angles. Irradiatcr is located on the tower

and is raised above the grcurd appzcximatell ty 15 9.
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In the areas of the ertzeme north fcr sore cf the antennas is applied

the heating of the reflecting surface by hct cil, since formation cn

the surface of the reflector of the layer cf Ice cr snow

substantially makes the electrical parameters acrse cf antenna.

Fig. 5.5 shows the ganeral view of the artenna with the

asymmetric parahclic rellectcz (surface area cf aperture - 2Cx20 m),

utilizPd con the Soviet tropospheric radic relay lines in the range cf

the frequencies of the czder 10(C efz. It ccnsists cf paratclic

reflector and horn pyramidal iixadiatcr thich rrcvides the ewissicn

cf the wave of twc mutcally perpendicular pclaxizaticns. The

qeometric varameters of horn feed are selected frcm the condition cf

obtaining the greatest arterra gait. Fcr this, as is kncwn, the

dimensions of horn emitter stst te such that the vidth of the

radiation pattern of irradiator on the level - 10 dE would be equal

approxiiately tc angular superficial dimfnsicr cf antenna aperture

-, I practice it is rct the Fcasible tc satisfl this condition

accurately, since the radiatico patterns of jramidal horn are

Jifferent in different Flanes. lherefcre is rcvided the apprcliiate
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fulfillment of conditicas, in this case the width of the radiation

Fattern of irradiator in plane f iE ottained scmewhat smaller, and

the width of radiaticn Eattern in Flane H- larger angular dimensicn

L.
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Fig. 5.5. Antenna of six-ten-channel tropospheric ccmuunicating

system.
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It is alsc known that the assigned width of the directivity rattern

can be ensured, utilizirg pyramidal hcrns ct different lengtI. The

relationship between tfe size ct the aperture cf horn, its length and

length of transmitting wave determines phase distcrtions in the

aperture cf horn [5.6]. bith an increase in tte fhase distortions is

required larger siperficial dimension of aperture fcr ottainirg the

required width radiaticE patterr. simultanectly with an increase in

the phase distortions increases the side-Icke level cf radiaticn
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pattern and, therefore, grcw electromagnetic energy losses in the

mincr lobes. Therefore it is expedient tc ap]y hcrn feed with small

chase distorticns. In practice Sccd results are obtained with the

value of phase distorticas <*/4. In this case the directivity

patterns of horn antennae virtually ccincide aith the radiaticn

patterns of coohasal surtace antenras with the apprcriate gecmetric

dimensions and the amplitude distributicrs ard energy losses in the

mincr lobes of radiaticn pattern are minimum.

A general view cf bern antenna feeder is shcwn in Fig. 5.6. crn

feed is fulfilled by airtight. Ecr this hcrr from the side of

aperture it is capped frca the fcam plastic. Ite eliminaticn cf the

effect of cover cn matching of born emission is achieved by its

inclination relative tc the axis ci horn. The angle of incliraticn is

selected ty such, that tke ccver is installed perpendicularly to the

earth's surface and the tcrmaticn cf the layer cf srcw and ice is

eliminated.

The adjustment cf antenna system is realized by movement of hcrn

feed.
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Fig. 5.6. Th~e general view cf hcrn feed.
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For guaranteeing the tropospheric radic ccasunication ir the

range of several thousand megahertz are necezsary artennas with the

very hiqh amplificaticr factcr. in practice cm these lines are

utilizei antennas with the surface of apertute 1CC-200 m2, as a

result of which the antenna radiation patterr ccnsideratly beccmes

narrow. with an ircrease in the cierating frecuercy increases the

required accuracy cf t * fulfillert of the surface of the reflecting

mirror and, consequentlj, also the required ricidity cf the wetallic

frameworks of the reflectinS irxci, thpir teight ard ccst. Iherefors

at the more high frequencies it is prefqrable tc utilize structurally

a simpler symmetrical Feabaclic reflector. Ir this case the arterna

feeder must be rigidly ccnntcted bith the surface of mirror, since in
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this caso during ths strain cf the surface of reflector due to the

wir d and glare ice lcads the ;csitacn cf irradiatcr relative to the

surface cf mirror will ckanye irsignificantly and the distortion of

radiation pattern will k* less than in tte ca -s cf the Iccaticr cf

Irradiator on the sqrarate sulict. as shcwr ir Fig. 5.5. At these

frequencies becomes possiole angular separation; therefore antennas

must he desiqned so that they wculd work sisultaneously acccrding tc

several radiaticn patteirs, turred relative tc each cther tc certain

angle. The prcblem of develciing several radiation patterns in one

mirror parabolic antenna can -e scived hy tte method cf arrarcement

near the point of the f¢cus cf ssveral irradiatcrs Fig. 5.7.

In this case during the su~ply tc the irradiatcrs cf

electromagnetic energy ±rcm the sejarate trarscitters cr the

ccnnections to them cf receivers, antenna raeiaticn pattern fcr each

cf the transmitters (receivers) bill prcve tc be turned relative to

each other in the space to tte angle, determined hy gecmetric

parameters the antennas and value the ancle cf rctaticn cf irradiatcr

relative to fccal lire. Ibis diagram can be realized bcth in the

single-reflector cnes acd in the mcltireflectcr parabclic antennas.
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Fig. 5.7. Single-reflectcr (a) and two-mirrcr (t) antennas of the

angular diverse recepticr.

Key: (1). the point cf fccus.
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The second possible methcd of the realization cf angular

separation in ore anterna is the use cf an a.tenna system of several

emitters of smaller si2E and correspondirg system of the distributicn

cf qlectrcmagnetic energy between these emitters [5.E]. For cttainirg

assiqned qain factcr of this systel it is necessary that the tctal

surface area cf the aperture ct all emitters wculd be approximately

equal to the surfaci area of antenna aperture cf larger size. The use

cf this system can give certair eccnomic effect, since the ccst cf

several mirrors of the zialler size lcwer than ccst of one large

mirror in the diffprpnt areas of aFerture.
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Let us examine based on tne examnle of the antenna, which

consists of two emitters, the diagram of feed (Fig. 5.8) cf which

ensures angular separaticn. As can be seen frcm figure, anterca

feeders ari ccnnectpd up the lateral arms of dual waveguide tee, in

this case the lenqths cl ccrrectarg lines 1 ard 2 are distinguished

to the value, qqual to ovartez %avelengtt in tihe wavequide. Ile

connection of equipment is realized to arms E and H. Electrocagnetic

energy from arm E is divided intc the equal farts between the lateral

arms of dual waveguide tee, mcrecver elictrcgegretic energy in the

lateral arms prcves to te in the artiphase. Electromagnetic energy

from arm H is divided equally hEtween the lateral arms. phase shift

in this case is caual tc zetc.

taking into acccurt tnat the lengths of connecting lines are

distinguished to quarter wavelecgth in tl.e waveguide, which gives the

supplementary phase shift, the equal to ninety degrees lp=90n. we

cbtain, that with the feed cf eaitter syster frcm the side cf arm E

electromagnetic field ir izradiatcr 1 advances in uhase the

electrcmagnetic field in emittex 2 by 900. Sith the feed frcu the

side of arm H the field in ircadiator I lags cn the phase cn 90

behind the field in irradiator 2. in this case it prcves to be that

with the feed from the side ct arm E the radiaticn pattern is

deflected to th0 side ct emitter I.
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Fig. 5.3. Schematic cf tke teed cf antenna system of twc emitters for

the angular diverse rece ticn.

Key: 1). Lateral arms. ji). arm. 13). dual waveguide tee. (4). phase

inverter.
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1he value of the angle cf rctation of radiaticn pattern deperds cn

the distance between ttE emitters and, as stc the results of

calculation, with the ctilized in Eractice sizes of antennas the

described diagram makes it possijle tc carry cut rotaticn to the

necessary angle. The deficiency in this system is the increased

side-lobe level of radiaticn pattern. In view cf the kncwn property

cf dual waveguide tee the interccnnectior tetveen arms E and H is

absent, if tee is matcted frc the side cf lateral arms. A similar

system can be created, also, for a larger quantity cf antennas. Fig.

.9 shows the power-sutply system cf the arterna, wbich consists cf

four emitters and realizing four partial radlaticn ratterns.
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Fig 5.9. Schematic of arterna teed of fcvr enitters fcr the angular

diverse reception.

15. . Feed lines of antennas.

For the connection Cf antenna feeder with the high-frequency

equipment for moessage center are applied coaxial and waveguide feed

lines. The use of lines cf grcurd bave is isfcssitle, since they are

subjected to the action cf atmciberic ccnditicns.

Wile acceptance on the radio relay lines received the waveguides

which irovide the transfeL cf electromagnetic erergy bitb the

smallest losses, possess bigh dielectric strercth, they are reliable.

they are applied, in particular, rectanaular waveguides excited on

fundamental typo wave Hie, they pcssess the swallest cecmetric

Iimnsions and the siallest cost.
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For the propagaticn in rectangular wavyquide of wave H,, the

size of the wiie wall cf uaveguide a must tE equal tc:

a-

where X - maximum wavelength.

The size of the narrow wall. b is usually selected equal to:

2
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Fig. 5.10 gives curves, waich make it pcssitle tc determine the

attenuation in a rectargular waieguide by tcres. Waiequide lines are

comprised from the separate seysents with a length cf 4-5 2 at ends

of which flanged, which ensure the reliatle ccntact hetween tle

combinable cuts: withir waveguite tlarged ccnrection for airtightness

is installed ruibber packing. 1he produced by industry waveguide tutes

are allowed radio relay lines. In the range cf the frequencies on the

crder of 1000 NHz, brsidEs wavecuide feed lires, possibly also the

use of coaxial lines. At the more tigh frequencies due tc an increase

in the attenuation the use of ccaxial line is irexpedient. The

maximum sizes of coaxial line are determined ty the ccnditict of the

absence in the line cf the waves of highest types [5.61
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where a, and az - radii cf the internal and external conductcrs of

line.

In practice find use flexikie and rigid ccaxial lines.

Structurally riqid ccasial line as fulfilled cf tvo ccpper or brass

tubes cne of which perfcms the zcle of exterral conductcr, the

second - internal cor.ductcr cf line.
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Fig. 5.10. Attenuaticn it the ccpper wavequide cf the. rectangular

section: - attenuaticn in the decibels, a aird b - In the

centimeters.
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Available experimental and calculated data shcw that tbe rigid

coaxial lines can be used in the receivirg ard transmittirq feed

lines, since during the a~projriate selecticn of the sizes of cross

section the enqrgy lcsE~s in the line by length~ 50-10C0 m dc rct

exceed 1-2 dB, but thrcughput can teach the value of 10 kv. Rigid

coaxial lines require tct the prcductiot ccnsideratly less cc~per

than wavpquide; hcwever, dif fer ftca wavequide lines in terms cf the
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large complexity cf desicn and in terms cf larger magnitude cf losses

rower.

Is oossible also tie use c! cable lines. 7hrcughput in them at

frequency f--l000 MH2 reaches 7.5 kW.

For exciting horn feed simultaneously hy the electrcmagretic

waves of two independent ccmsunication chanrels, Cne cf which is

utilized fcr transmissicn of signals cf commuricaticn, and other -

for the reception of infcrmatior, serve polarizatioral selectors.

The polarization selectcr consists cf the cut cf the waveguide,

in which are created tte waves c± two pclari2aticns, and the

equipment, which ensures the excitation of these waves in the

waveguide. Polarizational spectLa differ in fcrm cf the cross section

cf wavequide and in the rethcd cf excitirg the waves in the

waveqguie. The electromagnetic baves of twc mutually perpendicular

polarizations can be excited in the cut cf the %aveouide of

rectanqular, square, rcurd cr ellijtical crcss section. Th-

excitation of electrcmagratic waves can le realized with the aid cf

the coaxial or waveguide teed lire.

In ig 5.11 is shcw the diagram of the polarizaticnal sector

with a square cross section excited by coaxial lines.
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Fig 5.11. Diagram of the pclarizatlcnal selectcr, excited by coaxial

lines.

Key: (1). Vibrators. (2). Adjustment screws. (3) To emitter.

rage 165.

7hese a diagram it is expedient to utilize with the wcrk in the range

Cf the decimeter waves bien electicmagnetic ersrgy is supplied to the

antenna by coaxial lines. 1he external ccnductor of coaxial line is

connected with the waveguide, and internal ccrductor passes Jn the

wavguiip into the vibratcr. in cider to enscre the transfer cf

electromagnetic energy in ttE wavecuide in the direction tc the horn

feed, in the polarizaticnal selectcr near the vitrator is ir stalled

the shorting device, macE in tte fcro cf grating frcm the wires. The

sitp of installaticn of shcztinS device and lencth cf vitratcr
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determine the agreement cf pclari2aticnal selector with the coaxial

line. The second part c the polarizational selector is made

analogously. Difference ccnsists of that, ther coaxial line and

vibrator of thq second Fart ct the 9olarizaticnal selectcr are

installed perpendicular tc ccaxial line and vibrator of the first

part of the selector. P'rtberacre, in this case the short-circuiter

is carried out in the fcxa cf metallic plate. In view cf the fact

that the vibrators of F larizaticnal selectcr are mutually

rerrndicular, and the bires cf pclarizatioral grating are

perpendicular to the vector of the strength of the field of the wave,

excited by the second part of the selectcr, t e elements of the

construction of the first part cf the selector virtually dc rct

influence its agreement for bawe Et. Agreevert for wave E, also is

not connected with the sizes c the second Fart of the selector,

since for this wave the polarizaticn grid is shorting device and

blccks the propagaticn ct wave Et in the seccrd part of the selector.

Cue tc the perpendicularity cf the vibrators cf selector the

connecticn between the ccaxial lines I and 11 in the selectcr is very

small. The dimensions cf transverse cross secticn of the waveguide of

selector are selected t) such that there are nc conditions of

exciting the waves of the highest types. For the wavequide whcse

cross section is close to the sguare, by seccrd type wave is an

electrcmagnetic wave of the type Hj, therefore this condition takes

following form r5.6]:
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= 2b' (5.2)

where paj - working wavelen~th,

i .critical wavelenctt ci tundamental tyFe,

kpH,,- critical wavelercth fcr wave H11 .

The agreement of the cut of rectangular taveguide with the

coaxial lines r and II is reali2ed by selecticn of the length of

vibrators in the waveguide and ty selection cf distance frcm the

vibrator to the short-circuiting grating or the plate. In view of the

fact that the design cf tha mcving in the crcss secticn cf waieguide

polarizational grating cz plate is very ccaflicated and does not

Frovide reliable contact witb the bavegulde. It is expedient to

realize tuning polarizational selectcr with the moticnless plate or

the grating.

Page 166.

The acticn, equivalent tC the ucveent of sherting device in the

small limits, exerts tte capacitive screw, Iccated in the sate plane,
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as vibrator. Therefore in practice tuning pclarizatiacnal selector can

te realized by selec±icr cf the lergth of vitzatcr and submersion

depth of tuning screw.

In practice can be enccuntezed the cases, when the polarizaticn

selector, which works ir the deciseter range, it is necessary to

connect directly with the waveguide line. This can be necessary, for

example, during the use cf transmitters cf this rcwer, which cannct

te transmitted alcng tF ccaxial line. Ir this case the receiving

Fart of the polarizaticnal selactcz is made tj the connection of

waveguile with the ccaxial line, as it was descrited above; tie

equipment of the trarstittirg part of the selectcr cf such type is

clear from Fig. 5.12. Ite dimensicrs cf the cross section of a

waveguide of such type are determined by the given abcve condition is

realized in the waveguide ct the waves of the HIchest types. Tuning

cf the polarization selectcr ftc the side cf coaxial line is

realized in the manner tkat it is described ahcve.

Tuning from the sit* ct vaieguide line is conducted by tuning

screws, kncbs and other tuning elements Flaced in rectangular

waveguide, and also by the selection ef the pcsition cf shcrting

device.

A leficiency in the systems described abcve of the pclarizei

L. . . . . .. . . . . . . .
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selectors is the narrow band of the passed frequencies, which is

caused by small dimersicrs cf the cross secticn of %aveguide. For ar

increase in the passtant should be increased t1e dimensions cf cross

sectior and simultanecusly used such diaqravs, which would exclude

the Possibility of existence in the ccmmcn baveguide cf the

cscillaticns of types Ell and fLl"

IL I
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Fig. 5.12. Diagram of the pciarizational selectcr. excited by two

waveguide linps.

Page 167.

Fig. 5.13 shows ths lines of force of electrical and magnetic (dctted

line) fields in the wavecuide cr the wave cf the type HBl and Ell

and the strength of field Ea, which excites this waveguide with the

connection of rectangular waveguide [5.6].

of the exciting field E0 at the symsetrical points identical

with respect to the value and direction, and during the excitation of

polarizational selectcr baveguide and with the sufficient precise

fulfillment of the wavc-uide cf polarizaticna] selector waves Elt and

H1, be excited will nOt te and the dimensions ci the cross secticn c.

L ii
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the waveguide of selactcx can te selected larce. The ccnditicr cf the

absence of the waves cf the bigest types ir this case will take

following form (5.6]:

x'pHta  V" Apa I/

where w working wavelengtb,

p H,.' 'pi,., critical wavelengths for fundauental type ves Ho and

H2 t.

The special feature of the pclarizaticna] selectcr, excited by

rectangular waveguides, are the cccsiderable divensicns of opening in

the commcn wavequide, wbhich influeacqs t1.e agreement cf selectcr.

Fig. 5.14 shows the structure of the currents cr the wall of the

waveguide of selector, *%CitEd by rectangular waveguide 2. GOeninq in

the ccumcn waveguide tc bnich is ccnnected rEctangular vaveqvide 1,

it breaks currents ard tterefcre is exerted a substantial influence

cn the agreement of selectcr ircx the side cf waveguide 2.

I'
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Fig. 5.13. Structure of electromagnetic field in the crcss sEcticn cf

square wavfguide.
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The effect of opening car te recucEd, if we Ir It place certain

quantity cf stubs in the manner that this is shcwn in Fig. 5.14,

which remcve gap for the lcngitudinal currerts. The effect of these

stubs on the agreement in waveguide 1 will te stall, since stubs are

perpendicular to the vector cf *Itctric intersity in this waseguide.

The best results can be cbtained, if we instead of the stubs place

intc waveguide I cf plate, as skcwr in Fia. 5.12, whose length is

equal to the half wave]eng£t it tke wavqcuide. Such plates, virtually

without influencing agreement in %aveguide 1, fcrm four-wave extended

wavqquiles whcsp input resistance is clcse tc zerc. Itis system cf
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plates apparently, closes alsc tzacsverse curzerts.

The systems descrited abcve cf pclarizational selectors with the

axcitaticn of common wavfguide ky coaxial lires are applied in the

ranoR of the frequencife cf the czder 10CO MH2. At these frequencies

can be used also the selectcrs, excited ty rectangular waveguides. At

the mcrg high frequencies shculd ke applied tte diagrams, which are

tased on the excitation cf selectcr by rfctargular %aveguides.
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Fey: I R I I

fq5.n. Currents on the wal2ls ¢ the aveguide cf polarzational

selector, excited by rectang ulax aeguide.

ey: (1). Rectangular ba~eguida.

5.5. Filters and ferrite valve deuices.

During the quadrupled recesticn and the USE of a frequency

separation is necessar% the se ci se~araticn filters, bhich make it

Fossible to conduct thE rece~ticn Cf signal1 cf tbo different

frequencies on one antenca. lbe fiter, interd'd for the separaticr

cf_ the siqnals of twc 11EqumciE, taken by cre artenna, can be

carried out on the parallel diagram, given in Fig. 5.15.

Page 169.
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Separaticn filter consists ct sflitter and tacd-passs filter, tuned

to frequencies f, and f2 '.

FCCTNOTE 1. Is oossible the ccnstricticn of seraraticn filter with

the use ef band rejectict filters, which reflect the signals cf

frequency, on which thf tand rejection filter is inclined.

ENDFOCTNCTE.

The separation of signals in the filter is realized as follows. The

signal of frequency f, by handpass filter 1 withcut the reflecticn,

and without the essential lcsses it arrives at the input cf receiver

P,. For frequency f2 ttis filter i4 short circuit and signal cf this

frequency it does not fall to the input cf receiver. Analogously

occurs the isolation cf the signal of frequency f2 . 3n view cf the

fact that band-pass filter 2 at frequency f, is short circuit, with

the 4istance from the tranch point to the ccnrection point cf

tand-pass filter, equal t¢ quarter wavelengtt X2/4, we obtain, that

the arm of 1 filters is infinitely large resistance for frequency f2

and does not influence the agreement of separaticn filter at

frequency f2 . Certain cetericraticr in the agreement due to the

reflection of electrcmagretic ecercy by trarching off is compensated

hy the use of equivalert ccmponents of tuning. Analcqcusly is

prcvided the agreement cl sejaraticn filter at frequency fl.
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The described diaram can te realized tcr the separation at the

reception of two frequencies ct communicaticn. In practice, cwever,

can be encountered the cases %hEn for an increase in the capacity of

radio relay line is aprlied trarzaissicn along the line of several

shafts at different frequencies. In this case aFpears the need for

the use of separaticr filter for separaticn cf fcur, six cr mcre

number of frequencies ct communicaticn. The use of the system

described above of the Faralle1 separaticn ef frequencies meets with

considerable difficulties due tc tte ccmlexity cf agreeing the

filter. Actually, with the ccnnection to the filter Fig. 5.15 in

third band-nass filter fcr the frequency disczininaticn f3 we obtain,

that at this fr-quency tke distances 11/4 ard X2 /4 differ frcz the

wave X3/4 and therefore the arms of the first and second filters at

this frequency are scme reactance, which influence agreement.

furthermcre, branching tcr tbe frequency discriminaticn f3 at

frequencies f, and f2 %ill te certain reactance and have an effect cn

the agreement cf equiprert also at frequencies ft and f2 . Tuning a

filter of this type for a large number of frequencies is very comFlex

rrotlem.

2f

f2

fig. 5.15. Schematic Cf jdrallei separaticn filter, intended for the

separation of the signals ci twc frequencies cf ccmmunicaticr.

U
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In this case should be applied series circuit cf the frequency

separation of the signals fig. 5. 1. A difference in this diagram

lies in the fact that by filter section is is¢lated the signal of one

frequency fl, the signals ct retaining frequencies pass without the

distortions; then is isclated signal f2, etc. This diagram is based

on the use of dual waveguide ones it is tranch cr three-decitel

directional couplers [5.S]. The principle of the work of separation

filter is identical during the use of a dual baveguide tee and

three-decibel directional coupler. Below giver the descripticn of the

work of consecutive separaticn filter with the use cf dual waveguide

ones it is branch.

From Fig. 5.16a it is evident that the cell contains two dual

waveguide tees (VT) and two tand ci band rejection filters, tuned to

frequency ft. To the input of filter (Fig. 5.16t) into arm E cf the

dual waveguide tee VT, enter the signals of several frequencies fl,

f2, .... In the tee tne Electroxagnetic wave Is divided into the

equal by amplitude, but cFpcsite on the phase waves between the

L
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lateral arms of tee. WavEs, passinS through the hand cr band

rejection filters, tuned to frequency fl, are divided in the

frequency. Band rejecticn filters reflect the signals cf frequency f,

and pass entire remaining frequency spectrum, tand-passs filter pass

the signal of frequency f, and reflect the sicnals cf other

frequencies of the ccmauricatici. Cue to a difference in the

distances from branch pcint to the connectica peints cf filters,

equal to quarter wavelengths, reflected ty filters the signals of the

lateral arms come the wavequide tee in the rhase and pass therefore

into arm H of tee 1. Tte signals, which passed band cr band rejection

filters, enter arm E of tee 2. The described eiagram prcvides the

separation of a large rusher ct shafts cf ccatunicaticn.

The important element of separation filters, which work on the

parallel and on tho the consecutive circuits, are band and band

rejection filters. The simplest tyie of rand-pass filter is tranching

from the waveguide or ccaxial line with the short-circuiting pistcn

(Fig. 5.17a).
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Fig. 5.16. Schematic of separatico filter, mace on series circuit.

Key: (1). side is arm.
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With the equivalent distance frcm the branch Ecint to the

short-circuiting pistor, equal tc quarter wavelength, the input

resistance of cell is vezy great and electrcmagnetic waves pass alcng

the fundamental line without the reflection. At cther frequencies

this branching off is the reactance, which reflects electromagnetic

wave. For obtaining the requized fiequency selectivity are applied

several such elements ccrDected in series. Is the element of

band-pass filter can be used the cut of waveguide or coaxial line

with the inductive heteccgeneities on the leads (Fig. 5.17t). During

the appropriate selecticr of the length cf the cut cf line ard

construction of heterogeneities the equivalent length of cut can be

made to the equal half tavelength A, in the wavecuide. This cut cf
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waveguide (coaxial) is equivalent to parallel resonant circuit, tuned

to frequency fl. Possitly also series cor.necticn of such several

elements; in this case the best results can te cbtained in the filter

with the quarter-wave ccamunicaticns. Fig. !.17c shcws cne cf the

versions of the construction of the cell of rand rejection filter

[5.9). This filter is eguivalent tc consecutive rescnant circuit

whose input resistance at the frequency of resonance is close to

zero. Filter reflects electrtagnetic waves ir the frequency cf

resonance and passes the waves ct cther frequencies.

Besides separation filters, on the tropospheric radio relay

lines are applied also tte filters of harmonics [5.9]. Is pcssible

the use of two types of the filters of harmcnics.

First type filters are fultilled thus. Electromagnetic energy cf

fundamental frequency ty acceptcr ciruit, and energy of harmcnics is

reflected to the transmitter. Filters of this type can consist of the

series of resonance elements (lccps) by length Xe/4, where o - a

wavelength of transmitter.

III i _ _ _ _ __iim
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Fig. 5.17. Band and band rejection filters: 1 -short-circuiting

Fiston.
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At frequencies of even barmCniCs the length cf such leaps will

compose the whole numter cf halt-haves, and lccp resistance bill be

very little; therefore tcr these fiequencies the feed line bill prove

to be short-circuited. it the fuadamental frequency itput lccp

robsistance is very great and the agreement cf feed line virtually

does not change. This filter is siaple device; however, it pcessesses

that deficiency which suipresses the emissicn cf transmitter cnly cn

the even harmonics, the cdd barucaics and other spuricus radiaticnz

they pass through the filter witbcut difficulty.
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From the deficienc) indicated are free the apericdic filters,

which are high-pass filters, ail reflecting sjuricuE radiaticrs,

which are found in the range ct frequencies, situated it is higher

than the operating frecuencieE cf the equi~iert fcr tropospheric

radio relay lines. In Fig. 5.18a and b they are shown general view to

the construction of internal rod of one cf the versicns cf the

high-pass filters of tte trarcsitter 100C Ml H [5S].

Overall deficiency for first type filters is the fact that

electromagnetic energy ci the spuricuE radiaticns cf transmitter it

is reflected by filter tc the transmitter it has an effect on the

mode of its operation. 1kis deficiency is absent in seccnd type

filters, which are fulfilled in such a way that energy cf harmonics

does nct fall to the irfut cf transmitter, tut it is atsorbed by

filter itself.
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Fig. 5.18. The general view of the apericdic filter of harmonics (a)

and internal rcd (b): 1 - thiq irclined secticrs, 2 - rods.
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Filters of this type can utilize an effqct cf rescnance energy

absorption in the ferrite, placed bithin the cut of feed line. Can te

designed the filters in thicb tke energy of parasites is reflected ty

resonance elements and is akscr~ed in the special lcads. Fig, 5. 19

gives the general view cf waveguide filter with the abscrpticn of the

power of harmonics. Filter is tte cut of the %a'veguide cf the
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rectangular cross sectica, in wide wall cf which is gashed the series

of slots. Each slot is the open end of the %aveguide cf the teduced

section, partially filled by attenuating material. The dimensions cf

slot and cross secticn cf suppleaentary waveguides are selected in

such a way that they wculd te less than the critical dimensicrs in

the limits of the service tand cf ±requercies ard it is mcre than

critical for the harmoric frequencies. Tberefcre, the energy of

fundamental frequencies Easses cn the waveguide without difficulty,

without being shunted ictc the suiplementarl baveguides and without

experiencing noticeable abscrfticn. Energy cf harmonics, being

propagated along the waveguide, is shunted intc the supplemertary

waveguides where it is akscrted in the Icad.

At present ferrite devices are applied very widely in the

technology SVCh.
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Fig. 5.19. Raveguide filter with the abscrpticn of the power cf the

harmonics: 1 - fundamevtal wavecuide, 2 - the atscrting load, 3 -

supplementary waveguides.
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In the antenna-waveguide circuits IRL are utilized ferrite gates

(5.10], which possess lcw icsses tcr the electrcmagnetic wave, which

is propagated in the fcrbard direction, and ty large losses fcr the

wave reflected. The use cf such gates makes it Fcssible to ottain the

high agreement of transmitter with the antenna-waveguide circuit, tc

exclude interferences tetween telephone channels with multichannel

telephony. The solutict cf this jrcblem is pcssitle in the devices
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which use ferromagnetic xescnance, and alsc ir the devices with the

nonreciprocal phase shilts in tte iagnetized ferrites. Fig. 5.20

shows the schematic cf the territe gate, which uses ferromagnetic

rescnance. Ferrite gate is tte cut cf waveguide 1, placed intc the

transverse magnetostatic field, created ty permanent electroiagnet.

FOCTNOTE 1. Analogous devices can te created %ith the use cf coaxial

feed lines. ENDFOCTNCTE.

within the waveguide are placed the ferrite and dielectric plates,

fastened together. By the method of the apprcpriate selecticr cf the

dimensions of the ferrite plate, electrical parameters of ferrite and

dielectric and constant value ct Magnetic field it is possible to

cbtain a considerable increase in the attenuaticn for the wave,

passing through the gate in certain directicn, uith small attenuaticn

for the electromagnetic have cf cjjosite directicn. The agreement of

gate fcr the transmitted electrcuagnetic wave with its ccnfecticn tc

the matched load is deteriined ir essence bT diuensicns and fcrm of

dielectric plate, since the dielectric permeability cf contemporary

ferrite materials is small. Strict calculaticr cf ferrite gates car

be made only for some idealized cases, ard therefore in practice the

dimensions of gate and tke Farazeters of dielectric plate and ferrite

are selected experimentally. It is known frc the practice ttat thb.

system described above cf ferrite cate is realized in the certimeter
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frequency band where succeeds in obtaining atteruaticn for direct

wave of the order of tenths decibel. This sears that with the work

with the transmitter in power 3-4 tW in the ferrite plate is

scattered power on the crder of 30C W, which is provided because cf

the use of air or water cccling cf that vall cf waveguide to which is

attached the Elate. Besides direct losses in the ferrite plate is

also scattered virtually all power of the electrcmagnetic wave

reflected. However, in view cl the fact that the agreement in the

feed lines high, power ct the wave reflected, as a rule, is

approximately by an order less than th. power ef direct losses and

therefore virtually it dces not affect tie therzal ccndition of

ferrite plate.
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Fig. 5.20. Schematic of tue territe gate: dielectric (1) and ferrite

(2) plates.
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The use of the described scbeiatic cf ferrite gate at

frequencies of order 1CCC MHz meets with great difficulties due tc a

considerable increase in the direct lcsses during these frequencies,

and also complicated and bulky construction. In this frequency band

cf the loss of ferrite gate are 0.k-1 dE, which ccrrespcnds tc

10-20c/o of power of transmitter, scattered ty ferrite plate. At the

power of transmitter 3-4 K the scattered by ferrite plate Fcwer is

equal to approximately 5OC-800 W, bhich requires the use of a

complicated cooling system. In the decimeter range the best results

can be obtained during the use c the ferrite circulator where the

ferrite creates nonreci~rccal phase shifts. The diagram of cne

version of the ferrite circulatcr, intended for the work with the

transmitter of troposphetic radic Lelay line in the range 10CC nHz,
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is given in Fig. 5.21a. CJrculatcr [5.10) is the coaxial brarching

cff 1, in which is placed the magnetized fetrite.

FOCTNOTE . Circulatcrs cf this type can be made alsc on the

wavequide tranching cff. ENnFCOTNCTE.

Circulator is formed with the aid cf three cnnected at angle cf 1200

cuts of coaxial lines. In the center of this ccrnecticn is iccated

the ferrite cylinder, wagnetized along its axis by magnetostatic

field Ho. In the absence of ferrite cylinder the power of

electromagnetic wave, applied tc aim I, is divided into equal parts

between arms II and III. Ferrite excites in arms the II and III

electromagnetic waves E2 and E3. IL this case it Frcves to be

possible to fit the parameters cf ferrite cylinder so that the

intensity cf field E2 wculd be equal in nagnitude and on the phase cf

the intensity of field E2 of the wave, which existed in arm cf the II

in the absence ferrite cylinder; electromagnetic fields E'3 and E3 in

arm III prove to he equal in magnitude and crpcsite cc the phasp.
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Fig. 5.21. Diagram (a) and general view (b) of the ferrite

circulator: 1 - ferrite.
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In this case electromagne c energy from arm I completely passes intc

arm the II, and electrcaeDnetic energy of the wave reflected from arm

II passes into arm III and is aksorbed by the matched load. Fig.

5.21b gives the general view of the ferrite circulator, interded fcr

the work in the range cf fiequeccies f=1000 MHz. Coling circulator

water, direct losses are 0.2 dB, inverse losses - 20 dB. The greatest

throughput is 3-4 kw.

§5.6. Systems of repeated recepticn.

The simplest system ot the doubled recepticn is the system with

the optimum addition, examined theoretically intc §2.4. The detailed

block diagram of the receiver, designed for the dcutled reception
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with the space diversity of received signals, is given in Fig. 5.22.

The accepted by two antennas A, and A2 signals through tard-;asss

filter PF1 and PF2 which prcvide the necessary selectivity alcng

second c'.annel and selectivity for the protection from their cwn

transmitter, they enter the higk-frequency anilifiers UVCh, and UVCh 2

and the mixers SM, and SM, to bhich are supplied the oscillations

from the common beterodyce G. Tke vcltage cf intermediate frequency

is amplified by UPChl and UPCh 2 and is demodulated in frequency

demodulators DM1 and D10 . The ottained signals cf lcw frequency are

supplied to the stage cf additicn. The latter is two cathode

followers with the total cathode load, which are controlled ty the

special amplifiers of ncises in dejending cc the noise level cf

receiver so that in that receiver, in which the noise level is acre,

the amplification of cathode follower is less. Noise voltages from

the output of each demcdulatcr are isolated ty noise filters FSh I and

FSh 2 in the frequency regicn, situated are akcve the group s ectrua

multichannel communicaticn. This voltage is amplified by the

amplifiers of noise USb, and USh 2 and after detecticn DI and E2 is

utilized for the appropriate adjustment of the stage of addition. Tc

the total load of cathode fcllowezs is connected group amplifier GU.

Tr
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A2

Fig. 5.22. Block diagraz of receiver for the dcubled recepticn with

the space diversity cf signals and the additicn in the lcw frequency.
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This diagram of ccntxcl works well in such a case, when the

total power of noises at cutFuts cf bcth receivers remains ccrstant,

and occurs only its redistribution. Since cathcde followers are

included by a deep direct-current feedback, tben in this case is

prcvided the constancy cf overall line attenuation cf circuit without

depending on noise distribution in the receivers. Since on the

tropospheric lines, besides rapid incoherent signal fading, bhich

enter from tvc antennas, there are slow fadings, virtually identical

for these two signals, tken the stages of additicr can simultaneously

to the identical degree te triggered or be cut off, and consequently,

considerably change cverall line attenuation cf diagram. Fcr

eliminating this deficiency the amplifiers cf ncise are encompassed

by the parallel system ASU (Pig. 5.23), because of which the total
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power output of the amilifiers cf noises remains constant, ard the

levels of control voltages, the applicable tc the stages additions,

they are distributed in accordance with the levels cver the inputs cf

the amplifiers of noise. Fig. 5.24 gives ancther version cf the

diagram of control, in %bich is utilized one ccxmon amplifier of

noise, included by ABU L5.11). 7o the receivers ate secured tie

shifted in the frequencl regicas cf noise which are isolated with the

aid of four band-passs filter, installed at infut and output cf

amplifier.
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Pig. 5.23. Block diagrea of addition in the lcw frequency with the

use of parallel ABU.

Fi. .2. lok iara o adiio i lw reuecywih0,EC

Aig defiienc nlthi diagram additioe prnc o fqecy witerseo

requirements for which very rigid, since inlet filters muust

completely separate the boxking spectrum multichannel communicaticn,

the considerably exceedicg ccise level in the filter pass band, and

cutput filters - reliatll divide ncise channels. However, in the

first diagram of contrcl is inhaerent another ceficiency. In it twc
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amplifiers of noise, whicn require balance and constancy of the

parameters in the time.

Fig. 5.25 gives the curves, which characterize the work cf add

system in the low frequercy witt the doutled reception. Curves show

the dependence of the cwez ci ncise in telepkcne channel with single

and doubled trimmers. Line 1 shcws the theoretical dependence of the

power of noise with the single reception on the value cf sigral at

the input of receiver. Cbange is the power cf ncises and value cf

signal is given in the relative units. Dotted curve 2 shows the

experimental dependence cf noises cn the value cf signal for one

receiver, while dotted curve 3 - fcr another receiver. A sharp

increase of noises ccrresponds to the decrease of signal of lcwer

than the threshold value for the sensing tracsducer of the

frequency-modulated. Urtxoken curve 4 shows tie theoretical

dependence of the power cf noises bith a decrease of signal cn one of

the receivers and a corstant value of signal cn other. Gain cc the

thermal noises with the doubled reception and the identical signals

is 3 dB (points a and A). Ihe maxiaum value cf noise with decrease of

one of the signals tc zexo theoretically increases cn 6 dE (pcint E),

due to the absence of one signal cn 3 dB and presence of noise frcm

the second receiver also by 3 dE. Ihe experimental curves for this

case, depicted as dotted lines 5 and 6, coincide sufficiently well

with the theoretical curves for the values cf signal of more than

threshold level and go telow cn signal levels of less than the

threshold level.
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fig. 5.25. Dependence cf the Fcwer cf ncises in the channel in add

system in the lom frequercy ca the value cf signal at the input.

Page 179.

This is explained by a ibarF increase of noises during the breakdow~n

of threshold relationsbips and ty a complete clcsing cf the

corresponding stage cf addition.

As noted into §2.4, it is ucst expedient tc Frcduce the linear

addition of signals with the rejeated recepticn at the interiediate

frequency. But to prcdcce this addition cf sigrals is possible only

in such a case. when ttese signals have Identical phase. Since
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signals at the output cf IF amplifiers with the dcutled reception

with the space diversity cf sigrals differ fics each cther in the

phase due to a difference in the circuits of high ard intermediate

frequencies and as a result of a ccntinucus change in phase cf both

signals with their passage througn the tropcsphere, receiver must

have a system of the autcaatic tuning of the Fhase cf arrivirg at th;

stage of addition signals. fig. 5.i6 gives the system block diagram

of addition in intermediate freSuency [5.12'. The accepted by two

antennas signals of cne and the same frequency, tut cf different

phase through band-passs filter jF and ferrite gates FV enter the

mixers,r, where they are ccnverted into the cscillations of

intermediate frequency and are amplified by It amplifiers PUPCh

[intermediate-trequency Freamplifier' and UPCh. The additicn

of signals is conducted in the stage of additicn 61. The necessary

for the transformation c¢ high-frequency sigrals intc the sigrals cf

intermediate vcltage frequency ci heterodyne is created by tle methcd

of frequency multiplication cf coaon crystal cscillator KG to the

necessary value in the multipliers UN.

Since crystal oscillator fcr both receivers common then the

oscillations of intermediate frequency are always equal in the

frequency, but they car differ in the phase. The signals accepted

after UPCh through the liziteis cf Ogras CQO2 Esoviet

thermonuclear mirror machine) are supplied tc the phase discriminatcr
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PD, in which is develo~ed the error signal, which affects the phase

modulators FM, connected betueen the crystal cscillatcr and the

multipliers.
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Fig. 5.26. Block diagram of receiver for the dcutled recepticn with

the addition in the inteLaediate frequency.
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The changes in the phase, ottaited in the phase mcdulators, are

multiplied into the appzcpxrate number of times and are transferred

to the intermediate frequency. Ihis device Ficyides the high accuracy

Cf the phasing of received signals without the use cf dc amplifiers

due to the effect of the multiplication cf rtase divergences and

virtually it does not depend cn frequency statility cf comcr

heterodyne. The effectiveness of the work of phase tuning is

characterized by the coefficient ci control cr ty the coefficient cf

tuning, equal to the ratio cf ar !ritial phase difference (with

the switched-off autcmatic tunicg) to a residual phase difference 60o

(with the connected tunirg) [5. 13]. The coefficient of contrcl is

equal to

7 - s

COL
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where S, - mutual conductance of the phase discriminator, S, -

mutual conductance of phase modulator, n - the multiplicaticn factcr

cf frequency.

For the compensaticn for an initial phase difference in twc

receivers is utilized tke equali2er of phase VF, included in one or

the other arm of the stage cf addition.

Hetercdyne filter EG serves for the suppzession cf the

combination oscillaticrs, blich aijear ir the stages cf

multiplication. After the stage cf addition the signals enter the

demodulator, which consists cf the limiter of Cgras and F1

discriminator ChD. Fros the cutput of defodulatcr the signals of icw

or group frequency are sc~plied to the group asplifier GU.

.inear conditions of tue addition of the output signals cf each

of the receivers is prcvided by the use cf parallel automatic gain

control ABU of both IF asplifiers. With parallel ARU tcth amplifiers

at any moment have the identical amplificaticn, determined by the

receiver on input of which larger signal, i.e., summarized siqnals,

it is located in the same ratio as input signals. Phase modulator cf

this system consists of two tubes, interconnected (Fig. 5.27a)
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[5.14]. The oscillations, which come the grids cf these tubes from

crystal oscillatcr, are cut of jhase relative tc the supplied signal

on ±a. This is reached ty the fact that tetween the input stage of

modulator and the grids cf modulatcr tubes are connected the

phase-shifting circuits, whicn ensure the necessary change in the

phase. Errcr voltage frc the phase discriminatcr is fed tc the grids

of modulator tubes. If errcr voltage is equal tc zero, then the

amplification of tubes identical and, as can he seen from vector

diagram Fig. 5.27b, vectcrs of the total vcltage u is located in scue

conditional zero positicr, ard the vectors cf stress components u1

and ii are shifted relatively it cn +a.

Eage 181.

If the polarity of error vcltage is such, that the amplification cf

the first tube increases, and ty tie seccnd it decreases, then occurs

an increase in the phase cf total cscillaticn by the angle +#, as it

is clearly evident from the diagram where U,1 and u'2 - stress

components, and u' - a tctal voltage. With a change in the pclarity

cf error voltage the phase cf tctal voltage changes in the cther

direction. The output vcltage of mcdulatcr u is the sum of twc sine

voltages ul and u2, equal in the frequency, Ltt which differ in the

phase on ±a from the pbase cf tctal voltage. Fig. 5.28 depicts the

dependence $ cn the parameter k=U,/U 2 at different angles a. From the
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graph it is evident that mutual ccnductance cf phase modulatcr

increases with an increase in the initial angles a, but in this case

decreases the amplitude cf total vector and increases its relative

change in the process cf tuning. Cn the tasis cf these

considerations, the iritial phases of vectcrs it is expedient to

select order of +700. In this case the relatively linear secticn of

modulation characteristic is ortained with k, that is changed within

the limits from 1 to 2, bhicb ccrrespcnds tc the rotation cf total

vector at an angle of cf *=±L430.
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Fig. 5.27. Diagram and vectcr diagram of phase mcdulator.

70

60

f0
1 2 3 .4 3 J 7 8 2 Al

Fig. 5.28. Dependence cl angle 0 cm parameter k at different angles
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In the selected diagram cf the tuning of phase the ccntrcl cf the
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amplitude of stress components is realized simultanecusly sc that

u,=ku, u2=(1/u and u l /L Z=[.

In this modulator circuit the voltage is develcped on the total

load of tubes in anode circuits R.. therefore a!rS:R,, u:-.-5R..

u1 /u 2 =k2=SI/S 2 .

For obtaining the phase shift cn t430 is necessary a change cf

the slope of each tube 1.4 times. Since even at the values of the

circuit parameters indicated in it occurs essential Farasitic

amplitude modulation, then after phase mcdulatcr it is expedient tc

introduce amplitude liniter. The characteristic cf rhase modulator is

given in Fig. 5.29. As tke phase discriainatcx is utilized balance

phase discriminator. Vith a charge in the phase cf the stcred up

vibrations relative to Each cther tc one cr cther side on the loads

cf detector will he developed errcr vcltage fcr different polarity

and different value.

The characteristic cf thd phase discriminator has many zerc,

distant behind each cthir tc w, and pericd of change, equal 2w. As a

result of the peculiarity of the phase discriminator indicated, the

dynamic system characteristics bith the phase tuning has ccmplicated

form and behavior of ertire system it car be different in depending

cn initial conditions and turthe£ change in the phase shifts. Dynamic
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characteristic represeuts the dependence of the residual detuning cf

phase 60, on initial 3w!,* fig. 5.30 depicts the rcssible dynasic

system characteristics.
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Fig. 5.29. Characteristic of phase modulator.

Fig. 5.30. Dynamic characteristics of system cf autcoatic tuning cf

phase.
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Thus far a change in tte phase shift is located in the band cf the

retention of system (segment of the curve a-b)o i.e., thus far

residual detuning does nct exceed value */2, system is held atout

conditional zero. As sccr as residual detuning it will exceed value

v/2, system "jumps" to another conditional zero, with further

increase in the phase shift agaip will occur the jump. With an

inverse change in the Fhase shift first will cccur the retention cf

system about the conditicnal zerc, equal to 4*, and then follows
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inverse jump. Upon the initial connection the system can be retained

about the nearest of zerc relative detunings cf the phases of the

arriving signals - point c. So that the jumps wculd not cause

disturbance in the wcrk cf entire receiver, it must be designed sc

that the possible relative changes in the phase cf two signals with

their passage through the troIoshere would act exceed the region of

the retention of system. Fig. 5.31 gives the experimental curve,

which shows a change it the phase difference tetween the arriving

signals, which enter frcm twc antennas. In the curve are plotted

changes in output potential of the phase discziminatcr frcm the time.

In the time interval ct 0-1 sin the system ¢f the autcmatic tuning of

phase is switched off, in this case in the curve reccrded change in

the phase from -,/2 to +*/2, which is determined by the prcperty cf

the phase discriminator to react to a phase difference, multiple 2w,

in an identical way. In the connected system are noted insignificant

changes in the phase diftexence. On dctted curve is plotted the

actual value of a phase difference between twc signals, defined as

product of droop and the coefficient of contrcl.
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Fig. 5.31. Change of the phase difference in the system with the

automatic tuning of phase.

Key: (1). min.
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Fig. 5.32 gives the experimeantal curves, which characterize the

dependence of thermal nclse in telephone channel cf receiver with the

addition in the intermediate frequency ct the identical

high-frequency signal levels at inputs of bcth receivers on a phase

difference between these signals with connected and switched-cff APF.
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As the zero noise level is accepted the level, which ccrrespcnds to

equality phases. From the examination of these curves it is evident

that the disagreement cf phases ca 30-400 causes an increase in the

noise on 1 dB. With connected A&k virtually of an increase in the

noise it is not cbserved.

For the addition in the intermediate frequency sometimes in the

systems of the doubled receEticc is utilized the device of additicn

with the frequency ccntzcl of the stored vitrations with an accuracy

to phase [5.15]. In such devices is applied the seccnd frequency

conversion and addition is realized at the seccnd intermediate

frequency. The blcok diagram of the part of the receiver with this

addition is given in Fig. 5.33. The oscillaticns of the stored

signals from two amplifiers of the second irtermediate frequency

enter the phase discrifiratcr. In cne of the circuits of

transformation is utilized tke mixer with the quartz hetercdyne, in

the second circuit - mixer and generator with the reactance tite.

Error voltage, developed at the output of the phase discriminato:, is

supplied to the reactance tube and oscillatcr frequency is adjusted

slightly so, in order tc frequency at outputs cf both amplifiers

coincide with an accuracy to phase. This system is suitable fcr the

composition of vibraticns, mcdulated by the signals multichannel

telephony or by the signals of the televisicn image, but it has twc

essential deficiencies. This system during the repeated addition
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first requires the pairvise addition of signals, and then addition

the vapor between themselves. The system of the autcmatic frequency

control with an accuracl to phase has very narrow band of trappiag

and, besides in additicn to this, the hetercdynes of receivers and

the generators of transaitters aust have very high stability.
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Fig. 5.32. Dependence cl thermal ncises cn a Fhase difference between

the received signals.

Key: (1). dB. (2). withcut. (3). .

Fig. 5.33. System blcck diagram of addition with frequency ccntrcl

with an accuracy to FhasE.
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Quartzes of the combined receiving-transmitting devices must he

adapted to each other.

For the creation c± the devices of the quadrupled recepticn are

utilized the combined systems of addition. Eci adding the signals,
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spread in the space, is applied the addition cf signals in the

intermediate frequency in jairs for each frequency and the subsequent

addition - combining in fours the Lairs between themselves in the low

frequency. For the repeated addition of signals at the interxediate

frequency is proposed tke new system of the addition cf Fig. 5.34,

which has a whole series cf the essential advantages in comparison

with those earlier existed, basis of which lies in the fact that t.e

system does not require special devices fcr the frequency control and

phase of stored vibraticts [5.1t]. The frequency-modulated signals of

intermediate frequency trcm tue output of fcur IF amplifiers enter

the synchronizing units SU,-SU4. Each of these devices consists cf

fundamental OS and auxiliary VS of mixers. Auxiliary mixer serves for

forming the heterodyne frequency for the fundamental mixer. Ic hcth

mixers are supplied the cscillaticns of interiediate frequency, while

to the auxiliary are supplied even oscillaticns from the reference

oscillator OG. During interacticn of the oscillaticns of intermediate

frequency and oscillaticns cf reference cscillatcr at the outputs cf

auxiliary mixers are fcrmed the oscillations vith the frequercies:

fac, =for + f ,
. . . . . .. . . .

in the fundamental mixer interaction of the oscillaticns of the

obtained frequencies and sicnals intermediate cf frequency leads to

the formation of the seccnd intermediate frequency:

12., f -acfn, forfIn-p, f 3, = for;

/,. =. =f for f+.. - = for.

LI
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Fig. 5.34. System block diagram of addition with the synchronizing

uLits.
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From these expressions it is evident that the signal frequencies

at the outputs of the fundamental mixers of each synchronizirg unit

are equal to the frequercy cf reference cscillatcr. This equality

frequencies is maintained with an accuracy to phase and all signals

can be simply stored on the tctal load. Fasslrg thrcugh this

synchronizing unit, the frequency-modulated signal is converted into

the signal, modulated cn the phase. This occurs as a result cf the

fact that in the fundamental aier of synchronizing unit interact two

frequency-modulated cscillaticnE, which have the identical deviaticn

cf frequency - t.. ut dej~hased of the modulating signal ty bo=27rFr,
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where F - the modulating frequency.

This displacement is caused ty the fact that the signal due to

all delays in the syncbxcnzing unit delays tc the pericd r relative

to fundamental signal. At tte output of the fundamental mixer of - ch

synchronizing unit

A : = f s in 2 F t-. f, si n 2= F (t- T)
2Af in j sin 2-Ft A /fsin2.-F(t -r)

2zF

i.e. the deviation of frequency at the output

2.'t Fr
A =2 A pesin-2

With satisfaction of condition 2-7 . . - where F

maximum modulating frequency, deviation at the output

A/ 2 -AFT

is proportional to the mcdulating frequency, and the index of

modulation at the output

is constant for any modulating fituency, i.e., signal has at the

cutput frequency, but phase modulation. Since ,i the index cf

modulation in this phase modulated signal of small and signal can te

modulated in the phase discriminatcr during the small distortions.

Since the disagreement c signals in view small r is considerably

less than 2r, then all signals can be folded on one lcad in the stage

of addition S and after linitatici are demodulated in the phase

discriminator FD. As the refererce voltage for the phase
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discriminator is utili2ed the same voltage from the reference

oscillator, shifted cn SCO in the jhase inverter FV. Linear

conditions of additicn in this system is provided by the ccuacn

parallel gain control ci all I amilifiers.

The described synchronizing unit somewhat imprcves the threshcld

properties of receiver due to tte transfcrmaticn cf the frequency

modulated signal into the signal, modulated on the phase, and its

detection in the single detector, and also due tc pumping of the

oscillation, synchronous with the carrier of signal [5.17].
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§5.7. Transmitters with the rowerful amplifier klystron.

Widest use in the trOpospheric systems received transmitters

with the frequency mcdulaticn oi generatcrs at the intermediate

frequency, the subsequent transfcrzaticn of the oscillaticns cf

intermediate frequency into the high-frequency oscillations and the

amplification of these cscillations to tke necessary Fcwer.

Fundamental vacuum-tbe instruaenth for amplifying the high-frequency

oscillations are multicavity span ilystrcns, travelling-wave tubes

and powerful triodes. Fig. 5.35 gives the block diagram of the

transmitter, used in the troposfberic systems with the space

........
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diversity of received signals witla the dcubled reception. The

modulating voltage from Eguaiaent for multiplexing or commutation

equipment comes the generator cf the frequency-mcdulated oscillaticns

- modulator 1, which wcrks at intermediate frequency. In the

equipment for tropospheric systems just as in the equipment for radic

relay lines, usually is utilized intermediate frequency - 70 lHz. The

obtained oscillations are amplified in DPCh and are supplied to the

high-frequency mixer -s. To the saae mixer are supplied the

high-frequency oscillaticns. For ottaining high frequency stability

of transmitter in the frequency-modulated generators are applied

special measures for the stabilization of medium frequency, and the

high-frequency oscillaticns, necessary fcr the transformation, are

obtained with the aid cf frequezcy multiplicaticn of the oscillations

of crystal oscillator WG in frequency multiplier UM. In the diagram

is utilized the mixing at the high level, hcuever, since for the

oscillation of poverful amplifier klystrcn is required comparatively

large power, then the cttained after mixer bhih-frequency

oscillations first are amplified in UVCh, and then through the filter

of lateral band F which isclates lcwer Cr urper side band, and

attenuator AT, which uses for the decoupling tetween the

high-frequency amplifier and with input circuit of power klystrcn,

oscillation they are srpplied to the powerful klystrcn amplifier MU.

From the output of the klystxcn amplifier thrcugh the filter cf

harmonics FG, which shields other radio aids frcm the interferences

from the side of this transmitter, high-frequency energy on the

wavegul'e enters antenna A.
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Fig. 5.35. Block diagras of transmitter for the system of the doubled

reception with the space separatica.
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For the tropospheric systems with the frequency diversity of

received signals with the doutled reception ci fcr the frequency and

space diversity of signals with the quadrupled reception is applied

the transmitter, actually, which ccnsists of tuc identical

transmitters, which work at the different frequencies, but which have

common modulator. The 1Lcck dia§ras of this transmitter for the

system of the quadrupled receftica is given in Fig. 5.36. For

increasing the reliability of transmitter in it are provided fcr twc

modulators M, workers and stand-ty, and to them switching syste3 PU.

Each transmitter works cc its actenna. Fcr an imnrovement in the

agreement between the filter of lateral hand FE and input circuit cf

power klystron is connected ferrite gate FV. Fci decreasing the

transient noises, which appear in the loeg wavecuides as a result cf

the insufficient agreevent of the cutput of rcwer klystron ard

presence of the waves reflected ftc the heteicgeneities of waveguide

itself and from the antenna, at the output cf klystron is installed

powerful ferrite gate ?IV or circulator.
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For work in multibarrelled tzcpospheric lines are applied the

transmitters, constructed accordirg to the described blcck diagrams.

For increasing the reliaility cf system can be provided the multiple

operation of two modulatcrs wlttcut switching system. Sometimes in

similar type doubled transmitters are applied nct two crystal

cscillators, but one ccnmon in cne half device is utilized after

uixer upper sideband, tut the seccrdly - lower lateral. In this case

the operating frequencies of twc halves transmitter differ tc the

dual value of intermediate frequency. Crystal cecillatcr has stand-by

assembly and switching system. ruth halves transmitter through

separation filter wcrk cm cne artenna feeder - with the angular

separation of received signals cr to the separate antenna with the

space diversity of signals. The transmitter cf ancther shaft works on

the second irradiator or on the second arterta, as it was shown

earlier.
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Fig. 5.36. Black diagram oi transmitter for tle system of the

quadrupled reception with the si~ace and frequency searaticns.
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For increasing the raliability of entire system each halt

transmitter is supplied fis: tw¢ independent electri, systems or from

two self-contained diesel Fcwer plants.

Multicavity span anElifier klystron consists of following basic

parts: cathode leg, rescmator assembly, collector and separate

focusing system [5.18). In the cathode leg are Flaced the cathode and

heater to it. Resonatcr node consists of several cylindrical ccaxial

ducts or rectarqular resc¢natcrs. T[he center ccnductcr cf coaxial

integral cavities or srecial capacitive cylinders in the vacuum

construction of klystrcn with tte cuter ducts serve as span tube for

the escaping from the cathode electrons. Each duct gapped in the

center conductor, through bhich cccurs irteracticn of the

hiqh-frequency fields cl rescoatcrs with the electron beam. Beam is

- I i - if-
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shaped with the aid cf the magnetic field, created by the focusing

system, and the electric field, which exists tetween the cathcde and

the collector. Rescnatcr node has special channels fcr the cooling by

its water. Collector ser'es for the creation in the klystrcn cf

electric field and for the ccjlection of the electrcns, which passed

resonator systems. Ccl]Ectcr is the copper ccre, placed on by span

tube, cone is also cooled by water.

Klystrons have the great asplification when all ducts are

inclined for one frequency; for obtaining the wide Fassband is

conducted mutual staggering cr introduction tc them of supplementary

attenuation, which, Cf ccurse, decreases the cutput high-frequency

power. Fig. 5.37 gives the photograph of powerful amplifier, in which

is well visible the klystrcn cf the KU-308 in the focusing magnetic

system. Klystron works with the forced water cooling of collector and

resonators. For the cocling it is required ty 2C t cf water per

minute at a pressure in 1.2 atm. Fcr the focusing is utilized one

focusing coil with the tbe unifcrm entire winding along the length

resonator node.
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Fig. 5.37. Powerful klystrcn ampli~iier.
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Accelerating voltage on the collector - 9 kV, amplification factors -

40 dB. A four-resonator klystron ot the type cf the KD-301 in output

high-frequency power IC kW is considerably acre according to the

dimensions. Klystron has the magnetic focusing, which consists of

five coils, established evenly alcag the resc¢atcr ncde of klystron.

Fig. 5.38 gives the diagram cf Fcwerful ampli tier stage on the

klystron. For the incarcescence is utili2ed alternating current. In
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the device the feeds of klystrcn are provided ccntinucusly variable

control of filament voltage and, if it is necessary, the

stabilization of incandescence, and also the inclusicn of getter in

the klystrons of large Ecwer. The device of feed is insulated from

the ground. Voltage and current ct heater are mcnitcred by measuring

meters. The focusing system of klystron, which consists of cne cr

several coils, is suFplied from the special 2evice cf feed. For the

inspection of the power cutput cf transmitter in the output coaxial
f- r ",c f

cr-, e-' I\ is provided for the power-level Ardicatcr, wbich consists

of the calibrated directicnal coupler 1YC ;,j the meter of small

power Z/n with the t~ernistcr cr detector cap.
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Fig. 5.38. Diagram of stage on the powerful amplifier klystrc,.

Key: (1). Device of the feed ot focusing coils. (2). High-voltage

rectifier. (3). Devices cf feed of incandescence.

§5.8. Low-noise high-freguency aslifiers.

For sensitization cf receiver devices cf trcposFheric radio

relay lines are applied the parametric amplifiers, wbich possess a

small inheLent noise level. he theory parametmic amplifiers

detailed, there are metbcds of their calculaticn [5.19-5.21. Will be

here examined only the twc types cf the amplifiers, which fcurd

practical use.

Page 191.
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The fundamental elexent of parametric amplifier is the

parametric diode, which icssesses the prcperty cf nonlinear

capacitance and which changes its reactance due to the external

energy sources. Since purely reactive elements dc not possess

inherent ncise, then parametric amplifiers car prcvide very ]cw

inherent noise levels. kcz the accumulaticn cf enerqg is utilized

capacitance of p-n junction, a change in capacitance value is

realized due to the supply frcm pump oscillatcr of the alterrating

voltage whose frequency tigter that frequency cf the amplified

signal.

In the equipment for tropospheric radic relay lines are used two

types of the parametric amplifiers: two-circuit asplifier-ccnvertcr

and two-circuit regenerative amilifier with circulator. The schematic

cf two-circuit parametric amplifier represents twc parallel

oscillatory circuits, eie cf which is tuned tc a frequency ct signal

and by the second - fcr aitference frequency .C Parametric

diode seemingly is ccupling element between these two resonant

circuits. To the diode tc thcse or with ancther method are suFplied

the oscillations from Fusling generator. In tbe parametric

amplifier-convertor is utilized the energy cf difference frecuency,

which can be much more than the energy, given up by the source cf

signal. In the parametric recenerative amplifier with the circulatcr

output energy is removed not at the difference frequency, but at the
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signal frequency. The ticck diagzam of amplifier-convertor is given

in Fig. 5.39a. Energy from the source of signal P,,, is supplied tc

the signal duct SK, ane tnen thzcugh the filter FS to the parametric

diode, to which througl the filter FN are suplied the oscillations

from the generator GN. te ringiry of the intersive eneray it is

realized from the duct RK, inclined to the difference frequency and

connected to parametric diode through the filter F3. In filters PS,

FN and FR the resistances are equal to zero respectively for the

signal frequency, purpiEs and ditference frecuencies, and fcr other

frequencies are equal tc infinity.

Parametric amplifier can be characterized ty three fundatental

indices: by factor of aflificaticc M, Fassbard hf and by factor cf

noise n.
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Fig. 5.39. Blc'ck diagram ot pdraaetric amplifier-convertor (a) and

regenerative amplifier tith the circulator (t).
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Power gain for the Farauetric amplifier-ccnvertor with a

sufficient degree of accuracy can be expressed ty fcr~ula (5.2 1]

PCR ( - P) cg.

where K-difference fzequency,

signal frequency,

-the conductivity of tte source cf signal,

-the conductivity of signal duct

4.load admittance.
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- the conductivity at differential duct

the coefficient of regeneration.

The coefficient of regeneration is determined by the expressicn

i~

where A, - divergence cf the capacitance of parametric dicde from

mean value.

Thq bandwidth, determined at the level C.7:

A =-i--1'f I --
PIC0

where C. - mean value cf the capacitance of parametric diode.

Factor of the noise of the amilifier of the converter
-n - ""' __ __

If losses in the ducts are small, then these expressions can he

simplified:

.,40

The block diagram cf tuo-circuit parametric regenerative

amplifier with the circulator is given in Fig. 5.39h. To the input cf

ferrite circulator Ts is suFplied the energy cf signal ?:nx, whiCh

through the appropriate arm of circulator falls tc the signal duct
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SK. The intensive energy at the signal frequency thrcugh the second

arm of circulator is suiplied into the Icad. rcwer gain fcr this

amFlifier will be

where - efficiency of circulatcr from the scurce of signal to the

amplifier, r - efficiercy ct circulator frt the amplifier cf icad.
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With small its own losses in signal duct

and with the values P, the clcse cnes to the unit,

M, = - '

The factor of the ccise ct daslifier with the circulator will he

f I I

Parametric asplifier-convertors are applied in the range

500-2000 MHz, while para*etric amplifiers with the circulator - in

the range 500-5000 MHz. Ihis is explained by properties of the

existing parametric dicdes and ty working conditions for their in

different diagrams. Eros the compaiison cf the given above

expressions it is evident that bith the equal losses in the ducts

amplifier-converter has tne amplification - coce more than an
'C

amplifier with the circular-or, and consequently, it is more is stable
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in the work, since the same amplification can be obtained at the

smaller value of the coefficient of regeneration. frcm the theory and

experimental investigations it is known that the stable work cf

amplifiers is prcvided bith the coefficients cf regeneration G.6-0.8.

Amplification are 10-2C dB, passband - from several megahertz to

several ten megahertz, coefficient of noise -

For pump oscillatcrs are utilized reflex klystrons and

magnetrons. For the effective wcrk of parametric dicde to it it is

necessary to feed frcm the genezator of Fumping the power of 10-100

mY, but, taking into account that in the real ccnstructions Fump

oscillator frequently works it the conditicrs cf Focr agreemert and

can be utilized simultanecusly icr several amplifiers, the is

desirable application ct pump oscillators of larger power (1CC-100C

mW) for guaranteeing gccd decouplings between different nodes cf

parametric amplifiers ir the overall structure cf receiver. In the

amplifier-convertor the cscillations of difference frequency can be

converted into the oscillations of intermediate frequency in usual

mixer, to which are surplied simultanecusly the cscillations from the

high-frequency heterodIne.
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Upon the appearance of amplifiers with the noise factor;
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differing little from the unit, was intrcduced a somewhat different

value for measuring thE sensitivity - sum temperature T, ccnnected

with the noise factor %ith tcilcwiag erpressicn (5.21)1:

T = T, (n- 1).

where To - absolute temperature (-3000 K) . In the amplifier-ccnvectcr,

cperating in the range 5CC-GC00 laz, for the pumping usually are

utilized the generators with the frequency cc the order of 1C,CCO mPz.

mixers at such frequencies have a factor cf ncise cc the order of

10-12 units, i.e., noise temperature cn the crder of 3000 0 K, and this

means that this mixer to its own temperature cf parametric amplifier

will add certain value. 1he noise temperature cf receiver is equal to

For decreasing the sum temperature are applied two-stage

parametric amplifiers. If in this diagram the first amplifier has the

same noise temperature and th E same amplificaticn, then the ccmmon

temperature of receiving device will be substantially less and

virtually is determined ty tte ncise temperattre cf the first stage.

For the same reascas at the more high frequencies is expedient

the use of two-stage parametric amplifiers, since one stage cf

regenerative amplifier, baich wcrks directly tc the mixer, has

sufficiently large incise temperature. In the two-stage amplifier it

is possible to obtain at these frequencies the noise temperature cn

the order of 300 0 K witt the kandwidth in several ten megahertz. As
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pump oscillatcr for both stages it is possible to utilize one commcn

generator on the klystrcn, which gives oscillations at frequency on

the order of 2q000 RHz.

f5.9. IF amplifiers, moduldtors and demodulatcrs.

In the equipment fcr trofos heric radic relay lines, as in the

equipment for lines of sight, are applied three types of IF

amplifiers in accordance with their purpose: 1) the preamplifier with

a small inherent noise level, ircluded after parametric amplifier and

mixer of receiver and the ensuring smallest factor cf the noise and

the preliminary amplification; 2) the fundamental amplifier, included

after the preamplifier refore the demodulator and which ensures the

fundamental auplificaticn of signal, and alsc necessary frequency

characteristic, bandwidth and autczatic gain control for the

conditions of the linear addition; 3) the pcwerful IF amplifier, used

in the transmitter and the ensuring necessary signal level on the

mixer of transmitter. It should be noted that in the ratio cf some

characteristics UPCh as, for example, the ncnunifcrmities of the band

cf group time lag, tc the amflifiers are made scmewhat weaker

requirements in comparison with afiaratus of the systems of direct

visibility.

Fage 195.
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In accordance with the recoamendations of jKxEB [.',_KP- International

Radio Consultative Committee] accepted the parameters of systems are

normalized to the length cf line into 2500/ko, and in the

tropospheric systems up to this distance falls 5-10 times less than

stations and the capacit of tropospheric lines is usually less than

the passage ability of lines Cf sight. On the cther hand, received

signals on the tropospheric lines such less; therefcre work virtually

cccurs near the threshcld values of signal. Irtermediate freuency

for all amplifiers of usually 70 MHz. the factor cf amplification of

preliminary and powerful amplifiers - 10-20 dB, fundamental

amplifiers - 80-100 dB [5.2; 5.3; 5.22].

For obtaining the fiequency-mcdulated oscillations in

transmitting devices cf tropospheric radio-relay lines widest use

received the valve-reactcr modulators and the modulators, in which

frequency modulation is cbtained due to a charge in the capacity cf

the semiconductor diode, entering the duct cf the generator. These

modulators are simple in the tuning and the creraticn, they are

stable from its parameters, the) provide a sufficient linearity cf

modulation characteristic, nocessaty tcr the transmission of a

relatively small number cf teleihcne channels, and the necessary

deviation of frequency fcr the trarsmission cf the signals cf

I II II . . . . . . ..L, . ... . . . . .• . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . i -
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television image.

For obtaining the large deviation of frequency during small

nonlinear distortions are applied the special schematics of the

frequency-modulated generators bitb the reactive tube [5.21. 'he

tendency to obtain the large aeviation of frecuency and small noises

.f nonlinear junctions leads to the need of using the tubes with the

large transconductance, and this is the reascr for an increase in the

instability of average cscillatcr frequency dce tc sensitivity of

tube to changes in the value of the feeding vcltages and ambient

temperature.

Recently begin to be widely applied the generatcr-s of the

frequency-modulated oscillaticas with the semiccnductor diode-

varicaps which carry the character of the capacitive reactance, which

depends on the value of kias voltage [5.11. These generators are free

from the deficiencies indicated, inherent in deiices with the

reactance tubes. Semiccnductor diodes are aplied at frequencies to

several hundred megahertz. Fcr cttaining the frequency-modulated

oscillations the diode is ccnnected in parallel to the duct cf

generator or parallel tc its Faxt.

The measure for the evaluaticn of the ncrlinearity of the

modulation characteristic of generator is the uniformity of the slope
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of this characteristic. for decreasing ncnlinear distcrticns into the

oscillator circuit is ictroduced tke twc-circuit tody-fixed system.

By the selection of the parameters cf this system into the duct of

the generator is introduced this impedance, tkat the differential

characteristic would be symmetrical and it bwcld have minimum

ncnlinear distortions.
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Fig. 5.40 gives the schematic of this generator, while in Fig. 5.41 -

the characteristic of slcpe without the duct and with ccnnected

compensating circuit.

The decrease of non. linear distortions it is possible to obtain

with parallel connection cf two diodes, which wcrk during different

displacement, i.e., thcse having different dependence of capacitance

cn the ",oltage. Displacement is selected in such a way as to ensure

the mutual compensation fcz characteristics expand the limits cf a

change in frequency [5.1].

The demodulators, used in the equipment fcr tropospheric lines,

consist their three basic parts: limiter, FM discriminator and output

assembly. Limiter serves for the eliminatico cf parasitic amplitude
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modulation. In the ?M discriminator occurs the isolation of cseful

conmunication output ncde provides the agreement cf the output of the

FM discriminator with the grcup cr the videc amplifiers. For

obtaining the effective limitation are applied multistage lisiters cn

the special diodes which have fast time conEtart and low internal

resistance (5.31.

During the limitaticn at the output of the cascades of limiter

appear the harmonics cf the sigcal of the intermediate frequency

which cause in the FM discriminator the appearance of supplementary

nonlinear distortions. these harmonics are filtered cut in the

special stage with a gcc filter, bhich has flat passband in the band

ef operating frequencies. Widest aFplication in the equipment for

radio relay lines found the P1 discriminators with twc detuned

circuits (5.3].
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Fig. 5.40. Fig. 5.41.

Fig. 5.40. Oscillator circuit of fzequency-mcdulated oscillations on

dicde with compensating circuit.

Fig. 5.41. Change in sl¢ce cf modulation characteristic of generatcr

with diode: a) without ccapensating circuit, t) with compensating

circuit.

Key: (1) . 11Hz.

§5.10. Frequency fixing, crystal oscillators, multipliers, mixers.

In the equipment fcz tzoEospheric lines fcr the frequency

conversion are applied the hetercdynes of higk stability. High

stability is necessary sc that the signal would remain in the center

of the passband of the receiver: filters, aiFlifiers, detectcr, etc.

Page 197.
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For example, for the trarsaissica cf 60 teleplcne channels the

circuit of intermediate irequency must have width of band 5-6 1Hz, if

in it is not provided the correcticn of phase responses. With the use

cf correction the band ci circuit can be narrcwed tc 2-3 1Hz, and

during the setting up ct thresaold device it can be led to 0.5-0.6

MHz. If we assume that the absolute instability of the frequencies Cf

transmitter and hetercdyce cf receiver can ccupcse 10c/o of the

bandwidth, i.e., 50-50C kHz, then relative unstably cf frequency will

compose 10'-0 - 6 for the range 5CC-5000 MHz. The necessary value cf

the high frequency with this stability can be ctained by the method

cf repeated frequency aultiflicaticn of crystal oscillator. Curing

the development of this sulti~lier should be avcided the appearance

cf frequencies, which coincide kitt the intermediate frequency cr

close to it, since ttey can cause interferences within the equipment

fcr station itself. Crystal oscillator must be assembled cn the

special quartz with a small temperature dependence and included in

the thermostat. To a considerable degree the instability cf

transmitter is determined by the instability cf the medium frequency

cf the frequency-modulated genetatcr, which for the generator with

the reactance tube at the frequency of 7C M~z, can be 100-20C kHz,

and for the generator wita ta dicde - 2C-5C kHz. In the

transmitters, constructed according to the blcck diagram with the
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powerful mixing, this value of absclute instatility is transferred to

the high frequency and can substantially make the ccmon instatility

worse of device. For ottaining the oscillaticrs of this oscillator

frequency in the practical diagiams it wcrks on third or higher

mechanical crystal harscrics.

Fig. 5.42 gives the schematic of crystal oscillator cn the

transistors. The first transistcr works as anFlifier with the

grounded base and the duct in the circuit of collector the seccnd -

the emitter follower - it serves for agreeing Cf loads and fulfilling

of the balance of phases. All elements of generatcr consist into the

thermostat, for the control of temperature cf which is utilized

bridge circuit with the thezsi-stcr.

For the receiving-transaitting devices cf tropospheric radio

relay lines is required frequency multiplication 10-100 times.

L
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Fig. 5.42. Schematic of crystal oscillator.
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Frequency multipliers for the receiving sixer where is required the

power of oscillations 1C-100 zY, are cons-tructed according tc this

principle: first obtain the necessary power cf oscillations at

frequencies of order hundred or several hundred megahertz in the

stages with the usual tokes and on the ducts tith the concentrated

constants, applying staces with duplication or trebling of frequency.

EHigh-frequency stage is acne cn the special bigh-frieguency triode

with the coaxial and waveguide circuits. In the transmitters, where

the displacement is ccr~ucted at the high leiel and from the

multiplier is required the Ecwez in several watts, the stages of

sultiplication are collected on the more higb-pcwer tutes, mcreover

are applied several high-frequency stages of duplication. for

cbtaining the large power stages cf multiplication they can te

-,,
TJ

fl~fI
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combined with amplifier stages.

Recently wide distrituticn acquires the method of frequency

multiplication of oscillaticns with the use of nonlinear capacitance

of semiconductor diodes - varactczs [5.241. The major advantage of

such multipliers - high efficietcy, which reaches tc 50o/o. Each

stage of this multiplier consists of the duct inclined for the

fundamental frequency, varactoz itself ard duct inclined for the

double frequency or the frequency, several times large. There are two

types of the stages: the series diagram in which the nonlinear

capacitance and ducts axe ccnnectec in series (Fig. 5.43a), and the

parallel diagram (Fig. 5.43b), in which the varactor is connected by

one lead in parallel tc two ducts. The seccnd diagram has a rumber cf

structural advantages e.recially at the high frequency.

As the only energy source for this multiplier serves the

generator of input oscillaticns.

In the equipment fcx tropospheric lines are utilized three types

of the mixers: 1) the lcu-ncise mixers with a small the

high-frequency signal level: 2) mixers for the second frequency

conversion even 3) powerful mixers. mixers with a small level of

useful signal are estaklisbed or directly after the two-circuit

parametric amplifier with the circulator (in this case they cperate

L_ _-
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at the frequency of arriving signal and are ccnverted high-frequency

cscillaticts into the cxcillaticus of intermediate frequency), or

enter into the schematic ot the parametric amplifier cf converter izut

in which they serve for the trassfcrmaticn cf the fluctuations of the

difference frequency cf cf highaer than signal frequency, intc the

oscillations of interneclate trequency.
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Fig. 5.43. The diagrams cf multipliers cr the varactcrs: a) are

consecutive, b) parallel.
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These mixers are fulfilled in the form of ccaiial or waveguide

constructicns on special zixer dicdes and pcssess lw factcr cf the

noise and by low losses during the transfornaticn.

Mixer for the secca4 frequency conversicn is applied in the

systems of frequency ccntLcl with an accuracy tc phase and in the

synchronizing units cf add s~stoe. These mixers wcrk at the level cn

the order of 0.1-1 V, ttey are fulfilled cn the tubes or the

transistors; sometimes they are collected on the balancing network

for the suppression of the sqcond harmonic, wtich in the brcadband

system it is difficult tc sufrsas by the use cf some filters.

Powerful mixers are instalied in the transmitters, ccnstructed
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according to the diagram ct Fcwerful mixing, they are fulfilled on

the tubes and on the dicde sixeis and they cat te designed ir the

form of coaxial and waveguide ccnatructicns. 1he dicde mixers have a

factor of the noise of 1C-20 units. The mixers must have good

agreement, otherwise with the wcrk with the Farametric amplifiers

this can lead to the diatcirticn cf the fcrm ¢f frequency

characteristic and the appearance cf supplementary transient noises

in the channels. Usually for elimicating this phenomenon, and also

for preventing the incidence cf the noises of mixer into the

amplifier and their amplification, between parametric amplifier and

mixer is installed ferrite gate. Zr the equipient are applied the

mixers on one diode and taiancing networks cn twc dicdes. The latter

give the possibility scmewhar imprcve noise factcr due tc certain

compensation for the ncises cf heterodyne with the balance of diodes.

,5.11. Devices for decreasing the threshcld level ChE of receiver.

In the receiver Chi of signals occurs the phencaenon of

"threshold ChM" which affear as a sharp increase in tne noises at the

cutput of the FM discriminator with the decrease of signal-tc-noise

ratio at its input of ]cber than the specific level. Graphically t'e

dependence of relaticn signal/ncise at the cutput of the Fn

discriminator on the signal-to-ncise ratio at its input is shown in

Fig. 5.44. Curve 1 ccrresicnds to usual ChM tc receiver. To pcint A
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the relation noise/signal at the output linearly depends on

signal-tc-noise ratic at the input (for example, with the decrease cf

signal at the input of receiver two times noise at the output of the

FM discriminator it grows alsc tuc times). Ir the signal-tc-ncise

ratio at the input of the FM discriminatcr telcw 8-12 dB this

dependence is disturbed and curve at first slowly, and then steeply

changes its slope. This regicn cn curve 1 lies more left point A.
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The threshold pcint A usually defines as the point at which the

relation noise/signal at the output of the Fm discriminator differs

from the linear dependence signal/noise at its input on 1 dB [5.25].

It should be noted that curve I completely does not reflect the

phencmencn of threshold and is nct considered its subjective

perception. Thus, with the work ChE of receiver in the threshold

region at the output cf the fM discriainatcr rct only is perceived an

increase in the noise, tut also ncises themselves acquire by

different character instead of the flat cnes scme they beccme pulse.

This sharply increases tteir interference with multichannel telephcony

and it is nct completel) ccommensurated with the increase in the mean

power of shim, which can be obtained with measurement. Analogously is

received deterioration in the quality of television image. In this

case appear the black and lemon spcts, which flicker con entire screen
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[5.26]. To this one should add that together with a total increase in

the noise and a change in its siectral ccmpcsiticn at the output cf

the FM discriminatcr is cbserved also the ncise suppression cf useful

signal [5.27], which even acre aggravates the threshold effect ChM cf

receiver. Thus, the decrease of signal of lcwer than the threshold

level leads tc complete treak in tke couwunicaticon. Therefore a

decrease in the threshold level Cha of receiver has fundamental

importance for the tropospheric lines of communications, since sigral

on such lines has deep fadings.

The power of noises, led to the input Che cf receiver, ard

consequently and threshcld level depend cn the band cf circuit PCh of

receiver. ThereforR the simplest method of decreasing the threshcld

level ChM of receiver is the decrease of this band. However, talc to

the specific value.
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Fig. 5.44. Dependence !-- ca PC fcr Cbr.
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At present is alrEady develcpld a large quantity of devices fcr

lowering in the threshcld level Cb of receiver [5.25D, it is
possible to divide the* kato ctwc asic groups:

1. The so-called "servo systems", namely: device with tke

feedback in the frequency (OSCh), the servo filter, which tracks

heterodyne, regenerative frequency divider. In these devices the band

cn PCh is considerably narrowed in compariscn with the passband usual

ChM of receiver. In accordance with the aid cf feedback here decrease

deviation the frequenciEs of useful signal avd, therefore, the width

cf its spectrum. As a result in this system decreases the power of
noises without the power loss of signal and tkereby is decreased the
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threshold level cf receiver.

2. In this group Cf devices is utilized increase in enercy cf

useful signal due to Iccal cscillator. Ir this case together bith the

frequency detection is applied Fhase, and fcr decreasing the

distortions of the communicatan adopted which in this case appear,

is introduced negative feedtack in the frequercy.

Block diagram Chm cf receiver with the feedback in the frequency

is depicted in Fig. 5.45. In contrast to ccnventicnal superheterodyne

ChM of receiver, here betercdyne not with the fixed tuning, tut has

frequency modulator. Ir thas case the frequency cf heterodyne changes

according to the same lab, as the communicaticn adopted. For this

voltage from the output cf frequency detectcr cf receiver it is

supplied to the frequercy shift ke) of hetetcdyne. The sign cf this

voltage is selected in sech a way that the instantaneous frequency of

heterodyne would be ccphasal with the instantanecus frequency cf t e

communication adopted. Ir this case the instantaneous frequercy of

heterodyne begins to follow the instantaneous frequency of input

signal. As a result cf interaction two CbM cf signals in the Kixer is

formed the signal of irtermediate trequercy vith the deviaticr, equal

to a difference in the ceviaticrs cf these signals. Such by shape,

the value of the resulting deviaticn in the irtermediate frequency

depends on the deviatict ct the frequency cf heterodyne which, in

turn, it depends on ascent of feedtack.
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Fig. 5.45. Blcck diagram Chh of receiver with the feedback in the

frequency.

Key: (1). Antenna. (2). Mixer. (3). Narrcw-bard CPCh. (4). Limiter.

(5). Output of receiver. (6) . Heterodyne. (). FrEquency shift key.

(8). Circuit OSCh. (9). Circuit of correcticn.
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As is known, minimus band ct frequencies, cccupied by ChM by

signal on PCh, ccmposes 22, wbere I - the highest frequency cf the

modulating signal. This cccurs with a small icdex of mcdulaticn,

virtually with m<0.5. The frequency band at the input of receiver

with the large index of sodulation is determined apprcximately by

expression (5.25]

From this expresslcr it is evident that the maximum amcunt of

feedback, which can te irtxcduced in ChM receiver, is equal to 2a. In
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this case the index of modulaticn in the intermediate frequency will

fall to 0.5. Then band cf the transmissicn cf Darrow-band UPCh can ts

will be brought to 2F, i.e., to decrease in (m 1) once. In sc many

once it is possible tC lceie the threshold cf pcwer. This is

explained by two fundamental reascns [5.28].

1. It is known that negative feedback (CSCh) always expands

equivalent band of direct circuit. This cccurs also in the system

CSCh, which leads to the expansicn of the equivalent band of

narrow-band UPCh and, therefore. to the lcss cf gain in the ttresbcld

level.

2. On ChM heterodyne of receiver together with NCh with signal

is supplied noise frcm cutput ct frequency detectcr. This ncise,

interacting with the input noise, forms the supplementary ccmpcnents

which increase the total power ci r.oise at the input cf tne F.

discriminator. An increase in tte power cf rcise under the action cf

feedback causes the sc-called "inherent" tbreshcld cf system CSCh.

The onset of its own threshold limits the maximum depth of inverse

tinder. Therefore in practice in the receiver %ith CSCh amcunt of

feedback is taken less than value Am. Threshcld curve for Chm of

receiver with OSCh is given in fig. 5.44 (curve 2). Curing the

comparison of this curve with tte threshcld curve fcr usual ChM of

receiver (curve 1) it fcllows that the receiver with CSCh has suwaller
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threshold level (point 5 cn curve j) and respectively gain on the

threshold level compcses the diffzeence between the signal-tc-noise

ratios at points A and B. although receiver with CSCh has the test

threshold level, nevertheless in the section ,.-occurs the linear

build-up of noise at its cutput. Tkerefcre ir the systems with OSCh

for obtaining the high signal-tc-ncise ratics rear the threshold is

applied the large deviaticn of frequency, than in the usual systems.

The gain on the threshcld level, jrcvided by system OSCh, is 5-6 dB

with the amount of feedback 1i dE. Pro* the ccmparison of these

curves it also fcllows that in the regicr higher than threshcld the

receiver with OSCh has nc advantages. Let us recall that with the

signals of higher than the threshold the noise at the output ChM cf

receiver is determined ic ty noilal band NCh cf circuit.

Chn receiver with servo filter (Fig. 5.46) differs from receiver

with USCh only in terms cf the Elace of the ccrr.ecticn of the

frequency shift key.
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In this case under the action of the modulatirg voltage is

reconstructed the narrcu-tand filter, which fcllcws the instantaneous

frequency in the circuit cf broadtand UPCh, the passband of %hich is

selected different dcutled eabrcider to the mcdulatirg frequercy.
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Thus, according to the result of wcrk this diagram is analogcus OSCh.

However, with the practical fulfillment the servc filter has a number

of advantages in ccmpariscn witt CSCh. First, since the value of

intermediate frequency and dewiaticn at input and output of filter me

are changed, then it can te ccnnected in already finished Chm

receiver. In - the seccrd, tie servo filter is less is inclined to

the self-excitaticn. Theretcre the correcticr of loop of feedback

considerably is facilitated [5.25). To deficiencies in the servc

filter should he carried the essertial nonlinear distcrtions cf the

modulating signal; however, with the recepticr cf T1 signals this is

not decisive. The gain cn the threshold level, given ty receiver with

the servo filter, is virtually equal to the gain of receiver with

CSCh.

Chi receiver with the "servo heterodyne" (5.29]. In the

communicating systems, which use remote tropcspheric propagation, as

a rule, is utilized the diverse recepticr. Ic this case the device

for an improvement in tie threshold level must te ccnnected tc add

system, i.e., feedback IccE sust nct be embraced stages after the

block of adding the signals. Fuithermore, device must not be

sensitive to fading cf input signal. The requirements indicated

completely satisfies devIce tcr an improiemert in the threshcld level

- "servo heterodyne" (Fig. .47) whose use is especially expedient in

the system of the diverse recepticn during tte additioa of sicnal tc
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the FM~ discriminator. Ihis device is switched cn between broadband

UPCh and FM discriuinatcx ot receiver and ccneists of three rixers,

narrow-band EJPCh and reference Suaitz oscillatcr. The frequency of

received signal at the ctut of fundamental CPCh of receiver is

3qual to !..The frequency of reference quartz cscillatcr is equal tc

The "servo hetercd'yne" as regeverative device and in the process

cf work signal frequenc) at its output is equal to frequency at the

input, i.e., is equal tc '
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Fig. 5.46. Block diagram Chm of receiver with the servo filter.

Key: (1). Antenna. (2). fixer. (3). Broadband EPCh. (4). Narrcw-barnd

filter. (5). Limiter and ChL. (6). Output of receiver. (7).

Heterodyne. (8). Frequency shift key. (9). Target of correcticn.

Page 204.

The part of the energy cf outFut signal is suFlied to the third

mixer where as a result cf interaction with the signal of reference

quartz oscillator is formed signal with sum frequency -  This

signal enters simultanecusly the first and tc the seccnd mixers. In

the first mixer after interactica with the input signal is formed

difference frequency /.= ,F.--, tne secordly - as a result of the

subtraction of frequencies ik and [f,, again is fcrmed the sicnal with

initial frequency /;!r--,".

Let us assume ncw tkat the frequency of inFut signal changes and
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comprises, for example , -A. Then signal fre.uency at the output is

also equal to -A. or cutput cf the third mixer the signal

frequency equal to -- But in this case is fcrmed signal with

difference frequency =. -9.; -f,./-jp) and in the second mixer -

signal with difference fraquency Fro.--A;-:,,=--A. Prom the given

example it is evident that with anj changes ir the frequency cf input

signal at the output of the first mixer, i.e.. in narrow-band UPCh

there is always a signal with ccnstant frequency ih, tc the equal

frequency of reference cscillatcr. This, first cf all, provides

adjustment-free work of device which gives tle possibility tc obtain

in its narrow-band part signal with the constant and high-stakility

frequency.

In the process cf frequency modulation, i.e., with a rapid

change in the frequency, cccirs the similar pattern, i.e., in the

first mixer are deducted the deviations of sicnals ; and :., and the

secondly, where is restored frequency drift cf input signal, is

restored initial deviaticn. Hcweuex, with a rapid change of the

frequency in the first mixer nevertheless it dces not occur the

complete subtraction of deviaticns. The fact is that in the direct

circuit of device alaa)s occurs signal lag fin essence this time lag

is determined by narrou-t3and UECh).
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Fig. 5.47. Block diagram ChE of receiver with the servo heterdyne.

Key: (1). Antenna. (2). mixer. 13). Widetand UPCh. (4). mixer. (5).

Narro-band UPCh. (6). Limiter and UD. (1). Cutput cf receiver. (8).

Heterodyne. (9). Quartz generatcr. (10). Serve "betercdyne".

Page 205.

Therefore delays the phase of mcdulation of substances signal with

frequency , at the input cf the tirst mixer relative tc cf

godulation in the input sigral. Is a result ir the first mixer the

deviation decreases altbcugt very strongly, nct tc zero. In this case

the deviation decreases the greater, the lcwz the mcdulatirc

frequency, since for tle siallex frequencies cccurs smaller phase

shift. In the second miser tcr all mcdulating frequencies the initial
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deviation is restored.

From the descripticn Ct tat cperatirg principle it is evident

that the "servo heterodyre" is device with twc-lccp feedback in the

frequency, moreover in the external loop (tc the first mixer) is

realized negative feedtack, azd in the irterral IccF (to the second

mixer) - positive. As a result it is obtained, that entire device

relative tc input and cutput not at all included ty ccnnecticr with

any sign. This makes tte "servo betercdyte" free frc the

deficiencies cf OSCh and the analcycus devices i.e., here is nct

required the ccrrection cf feedtack loops, is nct expanded tle

equivalent band of narrcw-tard UPCh, and therefcre it is possible tc

completely realize gain in the threshcld level. Furthermore, here it

does not appear its owr threshold cf feedback, ard therefore it is

possible tc ensure the significant decrease cf the deviation cf thq

frequency cf received sicaal. This device with the identical success

works both with the rece~ticn of IV signals ard signals multichanrel

telephony.

First type threshcld devices include alsc regenerative divider

(5.251. However, as a r~sult cf tte mcre ccirlicated design it did

not have extensive aFplicaticn in ChM receivers.

ChM receiver with the regeneration cf carrier. As has already
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been indicated above, for decreasing the threshold level in the

second group of devices is utilized the energy cf iccal osci]latcr.

In this case the voltage trcm it is intrcduced into the circuit of

intermediate frequency tc the limiter, and its frequency and phase

are adjusted slightly tith the aid of the system cf phase autcmatic

frequency control (PAPCb) tc the ccincidence %ith the carrier Cf

received signal. Block diagram Chm of receiver with the cophasal

regeneraticn of carrier is shcwz in rig. 5.4E.
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Fig. 5.'48. Block diagram Chm of receiver with the regeneraticn cf

carrier.

Key: (1). Antenna. (2) . Mixer. (3) . Broadband !JFCh. (4). Limiter and

chD. (5) . Output of receiver. (k) . frequency-acdulated etercdyne.

(7). Phase discriminatcr. 48). fzequency-modulated heterodyne. (9).

Circuit OSCh. (10). Filter.

Page 206.

As it is noted in work L5.25], for the undistcrted reception ChM cf

signal with the aid cf this device it is necessary to satisfy two

conditions: 1) the index Cf modulation must te considerably less than

the unit and 2) voltage from the reference cscillatcr is consideratly

more than the carrier of the cossunicaticn adc~ted. For satisfaction

of the first conditicn is aFlied the aescrited above feedback in the

frequency. As is known, any synchronous detection, i.e., detection
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with the use of refererce vcltage, is without threshold. However, in

this case reference-voltage scurce is sukjected tc external effect,

since system FAPCh cannct work in any signal-to-noise ratio at its

input. This leads to the disturtance of the irphase state of vcltages

and, consequently, alsc to tie disturbance ¢f the process of the

isolation of useful signal. Ihezefcre gain cn the threshold level in

this system is limited itactical ty the value cf 10-13 dB. Ancther

version of the described height system is depicted in Fig. 5.49. Here

for the detection ChM cf signal is utilized system FAPCh. moreover

voltage from the reference oscillator is intrcduced cophasally, but

crthogonally with carryinj Ch cf signal. Fcr decreasing the index cf

rodulaticn, and also decrease of parasitic as~litude modulaticn is

introduced the circuit C!Ch.

To the advantages cf synchroncus phase detection should te

carried also the absence of the overshoots cf noise with the wcrk in

the threshold region, i.e., the character of shim at the output of

the phase discriminator does not change in any signal-tc-noise ratios

at its input.

From the short description of systems for an improvement in the

threshold level it is rcssitle tc draw the ccrclusicn that the most

adequate threshold device for tte use on trcrospheric REL is the

"servo heterodyne", which pxcvices the gzeatest gain cn the ttreshcld

level, it is insensitive to the instability cf the frequency of input

signal and changes in its level, furthermore, it can te used in the

system of the additicn of signals in the intermediate frequency.
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Fig. 5.49. a block-diagram ChM of receiver with the phase detection.

Key: (1). Antenna. (2). aixer. (3). Broadband UPCh. (4). Phase

discriminator. (5). Gut~ut of receiver. (6). frequency

modulated heterodyne. (7). Pilter. (8). Circuit CSCh.

Page 207.

§5.12. Construction cf group circuit.

TRL allow multipleziJag high-frequency shaft with the aid of the

standard multichannel egcipaeat with frequency channel separation. In

accordance with this the group circuit of systel must pass the

frequency band for 12 channels 12-to kHz; fcr 24 channels - 12-108

kHz; for 60 channels - 12-252 kbz and for 120 channels - 12-552 kHz

or 60-552 kHz. Since link between operatcrs cr the tropospheric lines
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is organized in the saws fundamental telepbcne shaft, then in the

band of frequencies cf tke group circuit of system is provided for

place for distribution of official channels. for increasing the

effectiveness of link tetween operators it is pcssible to create

several official channels the bands cf frequercies cf which are

placed above and belcw the tand, occupied ty telephcne channels.

In the equipment ISL independent of apparatus of multiplexing is

realized the continucus inspection of furdavertal qualitative indices

of channels, namely: tte control of overall line attenuation cf group

circuit and noise level in tte channels. Per the checking in the

group circuit are created tte acnatcring chartels bands of

frequencies of which are placed above and below band edges, occupied

ty telephone channels.

The version of the distributicn of the hand cf frequencies in

the group circuit of tte system of the tropospheric communication,

which works with the standard equipment for multiplexing K-60 to 6C

telephone channels is given in fig. 5.50. The blcck diagram of the

construction of group circuit is it ccnnectica with this case given

in Fig. 5.51. the transmitting part of tte group circuit begins frcr

the line transformer LI for the transiticn trcu the balanced cable to

the asymmetric diagram.
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Fig. 5.50. Distribution cf tte trequency bands in grcup channel.

Key: (1). .ervice channel 1. (2). Ccnt. charnel 1. (3). 60 channels.

(4). Service channel 2. (5). Ccrt. channel 2.

It /7puam,ci; vacm -

A/T

Fig. 5.51. Block diagram ct ccnstruction of group circuit.

Key: (1) . Transmitting jart. (2). to okodulatcr. (3) . from

demod ulator.

Page 208.

For the matched connectic, and the decoupling cf the circuits cf

equipment for multiplexirg. Senaratcrs ot pilct frequencies and

equipment of official ckannels series the matching device SU. In TRL
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in accordance with the reccamendations of MKKK are applied the

predistortions of grcur signal, which makes it rcssible tc

significantly lcwer the noise level in the upper channels due to the

equalization of noises alcng the cbannels. In the group circuit on

the side of transmission this is accomplished by the pre-distcrting

duct or by the duct cf Freliminary slope KEW-1, and on the side cf

the reception equalizatica of signal it is ccnducted hy the restoring

duct KP4-2.

If equipment for sultiplexing is located at a great distance

from the station of radic relay lire, then cn the input cf group

circuit is installed linear group amplifier LE with the linear

equalizer LV for the equalizaticn of the frequency characteristics cf

couplinq cables and the variatle extender UL fcr guaranteeing the

rominal level at the input cf the modulator ct transmitter. In the

group circuit on the side of reception are connected fcllcwirg

elements - K filter (F-K), which lcoks currerts cf icwer

official channel, restcing duct KEN-2, group amplifier GO,

distributor RU for the tranching of upper official channel and

monitoring channels. At the cutrut of the grcrp circuit before the

equipment for multiplexing are switched cn the filters 4'-i and F

the locking currents cf mnitoring channels and upper official

channel, after filter car te established the linear amplifier LU and

balancing transfcrmer.
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At the transit exchanges where is necessary the isclaticn of the

part of the channels, intc the diagram cf grccp circuit additionally

are introduced the filters and differential systems. Group aaplifiers

differ little from the axpii.iers, used In the usual radio relay

equipment and in the equipment Icr multi~lezirg. Are utilized the

amplifiers, assembled tcth cn the tubes and cc the transistors. Group

amplifier must provide the amplification of the signals cf grcup

frequencies to the assigred value, which ccrrespcnds to coupling

levels with the equipment fcr multiplexing, ard alsc compensate

losses in the elements cf gicup channel and the coupling lines.

Amplfier must provide identical amplificaticn in the band of

frequencies of the grorp circuit with the cutput stability of overall

line attenuation and minimum norlimear distcrticns. For fulfilling of

these requirements in the group amflifiers is applied negative

feedback. The ducts cf Fiedistotions KPI-1 ard KNP 2 are fulfilled

in accordance with the recommendations of MKKR. In Fig. 5.52 are

given their frequency characteristics. Ducts are designed so that cn

the thermal noises they give gain for the upper channel in 4 dB.

In the systems of the tropospheric lines of communicaticns lower

official channel usually is intended for the ccmunication hEtween

the adjacent stations.
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High-frequency official channel in the grcup spectrum occupies

the band cf higher thar the service band of channels, and cn the

quality it is consideratly higher than the lob-frequency official

channel and therefore it is utilized for the ccmmunication alcng the

entire line. The formaticn c± this channel is reali2ed somewhat by a

simpler method than chanrel-ng in the equipsert for multiplexing. For

the transmission cf signals in the upper official channel is utilized

the method of the amplitude acdclaticn of carrier high-frequency

oscillations with the isclatica of one lateral frequency rand.

Single-band transmissicz is realized by a metlcd cf tuo-phase

sodulation [5.301 of the carrying oscillaticns in the sc-called

phase-difference diagram in fig. 5.53a.
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Fig. 5.52. Frequency cItaractexistics of the duct-c of predistcrtions.

Ke y: ( 1) . dB. (2). Frequency characteristics cf ducts of

predistortions. 2-<

a):4P

Fig.5.5. Blck iagrm () an vetor iagam () c

phae-dffeenc mcdlI'cn
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Diagram consists ct two branches, united with the aid of the

adapters into one system wnich iulills two functions: 1) ccrverts

audio signals into the signals ct tigh frequercy cn the side cf

transmission and, on the ccntrary, the signals cf high frequency -

into the signals of low frequency cn the side of recepticn; )

isclate one sideband, suppressing in this case the second sideband,

which is formed in the Eiocess ct ccnversior, and the carrier

frequency.

Diagram works as fcllcws. The phase-shifting circuits of low

frequency FKNCh provide shift by 9C° for any frequency in the band cf

operating frequencies at output of one relative tc the cutput of

another. Two circular frequency ccrverters KFCh utilize a voltage

from one source of the carrying cscillaticns, but with phase shift on

900. The rctation of phase is realized in ore cf the tranches with

the aid of the phase circuit of high frequency FKVCh. To the

low-frequency input of diagram is supplied the signal of tone

frequency, which in the differential system rS is divided intc two

equal in magnitude parts. In each branch the signal obtains phase
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shift and undergoes high-frequency conversicn. As a result at the

cutput of each branch are obtained two side frequencies, arranged

symmetLicallv relative tc tne carrier frequency. Outputs of bcth

tranches are united witk the aid cf the adapter PC, forming the

twin-lead high-frequency cutpur of diagram. Pt the cutput cf

phase-difference diagraz side trequencies of toth branches are

summarized. In this case as a result of phase shifts in the tranches

of diagram by 900 in the low and nigh current frequencies the cassEl

side frequencies coincide in the phase and add up, whereas the

currents of the delayed side frequencies, shifted relative tc each

other on 1800, are elixiratEd. fig. 5.53t gives the vector

performance record of phase-difference diagram. Vectors I and II

depict the oscillaticns cf the carrier frequency: 1.2, and 3.4 -

vectors of side frequencies. At the output cf diagram the vectcrs cf

side frequencies add up in accordance with the vectcr diagram.

Vectors 1 and 3 add up, end 2 and 4 whose phases differ by 18C ° , are

eliminated. The carrier frequency in the phase-difference diacram is

suppressed. Degree of the suppression of lateral cnes - 2.5 NF in the

circular frequency ccnvezter. Analcgously phase-difference diagram

works on the side of recepticn, in this case in the diagram is

conducted rephasing cf cne cf the branches cn 1e00.

For supplying the signals cf upper cfficial channel intc the

group circuit to the diacram it is added by UNCh, vcltage from output
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of which is supplied tc tne matching device, and then to the

modulator. On the side cf recepticn between the output cf group

amplifier and the phase-difference diagram also is switched cn the

high-frequency amplifier.

For the inspection of fundamental qualitative indices of th3

communication channels: cverali line attenuation cf group circuit ard

noise level in the charrels in the the group circuit-Frcvides for two

monitoring channels on the edges of the line spectrum of frequencies.

Page 211.

From of the transmitting part into the line are supplied with fixed

level the currents of pilct frequencies. At receiving end in the

group circuit are installed the special receivers of the mcnitcring

channels in which is made level measurement cf the currents cf pilct

frequencies, for the cctzcl oi the stability cf the amplification of

group circuit and level measurement of the pscphcmetric pcwer cf

thermal and transient ncises, led to the point with the zero relative

level. lonitoring channel (Fig. 5.54) frcm tle line spectrum of

frequencies is isolated bith the aid of input tand-pass filter PF and

it is amplified by high-frequency amplifier UVCh. Filter and

amplifier are tuned resiectively tcr the frequency cf upper cr IcwE:

monitoring channel. Pilct frequeccy is detected by detector CKCh ani
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cn the constant component of deector according to the instrument

IKCh they judge the statility of overall line attenuation. Tc the

output of amplifier for the isolation of noise is ccnnected the

detector DSh with the ic-pass filter FNCh. Feceiver circuit cf

monitoring channels in the part of the isolation of noises is

constructed according tc the usual principle cf the reception of the

amplitude-modulated sicnals. Width of band cf check receiver is

equivalent to the band cf teleptone channel. NCiSes after filter are

amplified by low-frequency amplifier UNCh, are detected D and they

are measured by instrument RSh. Mcnitoring channels are utilized also

for determining the transient acises in the Sicup circuit cf line

independent of equipment for multiilexing [5.4'. For this real

multichannel signal is replaced ty test signal with the unifcrm

spectrum - "white noise". The frequency spectrum of test signal is

equal to the frequency spectrum multichannel communication. Energy cf

white noise directly dcEs nCt fall into the acnitcring channels,

since they are iccated above and below this spectrum, into the

channels fall the prcdtcts, uaich appear as a result cf the

nonlinearity of the characteristic of circuit. The Fcwer level of

test signal must exceed the measuring level cf cne channel fcr 24

channels on 4.5 dB, for tO channels - on 6.1 dE, for 120 channels -

cn 7.3 d.

For the creation of test signal in the equiament is provi ed fcr
the generator of "white roise" with the filters, which cut from tha

uniform noise spectrum ci the regions, which ccrrespcnd to tthe linE

spectrum ot different seal systems.
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Fig. 5.54. 3lock diagram ot the receiver cf ucritcring channels.

Page 212.

§5.13. Equipment of electric pcwer supply.

In the absence of external reiiable electric systems it is

necessary to resort to the creaticr of self-ccrtained power Flants

for each point. All the equifment is distrituted in such a way that

the half high-frequency shait, cr as is accerted to speak - cne

subassembly, works fror cne electric power source, the seccnd

subassembly - from the seccnd scurce. During the malfunction cf one

scurce the efficiency ct station is retained, hut qualitative indices

deteriorate - instead cf the quadrupled receptlcn there remairs cnly

doubled. Table 5.1 gives the diagrams of the Ecssihle ccmbinations cf

different electric pcwei sources with the eguiFrent fcr the transit

exchange of tropospheric radio relay line tc different number of

shafts and different pcbez cf transmitters. Ir this diagram EGA-20,4 -

diesel-generator installation with the flywheel tc pcwer 20 kVA,

DGA-48 and DGA-75 - installation cn 48 kVA and 75 kVA. DG - slcw
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diesel generator.

At the stations find wide applicaticn the automated

diesel-generator installaticrs and converters with the inertial

flywheel with the remcte control. kith the emergency into the work is

started another installation and is given sigral abcut the need fcr

repair personnel's call. G4eraticn of staticr with the impaired

indices occurs for a period of time, necessary for starting emergency

service.

Receiver for the quadruple4 recepticn requires fcr the feed the

power of the order of several Kilcatts. Much energy departs to the

feed of television equiplent, adaratus for cultiFlexing or

isolation, monitoring and measuring equipment, fcr the coclirc,

heating, ventilation, anc al s tc the perscal needs cf perscnnel,

who operates station and, etc. Tbe power, necessary for the feed cf

one station, can oscillate from 60 to 20C kw.
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Key: (1). Block diagram ct installation. (2). Short characteristic.

(3). network. (4). switct/ccsautatcr. (5). Nufber of shafts - 1-2;

power of transmitter. 16). kh. (7). pcs. (8). shaft; power c!

transmitter. (9). main. (10). Eackup. (11). shaft.

Page 214.

§5.14. Fundamental given and blcck diagram of six-ten-channel

tropospheric radio relay equipment.

As an example of the ccnstruction of the system of trcpcspharic

radio relay communicaticm let us examine fundamental data and block

diagram of one of the types Ct Scviet equipsert.

Operational frequencies band - 800-1000 PHz. Capacity of

high-frequency shaft - 60 telepbone channels. Fcr the repeated

reception is utilized the system ot the quadrupled reception with the

diversity of signals ir the siace and in the frequency. System of

addition - combined: the doubled reception with the addition in the

intermediate frequency and the quadrupled reception with the additicr

in the group frequency. bysten is relied cn the fulfillment cf the

recommendations of MKKF to qualitative indices of telephone channels

for the line with a length of 1500 km. Fcr organizing the link
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between operators in the equipment are provided two official

channels. Antenna is made in the form of the segment of the

paraboloid of revoluticn, irradiated from the Fcint of focus by

single hcrn feed.

Antenna gain in the free space: 44 dB for the mirrcr witb

dimensions of 20x20 s, 48 dB for the mirror %ith dimensions cf 30x3C

m. Power of transmitter - 3 kW.

Noise temperature of receiver with the parametric amplifier at

the input - 300 0 K.

modulation - is frequency.

Effective value of the deviation of fregrency cn the measuring

level cf cne channel - iC0 kz.

Bandwidth of the frequencies cf the receiver and transmitter - 6

MHz.

Is utilized crystal control.

Equipment for multiplexing - K-60. Eand ¢f frequencies cf the

group circuit - 12-252 kbz.
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Input and output resistance ot group circuit - 135 ohms.

measuring level of one channel - C.55 Np.

The feed of equipmert is ccnducted from the automated

diesel-generator installaticns cf the type EGP-4E.

Fig. 5.55 gives generdl view and blcck diagram of transmitter.

For the connection of the transmitting and receivers with the

equipment for multiplexing and tcr the intrcducticn to the group

circuit of official channels and pilot frequencies in the assembly cf

equipment is provided tke special stand cf icu frequency. The signals

multichannel communicaticn frcm equipment for multiplexing come, the

strut cf low frequency tc the elements of the group circuit ct

transmission FT... of ti' ccrresionding directicn. In the group

circuit cf transmission, as it bas shown earlier, are installed the

matching extenders, the circuits cf predistcrticns, etc. Frc the

strut of low signal frequency multichannel ccsmunication, united with

the signals of official caannels ard pilct frequencies, are supplied

on modulator M of two dtivers which with the %crk are connected with

cne of the modulators, t) the seccnd it is stand-by. Switching is

realized by switching s)stem EU. Tke frequercy-mcdulated oscillaticns

from switching systems ara supplied on UFCh, and then to the mixers
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C which come the oscillaticos ircm multipliers excitable from

the crystal oscillatcrs G. After band-pass filter FF the

high-frequency oscillaticns are supplied to the input cf powerful

amplifier MU. On the given t1cck diagram are given only the

fundamental nodes of ecuipment. After pcwerful amplifier klystron is

installed ferrite gate FV, filter cf hartcnics FG and directicnal

coupler NO. To the directional coujler is ccnrected tha mcnitcr fcr

checking the parameters cf transuitter. High-frequency energy from

the output of transmitter cn the waveguide is supplied to the hcrn

antenna feeder. Each trarsmitter wcrks or its antenna.
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-- --

I .

Fig 5. 5.Sta le ov fre ue cy nd lo k d ag am f t an mit er

Key: (1) Driver (2 . E w r u m l f e . 3 . S r t o o

frqeny
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Fig. 5.56. Receiving strut and system bleck diagram of qUadru~led

reception.

Key: (1) . Receiving stand. (2) . Stand of additicn. 13). Receiving

stand.

Page 217.
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The separation of transzi-sicn and reception is realized by the iis.

cf different polarizaticn in the artenna feeder. Waveguides from the

transmitter and the receiver are ccnnected tc the ccmmon irradiatcr

through the polarizaticnal selectcr PS. The system cf the quadrupled

reception consists their three strLts: twc struts of the dcubled

reception (Fig. 5.56) bith the addition cf the signals in the

intermediate frequency and of the strut of additicn for quadrupling

in the low frequency of the ir lairs folded signals. in each

receiving strut both input parts are inclined for one operating

frequency. From one receiving antenna the sigrals accepted are

supplied through separaticn filter RF, which divides the signals of

two frequencies, tc twc receivers, located in different stands; from

another antenna - to twc ancther receivers. higb-frequency

oscillations from separation filters .hrcugh the ferrite gate FV are

supplied to the parametric amplifier-convertcr FU, where they are

amplified, and also the) are ccnveited into the oscillations cf

intermediate frequency. fcr both parametric asplifiers of one strut

is utilized the commcn generator c pumping GF. The conditions of

linear addition in each strut is Fzovided by parallel automatic gain

control - ARU. For the tuning of the phases cf the added up

vibrations is utilized the phase discriminator FD, ccnnected with the

outpits both UPCh, and the phase mcdulatcr FP, connected tetween. the

crystal oscillator KG and one of the multipliers U1. Folded in the

stages of addition e signals from the struts cf the doubled

L k
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reception are supplied tc two demodulators B cf the stand of

addition, in which the addition is realized in the low frequency in

the stage, which consists oi twc cathode follcwers with the tctal

load. Control, of the aras cf cathode follower is realized by

amplifiers of noise USh. The toldea in the lcw signal frequercy

through the grt.ur amplifier GU are supplied tte grcup circuit of

reception rv of the strut Cl lcw frequency, and then enter the

terminal equipme for iultiplexinS.

The isolaticn\of wcnitoring channels is ccnducted in the

receivers of the moitcrinq charrels of the strut of the low

frequency, in which \alsc are isclated official channels and are

installed the talk-cIlI Eui~ert EVU.

For the inspecticr cf gualitative indices cf receiv.r there iS a

special meter panel, which imitates transmitter and which ccnsists of

the mixer, the hetercdyne, the frequency shift key and cther

accessories. Signals frcs this strut can be mixed into the receiving

circuit through the directicnal ccupler to separaticn filter or after

it.
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Chapter 6.

CALC'ILATICN OF LINES r'! DUBING IHI TRANEMI5SICN MULTICHANNEI

TELEPHCY AND BINA;Y IkCiMATIClc.

6.1. Introluction. Norms tc tae channel for the lines BTR.

lhq communicaticn channel aust ensure tt, transmissicn ef

communications frcm the trarsitter tc the recipient with the

assignel magnitude of reliatility and distcrticns. The reliability cf

the cormunicatior channel quantitatively can te determined by the

ratio of the timp of t i exact %crk cf ccmmtricatic r to ertire

cperating ti!e of lire T.:

T, T 'T

where t, - total time cf the breaks of ccmaunication independent cf

reasons, its caused. Ct usual type radio relay lines reliability in

essence it is determined by breakdcwns of eculpment cn the pcints for

lice and with the apfrcEziate redurdancy it can be made as tc close

ene as desired to the crit. Cn the radio relay lires Cf DTR tle
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breaks in the transmissica cf irfcrmation are Fcssitle even during

the ideal functioning ct equipment. These breaks depend on the randcm

fluctuations of siqnal level at the pcint of xecepticn as a result of

the rapid and slow fadiugs. Vith the drop in the signal at the input

of receiver in lcwer than c6rtain value a,,., Ir the ccmeuricating

system will begin the tkzestcld cf the isclation cf communication and

the transmission of inIccaaticn will be disccrtinued. Since the

probability of this event even during the use cf the diverse

reception is not equal tc zeic, cn the lines cf DTR the reliability

cf connection in princiFle cannct be equal to unit. The calculation

of the reliability of the channel cf comsunicaticn cf DCT, determined

ty radiowave propagaticr, is jeifcimed ir §6.2. The calculaticn cf

equipment relidbility tere is nct examined, since it in no way

differs from the appropriate calculations of any radic-electicnic

equipment'.

FOCTIOT, 1. The calculaticn cf equipment relietility is in detail

described in [6.1]. ENEECCTNCTE.

Fage 220.

The second most ispcrtant Farameter of channel is the value of

distortions which is determined by the transuissicn characteristics

of the communication ctarnel and by the ratic Cf signal to the
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cutput of hypothetical standard circuit can te exceeded not icre than

into 0.35c/o cf time. iith a sulticient degree Cf accuracy we will

consider that Ph>1,CCC,G00 Fi apear at the output of one section of

lire of DTR only if the value o signals at tle inputs cf all diverse

rpceivprs of one station falls telcw the threshcld cf improvement in

Chm, which is impossible, since tke probability of the simultaneous

drcp in the signals cf lcrer that the threshcd in two different

sections of line is vanishiegly small. order these conditions the

probability of the drcf in all diverse slanals cf lcwer than the

threshold of Chm in cne secticn cf line iust rct be more
, . 0.05%-. (6.2)

the time of unfavoratle scntb. Consequently, the reliability of the

cperation cf section must ta eqgal to

Hyq = I Oi0 0.051,

Such high requirements for the reliability are cne of causes cf

use on the lines of DTF cf the guadrupled recqpticn.

Let us determine the reserve cf the enerey potential of line,

necessary for the satistacticn ct requiremerts for the reliatility,

i.e. let us determine the value of the required excess ediar value

of signal for the used atcve the ttreshold value cf signal.
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The power of siqnal at the input ct receiver ?z is equal to:

AH ' (6.3)

whe re G'= :n
hrG ,y - lcsses Cf antenna gain, p., power at the output

cf transmitter,

G,.- the amplification of tdo antennas takirg intc account the

losses,

A,- total attenuation between the cutout cf transmitter ard the

input of the receiver:

A. =40 A,,j A .4. (6.,)

In formula (6.4):

A,- lcss in the receiving and transmitting feeders,

Acuu- free-space attenuaticn:

7=V2- the rms value of the attenuaticn factcK cf signal relative to

the field cf free space in tke worse month,

A, - the weakening, caused by slow fadings,

A. - the weakening, caused ty rd[id fadings.
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interference at the cutFut cf chanDel. During the transmissicn of

telephcne ccnversaticns the fundamental electrical characteristics of

channel which are normalized by the recommendaticns cf ?KKR and

MKKTT, th-y are defined ty bcth the terminal equipment for

multiplexing (chann;.l-fczming equilmert) and by circuit of radio

relay line, switching cn eqciEment for terminal and transit

exchanges. For ChM and frequency division uultiplex of channels (the

most wilply used metbcd cf transaission in the lines cf DTR) the

separate characteristics of telejhcne channel are determined cnly by

equipment for multiplexing (amplitude and frequency characteristics,

nonlinearity, change cf the groac time ir the hand cf telerhcre

channel, disagreement cf frequercies, etc.). 1hese characteristics

subsequently are not examined.

Interest are of the electrical characteristics which influences

the circuit of lines of rI. They include the stability of overall

line attenuation, thertal and transient noises.

The recommendaticns of FKKS ard MKKIT relate tc the hypcthetical

standard circuit with a length cf 2500 kin, which has the specific

number of transformaticni of signal. For the line of DTR hypcthetical

standard circuit takes tte form Fig. 6.1 [6.2'. It switches cn 3

assemblies of individual ccnverters (charnel scdulatcrs and

demolula.crs), 6 assemhlies of the ccnverters cf primary grocps
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(modulatcrs and damodulatcrs of 12-channel grcups) and 9 assemblies

cf the converters of seccndary groups (mcdulatcrs and demodulatcrs cf

60-channel qroups). In this case, in contrast tc usual RRL, it is not

marked off in the identical secticts, since the length of the

spcticns of lines of DU in depending on specific cenditions varies

frcm 100 tc 400 km and icre. Eased cn this, FKKF reccumends tc

consider that at the avEra§e lergtb of cre section, equal to C, the

standard circuit has 2_CC/ secticas.

Since on the lines cf CT5 ct Fropagaticn ccnditicn it is

considerably more corp]icated ttan to their cidinary RRL, the

fulfillment of the ncrns of EKKR tc the noises in the ccomwnication

channels fcr the lines cf CIE invclves ccnsideratle difficulties and

can lead to the sharp rie in prz ce c ccmucricating system.
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2500'

Fig. 6.1. Hypothetical standard circuit for t1,e telephcne line cf EI.

with the frequency divisicn oultiplX.

Key: (1). individual ccaverter. 42). converter cf seccndary group.

43). converter of primazy gicup. (4). modulatcr and demcdulatcr in

ridio channel.

FaqR 221.

Taking into account this, AA96 reccmmended [E.31 for the trcpcspheric

lines, usually run in the alacst iraccessible ard sparsely pcFulated

areas, of the following amounts cf power capacity of noises at the

cutput of the hycothetical standard circuit %Ith a length cf 2500 kr

(in telephone channel, at the icint cf zero relative level):

1) the average-minute pscpkcaetric rcwer cf ncise must rct

exceed pW durinq mcre than i0c/o of tire of any month:

2) the average-minute pscphometric power cf noise must nct
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exceed 63000 pW during scre than 0.5o/o cf time cf any month;

3) the unweighted Fcwer of ecise (with the time of integraticn 5

is) can exceed 1,000,0CC p nct more than O.C5c/c of time cf scst

unfavorable mcnth.

It is necessary tc keei in mind that these reccumendatiors

consider only the radio chatnel cf the line; the noises of equipment

for frequency divisicn stitiilez axe not taker into consideration and

must comprise not more than 250C Fk in ary hccr. The oscillations of

overall line attenuation (or amalificaticn) must not exceed +-0.2 Np.

In &4.3 it is shown that in the circuit cf lires cf DTR this norm is

made. During the transvissicn ci binary infcxraticn in the channel cf

communication of line cf L15 furdamental characteristic is the

maqnitude cf losses cf autterticit). Numerically It is deteruined by

the relation of a number cf inccrrectly taken pulses for a total

number of pulse transmisficns.

The calculation cf the line of communicaticms in depending on

need can it is reduced Either tc the determiraticn cf such parameters

cf equipment which on the given one to route will accomplish cf the

recommendations of MKKF and MKK71 to the ccmmunicaticn channel or tc

the determination of such intervals between the adjacent relay

stations in which the eqciFment with the asslcned parameters will
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accomplish of these norms. Usually the calculaticn cf line begins

trcm the selecticn of tie eneryj parameters Cf equipment (pcwer cf

transmitter, the coefficient cf receiver ncize, amplification and

antenna radiation patterr), cn the basis cf the technical

cacabilities cf contempcrary technology and eccncsic consideraticns

cn the value ct ftndamertal initial ccstE cf line and expenditures cn

the operation. Further is selected the apprcximate length cf secticn,

cn the basis of the need for the fulfillsent cf norm to the

reliability of communicaticn, and then they perfcrm the calculation

cf noises in telephcne channel at the output cf cne secticn ard

entire line. Nct all secticrs of line are idertical, since they

depend on specific ccnditicrs (area relief, jcining to the populated

areas, etc.). For the Ycre precisicn determiraticn cf the ncise level

at the output of line ir this case cne s1culd find them cn the output

cf each section, and then summarize. Are usually during the layout

assigned the locations ct terairal and transit exchanges with the

isolation cf the part (Cr of all) channels. Ite arrangement cf

intermediate points is ccnducted cn the base cf the technical

considerations of the cuarantee cf stable and qualitative

communications and ccnvenience in the operaticn cf line. In this case

it is necessary to keef in mind mbich level ir ccrrespondent's

direction is desirable tc have cqezed.

, _ -- i ii -) I
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Closing the level in all by iG' corresponds tc a three hundred

kilometer route to an increase in effective lfngtb cf sectior on 30

km. Ccnsequently, points cf line it is desirale to place at the

roints of dominating feature. (ibis it is checked with the tracing of

the profile cf route).

If the line of communicatcons does not satisfy the

recommendations of MKKF tecaase cf any secticr, either they divide

by two or place intergeciate icirts mcre evenly. The more evenly

distributed the sectiors of line, the letter will be noise

distribution at the output c line.

§6.2. Calculation of the reliability of line ITF during the

transmission of telephcre signals.

As a result of rarie and s]cw fadings at the separate rczents cf

time the signal falls telcw any, Ezeassicnqd value. Let us accept the

following assumptions: the line ct commuticaticns, which consists cf

a sections, is considered cut-cf-cider, if the Fcwer of noises in the

channel at the output of line eiceeds 1,COOCCC p%.

According to the ncrms (see §6.1) this value of noises at the
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From formula (6.4) it is evident that sicnal fading at the pcirt

of receotion are detsriined by the prcduct cf raFid and slow fadings.

Since these fadings are ctc depended 1, the integral distribution cf

prcduct will be equal

0 0

where to W(x) - the prctatility density cf slcw fadings. determined

by the normal logarithuic lab

W_ e 2

Y 2n 0,,x

the probabilitj density cf raFid tadings with the k-fcld

diverse reception (see Cha~te ).

FOCT4OTE L. In work r6.41 it is shcwn that as a result of a large

difference in the quasi Eericds cf fluctuaticrs the requirement of

independence is not ccaupscry. INEFOCTNCTE.

Analytical computaticn according tc formula (6.5) irtracticatly

already with the single receFticr. Therefcre in [6. ] was prcduced

the graphical integraticn for the doubled ard qoadrupled receFticrs

upon the dispersion -f s]cw fadimgs a,.=6dB, ard alsc with the

auadrupled recenticn fct ,.=3 and 4 dB. Tho results cf nuserical

integraticn are giver. in Fig. b.2 0 from which it is evident that te

transition from doubled tc tte cuadrupled recepticn imprcves ffcre
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than by an order the prctatility ct a drcp ir the signals cf lower

than the ttrsshcld of Ch?. Frc , or the curves of Fiq. 6.2 is easy to

find the required excess of the Neeian value cf the signal atcve

threshcld A

Page 224.

For axample, for the hypcthetical standard circuit, which ccrsists cf

m=10 secticns on 250 ks tach, value L) = =0.0O50/o ('-a1CS)

and the required excess %itb the uadrurleA iecepticn will be i 7

dB (A=50 times).

Thus, it is pcssilie tc recc d

A, = P'opA, (6.7)

where p - the threshcld value ct the pcwer cf signal at the input

cf receiver. It is krcur tnat the threshcld value of siqnal ten times

exemplarily exceeds the icwer cf the inherent rcise of the receiver

Po OP-, 1 = lop.,= 7n/rAf, (6.8)

where the coefficient cf receiver noise; kl=410 -21 W/Hz: 3/- the

noise bandwidth cf receiver.
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-k),t, -,e

.. - _ -__ ---- --------- ___. .,

-,- 1-- 2\ '0 '0" '0 j  0 2 , .

Fig. 6.2. Inteqrl law ct the distributicn of power cf signal takinl

into account th, rapid ard s1cu fadings.

Key: (1). Total attenuation due to the rapid ar! slcw fluctuations

(in dE relative tc mediar) A, dE. 42). Dcubled rec-Ftion. (3).

Quadrupled reception. 14). dB. ({). Tit 1lri!: '5ic' tti

attenuaticn exceeds val E, indicatti cn cr4 r?'c..
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Usually value Af= tc 1O-20c/c exceeds the passband of circuit cf

UPCh Af, determined frcs the condition of the undistcrted recepticr

of Chf signal with the assigned upfer modulating frequency ard the

deviation '.

FOCT4OT? 1. The value cf the necessary passtard sf fcr multichannel

ChM systems is determired in [t.f]. ENDFCCINCI.

Substituting in (6.7) values P,,,) from (6.8) acd P,,, from (6.3), it is

Fossible taking into acccunt (6.4) to record fcr the energy Ectential
PrTIl GIZ"=---= 10 /cTA A Ar p' 69

After replacing the i.ncluded in foryula (6.9) values with the

fundamental parameters cf equiptent and circuit, we will obtain the

ex Fressicn

P, GA Gp = . 2
1.)Afy.,4yeA6.9a)

This expression makes it Fcssible tc select energy the pctential

cf lire on the critericr ci the reliability cf cperation. For an

increase in the reliability cf the work cf line cr length cf interval

(with the preservaticn cf reliakility) it is pcssible to utilize one

of the methods of an iiprcvelent in the threshold picperties cf Chm

receivers.

Frequently is npcezsary to solve the sevewhat different roblet:
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the energy potential of equifmert and the length of the secticn Cf

line are assigned, necessary deterxine will te reliatle teleptcne

communication. For the scluticn cf this Irctlem from (6.9a) one

shculd determine the value cf the cbtained reserve cf the median

siqnal above the threscld cf te receiver

1012
A, = 0,1.-10"s  Pn= Gra Gnp iC.O 6. 101

and then ccmpare AO with the value of the requited reserve A,

determined from the cralb ct Eig. f.2 for L-al the time. If value

o>n, then the secticn ct line frovides the assigned reliability of

operation, but if Ao<A, then secticn does nct possess the assigned

reliability and it is necessary either tc charge route cr to increase

the energy potential of line, for example, ap~lying large-size

antennas.

e6.3. Calculation of the total Eover of noises at the output cf one

secticn of lina CTR.

In Ehapter 4 are examined and sutstantiated the sethcds cf

calculation of thermal ncises PT and trarsiert rcises of

multiplae-pronged origir P, at the cutrut of cre section of line of

DTP. Let us examine the calculaticn of the tctal power of noises in

the channel at the outrut 0 cne section of lin. of rTR:

P P, + P. + P.(6)
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where P,, - a constant value ci the transient interferences, which

appear in the equipment and the feeder lines (usually P,,,, must act

exceed 10-150/o cf tctal Fcbqr Ct noises at the cutFut cf section).

Page 226.

The probability density cf the power of slcw changqs in the

thermal noises at the cuatut cf secticn has rcrmally logarithmic law

cf the listribution

(n P, - In

V(P.) = e (6.12)

since, in the first place, the same law have the slcw fluctuations of

signal at the input cf receiver and, in the secccd place, in the

sutthreshcld rpgicn the raises at the cutput cf the FM discriminator

are inversely proporticnal tc signal at the input of the receiver;

4.34 (6.13)S4..34

- the standard deviation cf value InP,. The parameters of the law cf

prcbability distributicn fcr the pcwer of therval ncises are such:

the median value

P.-' p.' (6.14)

the average/mean value

p= P, t W P,) d P, n 2 (6.15)

the IIspqrsion

D P.}=- k_.S ~ , :.p , li 6.16)
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Let us find the prcbabilitj density of slcw changes in the pcwer

of transient noises. fcrzula fci calculating the transient

interferencss is derived in Cbaitex 4 (see 4.r0). The slcwly changing

value is here an equivalent radius of Earth a,

Page 227.

It is possible tc reccid

P=i . (6.17)4

where a, a0  (6.18)
ao

ao - real radius of the Earth, equal to 37C km,

q - refractivity gradient, whict is determining the slow fluctuaticns

of the power of transient interferences. It is experimentally shown

that g is subordinated tc the ncrual law cf distribution [6.9],

' - coefficient, ietermined f±cm fortula (4.50):

(2- A f)' -2 F)' y !)

Knowing the law of distributica g, it is sisple to find the law of

dis4ribut ion P,:.

( 4,.l 4 / '

W e= -r2 e k6.19)
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Here

,6 .20)

S- mean value of the slcw fluctuations ef the refractivity gradient,
yL -

S ,(6.2 1)

the dispersion cf the slcb fluctuaticns q. The parameters of law

(6.19) are such:

the mean value

P'.= P.[I+ 6q 3q], (6.22)

the dispersicn

D (Pj = P2 8 (8q-- 21 q' + 48q3  12q'), (6.23)

where

q, (6.24)

Thus, for the deterhinaticn of the slow fluctuations of the

total power of ncises at the output of cre sectlcn it is necessary to

find the law of the distributict of sum (6.11), in which distributicn

p is determined by formula 6. 12), P - by fcraula (E. 19), a.d Pa. -

constantly. rn this case it is recessary tc kfe in mind that slcw
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fluctuations P,, and P,,j are dependent.

Page 228.

In [6.7] on the basis ct experimental investigations it is shcwn that

the ccrrelaticn coefficient ketwten slow charces in the transient

noises and thermal ncisEs R-p=0.7. This, aFFazently it is explained

hy the fact that alsc cn the fluctuaticn of the pcwer of thermal

noises is substantial the Effect c¢ the fluctuaticn cf value q.

Taking this into acccurt the parameters cf tle law cf tLte

distribution of the total pcwer of noises at the output of secticn

will he equal to:

the mean value

P = P.P + Pf,, (6.25)

the dispersion

D (P} = D (P.,} D (P,) _ 2 p DtP D(P. ) {P,). (6.26)

The analytical detetminati¢c cf the form cf the law of

distribution P runs intc the insurmcuntatle mathematical

difficulties. However, numerical inteqration shcws that the uttained

law of distribution with the errcr, which dces nct exceed 1.5 dB, can

be approximated by ncryally lcgazithmic distritution with the

Farametars, letermined tj foxmulas (6.25) ard (6.26):

;, P)= I e . (6.07)
J57i.
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Here the parameter A, which is detprminirg the rus value cf

value lnP, we find thrcuch tke tcraula

in ..9 : ! ] 6.28)

The Darameers of the law cl distrituticc (6.27) are determined

from the fcrmulas, aralcgcus (6.14)-(6.1E).

The laws of the distributicn of the slcw fluctuations of

thermal, transient and tctal noises at the cutput of cne secticn at

different values &-,, arc civen ir Fig. 6. 3. All values are calibrated

relative to the mean pcter coefticient of thermal noises. In this

case:

The mean value of the tctal Fcwer of noises there will be equally

x_-, P2"r (6.29)

the dispersion

w-- e' x- 1 a-- Aa; -0,6 aL V e-. (6.30)

P,

= , (6.31)
P,

a V 6 8q - q- -4& - .2q4)
i -6- + 3q'
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Page 22c.

For the plotting ct curves of the ncrmally Icgarithmic law cf

distribution it is necessary tc kcow:

the median power coefficiert of ths total noises

W3 (p - )
(6,33)

the root-mean-square pckez coefficient of total noises in the

decibels ,
d b 4,34 k. d6 (6.341

Adding to the plotted curve in each percentage cf time the

constant value of thF pcwex cf the noises cf the rorlinear

transitions of equipmert, that compose 15o/c (P7+P5 ), ye obtain the

curves of the law of tte distrikution of power cf total noises at the

output of one section.

C6.4. calculation of power ot noises at the cutput of line of DTF.

The parameters cf Equijaent ard line of rTF must be selected sc

that would satisfy tte requirements, presented in 56.1 with the

minimum economic qxpenditures. Pulfilling tbse requirements - ver7

complicated technical Fxcblem, therefore, in particular, is

importantly correct tc distrizbute the ccrtrihtticn cf all elements of

the circuit of line of LIB to the moises at tle output of lire. In

Chapter 4 was examined tke selection of the crtimum deviation of

frequency takinq into account tke einimizaticn of the total pcwer of

the thermal and transiert aciseE of multpl*-Frcnced origin.
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Fig. 6.3. Integral lawcth itiuinc ceofhrml()
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Lqt us hare examine, in the first place, what Fcrticn cf the Fcwer ct

noises should be led a]] elemerts cf equirmert circuit and, in the

seccnd place,

th let ds desicn

the distritution of tCbE CL CCISeS. fcr the cct~at cf hypothetical
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standari circuit.

The transient ncises, %hica appear in the equipment and the

feedqr lines, are desicred fxcm the fcrmtlaE and the graphs given,

fcr example, in r6.8] fcr the usual radic relay lines. In thji case

it is necessary to keep in mind: 1) at each station line of tr18 is

conducted demodulaticn; tterefore all staticr have the modevs; 2)

the large power cutput cf transmitters dces cct wake it pcssihle tc

satisfy feeder lines with the traveling-wave ratios ([EVI clcse to

KBV of the usual radio relay lines; 3) the interferences, determined
by the inadequacy of limiter, can te very essential as a result of

large parasitic AM, caused multi-beam character of the signal in the

place of reception.

The fundamental ccntributicn to the tctal pcwer of noises at the

output of line belongs urdcuttedly to thermal ncises and trarsient

interferences of multille-Ercoged origin. In their portion shculd be

carried 85-g0o/o cf all noises, i.e. 21-22.! thcusand pW at the FcInt

cf zero relative level, Ihis value can be exceeded not more than

20c/o of time. Remainirc of 2.5-4.C thousand Fi should be tentatively

distributed as follows:

1) 1000-1500 pW (about 40o/o) led the ncises, caused by

reflections in tho feeder circuits;

L !
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2) 4CC-RO0 W (15-&Co/o) - the elements cf qroup circuit and the

aodems;

3) 6OC-1000 pW (2C-25c/o) - tc the interferences, determined ty

the inadequacy of the liviter; ind

4) 5CC-800 tW (-2Cc/c) - tc elements cf 1Ch circuit.

Let us find the distributicn cf the total Fcver cf therval

noises and noises of the ncnlinear transiticrs cf multiple-pronged

crigin at the output ct line ct LIE. Let the lire have a secticns

(for the bypothetical standard circuit u=8-1C). Then the tctal power

cf the noises

P. =" P. P, P V Pa nn (6.35)

The distribution P_ can be fcund with the aid cf its expansion

in a series in the orthcucrualized functicns with weight gO(u), which

are the standard law cf the distritution:

[,s) = 'Z & ) [c0P0 ( ) - c, p lu) . . . (6.36)
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Here

t.he standaidizfd value;

2

4- central distrituticns which can be determined thrcugh the

central moments cf the distri.uticn of ocwer Cf the total noises cf

cne section, since changes in tie lower cf rcises in the sections of

line cf DTR are not correlated;

V d u14 - orthcncr~ali2ed ;cllnciials cf the n degree;
''0

d.- coefficients, deterained with cxtbcnormal of the system

cf exponential functions (1, u, uz , u3 , ... ).

In our case is mcre expdient tc accept fcr the standard law ct

distribution normally logarithmic law with stardard deviatior

W -e "37)

Fcr low rms values , and larSe numter cf sections for the

standarl law of distrihtuicn it is better tc take ncrsal. The made

calculaticns showed that the neb law cf distribution approaches

.A
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standari with accuracy .<O.02c/c. Then at the cutput of line the pcwer

cf the total noises Cf IfET [Institute cf Metallurgy im. A. A.

Paykov] the integral law cf the dittributicn cf the form

n~(P S > ) ; T 1 4 s

Hers ? - power cf ncises, exceedel in t~e assigned percentage

cf time. The laws of the distrikuticn of power cf ncises fcr the

hypothetical standard circuit with a length cf 2500 km, calikrated

relative to the mean Fcuer of thersal noises at the output of one

secticn, are given in Fic. 6.4.
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Fig. 6.4. Integral law c± the dlstzibuticn cf power of noises at the

output of line of DTR.

Key: (1) . Power of ncises at the CLtFut .-f 1'ycthetical standard

circuit (2900 kmn) relative tc tkte sean Fcwer ccefficient of the

thermal noisps of onc secticm (In dE) . (:) . Fercentage of time,

during which is exceeded value indixcated cr cidinate.

Page 232.

Curve 1 corresponds to E secticts cn 312.!~ ks each ;=.dE), curve

2-5 to sections on 5C0 ks (a,=L) and curve 3-4 to secticns cn 62!

9 m (c%/=2.5 A18) . On of the curves of Fig. 6. q it is Fossible tc

determine the exce-ss of the Ecwer cf total ncises in telephcne

charnel at the output cf the hypctbptical stardard circuit atcve the
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mean value of thermal rcises at the output cf cne section of line,

which corresponds to the calitrated by MKF FErcentaqes of time and

(200/0 and 0.5o/o). In tkis case the mean pcueI of thermal ncises at

the output of one secticr must he designed acccrding to formula

14.13). Virtually, as has already keen spoken akcve, the sections cf

line were nenidentical, and ttetefcre mcre acctrately the cutput

rower of noises can te determined by its additicn in the individual

sections.

6.5. Calculation cf the lcss of authenticity and reliability during

the transmission of hirazy infozsaticr alcng telephcne channel of

lina OT!R.

The transmission of digital informaticr alcng telephcne channels

is conducted with the aic of the seccdary sultiplesing of channels

by telegraph signals. Ect thic are utili2ed the special

data-transmission systems. The operating principle of such systems is

based on the different sethcds of keying the digital pulses. In this

case most frequently are utilized as most sH;]ded from ncise, the

frequency shift keyirg ard tke lhase-differerce uanipulaticn cf

different multiplicity tiredcainantly one- and twcfcld). Calculaticn

mothods examined belcw axe set forth in connDectlcn with these methcds

cf lata transmission.

hhL
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During the transmisticn cf digital infcrzation along telephone

channel with Ch.M the shcrt dcraticn failuros cf pulses under the

action of thermal noises in the channel cccur then signal at the

input of receiver falls kelc% the threshcld cf imprcvement of Chm.

7herefore during the aralysis of the loss of authenticity necessary

tha account of threshold. This seats that it is necessary to have the

analytical expression cf the dependence cf signal-to-noise ratio at

the output of the FM discriminator in channel ,i, on the

siqnal-to-noise ratic at the input cf ChM-receiver .,:,x. This dependence

is obtained in (6.131, hut there its reccrdinq is given in the fcrm

cf formula for the pcwez cf noise in telephcre channel at the output

of the FM discriminator.

Page 233.

Here "threshold" dependence ,. is given takirg intc account the fact

that by telephcne chancel are transmitted the digital pulses cf the

assi;ned level:

(6.39)

where A4 - effective deviaticn cf frequency tc the channel, _-. -

width of band of energy rciso siectrum at the input cf receiver, sF. -

width of band of telephcre channel, p.,.- the level cf nseful sigral
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in the channel, b,, - the coefficient cf Fredistcrticrs in the

channel.

Calcala4icn is carried out on the assumeticn that the

information by the charrel is tranimitted by the frequency cr twofcld

phase-difference maniuIlaticn (thib, however, it does not decrease

the generality of the calculaticn method).

For these cases wcrk [6.101 gives the dependence of the

probability cf the errcL on the signal-tc-nclse ratio in the channel

P . e 16.40)2

Thq ccrrespondir.g relaticashij fcr sincle FRM takes the form

P2(... = - e (6.40a)

Utilizing fcrmula (6.39), it is possible tc reccrd (6.40) in the

form
-expy

2

X, PO. K bp 2---

6.41)

Taking into acccurt the rapid Rayleigh fedincs and dispersed

reception with th. optista M-fold additicn the density of

distribution of ths prctabilities cf value n,, is calculated from the

formula
.I x

w.~ n,1 = N-1)n'6.2
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where no - mean (on the rapid fadizqs) sicial-tc-noise ratio at the

Input cf cne receiver. Let us find mean value o takiDg intc

account distribution (6.48):

P IV exp X

0

X,~~ a a - ~ :

[(At
'IB

4N-1

,X e dtz (6.43)

Page 234.

For quadrupled recepticn, *cst widely used cn the lines LTR, we

cbtain
P °'" 21n4 j exp X

00

__ ()-e

Expression (6.44) can La substantially sisplified. For this let

us note the follcwing. Ir (l.44) ttere is the exressicn for the

energy noise spectrum in the channel at the cutput of the FM

discriminator

6 F,) -j - . f, - , (.- -"S,

(6.45)
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Formula (6.45) Js icre FrGCiSely formulating expression for
(F )- .cbtainad in ((.13', and it is derived in [6.15]. First, frcr

2. A a V

(6.45) it follows that in the regicn cf th. sJgral/ncise ratic n<IC

the first tp.rm much more than the second. This ctservation is correct
F.

with occurring on thp real lines cf ratic ,,-< . In the seccnd

place, it is known that cn the lines cf rTR with the work cf higher

than the threshold of Che )a>10) the sigral-tc-mcise ratic r,, in tle

channels is very great, and the probability cf error is negligibly

small. Therefore virtually albays in fcrtula (6.45) the second term

can be disregarded, i.e.
G (F 11) z 1 8 5 e- -4 . (6 .4 6 )

In the third, fcroula (6.44) valoe I is also functicr nx. In

[6.11] it is shown that

PM )= . r,) PIP- e-XKie, (6.47)

where P3,,,I, - transmitted level ot useful signal.

Let us further note that fcr the low values cf the losses of

authenticity, usually recessary for the satistactcry quality cf the

transmissicn of binary irfcriaticr (P'10-). is made the follcwing

equality:

e ' - (6.48'
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The error in this simplification does rct exceed 30-40o/c. This

value of error can be considered completely acceptable, since the

calculation of the loss cf autnenticity is utilized below during the

analysis of tha reliability c, the transsissicn cf digital

informaticn along the trc~csfhezic channel. Ir this case it is shown

that the computation of zeliability is ccnnected with the

determination of certain value cf value re which with the errcr in

calculation of the lcss cf actnenticity, equal tc 40c/c is estimated

with the error in all cf 1Cc/o. Tbis accuracy is commensurated with

the accuracy of the ex~eriaental estivate cf to.

After substitutine in (6.44) value G(F) from (6 46) and" 2 a f . ' .

frcm (6.47) and after ccnsiderirg (6.48), we will obtain

- exp [ J r (I - e--'az e'n .. n dn.,,, (6.49)
12 n4 2

where a f2
'0 Pau, x- np brp 23(6. 50)

Let us note that exressicn (6.49) is furcticn no; therefore

with given oneP,, it is possible tc determine the afFropriate value

cf no according to the fcraula:

4 /-7

n. - = . 1) -

12... ... .. . . a
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where

1(r) ep r (I- e-"4)" e n3 dz. ~ 6. 12)
L- 2

Taking into acccurt relaticnship (6.40a), we find that single

FRM n o is found from ttE equality:
/ i(2 r)

2 -- (6.51a)
V12 Pw

Fig. 6.5 depicts tte curve cf values I (r). chtained as a result

of numerical inteqratice.

Let us calculate for an examale frcs fcriulas (6.51) and (6.51a)

value no when o =10-4; =1GO kHz; P . C. 135 xW; b., =2.5; A:Y

=7.5 MHz: AF, =3.1 kH7. In this case we ottain r=0.46. We resrectively

find that I(0.46)=5 and IG.92)=1.!. Rence with I(0.46) we ctain

na=12 and with T(C.92)=1.5 have n0=10.

Page 236.

Let us use the ncu FresentEd method of calculaticn of the losses

cf authenticity to the acalysis cf the reliatility cf the

transmission of digital infcrmaticn along the trcpospheric channel.

Let us define reliability as prchatility that with the work during

the performance of duratica t the transmissicr will he realized with

L. ..... .. . . .. . . . . ., l~ i
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the loss of authenticity, nct wcxsE than assigned magnitude Pcu, ;T. Let

us note that the mean cn the raFld fadings sigral-tc-ncise ratio at

the output of receiver rc slcbly fades according to the normally

loqarithoic law and is stationaxy Frocess. ristributicn W(y) cf

Frccess y is written ir the fCrA:

)e 2" 6.53)

where

Y= 10Igo , (6.54)
no

,,, the median value rz, ccnnected witt rc by fcruula (6.15) * -

standari deviaticn of value Y.

For assigned magnitude- , according tc fcrtula (6.51) it is

necessary to calculate alFrcxriate value "oh ,,T. Then in our

determination reliabilit) Ercves tc be equa] tc the prcbability cf

the fact that with the pertcrzatce of the wcrk cf duration t is

fulfilled the inequa]it)

fl, > rz 0 g (6.55)

4,, (E.C4)
Y < .Y ,, r = 10 Ig" "  •~ (6 .56 )

Thus, the deterniTatior. ct reliability can te reduced tc the

prcblem about the oversbccts cf stationary rardcr piccess. T r this

case the reliability will be egial to the prctability of the fact

that during the transmiasicn cf infcrmaticn during the performance of

duraticn t th-. staticnazr prccess y will rct tave overs~cots for
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L15
level J ,Pj. Tt will irterestAthe soluticn fcr Cne special case, when

overshoots for this leiel aze tie rare ard irderendent events. In

work [6.12J it is giver tbe scluticn for this case.
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Fiq. 6.5. Value of intez.al.

Page 237.

In this case it is ncted that tte cvershccts can be considered rare

and independent variables , if an average nutLer cf cvershccts for

timp t is sufficiently zzall (tkis is equivalEnt so that the

reliability is close tc 1). Fcr the interesting case the

probability of the absence cf overshoots is deteryined frct fcruula

(6. 167

P = exp 6.:! J/ z(-,.,

where R(v) - the correlaticr fuiction of Frccess cf y, H" (v) -

second lerivative y. On tne tasis cf expr-rizertal investigaticns it
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is obtained that the autccorrelaticn functicr cf slow fluctuations

can be approximated ty the tc11cwing exprees icr:

a(R ) -e m 1Cos ----, 24 -- -
3 L 2 2,4 2:0 14
2 Cos  (6.3)+-3-- 24 2a 24

Fil. 6.6 gives ex Erixental (i) ani apFrcximating (1) curves.

After substituting 1 (-r) and its seccnd derivative intc formula

(6.57), we will obtain that fcr cne section the reliatility Is equal

to 2*
Pi=e-xp {-0,131 e 2 . (8.5)

For v sections

P, =exp J-O,13tne 3.

since slow signal fadinc in the ad:acent sections cf RHL are

indepenlent.
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Fig. 6.6. Coefficient cf correlation of -slcu input signal fading.

lgey: (1) . hour.
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I
Let us produce nou acccrding to forsula (6. 71 the calculaticn

of reliability during the tracsuission cf infcrwaticn with the Icss

ef authenticity nct icre than 1C-', during the Erfcruance cf the

duration of 11 h when 0 ... ;-' and r ., tobtained under conditicns of

the preceding xample) cr tbe section of line DIP. It is assuied that

the median value of sic~al-tc-ncise ratic ... = and *=6 dE. le find

that with , ...- I2. oH,,-1.5 dB bith , ,= y~p~=CJ de. According tc formula

tr)
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Chapter 7.

Prospects for the develcment of tropospheric radio relay lines.

§7.1. Introduction.

The first tropospheiic radio relay line was ccnstructed in the

USA into 1955 and operated in tie range cf the frequencies of 500-7C0

MHz with the distance between the adjacent staticns approximately 21C

km. During the subsequert years was outlined the transiticn tc the

core high frequencies 4tc 5GCC-ftGC MHz). The range cf communicaticr.

as a result of the larger attenuation during the radiowave

propagation in this case decreases; hcwever, grcws the capacity of

communicating system and decrease the distorticns of the transmitted

infcrmation. For the ircrease tie reliability began tc utilize the

quadrupled reception witk the siace and frequency diversities, and

also reception of higher multiplicity with the angular diversity.

Appeared the mobile systems of military radic ccusunicaticn. Is
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conducted intense work cn the use of lines CIE for the communicaticn

cf Earth-aircraft and Earth- ship. The develcpuent cf radic

engineering and electronics allowed in recent years tc construct the

line of tropospheric ccauunicaticn s at frequercies cf 500-10CC MHz,

with the distance between the adjacent stations to 800, ard in the

separate ones, the favorable ones according tc the ccnditions for

radiowave propagation the cases, and to 100C km. For this it was

necessary to create radic transmitting equipment in pcwer to 100 ku,

antenna systems whose area aEprcacbes 2000 square meters receivers

with noise temperature c± 7C-1SCOK and special devices which improve

threshold properties Chb. Usually hidth cf tard of the transuitted

signals on the lines of byperdistant tropospheric prcpagation (SIR)

does not exceed 100-201 naz. 7his lakes it pcssible tc transmit by

them 12-24 telephone channels.

Further possible aspect of the use cf lines STR is compiling the

single-channel lines cf cblasc coawunication service with the lcw

energy parameters. Calculaticns show that such lines can be very

economical.

Page 240.

Together with an increase in the length cf the secticns cf line

the development of the ccasucicating systems, which use DTR, fcllcws
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the path cf expanding the band cf the transmitted signals. This is

achieved, in particular, by the use of the narrcw-beam antennas;

although increases in the energy parameters cf equipment barely

cccurs, since grow the lcsses cf artenna gain, the narrow team cf

Electromagnetic energy rovides small time la~s between the separate

components of the multijle-Frcn9ed signal in the place cf recepticr

and, because of this, small distortions. The expansion of

transmission band made it possitle to transmit alcng the lines DTP

the TV signals along with scic tracking. There are repcrts about the

use on the lines DTR of impulse coding mcdulaticn. Fcr expanding the

band of frequencies and 4ecrease of distcrticrs during the use of

remote tropospheric Frcpagaticn cf VHF find a use the newest methods

of fight with the multi-keas character by the metbcd cf usinc thbE

signals with the wide base&.

POCTNOTE 1*. By signals bith the wide base cr the composite signals

are called such signals bhich have the product cf the frequency band

to the duration of one kaud much acre than 1. ENDFOCINOTE.

§7.2. Hyperdistant trotcspheric radio relay lines.

The studies of the Frcpagation of the waves of decimeter range

showed the possibility ct an increase in the distance between the

relay stations of trcpcs£beric lines to 600-1COC km. In this case the
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space of scattering is Iccated in the stratcsphere. The mechanisa of

radiowave propagation uF to such distances is still insufficiently

studied; however, experiments shcwed that asplitude distribution of

signal with the rapid tading- also obeys the law cf rayleigh, the

distribution of signal %ith toe slcw fadings Is subcrdinated tc

normally logarithmic law; however, the dispersicn of distribution

decreases to 2-2.5 dE. 1bis seans that the range of the slow

fluctuations of signal is considerably less than on the usual lines

CTB; seasonal behavicr ct attenuation factor alsc is considerably

less than on the usual lines DTI. It turned out that the routes,

which pass above sea, axe ccnsiderably better according tc

propagation conditions tian the rcute of the same length above the

dry land (signal is biclec by IC-iC dB). Lines SIR approach in the

distance between the adjacent sections lines cf Icncspheric

scattering; however, as a result c the considerahly larger

brcad-band character a charnel-kilcmeter of line of hyperdistant

tropospheric propagation costs approximately iC times less than on

the lines of ionospheric scattezi&S.

Calculations for the lines STI show that with the reliakility cf

communication, equal tc 99.95o/c, it is Fossitle to ottain the powsr

cf noises in the channel, which does not emerge teycnd the lizits of

the norms of MKKR (with the use cf comparders, which give 8-IC dB of

gain in the average-minute Fower of noises ir telephcne channel
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(7.1]) 2.

FOOTNOTE 2. Companders are switched on in the 4-wire circuit cf

telephone channel and consist of the compresscrs, which lower the

dynamic range of signal by the tracsmission, and the expanders, which

restore it at the recepticn. iEDECCINOTE.
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Further increase in the reliatility of line can be obtained by the

use of tracking in the frequency. The experiuents, described in

[7.2], (7.3], showed t1at with the scanning bithir the band cf

frequencies of 150 MHz always can be found the frequency on which

path loss will be miniiua. mczecver this optirus freqcency sacothly

is moved within the rance 15C MH2, without leaving it. Line STR must

have fcr the tracking a feedtack !cop, according to which tc the

transmitting lead is suEilied tke informaticr atcut the state of

circuit. In accordance with this information, the frequency of

transmitter smoothly chavyes, remaining always at the aaximug cf the

transaissicn factor cf the tzcFcsEhere. Beceivex cortinucusly is

adjusted slightly. Gain trcm the use cf this system of tracking is

equal to 9-10 dB. Howevez, its use is hindered ty the need cf usirc

the very broad band.
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An increase in the time lag between the compcnents of

multiple-pronged signal witt STE sharply increases iultiplicative

interferences and, therefore, besides detericration in power

engineering of recepticn is caused an increase in the transient

interferences with multichannel telephony. Euring the transmissicn cf

digital information the Oencryf" cf channel limits the speed cf

transmission, since aprear the intersymbclic distcrticns. Hcwever,

the capacity of multiple-Fronged channel falls insignificantly (to

17c/o) ; moreover, it can be restored by the crtimum methods cf the

transmissicn of informaticn. All existing methcds of fight with the

multiplicative interference can be, in the Frinciple, they are

divided into the fcllcwirg Sxcups:

1. The method of accumulaticn, with which are fcrmed several

spears of the riceived signal, differently affected ty multirlicative

interference. These €cfies are ccatined.

2. Method of adaptive reception by which is made ccntinucus cr

periodic measurement of characteristics cf tedium of Ercpagation.

data of these measurements are utilized for ctimization of the

selection of signals ir the trarsmission by a method of using of

informational feedback and oitimum prccessing ef signals at the

reception.



3. Method of using :f amending codes and feedback after

solutions (postdecisiar ±etidtack).

The use of one er the ctber methcd is determined, on one hand,

by the characteristics cf the ccamunication channel, and another - by

the transmitted informaticn and by the permissitie distortions. On

multichannel tropospheric BEL widest use fourd the first methcd, in

detail described in charter 2. Let us examine here cther possible

ethods in connection wita the channel of yperdistant tropospheric

propagation.

Let us recall that the multiple-pronged communication channel

can b , represented linear ziltex with the variatle parameters, ascrg

which necessary for further exazinaticn they are; maximum time jitter

cf delay T, (width of the sujiti-beam character or the "memory" of

channel), the Doppler expansion or spectrum F., (rate of fad ing).
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These parameters are statistical, can serve as the measure fcr

the correlation of sigral fadinS at the fixed icient cf time to at

the different frequencies, and ---- by measure for the correlaticn

cf signal fading in the time at the fixed frequency. Product iizfcr

the channel DTR ouch less ttac 1.
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During the transmission of digital infcrmaticn instead cf the

methods of diversity, presented in chapter 2, are appliEd the

methods, based on the rcssitllity cf the sepazaticn cf the beams in

the place of recepticn. It shculd be noted that the representation of

received signal in the term of the final sum cf teams with amplitudes

of " by phases p, arc by delays - will ccvpletely agree bith the

physical nature of propagatica call on the shcrt waves. In the

channel DIR it is not represented possible tc isclate one pcwerful

team; however, nevertheless the refresentaticr cf signal in the form

cf the final sum of heats is competent. If, fcr example, the hand cf

transmitted signal 3i,, can te represented the superposition cf bears

with the delays relative to *ack cther, egua] tc ( (acccrding tc
_ ;C

Kotelnikov) ; then a numter cf divided beams is equal to C-

Utilizing signals with the wide base and correlation recepticn or

reception to the matchec filter, it is pcssible tc divide beans in

the time of arrival. Ir tais case the time lag in each beam will

considerably less T, and, ccnsequently decrease signal distcrticn

and multiplicative interfereaces. In this case in depending cn the

methods of reception is Fossitle either the isolaticn of one

strongest beam or the use cf several beams by a methcd of colerent

reception and additicn c. all teams on ta basis cf the voltage.
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The separability ct teams is connected with the presence in of

widebase signal of the very rapidly dropped autcccrrelation functicr.

If the width of the peak of the autoccrrelaticn function of the

specially designed signal is lower than the minimum time lag between

the beaus and if any methcd at the point of recepticn was determinea

most strong beam (or tte 9cuF cf teams) , ther sisple autocorrelaticn

receiver will suppress all remaining beams bcth advancing and

delaying, in accordance bith the values cf autcccrrelation furcticr

for the time, equal tc clay factcr of tEese teams.

The isolation of the most 1cwerful teau, and also all others,

can be realized by a methcd ct the synchronizaticn cf local signals

by each cf the beans. After the separaticn cf beams it is possible tc

utilize entire energy, after foming them. main disadvantages in such

systems are the considerable cospiacatior of receiving equipment and

the expansion of the ccccpied frequency Land.
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According to the method of the recepticn cf signals with thi

wide base are distinquisked ccrielaticn recepticn with the aid of

multichannel correlator with the delay line with outlets [7.47 [7.5'

and reception to matched filters [7.6). In the first case as the

reference broadband sicnal is utilized a binary pseudorandcm sequence
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cf the type of a M-sequence witt the subsequert filtraticn. Is

possible the use alsc ct other Fseudorandom sequences (multipbase

codes of Frank, etc.). Ikeir fuxdazental prcperties - uniformity of

the spectrum in the brcad hand, distinct maximum cf autocorrelaticn

function and small peak factx. Transiticn tc a M-pcsition ccding

makes it possible in the same hand to increase the speed cf

transmission to logM tiles in cczjarisor with the binary coding. In

this case the equipment teccaes ccaplicated (--M cnce). As the

reference signals can te used different P-sequences, and alsc

multifrequency and multiphase manipulaticns. Ecr the transmission cf

analog information can te usid relatively narrcw-band frequency

modulation [7.71. With this Chi signal in the transmission ( then at

the reception) it is mritiplied vith the reference pseudorandcm

signal. However, transmission with the aid cf KIN and a- modulaticn

is considered as the mcie effective [7.8] (I.S].

As a serious problem is considered synchrcnizaticn both clock

and intrabaul. Although trca4kand signals theaselves pcssess the gocd

time resolution, the realizaticL of these prcperties for the

resolution of multi-team character requires tke ccrresponding tc

accuracy synchronization. 1here are also great difficulties during

the actual realizaticn cf the bxcadband line cf delay and search

circuit with the nettinS.
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with the reception to the matched filters usually is utilized

intra-pulse linear frecufncy modulaticn, fcr example, with the aid cf

the dispersive ultrasonic delay line. Utilizirg linear ChM with the

cpposite slope, it is pcssitle to transmit tirary signals. At the

reception the matched filter is azalogcus tc trarsmission delay line.

Systems with widebase signals solve multi-team charactr'r cn the

base of the analysis of the pu.se reacticn, of the ccamunicaticn

channel, i.e., is utilized tie equivalent mcdel of channel, based cn

the selective values of its pulse reacticn. Hcwever, it is pcssible

to utilize the equivalert mcdei. of channel, based cn the selective

values of the transfer tiuncticn cf the channel (in that case it is

convenient to speak not abcut the multi-beau character, but about the

selective fadings). Forming in the transaissicn the sultifretquency

signal, comprised of t~o cuts cl sinusoids, ard measuring at the

reception of amplitude acd Ehase ct these frequencies, and then

coherently storing them, we will cttain the crtimum system, %hich

generates at the recepticu adaptaticn or meascresent and acccunt of

cbjective parameters. Fcr charactexistic measurement of the circuit

cf propagation can be utilized tither special signals, as fcr

instance, in the system with test fulse (7.10', cr informaticcal

signals. As the test pulse it is ccnvenient tc utilize a pulse with

I 11 (7. 11.
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As a whole optimum zeceivez rates the state of channel and

optimizes its characteristics (reference signals). This optimizaticn

possible to produce not conly at receiving end, but also on that

transmitting, utilizing a return auct. Cr many lines cf

communications to organize similar channel is simple. Analyzing the

received signal, it is icssible, fcr example, it is simple to change

the power of transmitter into tte cycle with the fading.

Above has already keen indicated that in the feedback,

periodically by investigating large frequency band and by selectinq

optimum transmitting frequency, it is possitle to obtain considerable

gain. This gain depends cn the tand, occupied by infcrmaticnal

signal, and on the accuracy of the resoluticn cf the signal cf

sounding in the frequency. ibis method is equivalent to diversity in

the frequency with the automatic selecticn; hcwever, the order of

diversity is defined b) toth the interval of correlation by frequency

and by accuracy cf rescluticn o b) number cf the frequencies teinc

investigated in the measuring signal (one shocld, true, note that

during the automatic selecticn %ith an increase in the order of

diversity the gain increases slculy, and furtlermcre, with an

increase in the hand ct infcrzaticral communication gain frc the

work at the optimum frequency rajidly falls). fundamental difficulty
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- to ensure sweeping this large frequency band. In the secticns STR

with the large time lac ct teams r_ Frotably, it will Frcve to be

sufficient to investigate tke communication channel in the band cf

frequencies of 20 MHz. In this case is pcssible the simultanecus

transmission of measuring dnd infcrmational signals, moreover for the

transuissicn of informaticn it is fossible tc utilize analcgcs

methods of modulation, icr example, frequency, and as the reference

noise-like signal with the unifcro spectrum in the band 2C MHz

(7.12]. In the process cf waOr at receiving erd at ci prccessing

measuring signal is evaluated the state cf channel in entire range

and is selected the optimum frequency whcse value is coded and is

transmitted by the charnel of feedtack. In the princiFle, the

resolution of measurinc signal can be made very large; however, the

gain of this method whclly deFends on the statistical properties of

channel STR.

In the systems by the return duct of ccmauntcaticns it is

possible to change not cly the frequency cf transmitter, but also

deviation (in the case ChM), nuater of chancels, power of transmitter

or everything simultanecusly. Eundamental peculiarity - possitility

cf the transmission of analcg informatior, in contrast to the

previous systems, which transmit c¢ly digital information.

Use of discreteness and quantizaticr of analcg informaticn,

L L _ . .. ..... .. . . . . .. ... ........ . .. . .. . - ,
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i.e., transition and tc digital information, gives the possibility tc

match the speed cf trarsaissicn cf inforwaticr with the passtand of

circuit during the use cf usual narrow-band methcds cf modulaticn.

This is possible, for example, ty the methcd cf splitting of channel

with the high rate tc r cf jarallel chanrels (with their diversity in

the time and the frequency) with the speed cf transaission, tc n cf

times of less. Are pcssit1e use and multipcsiticn ccdings.
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To promisingly utilize multicharnel system where in the sut-channels

are utilized the multipcsiticn ccdes. In this case the equipsent

possesses large flexibility, since under the Fccr conditions for

propagation it is easy tc increase the order cf the diverse recepticn

due to a decrease in the velccity cf trarsmissicn [7.131.

Work on the intrcducticn cf the enumerated above methcds cf

fight with the multi-bean character intc the Fractice of lines STR is

very intensely ccnducted both tc tke USSE and atrcad.

§7.3. Transmission of TV signals along the lines DTR.

Energy calculations show that the transmissicn of the signals of

television is possible up to the distance between the adjacent
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stations 200-240 km with the antennas with aarlification G, =50 by

dB, on the power of transmitter P. =3-IC kw and to the noise

temperature of receiver cf 3OC-40O0K. First experiments in the

transmission of televisicn cn the tropospheric radio channel were

conducted in 1953-1955. However, the operatirg television lires DTF

to 1966 it is counted unit, and they all are lccated in the areas cf

good conditions for radicwave picpagation (atcve sea and in the areas

with the warm, humid clisate). Ihis, apparently, it is explained by

the difficulties, whicb aFear as a result cf transmitter distortions

of television along the multijle-pronged chanrel. The presence of

rapid and slow fadings leads with Chn to changes in the noise level

in the television channel. Ite use of the diverse reception and the

high energy potential ct televisicn lines DIE ccnsiderably decrease

the effect of fadings cm the image. The gultille-Ercnged structure cf

signal leads to the distcrticns of the form cf TV signal. Here should

be distinguished, in tke first ilace, the distcrtions of the siqnals

of the synchronizaticns, which call the disrutticns of

synchronization in the rcws Jbut sometimes alsc cn the frames). Fcr

dealing with this phenciencE aut te used special equipment fcr the

regeneraticn of the sigrals ct synchroni2aticE, which; a) restores

the timing pulses, which are changed in the value and which lave

distorted front; b) restcres the eitinguishirg pulses, morecver it

provides their independent adjustment: c) prcduces the joining of

videosignal on level of "Llact", removing lcw-frequency distcrticns
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and alternating-current bum. Secondly, as a result cf the echo

signals on the image accepted afpear the edging alsc cf plastic. Fcr

eliminating this phencvercn cn the lines DT5 can be applied special

correctors with the autczatic ccrrection. Autcmatic tuning in them

must it is conducted with the aid cf the sigrals of the experimertal

row, transmitted simultaneously with signal ard that intended for

operational quality control of the interurban telecasts (for more

detail see (7.14]).
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And finally thirdly, for dealinS with the fluctuations of overall

line attenuation in the charnel cf tropospheric line in the

television equipment must be prcvided the device of the stabilizaticn

of the level of TV signal.

The transmission of the scoic tracking cf televisicn by the

methods, used on the usual lines BBL- Ch? at the sut-carrier

frequency, is very difficult as a result of the presence of selective

fadings and need in thin case of the considerable expansion cf the

band of circuit. Therefcre on the troFosrheric television lines it is

expedient to utilize a time-divIsion multiples cf the line

synchronizing and extinguishing pulses by the signals of sonic

tracking [7.15]. Supplyirg in tke interval cf back stroke tvc
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modulated pulses, it is fossible tc ensure the transmission of sonic

tracking with the band tc 1i kHz.
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